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Introduction 

The fifth conference on the advances in lasers and light spectroscopy to diagnose 
cancer and other diseases, now called Optical Biopsy, was held on January 23 and 24, 
2000, in San Jose, California. Research results presented at the conference showed the 
advancement in the application of spectroscopy and optical techniques in the medical 
field. Mediphotonic technologies will provide the medical profession with a new set 
of light-based tools for future noninvasive diagnosis and treatment. Optical biopsy, one 
of the promising new noninvasive technologies, is poised to become an important new 
modality for the medical profession, as it does not require tissue removal or surgery. 

Optical biopsy is the analysis of a biomedical sample using its characteristic optical 
properties. These characteristic properties will vary for different states of a tissue. 
Optical biopsy can be implemented in vivo without the removal of tissue. The methods 
and technologies presented at this conference provide new ways to characterize the 
physical and chemical changes occurring in tissues with and without contrast agents, 
thereby offering exciting possibilities for novel optical biopsy and optical imaging 
diagnostic and therapeutic approaches. 

The conference was attended by researchers from many different countries around the 
world. Papers were presented on research using many different techniques to optically 
interrogate tissue, including fluorescence, fluorescence imaging, Raman scattering, 
elastic scattering, reflectance spectroscopy, absorption, polarization imaging, and 
optical coherence tomography. 

The progress in the development of optical cancer detection methods toward clinical 
use was evidenced by the increased number of papers on in-vivo measurements. These 
papers focused on in-vivo native fluorescence from the oral cavity, upper aerodigestive 
tract, esophagus, and colon. Fluorescence 2D imaging in clinical applications is 
becoming the preferred diagnostic approach. In-vivo resonant Raman spectra was used 
to give information on the human retina. Results from the latest work on the use of 
optical methods for characterizing and diagnosing states of human tissues were 
exchanged. 

I would I ike to thank Dr. Alvin Katzand Dr. KestutisSutkusoftheCity College of New 
York for their help with this conference. 

Robert R. Alfano 
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Fluorescence Biopsy I 



Design and performance of a real-time Double Ratio Fluorescence Imaging 
System for the detection of early cancers 

A. Bogaards, A.J.L. Jongen, E. Dekker, J.H.T.M. van den Akker, H.J.C.M. Sterenborg 
Photodynamic Therapy and Optical Spectroscopy Programme, 

Daniel den Hoed Cancer Center, University Hospital, Rotterdam, the Netherlands 

Key words: fluorescence imaging, double ratio, optical properties, cancer detection, 5-aminolevulinic acid. 

Introduction 
Fluorescence Imaging is an experimental clinical technique for tumor detection, which has been gaining interest over the last 
years. Existing fluorescence imaging devices commonly use imaging methods that are influenced by the absorption and 
scattering properties of the investigated tissue. This can lead to artifacts in tissue fluorescence (1,2,3) and may invalidate 
diagnoses. For several years we have been investigating a technique for measuring fluorescence signals independent on 
absorption and scattering properties, the Double Ratio measurement technique (2,4). The Double Ratio is the quotient of two 
Single Ratios excited at two different wavelengths. The present paper describes the design and performance of a novel real- 
time Fluorescence Imaging system based on the Double Ratio technique. Experiments were done on optical phantoms, 
animals (in vivo) and humans (in vivo) to prove the system's independence on optical properties. All experiments performed 
on animals and on human subjects were done according to protocols fulfilling all legal and ethical regulations. 

Today, the gold standard for tumor detection of superficial tumors is visual inspection, followed by excision and 
histopathalogic examination. Of course, it would be preferred to have a more accurate and possibly a less invasive tool. Over 
the last decade a number of non-invasive tumor detection techniques have been suggested (1,5). In vivo fluorescence imaging 
techniques can be divided into two different lines of approach: 1) Auto-fluorescence, and 2) Enhanced fluorescence. Auto- 
fluorescence is the native tissue fluorescence. Enhancing fluorescence is done with drugs acting as tumor markers. Both are 
excited with usually blue or UV light. The application of the drug can be topically, orally i.p. or i.V. Commonly used drugs 
are Hematoporphryrin (Hp) and 5-aminovulinic acid (5ALA) which induces PPIX as a fluorescent tumor marker. Other drugs 
are presently under clinical evaluation. 

Fluorescent imaging devices used in the clinic today most often use one wavelength detection to obtain a fluorescent 
image. Other devices use two wavelengths for detection, for instance to obtain a red -green Ratio image. These so called 
Single Ratios (6) subtract autofluorescence and correct for variations in excitation fluence rate and geometrical factors. The 
latter two methods can be very useful for tissue with homogeneous optical properties, but the reliability of these methods is 
seriously compromised in those cases where the optical properties of the investigated tissue are not homogeneously 
distributed. Both methods have dependencies on variations in the optical properties of the investigated tissue, which are not 
related to malignancy. This may invalidate diagnostics. For instance single red-green ratios are seriously biased by the 
amount of blood and melanin within the tissue. 

For several years we have been investigating a technique for measuring fluorescence signals which is intended to be 
independent on the optical properties, variations in excitation fluence and geometrical factors: The Double Ratio fluorescence 
measurement technique, where two wavelengths are used for excitation and two for detection. With this technique the 
resulting image is only dependent on the fluorophore concentration. Previous experiments over the last few years with the 
Double Ratio technique using point (fiber optic) measurements show good agreement with the theory (2,4). Now, one step 
further, we have developed a system able to produce Double Ratio images. 

The present paper briefly describes the fundamentals on which the imaging technique is based, followed by a short 
description of the system design after which the performance of the novel system is discussed. 

In Optical Biopsy III, Robert R. Alfano, Editor, 
Proceedings of SPIE Vol. 3917 (2000) • 1605-7422/00/$15.00 



Fundamentals 

The Single and Double Ratios are defined as: 

Single   Ratio. = 
F, 

eq 1 

Double   Ratio ■■ 
Single   Ratio.     Fim Fjn 

Single   Ratio .     Fin i*\, 
eq2 

Where F is the fluorescence signal, the subscript i dndj refer to the excitation wavelengths and the subscripts n and m refer to 
the detection wavelengths. 

Sinaasappel et al. derived that the Double Ratio can be written as: 

1 + aC 
Double   Ratio ■■ 

1 + bC 
eq3 

Where a and b are constants and C stands for the concentration of the fluorophore. As a and b can be derived from the 
fluorescence properties of the exogenous and endogenous (auto) fluoreophores, the Double Ratio is dependent of the 
fluorophore concentration and artifacts caused by absorption, scattering and geometry are all cancelled out (4). 

System design 

A novel system has been developed and build. This system can be used for: auto-fluorescence measurements, enhanced 
fluorescence measurements, processing into Single- and Double-Ratios. The fluorescence can be studied at a wide variety of 
wavelengths by exchanging detection and excitation filters. 

The system consists of a light source for excitation, a CCD camera for detection and a PC for real time image processing. The 
used light source is an Oriel Photomax water-cooled 
lamp housing with a 200-Watt Xenon Mercury lamp. 
Through a beam splitter the output of the lamp is 
divided in two beams. With filters the desired 
wavelength (band) is chosen. A chopper is used to 
alternate between the two excitation wavelengths. The 
alternating lamp output is coupled into liquid light 
guides. Finally some optics illuminate the detection 
area. The camera is a Philips IP 800 with an 
intensified CCD operating at a normal video 
frequency of 50Hz. The camera has a sensitivity of 
5ulux. 
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1"lens 
Filters 2«,lens       CCD 

The optics used to focus the image on the camera are home made and consist of a first lens, a chopper wheel, a set of filters, a 
second lens unit and finally the camera. The second 
lens unit consists of four achromatic lenses designed 
to focus four equal images on the camera. The 
original, in the focal plane of the first lens, creates 
four similar images in the focal plane of the second 
lens where the CCD is positioned. By changing the 
first lens the magnification can be changed in such 
way that the detection area is either 1 or 3 square 
centimeters. The first hole in the chopper wheel 
illuminates the two images on the upper half of the 
CCD, whereas the second hole in the chopper wheel 
illuminates the two images on lower half of the CCD. 
The chopper in the camera is running synchronized 
with the chopper in the light housing, causing the 
following four equal images: 1.) F,m , 2.) F,„, 3.) 

Fj.m, 4.) Fjitl. Software has been developed to operate the camera and process the images in real-time. The software has been 
written in IDL 5.2 running on a regular PC with a Windows NT4.0 platform. 

Figure 2: Schematic overview of the camera optics 

The setup in the following experiments is configured to measure the PPIX fluorescence with the following excitation (k^, A.j 
) and detection (Xa, Xm) wavelengths: 
\f. 405 nm, Oriel 56541 
\y. 435 nm, Oriel 56551 
Xn: 550nm, Omega optical 550RDF42 
Xm: 675nm, Omega optical 675DF110 
To eliminate any excitation light to enter the camera a Schott KV500 filter is positioned in front of the first lens. 

Experiments 

The following three 3 experiments have been performed: 
1. Phantom Study: Ex vivo study of the dependence on optical properties, us and ua 

2. Human Study: In vivo check of the independence of Double ratio on ua. 
3. Animal Study: In- and Ex Vivo feasibility study of localizing PPIX concentrations and tumors. 

Phantom Study 

Phantom studies have been performed to investigate the sensitivity of the Double Ratio to changes in the absorption 
coefficient |j.a and scattering coefficient us. To create these properties aqueous solutions have been made with IntralipidlO% 
as a scattering component and Evans blue as the absorbing component. To simulate the auto-fluorescence of the dermis and 
epidermis Fluoreceine was used. To simulate the PPIX fluorescence Hematoporphyrin (Hp) was used in a concentration 
sequence. Hp has, compared to PPIX, a similar absorption- and emission spectra and is more easily dissolved in aqueous 
solutions. Before adding HP to the phantom it was pre-diluted in a small amount aceton to enhance solubility in water. 

To see how well the phantom represents reality, the emission spectrum of the phantom is compared with the emission 
spectrum of human tissue in the graph below. 



Emission spectra of a phantom with Hp and   mouse skin  with PPIX 

■ Phantom with Hp 

-Mouse dermis with PPIX 

Wavelength [ntn] 

Figure 3: emission spectra of the phantom with Hp and mouse skin, with PPIX, excited at 405nm 

Five different phantoms were made in total: 
Phantom 1: 
Phantom 2: 
Phantom 3: 
Phantom 4: 
Phantom 5: 

us= 80 cm" 
[4.s= 120 cm" 
|is= 80 cm" 
us= 244 cm" 
us=313 cm 

\ ua= 2.8cm" 
'\ ua= 2.8cm" 
', Ha= 4.2cm" 

'1,u,a= 1.8cm' 
', ua= 2.3cm' 

corresponding to human dermis (3) 
corresponding to human liver (3) 
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Figure 4 shows the DR versus Hp concentration for the five mentioned phantoms. Clearly visible is the independence of the 
Double Ratio of absorbing and scattering coefficient. The graph also shows a good correlation between the measured values 
and the theoretically predicted curve given by equation 3, which is plotted in the graph as well. We found a correlation 
coefficient of 0.98. 

Human experiments 

Previous studies show that absorption artifacts induced by melanin (2) can seriously compromise single red-green 
fluorescence ratios measured on the skin. To study these absorption artifacts in vivo we performed the following experiment. 
We studied pigmented moles on human Caucasian epidermis, comparing Single red-green Ratios with Double Ratios. We 
found two volunteers on which we selected two pigmented moles each. Topical administration with a solution of 20% 5- 
ALA in 3% carboxymethylcellulose in water took place for half an hour. The gel was hold into position with Tegaderm and 
was applied on the pigmented mole and surrounding unpigmented skin. After half an hour the Tegaderm was removed and 
the skin was cleaned with a gauze. 

Figure 5: In vivo white light image a pigmented 
human mole. The position of the mole is indicted 
with a circle. 

Figure 6: In vivo Double Ratio image of a 
pigmented human mole. 

Figure 5 show the white light image of a pigmented mole indicated with a pen circle around it. Figure 6 shows the Double 
Ratio image of this mole. The mole has disappeared in the Double Ratio image, which indicates that the Double ratio is 
independent on tissue color. The pen circle around the mole has not completely disappeared due to small artifacts in 
overlapping the four images. The whitish spots indicate an elevated PPIX concentration in the hair follicles. 

Animal Study 

An animal study has been performed to test whether the system is capable of localizing in vivo PPK concentrations and 
tumors. For this study we used twenty hairless mice. Ten of these mice had visible skin tumors and chrinically aged skin due 
to UVB irradiation. The other ten mice were used as control group. Topical administration with a solution of 20% 8-ALA in 
3% carboxymethylcellulose in water took place for half an hour. The gel was held into position with Tegaderm and was 
applied on control tissue and tumor tissue. After half an hour the Tegaderm was removed and the skin was cleaned with a 
gauze. Imaging took place six hours and twelve hours after ALA application. 



Figure 7: The rectangle in the mouse drawing shows the detection area. 
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Figure 8: Double Ratio image of visible tumors  Figure 9: Double Ratio image of visible tumors 
on 'normal' skin (in vivo) on chrinically aged skin (in vivo) 

Figure 8 shows an in vivo Double Ratio image of a mouse with visible skin tumors. The image size is 3cm . The white spots 
in the figure indicate the position of visible skin tumors with a size of approximately 2 to 3 mm with possibly some 
surrounding satellite tumors. This image shows distinctive tumors. 

Figure 9 shows an in vivo Double Ratio image of a mouse with visible skin tumors and chrinically aged skin. The image size 
is 3cm2' The white spots in the figure indicate the position of visible skin tumors with a size of approximately 2 to 3 mm. The 
tumors can hardly be discriminated due to the surrounding altered skin, which appears to accumulate as much PPK as the 
tumor itself. White light examination with the naked eye showed altered skin with some tumors. Both images were taken at 
similar times after ALA application and have similar scales. 

Six and twelve hours after ALA application ten mice were sacrificed, five mice with tumor and five mice with 
normal tissue. After that a region of the skin of approximately three square centimeters was cut out and imaged. The images 
of al twenty mice were then statistically analyzed comparing normal vs. tumor tissue. On average the difference between 
control and tumor tissue was found to be a factor 4. Twelve hours post ALA application and a factor 6 was found. 

Conclusions 

The Double Ratio imaging device we developed performed excellently both on realistic optical phantoms, on skin tumors in 
mice and on a human mole. At present the device is being investigated in a series of clinical experiments. 
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ABSTRACT 

An optical imaging and spectroscopy system has been developed for the study of in vivo fluorescence of nasopharngeal 
tissue through an endoscope. The system records the fluorescence signal in the imaging plane of the endoscopic system. 
This allows analyze the characteristics of the light induced fluorescence (LIF) spectra recorded by each pixel of the two 
dimensional detector which may be used for fluorescence endoscopic imaging. If the endoscope for fluorescence 
endoscopy is the same as one employed for the in vivo fluorescence study, the algorithms developed to distinguish the 
diseased tissue from normal tissue based on the in vivo fluorescence study should be highly reliable for fluorescence 
imaging of lesions. In this work, fluorescence spectra were collected from 27 full term patients. Different algorithms were 
tested for separation of cancerous lesions from normal tissue. High sensitivity and specificity were achieved. 

Keywords: Fluorescence, spectroscopy, imaging, cancer 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) occurs with highest incidence and frequencies in Asian countries. Genetic factors, 
infection with the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), and environmental factors are all implicated as being important for the 
development of NPc'1"41. Screening of nasopharyngeal carcinoma is now carried out by checking individuals suspected of 
having NPC for elevated levels of serum IgA antibodies directed against EBV viral capsid antigen (VCA) and Early 
Antigen(EA) with subsequent nasoendoscopic biopsy of the nasopharynx. However, many malignant tumors and early 
lesions such as carcinoma in situ are small and have the flat surface. It is difficult to localize the small and flat lesions with 
an ordinary endoscopy. Random biopsies are usually conducted to screen for subclinical tumors. According to the statistic 
results, only 5.4% of patients with elevated serum EBV antibody titer had asymptomatic NPC in random biopsy of the 
nasopharynx'31. The low incidence of pathological evidence of nasopharyngeal carcinoma suggests that majority of the 
screening program will suffer the unnecessary trauma caused by the random biopsy. Furthermore, patients with raised 
serum EBV antibody titer or with tumor removed need to have follow-up endoscopy and biopsy to rule out possible 
nasopharyngeal carcinoma, residual tumor or tumor recurrence. As a result, a remote imaging technique is desirable for 
early detecting malignant tumor and guiding the routine biopsy procedure. 

Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) of tissues depends on their biochemical and histomorphologic characteristics. LIF 
technology has already successfully demonstrated the capability to distinguish normal tissue from precancerous and early 
cancerous lesions at different human organs and body sites. Optical fiber probes were most commonly used for in vivo LIF 
spectroscopic study of tissue. However, the fluorescence imaging technique such as fluorescence endoscopy is more 
desirable and convenient for clinical diagnosis. The optics of endoscope is very different from fiber probe in terms of 
optical illumination and collection geometry. The endoscope collects information from much larger area than optical fiber 
probe used of point measurement. To separate the normal tissue from lesions, the algorithm for fluorescence image 
processing should be created based on the correlation between fluorescence spectra and pathologic results. The 
fluorescence spectra should be recorded from the location where the biopsy is taken for pathologic diagnosis. Also, the 
spectra must be collected by a system with the same geometry as endoscope employed. In this work, we built a multiple 
channel spectrometer for the study of characteristics of in vivo fluorescence signal recorded by an imaging system. 
Specifically, the spectrometry analyzed the LIF signal of tissue in the image plane of a conventional endoscopic system 
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during endoscopy. This allowed us to investigate the fluorescence signal received by each pixel of a two dimensional 
sensor proposed for recording the LIF image of the fluorescence endoscopy. First, we created a simple algorithm to detect 
nasopharyngeal carcinoma by using the ratio of fluorescence signals at two wavelength bands. Furthermore, we tested the 
algorithm involved with the fluorescence signals at three wavelength bands to compensate for the effect of blood absorption 
on the fluorescence signal. The performance of the algorithm should be more stable with reducing the distortion of tissue 
fluorescence signal by the variation of blood content. Finally, we discuss the possibility to further improve the sensitivity 
and specificity of the LIF imaging technique. Instead of using a general algorithm built on the spectral data collected from a 
group of subjects, we propose to make use of the difference of fluorescence signals between diseased and normal tissue 
within an individual to create a more robust algorithm for the detection of diseased tissue. 

2.   MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The schematic diagram of the imaging and spectroscopy system for study of in vivo fluorescence signal is shown in Figure 
1. The system was designed to be able to adapted to any endoscope. A 100 W mercury arc lamp filtered by a band pass 
filter in the wavelength range from 390 nm - 450 nm was used as excitation source. The excitation power at the endoscope 
tip is about 50 mW. The fluorescence and reflection of excitation from the tissue surface were imaged by a commercial 
endoscope. A dichroic mirror with cut-on wavelength at 470 nm divided the optical signal from the endoscope into the 
reflection and fluorescence channels. The image recorded by a CCD video camera in reflection channel was displayed on a 
monitor for the real time endoscopy. A long pass filter with cut-off wavelength at 470 nm was used to eliminate residual 
excitation light in the fluorescence channel. The fluorescence signal was collected by an optical fiber bundle with seven 
optical fibers of 200 nm in diameter and NA 0.16. The fibers were evenly distributed in fluorescence image plane of the 
endoscope. When the separation of the endoscope distal tip and the imaged tissue surface was 15 mm, each single fiber 
sampled the signal from the area about 1mm in diameter on tissue surface. The sampling area is much smaller than the total 
illuminated area. The fluorescence signals received by the fibers were conducted to the entrance slit of an imaging 
spectrograph. The tips of optical fibers were placed in the entrance plane and lined up vertically. The fluorescence 
conducted by the fibers were then dispersed and imaged onto an intensified CCD (ICCD) camera. The images of CCD and 
ICCD were grabbed simultaneously by a frame grabber at rate of 25 frames per second. The spectra of a white light lamp 
shown in Figure 2a were formed by binning the seven spectral strips in the image vertically. The wavelength of the spectral 
measurement was calibrated by using a standard spectral lamp. The response of ICCD with fixed gain was in its linear 
region. A typical image grabbed from real time video with aiming marks is shown in Figure 2b. 

-> Filtered Hg Arc Lamp 

-3sr(E=-E3jr~ 

Nasal Endoscope 

_        »     ^    >j    Frame Computer fe—*   Grgbber 

Imaging 
Spectrograph 

Figure 1.   Arrangements for in vivo measuring tissue autofluorescence in the image plane of a nasal 
endoscopic imaging system. 
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Figure 2. (a) Spectra formed by binning the spectral strips vertically, (b) Real time image recorded from 
the endoscope overlaid with aiming number marks of seven optical übers. Each mark indicates the area 
aimed by a correspondent single fiber. Fluorescence signals are collected from seven sampling areas 
simultaneously. The highlighted number points the area of interest on the tissue surface where both 
fluorescence measurement and biopsy will be taken. 

The in vivo fluorescence measurements have been conducted in the Department of Otorhinolaryngology and Department of 
Clinical Oncology at Queen Mary Hospital, The University of Hong Kong. A total of 27 subjects were enrolled in this 
study which lasted about six months. The fluorescence spectra were measured at the sites where biopsy specimens were 
taken. Histologie examinations on biopsies were then performed by the pathologists. This study was approved by the 
Ethical Committee of Queen Mary Hospital, the University of Hong Kong. 

3.   RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

We collected in vivo fluorescence on 110 biopsy sites from 27 subjects before the biopsy procedures were performed. In 
which, 58 were found to be normal, 52 exhibited carcinoma. Figure 3 illustrates typical fluorescence spectra acquired from 
nasopharyngeal sites. All fluorescence intensities are not calibrated due to variation of measurement geometry site by site. 
As can be seen, the spectral lineshapes vary not only individual by individual but within individual also. The peak emission 
wavelength of nasopahryngeal carcinoma and normal tissue occurs within ±10 nm of 510 nm. The large variation of 
fluorescence intensity in the region of 530 - 590 nm and peak emission wavelength indicates that the blood content in tissue 
plays important role in the distortion of fluorescence signal recorded on the tissue surface111,12,19,20'. During the fluorescence 
measurement procedure, the distance between the distal tip of endoscope and tissue surface was kept in the range from 10 to 
15 mm. Although the distance was not calibrated, we observed that the fluorescence intensity from the nasopahryngeal 
carcinoma was generally lower than the normal tissue. 

A simple algorithm based on the ratio of fluorescence signals at two wavelength bands was created to differentiate the 
nasopharyngeal carcinoma from the surrounding normal tissue. As discussed previously, the algorithm will be valid for the 
fluorescence endoscopic imaging system because the tissue fluorescence were analyzed in the image plane of the 
endoscope. A set of wavelength bands in the range from 470 - 700 that best separated the carcinoma and normal tissue was 
found by exhaustive search. The minimal bandwidth was set to 30 nm in the search. A very narrow bandwidth becomes not 
practical because the signal to noise ratio SNR is inversely proportional to the bandwidth and the performance of a 
fluorescence imaging system is strongly dependent on the SNR. The ratio of fluorescence signal in the short wavelength 
band vs. long wavelength band was calculated. An unpaired student's f-test was used to compare the ratio scores of the 
normal and carcinoma tissues. The separation of normal tissue from carcinoma was evaluated by the student's f-test result. 
The optimal wavelength bands for the ratio algorithm was found at 500±25 nm and 640+40 nm as shown in Figure 3. The 
ratio scores of the signals in the band of 500+25 nm vs. 640±40 nm from all measured fluorescence spectra are shown in 
Figure 4a. The distributions of the ratio scores for normal and carcinoma are displayed separately because of the slight 
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Figure 3. Typical in vivo autofluorescence emission spectra 
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Figure 4. (a) Scatter plot for the scores of two wavelengths ratio algorithm. The circles and diamonds 
represent the scores of nasopharyngeal carcinoma and normal tissue, respectively, (b) Dependence of 
sensitivity and specificity of two wavelengths algorithm on the diagnostic threshold. The squares and 
circles represent the sensitivity and specificity, respectively. 

overlapping between two groups. The mean ratio scores were 1.78±0.48 for normal nasopharyngeal tissue and 0.99±0.20 
for the carcinoma. The /»-value of student's West on the ratios for normal tissue and carcinoma was found to be smaller 
than 0.001. This indicates the significantly statistical difference (PO.001) between two groups of scores. To further 
evaluate the performance of two wavelengths algorithm, we calculated the sensitivity and specificity of the algorithm as a 
function of decision thresholds. The sensitivity and specificity were defined as 

Sensitivity = ■ True Positives 

True Positives + False Negatives 

Specificity = 
True Negatives 

True Negatives + False Positives 
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The dash and dot lines in Figure 4a represent the diagnostic thresholds for sensitivity of 100% and specificity of 100%, 
respectively. The dependence of sensitivity and specificity on diagnostic threshold are shown in Figure 4b. As can be seen, 
when the threshold is set to 1.30, the two wavelengths algorithm can achieve both sensitivity and specificity about 92%. 

As discussed in the beginning of the section, the variation of blood content plays an important role in distortion of 
fluorescence spectra emitted from tissue surface. The result of an exhaustive search of the optimal set of wavelength bands 
for the ratio algorithm has reflected the effect of blood content on the fluorescence measurement. The optimal set of 
wavelength bands at 500±25 nm and 640±40 nm excludes the wavelength region of 530nm to 590 nm where the blood 
appears very strong absorption119,201. This indicates that the exhaustive search is a process to minimize the blood effect on 
the performance of the ratio algorithm. However, the absorption coefficient of blood in the wavelength band of 500±25 nm 
is still much greater than 640±40 nm[19'20]. To further reduce the effect of blood absorption and improve the accuracy of the 
diagnosis, we investigated an algorithm which compensated the variation of fluorescence signal in wavelength band of 
500±25 nm caused by blood absorption to some extent. 

The algorithm was created by forming the dimensionless function 

R = l{500±25)(l(500±25) V 
1(640 ±40){l(560± 35) 

in which fluorescence signals in three wavelength bands: 500±25 nm, 560±35 nm and 640±40 nm were employed. The 
first term of ^-function is the two wavelengths ratio. The second term includes the information of blood absorption and is 
used to compensate the effect of blood variation on the first term. A constant k was used to scale the blood effect on the 
score of the algorithm. It has been found in an exhaustive search that the best separation was achieved by setting the value 
of k about 0.51. Again, the result of an unpaired student's West was used as the criterion to determine the best separation 
and optimal value of constant k. The scores of Ä-function for normal and carcinoma tissues are shown in Figure 5a. The 
mean scores of/{-function for normal and carcinoma tissues are 1.95±0.50 and 1.00+0.21, respectively. The small ^-value 
(O.001) demonstrates that the significantly statistical difference between two groups of scores. It has been noticed that the 
variances of jR-function scores for normal and carcinoma tissues are at the same levels as the two wavelengths algorithm. 
However, the difference of mean score between the normal tissue and carcinoma is 0.95, compared to 0.79 of two 
wavelengths algorithm. This indicates that three wavelengths algorithm can separate the normal tissue and carcinoma better 
than two wavelengths algorithm. The dependence of sensitivity and specificity on the diagnostic threshold for three 
wavelengths algorithm is displayed in Figure 5b. The sensitivity of 98% and specificity of 95% can be achieved when the 
threshold is set to 1.35. 
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Figure 5. (a) Scatter plot for the scores of three wavelengths ratio algorithm. The circles and diamonds 
represent the scores of nasopharyngeal carcinoma and normal tissue, respectively, (b) Dependence of 
sensitivity and specificity of three wavelengths algorithm on the diagnostic threshold. The squares and 
circles represent the sensitivity and specificity, respectively. 
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In conclusion, we built a multiple channel spectrometer to analyze the light induced fluorescence spectra of nasopahryngeal 
carcinoma and normal tissue in the image plane of a standard nasal endoscope. The results of the study reported here 
demonstrate that a conventional endoscopic system with the feature of fluorescence spectral imaging can localize the 
naspharyngeal carcinoma with high sensitivity and specificity. There is not a technical obstacle and cost problem to build a 
two wavelengths and three wavelengths imaging system for real time endoscopy'15"181. The fluorescence endoscopy will 
offer unique information for the early detection of maligant nasopahryngeal tumors noninvasively. The method to 
investigate the tissue autofluorescence in our study can be generally used to create reliable algorithm for various 
fluorescence endoscopic imaging systems to detect diseased tissue on other organ sites. It should be pointed out that no 
subject with a subclinical cancerous lesion was found and examined in this six months pilot study. The pathological 
analysis showed that all biopsied sites, where the in vivo fluorescence spectra were measured, exhibited either normal or 
invasive carcinoma, although some carcinoma lesions are flat and unobservable. Furthermore, the exact biochemical and 
morphological basis for the difference in fluorescence spectral characteristics between normal and carcinoma tissue are 
currently unknown. In the future study, we will focus on investigating the autofluorescence of early lesion and develop the 
understanding of the basis of nasopharyngeal autofluorescence. 
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1. ABSTRACT 

The steady state native fluorescence emission and excitation spectra of human normal and cancerous oral tissues 
are studied in the visible region. The fluorescence excitation spectrum is recorded for 600 nm emission by scanning the 
excitation (Kex: 340 - 580 nm). The excitation spectrum of normal tissues has peaks at 406, 524 and 552 nm, whereas the 
cancerous tissues have peaks at 406,513 and 552nm respectively. The fluorescence emission spectra were also recorded at 
405 and 560 nm excitations (ktla: 430 - 700 nm; Xem : 580 - 750 nm). The emission spectrum of cancerous tissues has two 
distinct peaks at 604 and 660 nm. It is also observed that there is a distinct difference between normal and cancerous tissues 
at 560 nm excitation. The ratio parameter R! = (I406 /1550) is introduced from the excitation spectrum for 600 nm emission 
and two ratio parameters R2 = (I470 / i6oo) and R3 = (I470 / I66o) are introduced for the emission spectrum at 405 nm excitation. 
Among the three ratio parameters the Rt classifies the normal and cancerous tissues at a specificity and sensitivity of 83 % 
and 93 % respectively. A critical value of 1.8 is suggested for classifying the normal from cancerous tissues. 

Keywords: Fluorescence, Excitation spectroscopy, oral cancer, optical diagnosis 

2. INTRODUCTION 

Oral cancer is predominantly related to the behavior of smoking, alcohol abuse, chewing of tobacco and betel net. 
As tobacco chewing is habitual among rural community in India, oral cancer constitutes 30 % of the overall malignancy 
affecting the whole body. The carcinogenesis of oral cavity is a multi step process secondary to exposure to tobacco related 
carcinogens. The entire exposed mucosa is at risk for genetic damage, which will exist in varying stages of progression 
towards invasive disease. Discrimination of early stages of abnormal proliferation through some novel screening strategies 
may help to serve as an intermediate endpoint in chemo-preventive and behavior modification. 

In this regard, native fluorescence spectroscopy (NFS) has been extended to the medical community to 
characterize various metabolic and pathological changes at cellular and tissue level. Porphyrin derivatives, which have 
preferential accumulation in tumor tissues, have been extensively used for diagnostic purpose in oncology. 8- 
Aminolevulinic acid is frequently applied topically or systematically and used for diagnostic evaluations of tumors of skin1, 
bladder, gastrointestinal tract and lung3. However, Protoporphyrin IX may accumulate in tumors with some degree of 
selectivity, because of the limited capacity of the enzyme, ferrochelatase4. 

Currently, photophysical properties of intrinsic bio-molecules and their structure have also been considered as a 
useful tool to study various alterations in the functional, morphological and micro-environmental changes in cells and 
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tissues. Differences in the native fluorescence have been ascribed to various molecules such as tryptophan, tyrosine, 
phenylalanine, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide - reduced form (NADH), flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD), collagen, 
elastin and endogenous porphyrins in cells and tissues5. Studies in diagnostic oncology indicate that the native fluorescence 
spectroscopy of tissues can be exploited to distinguish normal from malignant conditions of breast6, cervix7 and colon8. 
However, most of the reported data are based on the native fluorescence excitation and emission spectroscopy in the 
ultraviolet region. Only limited data are available on the applications of excitation and emission spectroscopy in the visible 
region. In this regard, we have already reported on the use of visible native fluorescence spectroscopy in discriminating 
different pathological conditions of oral cancerous tissues in 7,12 Dimethyl benz(a) anthracene induced hamster cheek 
pouch carcinogenesis9. In the present paper, we extended our study on human normal and cancerous oral tissues using both 
excitation and emission fluorescence spectroscopy in the visible region. 

3. Materials and methods 

3.1. Tissue preparation 

Tissue samples were collected from patients with oral malignancy (n = 14). Normal oral tissue samples (n = 6) at 
adjacent normal sites were also collected from selected patients. Each tissue sample was cut into two segments. One 
segment was sent to the pathologist for standard histopathological evaluation. The second segment was washed with 0.9% 
Nacl solution and stored at -4°C, until assay. Both normal and malignant tissues were homogenized and the homogenate 
was mixed with equal volume (1:1) of IN Perchloric acid and methanol. The mixture was vortexed using cyclomixer and 
centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 minutes. The clear supernatant thus separated was taken for spectral analysis. 

3.2. Steady state fluorescence measurement 

The steady state fluorescence measurements in the visible region were performed using a Spectrofluorometer 
(Fluoromax - 2, SPEX, USA) at an excitation wavelength of 405 nm by scanning the emission monochromator (A,em = 430 
- 700 nm). The excitation spectra were scanned between 340 - 580 nm, for 600 nm emission. Excitation and emission slit 
widths were set at 2 and 5 nm respectively for the measurement of fluorescence emission spectra and vice-versa for 
excitation spectra. The signals were detected using a red sensitive photomultiplier tube (R928 - Himatzu). 

4. RESULTS 

The excitation and emission fluorescence spectra were measured for both normal and tumor tissues extracted in 
perchloric acid - methanol mixture. The excitation scan was performed, by exciting the tissues in the wavelength region of 
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340 - 580 nm and observing the emission at 600 nm Fig.l shows the normalized, average excitation spectra of both normal 
and cancerous tissue extracts along with their difference spectrum. Fig.l shows the following salient features that 
discriminate normal tissues from cancerous tissues. The averaged excitation spectrum of normal samples shows three 
distinct peaks at 406, 524 and 552 nm, with almost same intensity. However, the averaged excitation spectrum of cancerous 
samples has a primary peak at 406 nm and two secondary peaks at 467 and 552 nm. 

In order to quantify the results, we introduced the ratio parameter R! = I405 /I552 at 600 nm emission, where I405 and 
I552 are the relative excitation intensities at 405 and 552 nm respectively. Fig.2 shows the scatter plot of Ri for both normal 
and cancerous tissues. 

Cancer 

 Normal 

 Difference 

-0.4 
Wavelength (nm) 

Fig.3. Normalized fluorescence emission spectra 
at 405 nm excitation 

The emission scan of both normal and cancerous oral 
tissues were performed at 405 nm excitation (kcm = 430 - 
700 nm). Fig.3 shows the normalized average 
fluorescence emission spectrum of tissue extracts of 
normal and cancerous subjects, along with their 
difference spectrum. It is observed that the average 
fluorescence spectrum of normal subjects shows a 
primary emission peak at 475 nm. However, the average 
spectrum of cancerous tissue extracts shows two 
additional emission peaks at 605 and 660 nm, which are 
absent in the case of normal. To evaluate the potentiality 
of native fluorescence emission spectroscopy in 
discriminating cancer tissues from normal, two ratio 
parameters, R2 = I470 / I600 and R3 = I470 / I66o were 
introduced. Here I470, I600 and I660 are the emission 
intensities in the native fluorescence emission spectra of 
normal and cancerous tissues, for 405 nm excitation. 
Figs.4 and 5 show the scatter plot of R2 and R3 for 
normal and cancerous subjects. 

5. DISCUSSION 

Although oral lesions are visible and easily detected compared with other organs, they continue to be an important 
health concern, the population at risk from this cancer is ranked second in Asian countries because of the exposure to 
tobacco products and alcohol. 10 Patients are often left with severe cosmetic and functional difficulties resulting from this 
disease and its treatment. This is partly as a result of the late stage at which these cancers present. The most common 
symptom of cancer of the oral cavity is a sore in mouth; however, diagnosis is often delayed because the pain associated 
with ulceration occurs quite late in this disease. Detection and treatment of precancerous and early cancerous lesions would 
decrease the mortality associated with this disease. " 

Policard is considered to be the first to have recognized the presence of endogenous porphyrins in tumors. n Later, 
Ghadially examined the fluorescence of endogenous porphyrins and identified it as being a mixture consisting mainly of 
protoporphyrin with traces of coproporphyrin. 13 He also photographed the red fluorescence from animal and from human 
tumors, under Wood's lamp illumination. Ghadially et al demonstrated that a possible reason for the phenomenon of 
autofluorescence is that it is the result of microbial synthesis of porphyrins in necrotic areas of tumors.14 But others have 
suggested that the native fluorescence may be due to certain porphyrin compounds in the body, formed by the degradation 
of hemoglobin, which is responsible for the characteristic autofluorescence at 630 and 690 nm. Although there is 
controversy concerning the origin of native fluorescence of endogenous porphyrins, it is still considered to be an important 
tumor marker in the characterization of tissues. 

In this context, we have made an attempt to use native fluorescence excitation and emission spectroscopy of tissue 
extracts in Perchloric acid - methanol mixture, for discriminating cancerous tissues from normal. We have measured the 
fluorescence excitation spectra of normal and cancerous tissue extracts for 600 nm emission (Fig.l). The native 
fluorescence emission spectra of normal and cancerous tissues were measured at 405 nm excitation (Fig.3). The average 
excitation and emission spectra were generated for the two groups of normal and cancerous tissues. 
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The peak at 406 nm observed in the average excitation spectra of both normal and cancerous tissues may be due to 
the Soret absorption band of porphyrins. The excitation peak at 524 nm observed in the spectrum of normal tissues and the 
peak at 552 nm in the case of both normal and cancerous tissues may be due to the Q band of porphyrins, as the typical 
absorption spectrum of the porphyrins consists of two parts : the Soret band at 380 - 420 nm and the Q bands in the 480 - 
650 nm region.I5 This observation is in agreement with the results of Yang et al., who observed excitation peaks around 
400, 500, 525 and 570 nm in the acetone extracts of cancerous tissues. 

In order to evaluate the potentiality of native fluorescence excitation spectroscopy in discriminating normal from 
cancer, a ratio parameter Ri was introduced. Fig.2 shows that a critical value of 1.8 for R^ misclassifies one normal sample 
as cancer, resulting in a specificity of 83 %. Also, Rj misclassifies 1 out of 14 cancer samples as normal, resulting in a 
sensitivity of 93 %. 

In the case of fluorescence emission spectrum, the additional secondary emission peaks observed at 605 and 660 
nm for 405 nm excitation, are characteristic of cancerous tissues and they may be attributed to the presence of endogenous 
porphyrins. Hua et al. have observed 8-ALA induced endogenous porphyrin emission peaks at 605 and 660 nm in the case 
of animal tumor tissue extracts.16 The emission peak at 475 nm observed in both normal and cancerous tissue extracts may 
be assigned to enzyme bound NADH. In order to compare the diagnostic potentiality of native fluorescence emission 
spectroscopy of tissues with that of excitation spectroscopy, the ratio parameters R2 and R3 were introduced. Figs.4 and 5 
show that a critical value of 3.8 for R2 and 7.8 for R3 classify only 3 normal samples as normal resulting in a relatively low 
specificity of 50 %. However, out of 14 cancerous tissues, two were misclassified as normal resulting in a sensitivity of 
86%. 
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It should be emphasized here that many of the reported works are based on the applications of ultraviolet excitation 
spectroscopy of tissues for the discrimination of cancer from normal. In this regard, we suggest that the present study using 
visible fluorescence excitation spectroscopy may eliminate the use of ultraviolet radiation in diagnostic oncology. Our 
results suggest that native fluorescence excitation spectroscopy of tissue extracts yields relatively higher sensitivity and 
specificity for discriminating cancerous tissues from normal, when compared to fluorescence emission spectroscopy. 
However, in order to increase the diagnostic potentiality of the present technique using excitation spectroscopy, further 
studies are to be carried out in detail with more sample population. 
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ABSTRACT 
Rayleigh light scattering has not yet been used for quantitative investigations of heterogeneous systems. Preconditions for 
such an experiment are a well defined scattering geometry and independent information about the local state of the sample. 
We have designed a new instrument that meets these criteria: a light- scattering microscope with simultaneous imaging. We 
demonstrate the ability to characterize local differences within one tissue type as well as global differences between tissue 
types. Real space images of the sample are taken by normal video microscopy techniques. The light scattering pattern is 
analyzed by the evaluation of wave- vector dependence (form factor) and scattering direction of the scattered intensity. 
Statistical analysis of scattering patterns show what is important for the characterization and classification of tissues and 
heterogeneous structures. Real space images provide context for scattering analysis. The light scattering microscope is a 
powerful tool for characterization of local structural order in inhomogeneous structures like tissues. 

Keywords: Rayleigh light scattering, tissue optics, static light scattering, microscopy, heterogeneities 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the pursuit of non-invasive measures of physiology and structure, the field of tissue optics has been growing rapidly in the 
1990s. Many applications of tissue optics rely on differences in light scattering and absorption between different tissue types, 
such as tumor and non- tumor !>2. Focussed on understanding these differences, a significant literature has appeared on the 
origin of light scattering in tissue 3'4 (and references therein). 
Researchers have primarily taken three different experimental approaches: 
(1) Photon transport measurements of tissue 3> 5_n or tissue phantoms 12-'5, using various experimental geometries.  Bulk 

tissue is best described as turbid media. Transport measurements focus on measuring bulk quantities like absorption, 
transmission or reflection coefficients. The values of these coefficients vary due to the physiological conditions of the 
sample as well as due to species- specific variability and differences in the techniques 2>16. 

(2) Averaged scattering experiments from dilute suspensions of cells and organelles to find the structures that are the main 
contributors to the light scattering from tissue 17"20. It has been tried to relate the also measured optical properties of the 
tissues to the scattering from constituent organelles17. 

(3) Scattering measurement from excised tissue.  Up to now, most of these investigations focussed on measuring average 
tissue scattering properties from mounted slices21-22, using tissue slices of thicknesses between 100 and 1000 urn. 

Furthermore, various models have been developed for these approaches to describe the experimental results from transport 
measurements 3>23"25 and light scattering from cells and cell suspensions theoretically 26>27. 
This report is a novel example of the third approach.  Working with thinner excised tissue slices (20 pm), we performed 
simultaneous microscopic imaging and scattering measurements of numerous small regions.   The report discusses the 
technique, the differences between tissues and analyzes both the aggregate and individual statistical properties of scattering 
patterns with an eye towards describing the microscopic origins of light scattering in tissue. The principal result is that extra- 
and super-cellular tissue organization is responsible for a large fraction of the most distinctive qualitative features of 
scattering patterns. 
We study the optical properties of thin unstained tissue slices with a newly designed light scattering microscope 28. 

* Correspondence: Email: alpopp(?t;deas.harvard.edu: Telephone: 617 496 8049; Fax: 617 496 3088 
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This microscope-based light-scattering apparatus allows us to both observe real space images and simultaneously perform 
static light scattering measurements. By using a collimated beam in the sample plane and imaging the sample 
simultaneously, we can select the scattering volume of interest and control the size and placement of the beam. The scattered 
light is imaged onto a CCD-detector. Previous attempts to use the microscope as a scattering platform either used a highly 
divergent beam in the sample plane which made interpreting static light scattering difficult 29-3l, or did not include imaging 
32 which provides an intuitive if not always formal tool to help unravel scattering patterns. 
The beam is not larger than 70 (am in diameter. Therefore, we can directly relate scattering to the structures the light is 
scattered from by imaging on a lengthscale at which heterogeneities in the tissue can be resolved. Without a traditional, 
image based view of heterogeneities we see no way to understand the connection between scattering patterns and tissue 
structure. Little is known about how variations in tissue organization and strucuture contribute to light scattering in tissue. 
We do know that tissues show specific heterogeneities of sizes and organization. Hair, pores, sweat glands, epithelial layers, 
collagen fibers, lung alveoli, bile ducts and capillaries are only a few examples. 
The data from light scattering experiment consists of the two-dimensional intensity distribution of the scattered light, which 
we can relate to the scattering angle by a simple calibration procedure and derive both the azimuthal averaged and fully 
anisotropic static form factor from the intensity distribution. These patterns are analyzed with statistical methods. But we 
can use the real space images to check on which structures the light is scattered from, a uniquely useful feature. We have 
successfully applied our technique to investigate heterogeneities inside different tissue types and are able to measure 
differences between tissue types due to the presence of specific heterogeneous structures. A tissue consisting of a well 
organized structure like striated muscle has a unique scattering pattern showing strong anisotropy in scattering. 

2.   EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

2.1. Design of the static scattering microscope 

By using a commercially available inverted microscope (Leica DM-IRBE) with additional custom-made optical and 
mechanical components as shown in Figure 1, we perform simultaneous scattering measurements and imaging. A laser beam 
(Coherent Innova 304, 514.5 nm) is launched from a fiber optic coupler that is mechanically mounted to an extension of the 
microscope above the condenser. A series of neutral density filters and a linear polarizer attenuates the laser intensity to 
typically less than 50uW. A beamsplitting cube splits the laser intensity into two paths of equal intensity (accomplished by 
rotation of a linear polarizer). One path leads directly to a photodiode that monitors the input laser intensity, the other beam 
is coupled into the light path of the microscope by a dichroic mirror. It scatters from the sample and is collected at the 
detector. On the collection side of the sample, the objective lens of the microscope (plan-apochromatic, lOOx magnification) 
with high numerical aperture (NA.=1.4) collects both scattered light and unscattered transmitted beam. By using index- 
matching immersion oil to eliminate the air-glass interfaces at the condenser and objective, we can collect scattered photons 
up to an angle close to 90 degrees from aqueous samples. In the back focal plane of the objective (BFPO), all parallel rays 
are brought to a point. By collecting light in this plane, we collect photons through the same scattering angle, 0. In the 
BFPO, the scattering angle depends only on the distance between the collection point and the center of the BFPO, 8x ~ sin 0. 
In most objectives, the BFPO is inconveniently located just inside the objective's exit pupil. We built a projection system to 
re-image the BFPO in a more accessible plane above the internal housing of the microscope, through a phase telescope 
mounted on the camera port of the trinocular head. In the projected BFPO, we place a beamblock to remove the unscattered 
transmitted light. The beamblock consists of a 1mm diameter metal rod. The beamblock obscures light scattered at angles 
less than 3 degrees. One final relay lens re-images the scattering plane and beamblock, onto a 16 bit cooled CCD detector 
(Princeton Instruments, Model CCD-512SF) with a 512x512 array of 24(am square pixels. The intensity at each pixel can be 
measured using a variety of exposure times to increase dynamic range. 
The incident laser beam is focussed to a point on the back focal plane (BFP) of the condenser, ensuring a collimated beam in 

the sample plane. With our design, a 1mm diameter laser beam forms a spot of 40 microns with a divergence angle of less 
than 10 mrad. We can increase or decrease the illuminated spot size with the addition of an enlarging or reducing telescope 
before the focussing lens at the field iris. Additionally, samples can be imaged via conventional bright-field microscopy by 
diverting a portion of the illuminating light to the side camera port, where a 8 bit CCD camera can record the real space 
images. We place a filter before the camera to block out the transmitted and scattered laser beam, and allow only the red 
portion of the illuminating halogen source to pass. This allows us to record both the real space image from the brightfield 
microscopy and the corresponding Fourier space image from the static light scattering. We perform several calibrations for 
the CCD detector, namely correcting for read-out noise, thermal noise, offset and pixel to pixel variations due to the quantum 
efficiency and area of each pixel by taking several pictures of a dark background and a uniformly illuminated ("flat") 
background.  There is a final correction for flare at low angles.  Flare is measured by scattering from an empty or solvent 
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filled sample chamber to find the amount of stray light. This flare intensity is then subtracted from the experimental data 
using an appropriate scaling factor to reflect the differences in input laser intensity between the two images. An attenuation 
factor is also used to compensate for the attenuation of the beam by the sample compared to the empty sample chamber. 
These corrections are typically small compared to the scattering intensity at even fairly large angles. 

2.2. Raw data conversion and data analysis 

On the CCD detector, we collect the intensity as a function of the radial distance of the scattered light towards the unscattered 
beam. To convert this distance- dependent function into a wave- vector dependence ('form factor'), we have to relate the 
radial distance to the wave vector of the beam and find the proportionality factor between them. We know that the radial 
distance of the scattered light on the BFPO (and therefore on the CCD detector) is proportional to the sine of the scattering 
angle: <£c~sin# The (sample dependent) proportionality constant can be found by scattering from an object showing a 
calculable scattering pattern. We used a graticule for this calibration: Calculating the scattering angles of maxima and 
minima from the known distances of the gridlines (d) using Bragg's law and measuring the appropriate positions of maxima 
and minima on the CCD detector (8x), we can calculate the conversion factor C: 

.    _       m*A     „   _ 
sinf?G = = C*&c, (1) 

d 
with X being the wavelength of the laser beam and m the order of the maximum. 
Using Snells law, we can apply this conversion to any sample S with known refractive index ns: 

sia0s= — *sin0G (2) 
ns 

Once the conversion from the distances into scattering angles is known, we can calculate the scattering wave vector q = 
47Wsin(£?/2)/A, where n is the index of refraction of the sample, and A is the wavelength of the incident beam. In our data 
analysis, we have divided our scattering patterns into concentric rings of fixed wave- vector around the beam- center and 
have calculated the average intensity of each of all pixels inside the ring. Results are shown in section 3. 
To present a picture of the measured sample which is as close to the average and to investigate the content, to which 
heterogeneities contribute to the average appearance of the sample, we have taken between 25 and 35 images and 
measurements of randomly selected spots on the sample. Furthermore, we have screened regions containing interesting 
heterogeneities to investigate the change in scattering from homogenous tissue to the heterogeneity. The measured and 
corrected scattering patterns have been converted into form factors. Additionally to that, anisotropy in the scattering patterns 
has been determined by calculating average intensities on a radial grid. The angular regions between 0° and 10° and between 
350° and 360°, which were covered by the beam- block, have not been taken into account. In both cases the averaged 
intensities have been divided by the exposure time and the intensity of the incoming laser beam to allow comparison of 
measurements taken with different values of these parameters. 

2.3. Sample processing 

We have tried to keep the sample processing technique as simple as possible to prevent further artifacts due to sample 
processing 3. Lung, skin and muscle have been directly frozen and stored in liquid nitrogen or a -70C freezer until the slicing 
procedure. The Xenopus Sartorius muscle and has been stored, sectioned and processed like the porcine samples. The frozen 
tissue samples were sectioned 20 microns thick, using a standard cryomicrotome. The slices were directly transferred from 
the knife to a small coverslip (18 mm x 18 mm), which was glued onto a microslide, using ultravacuum grease to seal the 
sample airtight. The samples were stored for 2 weeks at -20°C or at 4°C overnight, if measured the next day. 
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Fig. 1. Opto-mechanical design of the light scattering microscope. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Scattering from muscle 

The aim for this study was to use a well defined sample to compare visible and well understood structure, striated muscle, to 
scattered intensity patterns. In comparison to that, samples consisting of muscle fibers from more randomly, but 
predominantly crossectionally oriented muscle have been measured. The obvious differences between orientations should be 
obvious in the scattering pattern. This represents a first step towards working on less obviously distinguishable tissues. 
Striated muscles are a well described system33. The tissue is highly ordered, containing elongated cells enriched in actin- and 
myosin filaments giving the muscle its characteristic polar structure. We prepare longitudinal sections from precisely excised 
Xenopus Sartorius muscle and Porcine leg muscle. The randomly sectioned porcine muscle shows no directionality. The 
fiber bundles are randomly oriented, often perpendicular to the surface. In our approach to relate scattering from small, well 
defined spots of a size comparable to that of a muscle fiber bundle to the structure and morphology of the tissue, we took 
more than 30 single measurements of two slices of both tissues. Examples, real space images together with the scattering 
patterns, are shown in Fig.2. A comparison of the scattering images of Fig. 2 by eye shows the influence of orientation: The 
scattering pattern of the Xenopus Sartorius muscle has a preferred direction of scattering, whereas the porcine muscle tissue 
shows a relatively isotropic pattern. We calculated the form factor and directional analysis as described in the section 2.2., 
taking a value of 1.41 for the refractive index of muscle from the literature 2. Not surprisingly, the pronounced difference in 
scattering patterns does not survive the process of azimuthal averaging - both tissue types obey the same power law, showing 
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no difference in decay between the highly ordered and the unordered muscle sample (Fig. 3, upper graph). This behavior has 
also been observed after averaging over all measurements (Fig 6). Differences in form factors have been found in terms of the 
total scattered intensity and the fine structure of the form factor of the Sartorius muscle. The observed differences in total 
scattered intensity can be due to a number of effects and need not be the result of differences in tissue organization, as 
discussed in 2< 3. The differences in the anisotropy of the scattering pattern, however, are due to differences in tissue 
organization. 
While, without azimuthal sensitivity, we find little to separate the two muscles, the directional analysis found striking 
differences between the well ordered Sartorius muscle and the porcine leg (Fig. 3, upper graph). Repeated rotation of the 
sample resulted in a change of the orientation of the fibers and therefore in the orientation of the streak- like feature seen in 
the scattering pattern, as shown in the directional analysis of three consecutive measurements after rotation of the sample 
(Fig.3, lower graph). With this experiment, we have shown that we can directly relate scattering pattern and microscopic 
image in the case of ordered tissue structures like muscle fibers oriented parallel to the surface of the coverslip. A detailed 
analysis of the preferred scattering direction showed maxima and minima in intensity along the streak-like features of the 
intensity distribution. They are also the reason for the fine-structure of the form factor of this sample. These need to be 
analyzed in detail, because they might be the contribution of cellular and sub- cellular components to the scattering, like 
previous experiments in backscattering geometry have shown 34. Having understood the fine- structure, we might be able to 
relate our findings to tissue types that don't show a pronounced scattering in one direction. The ultimate aim is to use our 
knowledge about the origin of these features to explain the contribution from cellular components to scattering for other 
tissue types as well. 
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Figure 2: Real space images (left) and scattering patterns (right) from different muscular tissues. On the upper half, 
predominantly crossectional oriented fibers from a porcine leg muscle are shown. In the lower half, Xenopus Sartorius 
muscle with fibers oriented parallel to the surface of the coverslip can be seen. The real space images show afield of view of 
60 pm length. The scattering patterns are intensity distributions and show bright spots at high scattered intensity. Images 
show the surface the incident laser beam is directed to. 
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Figure 3: Directional analysis (upper right graph) and form factor analysis (upper left graph) of measurements from porcine 
muscle and Xenopus Sartorius muscle. Rotating the Sartorius muscle sample rotates the scattering pattern (lower graph). 

3.2. Investigation of heterogeneities 

Unlike muscle, many tissue types are inhomogeneous. Many organs consist of more than one tissue type, often showing 
super- cellular structures typical and functionally important for the organ. Some tissues like skin show structures consisting 
of a- cellular biological matter. Dermal tissue, for example, consists mainly of keratin fibers. Structures inside the skin like 
pores, sweat glands and hair lead to the idea that these heterogeneities contribute to measured average quantities in an 
important way. Furthermore, the stratum corneum shows a complex surface topology on a microscopic length scale, which 
contributes to the appearance of skin. As an example, we concentrate on the measurement of a small, well defined 
heterogeneity like a hair. Hairs in the tissue are surrounded by dense accumulations of fibrous connective tissue belonging to 
the dermis. A thickened basal lamina, the glassy membrane, separates the dermis from the epithelium of the hair follicle. 
The outer layers of follicular epithelium form at the external root sheath, followed by the internal root sheath and the cortex 
of the hair. As the material properties of tissue and hair (e.g. scatterer density, refractive index) that contribute to light 
scattering are different from one image to another, a prominent change in scattering patterns can be expected. We have 
performed our measurements in a scanning mode, probing the region containing a hair in a horizontally sectioned dermal 
slice of porcine skin. We took several measurements between regions of homogeneous tissue and the center of the hair. 
Here, the observed scattering patterns changes, when the hair is approximated, from an isotropic to a highly anisotropic 
scattering pattern. In the experiments with skin, the decay of the form factor does change with position in the tissue (Fig. 5). 
While approaching the root sheaths, the single form factors show a slower decay. It seems, however, that under certain 
conditions the form factor can be used to describe differences between tissues and heterogeneities present therein. A possible 
explanation for this effect is given in section 3.3., as this behavior of the form factor is also valid for averages of form factors. 
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Fig 4: Scattering from skin in a scanning mode. Scattering images and real space images of a selection of experiments are 
shown. From upper left to lower right: Dermal tissue (experiment 25), approaching external root sheath (exp 33), 
approaching an internal root sheath (exp. 38), scattering from inhomogeneous tissue away from the hair. The form factors of 
each of these measurements are shown in Fig 5. 
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Figure 5: The decay of the form factors shows differences between tissue from the dermis (Experiments 25 and 44) and the 
heterogeneous region close to a hair (Experiments 33 and 38): The form factors of measurements approaching the external 
(Exp. 33) or internal root sheath (Exp. 38) decay slower. 

3.3 Averaging single measurements 

To express the average optical properties of our samples, calculated as averaged form factor and anisotropy, we have simply 
added up the single form factors and anisotropies of every measurement and divided by the number of measurements. 
Averaging smoothes the fine structural features of single measurements and leads to a simpler description of the optical 
properties of a sample. Form factors calculated from raw data of single measurements often cannot be fitted to a power law. 
However, these averaged properties still contain the measured heterogeneities. Whenever heterogeneities are present, their 
optical properties contribute also to the average. Having measured several horizontally sectioned samples of porcine skin in 
various depths, we have calculated a simple average of the form factors for each slice. These average form factors have been 
fitted to the power law for the wave- vector dependence q * in a dynamic range between q = 2.7 and 11.9am'1. For better 
comparison, the form factors have been normalized to the first point of the power law fit (Fig. 6). The value of the power 
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exponent x for all our skin samples ranged between -3.2 and -3.7. Using an application of the theory of fractal dimensions to 
light scattering, the power law coefficient can be described in terms of fractal dimension: x= 6 - Df. This law expresses our 
results in fractal dimensions. For all porcine skin samples, Df reached values between 2.3 and 2.8. A Df. between 2 and 3 is 
unique for randomly oriented surfaces 35. Rayleigh scattering (Intensity ~ q"4) for example, can be explained to be scattering 
from perfectly smooth random surfaces. Df increases towards 3 with increasing roughness of the surface. Microscopic 
imaging of our skin samples showed a relatively heterogeneous surface, especially in the epidermal layer. All other tissues 
showed a much slower decay coefficient x being about -2.5 (Fig. 7). We assume that the decay of the form factor of skin 
tissue is mostly due to scattering from surfaces. With the approach of the fractal dimension, one could also explain the 
slower decay of the single form factors of the tissue measurements (Fig.5) by taking into account the complex surface 
topology around the hair. In other tissues, the substructure seems to be much more important. We are fully aware of the fact, 
that the fractal dimension approach includes the danger to oversimplify the complex material properties of tissue and 
heterogeneities which are probed by our scattering technique. For example, the nature of the material the light is scattered 
from, is not explained by this approach. 
We have already shown that a form factor is not always the appropriate measure for the optical properties of tissue and that 
other forms of analysis like a calculation of the preferred scattering direction have to be used to investigate the optical 
properties of tissue precisely. Furthermore, more elaborate statistics tools have to be used in the future for our approach, as 
we are dealing with numerous measurements. Mean and standard deviation as well as the analysis with higher moments 
(data not shown) have already been shown to be useful to describe the differences in scattering directions. With the help of 
Fourier analysis, one might be able to compare the radial shape of single scattering patterns. Another approach to the 
analysis might include pattern recognition tools. 

< 

c 

Figure 6: The azimuthally and spatially averaged form factors of 18 slices of porcine skin, normalized to the first point used 
for fitting. The decay can befitted to a power law and has been found to result in a fractal dimension between 2.3 and 2.7, 
which could be interpreted as scattering from randomly oriented surfaces of different roughness. 
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Figure 7: Averaged form factors and directional analysis for different tissues. The form factor decays with a power law 
coefficient of-3.7 for skin, whereas all other tissue types show a decay with a coefficient close to - 2.5. Averaging of all 
measurements of a Xenopus muscle sample under fixed orientation shows the almost constant direction of the muscle fibers 
throughout the sample. The porcine muscle average showed no preferred orientation of the fibers. The porcine skin sample 
showed a vague preferred direction, most probably due to the selection of spots. 

4.CONCLUSIONS 

In this report, we have shown our initial observations gained by applying the light scattering microscope to tissue. We set out 
to see whether and how to distinguish tissues on the basis of their light scattering patterns. This effort is motivated by the 
observation that a significant fraction of pathologists observations of tissue involve recognizing the presence and absence of 
structural order in tissue slices. We performed light scattering and imaging of multiple tissues, always looking at small (70 
urn) spots from 20 um slices. We observe significant differences due to super- and extra-cellular structures and 
heterogeneities in 20 urn thick tissue - these differences would not be systematically accessible without the scattering 
microscope. 
Several strategies were employed to distinguish between scattering patterns. First, we analyze numerous measurements on 
randomly selected spots, to show how these single experiments contribute to average scattering. In this analysis, we look at 
the power law that describes the decay of the averaged form factors. We found, that skin is distinct from other tissues as its 
form factor decays with approximately q "3 2 to q ~3'7 for wave vectors between q = 2.7um"' and q = 11.9 um'1. A possible 
explanation in terms of scattering from randomly oriented surfaces has been given. The same analysis does not segregate 
different types of similar tissues, striated porcine muscle sample and striated Xenopus Sartorius muscle, despite quite 
different structures — the Xenopus muscle has well aligned muscle fibers parallel to the surface of the coverslip, whereas the 
(randomly sectioned) porcine muscle showed fibers of all different orientations. These organizational differences appear 
when the azimuthal dependence is analyzed. 
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Our technique is very useful for the detection and measurement of heterogeneities in tissues, as we have simultaneous 
microscopic information about the region where we perform our light scattering experiment. Measurements from a common 
heterogeneity in skin like a hair have been shown as example how a heterogeneity and the region around it can be measured 
in a scanning fashion revealing local ordering and anisotropies not previously accessible by scattering. We see clearly that 
with microscopic spatial resolution, tissues can not be treated as homogenous media and that large structures, ordering and 
anisotropy over tens of microns is responsible for a significant fraction of the total scattered light. 
Using thin tissue slices as samples, we keep our investigation close to patho- histological studies. It is apparent that the 
scattering pattern contains a signature of local structure and organization 30> 36> 37. Further development of the analysis of 
these scattering patterns may be useful for automatically detecting certain types of order. It is unlikely that light scattering 
without microscopy would be a reliable tool for pathology as the real-space image is needed to provide context for scattering 
measurement. In particular, the mode of operation is likely to be one in which a pathologist focusses on a suspicious region 
and collects a scattering pattern which can be analyzed quantitatively for relevant order and organization. Further 
development towards pathology requires focussed work on a particular problem of interest. 
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ABSTRACT 
As part of our ongoing efforts to understand the fundamental nature of light scattering from cells and tissues, we present data 
on elastic light scattering from isolated mammalian tumor cells and nuclei. The contribution of scattering from internal 
structures and in particular from the nuclei was compared to scattering from whole cells. Roughly 55% of the elastic light 
scattering at high-angles (>40°) comes from intracellular structures. An upper limit of 40% on the fractional contribution of 
nuclei to scattering from cells in tissue was determined. Using cell suspensions isolated from monolayer cultures at different 
stages of growth, we have also found that scattering at angles greater than about 110° was correlated with the DNA content of 
the cells. Based on model calculations and the relative size difference of nuclei from cells in different stages of growth, we 
argue that this difference in scattering results from changes in the internal structures of the nucleus. This interpretation is 
consistent with our estimate of 0.2 um as the mean size of the scattering centers in cells. Additionally, we find that while 
scattering from the nucleus accounts for a majority of internal scattering, a significant portion must result from scattering off 
of cytoplasmic structures such as mitochondria. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Elastic light scattering is a fundamental interaction of light with tissue. As light travels through tissue it is scattered in a 
manner dependent on the wavelength of light and on the structures within the tissue. Measurements of light transport 
through tissue are consequently sensitive to the structural features of tissue. Structural features are what pathologists often 
use for disease diagnoses. Therefore the measurement of light transport through tissue can potentially be a diagnostic tool. 
When a probe is placed on the surface of the tissue the meausrement of light transport can be made noninvasively. A 
noninvasive technique for tissue biopsy and pathology could have several advantages over conventional pathology methods. 
For example, information could be obtained in real-time, making immediate treatment possible. Additionally, complications 
and sedatives associated with tissue removal can be eliminated. 

There are several noninvasive optical techniques under development. Some methods primarily probe biochemical aspects of 
tissue1'2'3, while other techniques, such as elastic scattering spectroscopy and optical coherence tomography (OCT) measure 
quantities directly related to light scattering4'5. In elastic-scattering spectroscopy broad band light is typically incident on the 
tissue through an optical fiber. Light that has passed through the tissue is then collected by an adjacent optical fiber and the 
spectral intensities are measured. The wavelength dependent spectrum of the tissue contains information about both the 
biochemical and morphological features of the tissue. Optical coherence tomography is an imaging technique in which the 
intensity of backscattered light from different locations within the tissue is measured at a resolution of -10 um. The results 
described in this paper are most relevant to elastic-scattering spectroscopy and OCT, but also have relevance to the other 
optical techniques because all measurements of light transport in tissue are affected by light scattering. 

The development of noninvasive optical methods requires a fundamental understanding of how light scatters from structures 
within tissue. From what structures does light scatter? How sensitive is light scattering to changes in structural features? 
Can the changes in specific structural features be quantitated from measurements of light scattering? Several research groups 
have begun addressing these questions. In earlier work, we demonstrated that the average effective radius of the scattering 
centers in a suspension of fibroblast cells is roughly 0.2 urn, and that there is a wide distribution of sizes with some 
scatterers being at least 1 jun in radius ■ Therefore, much of the scattering must be from small structures within the nuclei 
and cytoplasmic organelles. Mitochondria have been suggested as a major source of scattering, particularly in cells containing 
a large fraction of mitochondria7, and chemically induced megamitochondria have been shown to alter the light scattering 
properties of cells8. Phase contrast microscopy reveals that cell membranes and nuclei cause significant phase shifts 
compared to other cell components and they therefore are expected to be a major source of light scattering . Theoretical 
computations of light scattering from cells have elucidated some interesting facts regarding the contribution of nuclei. When 
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nuclei are modeled as a homogeneous structure, high angle scattering is not significantly altered as nuclear size is increased. 
However, when the nucleus is assumed to be heterogeneous, high-angle scattering increases with nuclear size10- 

The general goal of this work is to examine light scattering from mammalian cells and nuclei using experimental methods. 
Light scattering processes related to the interface of the cell membrane with the surrounding media are investigated. The 
contribution of the nuclei to scattering from whole cells is also determined. Finally, evidence is presented that light 
scattering from both isolated nuclei and cells is correlated with DNA content, and the possibility that these changes in light 
scattering are due to changes in nuclear morphology is discussed. 

2. METHODS 

2.1 Angular dependent light scattering measurements 
Measurements of angular dependent scattering were made as described earlier6. Briefly, a HeNe laser was incident on the 
solution of cells or nuclei. The angular dependent light scattering intensity was measured from 6° to 173° using a 
photornultiplier tube that was rotated around the sample. When a concentration of cells between 1 x 105 and 2 x 105 

cells/mL was used, there was at most one scattering event over the pathlength of the sample cell. For a few of the 
measurements, a higher concentration of cells was used in order to overcome the background scattering from the media. By 
measuring different dilutions, it was determined that the effect of multiple scattering was negligible between about 30° and 
150°. Nuclei were found to have a lower cross-section for scattering than cells and were measured at a concentration of 5 x 
105 nuclei/mL. 

2.2 Elastic-scatter spectra of cell suspensions 
Cells were suspended at a concentration of 1 x 108 cells/mL in an open 15 mL volume (depth = 3 cm, length = 3 cm, width = 
1.9 cm) sample cell. The container was black on the inside in order to minimize edge effects. Measurements were made with 
a fiber optic probe placed on the surface of the cell suspension. The optical fibers were 200 (im in diameter, the center-to- 
center separation was 550 fim and all fibers had a numerical aperture of 0.22. The optical illumination and detection 
instrumentation was described in an earlier publication11 ■ 

2.3 Calculation  of scattering from spheres 
Mie theory was usedto calculate scattering coefficients, and the angular dependence of scattering from spheres. The code of 
Bohren and Huffman    was modified in order to calculate scattering from a distribution of sphere sizes. When modeling 
nuclei, they were assumed to be spherical in shape. The radius was taken to be -4.5 \ua as determined by image analysis. A 
standard deviation in radius of 2.2 u.m was used based on Coulter counter analysis of the nuclear volume distribution. A 
value of 1.39 was used for the index of the nuclei13 and a measured value of 1.332 for phosphate buffered saline (PBS) was 
used for the medium index. 

2.4 Cell  growth 
The highly tumorigenic rat fibroblast cell clone, MR1, used in this study was derived from myc-transfected Fisher 344 rat 
embryo fibroblasts by transfection with the point-mutated T24Ha-ras-oncogeneu. Cell suspensions were obtained from 
monolayer cultures by treatment for 10 minutes with 0.25% trypsin in a phosphate-buffer (pH 7.4) containing 1 mM EDTA 
and 25 mM HEPES, followed by the addition of complete DMEM. Growth curve experiments showed that monolayers of 
MR1 cells reached a plateau in growth at -6 x 105 cells/cm2. Based on these data, exponentially-growing cell suspensions 
were obtained from monolayer cultures harvested at a cell density of less than 2 x 105 cells/cm2, while plateau-phase 
suspensions were obtained from monolayer cultures harvested at greater than 6 x 105 cells/cm2. The proliferative status of 
each of these suspensions was confirmed by flow cytometric DNA content analysis as described below. Exponentially- 
growing cells were composed of 45% Gi-phase cells, 40% S-phase cells and 15% G2-phase cells, while plateau-phase cells 
were 85% Gi-phase, 5% S-phase and 10% G2-phase. 

2.5 Counting of cells and nuclei and volume analysis of cells 
Suspensions of cells and nuclei were counted and the distribution of cell volumes determined using an electronic particle 
counter (Coulter Electronics) essentially as described previously15. Cell volume distributions were processed to calculate a 
mean cell volume from the region not containing acellular debris. Mean volumes were also calculated from the nuclei 
distributions, but these underestimated the true volume of the nuclei as measured by image analysis (see below) by -50%, 
probably due to the presence of electrically-conductive pores in the nuclear membrane. However, nuclei volume distributions 
were used to both separate nuclei from smaller debris for accurate counting, and to estimate the degree of nuclei clumping. 

2.6 Nuclei   isolation 
Two methods of nuclei isolation were used. One method used a sucrose gradient to separate the nuclei from other cell 
structures obtained upon lysing of the cell membrane. One set of experiments was performed with nuclei isolated by the this 
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method. We switched to a method adapted from a technique originally developed for flow cytometry of isolated nuclei 
because it is much faster and resulted in fewer problems with nuclei clumping. Electronic volume distributions and image 
analysis (see below) documented that these procedures produced a suspension of isolated nuclei with little residual cytoplasm 
and less than 15% of the nuclei in clumps, primarily doublets. Nuclei recovery was 80-100% of the starting cell population. 
The final nuclei suspension were kept in ice-cold PBS until light scatter analysis. 

2.7 Image  analysis 
Unfixed cells and nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33342, a DNA specific fluorophore and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), 
a protein specific chromophore. Images were obtained using a fluorescent microscope interfaced to a computer workstation 
using commercial image analysis software. Filters were set first to image the Hoechst fluorescence, thereby obtaining an 
image of the nuclei, then changed to image the FTTC fluorescence, thereby obtaining an image of the whole cell for the same 
microscopic field. The images were processed using standard software (NTH Image) to obtain geometric mean diameters from 
measurements of the major and minor axes of each nucleus/cell. A total of 200-300 measurements were averaged to obtain an 
estimate of the cell and nuclear size. Size measurements were essentially identical for the nuclei using the two different filter 
sets, demonstrating that the nuclei isolation procedure produced nuclei with little residual cytoplasm. Images of 10 urn 
diameter fluorescent polystyrene spheres were collected for each filter set at the same microscopic magnification and processed 
using the same settings as for the cells and nuclei. All diameter values have been corrected using the diameter calibration 
obtained from the microsphere measurements. 

2.8 Cell   cycle  analysis 
DNA content flow cytometry was used to characterize the proliferative status of the cells as described in detail elsewhere16. 
Briefly, a suspension of 1 x 106 cells in 1 mL of PBS was fixed in 70% ethanol, then washed with phosphate-buffered saline 
(PBS) and stained with the nucleic acid stain propidium iodide (50 pg/mL) in combination with RNase (100 ug/mL) to 
remove cellular RNA and ensure a fluorescence signal proportional to DNA content. DNA content histograms containing 
10,000 cells were then collected using a commercial flow cytometer (FACSCalibur™). DNA content histograms were 
deconvoluted using a commercial software package (Multicycle™) to estimate fractions of cells in the Gi-, S- and G2-phases 
of the cell cycle. These histograms had a Gi-phase peak with a coefficient of variation less than 4%, allowing routine cell 
cycle analysis which can resolve the different phases with a 2-3% error. 

2.9 Manipulation of the media's refractive index 
The addition of protein to PBS increases its refractive index. Ovalbumin or BSA (3 gm/ml) were added to PBS, mixed and 
then filtered through 0.4 and 0.2 urn filters to remove undissolved protein. The exact refractive index of the protein solutions 
was measured based on the principal of minimum deviation   . 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Scattering from internal cellular structures 
In order to determine how much of the elastic light scattering was from the cell nucleus or other intracellular structures and 
how much was related to the cell membrane interface with PBS, we made measurements of cells in media with different 
indicies of refraction. The underlying principle of these experiments is that when the index of refraction difference between 
the scatterer and the surrounding media is reduced, the intensity of scattering will be reduced12. Therefore, when the index of 
refraction of the medium outside a cell is increased so that it is closer to that of the cell, scattering from the interface between 
the cell membrane and the external medium will be reduced. Scattering from internal cellular structures, however, will not be 
affected. For the experiments, equal numbers of cells were suspended in either PBS, with a measured refractive index (n) of 
1.332, or in a PBS based protein solution. Two sets of measurements were performed. In one set scattering from cells 
suspended in BSA with n =1.345 were compared to scattering from cells suspended in PBS. In the other set of measurements, 
scattering from cells in ovalbumin solution with n = 1.343 were compared to scattering from cells suspended in PBS. 
Analysis of the size distributions of cells in the different media before and after light scatter assay demonstrated that there were 
no measurable changes in cell size induced by incubation in these protein solutions. Cell counts before and after light scatter 
measurement showed a decrease in cell number of <5% during the measurement, probably due to cell adherence to the 
measuring chamber. Results calculated from our angular dependent scattering measurements are shown in Figure 1. The 
scattered light intensity at small angles (< 20°) was significantly greater when the cells are immersed in PBS with a low 
refractive index than when they are immersed in a protein solution with a higher refractive index. At larger angles the 
scattering was not strongly affected by changing to a medium of different index. 

In order to learn as much as possible from our experimental results, we performed model calculations to understand the effects 
of changing the refractive index of the medium. The scattering coefficients of spheres in media of different indices were 
computed as described in the Methods section. The ratio of scattering coefficients for spheres immersed in media with indices 
of 1.330 and 1.345 is plotted as a function of scatterer size in Figure 2. The ratio was only weakly dependent on scatterer 
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size, but it was strongly dependent on the refractive index of the spheres. The closer the refractive index of the spheres was to 
that of the media, the greater the effect of changing the medium index. The effect of changing the medium refractive index on 
scattering as a function of angle was also investigated. For scatterers (n = 1.4) 1 |im and smaller in radius, the ratio of light 
scattering intensity in the medium of lower index (1.332) to light scattering intensity in the medium of higher index (1.345) 
did not depend strongly on angle. For larger spheres, the ratio decreased for angles less than about 15°. There were also 
oscillations as a function of angle for narrow distributions of sphere sizes, but these averaged out when a broader distribution 
was used. In conclusion, for a distribution of scatterer sizes, scattering at all angles was affected similarly by changing the 
medium refractive index, with the exception of angles less than about 15°. 
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Figure 1. Experimentally determined ratio of scattering from cells immersed in media of low and high indices of 
refraction. The media of low index had a refractive index of 1.332 in both cases. The media of higher index had n 
= 1.345 for the solid curve and n = 1.343 for the dashed curve. Data at higher angles are not shown because of 
interference from scattering off of protein molecules dissolved in the media. 
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We can conclude from the modeling results and Figure 1 that there was significant scattering at small angles from cell 
structures that are in contact with the medium. However, at larger angles (>40°) the effect on elastic scattering of increasing 
the external index of refraction was much smaller. Assuming a value for the index of refraction of the cell structures in 
contact with the medium of 1.38 and 1.3 as the ratio of scattering from cells suspended in media with low and high indices of 
refraction (Figure 1), the fraction of scattering from particles internal to the cell can be estimated from the data at angles above 
40°. The scattering in the low refractive index medium is given by Inc + Ic, where Inc is the intensity of scattering from 
structures not in contact with the medium and Ic is the intensity of scattering from structures in contact with the medium. In 
the medium of high refractive index, the scattering from the particles in contact with the medium is reduced by about a factor 
of 2.1 and the scattering is given by Inc+0.48*IC. Using the fact that the ratio of scattering in the low and high refractive 
index media is 1.3, we calculate that -55% of the elastic light scattering at angles greater than 40° was from internal cellular 
structures when the cells are immersed in PBS. 

50 100 

Angle (degrees) 

Figure 3. Scattered light intensity from cells and nuclei as a function of angle.  The curves have been corrected to 
represent scattering equal number densities of cells and nuclei. 

3.2 Scattering from cells in the exponential and plateau phases of growth 
The average DNA content of cells harvested in the exponential phase of growth will be different from the average DNA 
content of cells harvested in the plateau phase of growth, since MR1 cells are known to arrest in the Gi-phase of the cell 
cycle at growth plateau^. Therefore, harvesting cells in different growth stages provides a means of determining whether 
light scattering is correlated with DNA content. For each experiment, two sets of cells were harvested. In some cases the 
cells were at similar points on the growth curve, in other cases they were different. Measurements were made of angular 
dependent light scattering, and the DNA content of the cells was determined by flow cytometric DNA content analysis as 
described in the Methods section. DNA content was quantitated with a single parameter with Equation 1, where %G2, %S, 
and %G\ refer to the percent of cells in the G2, S, and Gj phases of the cell cycle, respectively. The basis of Eq. 1 is that 
cells in the G2 phase in the cell cycle have two copies of their DNA and therefore have twice as much DNA; cells in the S 
phase are in the process of duplicating their DNA and therefore have on average about 1.5 times as much DNA as cells in the 
Gi phase of the cell cycle. The fraction of cells in the different stages of the cell cycle were determined. 

DNA index = 2*(%G2)+1.5*(%S)+(%G!) (1) 

Figure 3 shows representative data from one experiment where the cells were harvested in the exponential and plateau phases 
of growth. At large angles, the cells harvested in the exponential phase of growth scatter more man those harvested in the 
plateau phase of growth. To quantify changes in high angle scattering, the integral of the scattering intensity between 110° 
and 140° was calculated. A ratio of the DNA indices and a ratio of the high angle scattering intensities were computed for 
each individual experiment. As shown in Figure 4, cell suspensions with larger DNA contents scatter more light than cell 
suspensions with smaller DNA contents. For example, when one of the suspensions measured contains more DNA than the 
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other, it also has significantly more scattering between 110° and 140°. Clearly, there is a correlation between light scattering 
at large angles and cellular DNA content. 

Elastic scatter spectra of cells in the exponential and plateau phases of growth were also measured. The results for three 
separate experiments are quite similar, as shown in Figure 5. The slope of the elastic-scatter spectra was steeper for the cells 
harvested in the exponential phase of growth than for the cells harvested in the plateau phase of growth. Since the 
wavelength dependence of scattering is generally steeper for smaller particles^, this result indicates that the average size of the 
scatterers is probably smaller for the exponential phase cells. 
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Figure 4. Each data point is the result of measurements of two suspensions of cells. In some cases the cells 
suspensions contained similar amounts of DNA in other cases one suspension contained significantly more DNA 
than the other. The ratio of the DNA content of the two suspensions is plotted on the abscissa. The ratio of the 
scattering intensities from 110° to 140° is plotted on the ordinate. 
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3.3  Scattering  from  isolated nuclei 
The primary issue we wish to address by examination of isolated nuclei is how much of the scattering from mammalian cells 
is due to scattering from the nuclei. Nuclei were isolated from cells harvested in the exponential and plateau phases of growth 
as described in the Methods section. Angular dependent scattering measurements were made of cells and the corresponding 
isolated nuclei. By dividing the results for isolated nuclei by the results for whole cells, we obtained an estimate of the 
contribution of nuclei to scattering from whole cells. 

Figure 3 shows the results of angular dependent scattering measurements from one experiment. As discussed in the Section 
2, cells harvested in the exponential phase of growth scatter more at large angles than cells harvested in the plateau phase of 
growth. Figure 3 also demonstrates that the nuclei isolated from cells in the exponential phase of growth scatter more at 
large angles than nuclei isolated in the plateau phase of growth. In Figure 6 we show the ratio of light scattering intensity 
from nuclei to that from intact cells. For both the exponential and the plateau phase cells, the contribution of the nuclei to 
the overall scattering from the cells appears to increase with angle. This result held for each of the four individual 
experiments. 
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Figure 6. Ratio of light scattering from nuclei and cells as a function of angle. The two curves are each the 
average of four different experiments. Error bars, calculated as the standard deviation of the four 
measurements, are given for a few points. 

For one of the four experiments (the one in which the nuclei were isolated via the sucrose gradient method), image analysis of 
the cells and nuclei was performed. The average size of the cells obtained by image analysis was compared to the size obtained 
by electronic volume analysis. The average diameters of the exponential and plateau phase cells from image analysis were 
14.5 um and 12.4 urn, respectively. The electronic volume results for the two cell suspensions were 14.6 and 12.7 p.m. 
respectively, demonstrating that the image analysis technique was accurate. As explained in the Methods section, electronic 
volume measurements of isolated nuclei were not possible due to the structure of the nuclear membrane. Nuclei isolated from 
cells harvested in exponential and plateau phases were measured by image analysis and found to have average diameters of 9.0 
±0.18 and 9.1 ± 0.18 \im, respectively. The diameter of the nuclei in intact exponential phase cells was also measured by 
image analysis and found to be 8.9 ±0.18 Jim. These results indicate that there is at most a 0.4 urn difference in the average 
diameter of nuclei harvested in the exponential and plateau phases of growth. To test whether this difference could be 
responsible for the difference in high angle scattering, model calculations were performed assuming homogeneous nuclei. 
Nuclei with a diameter of 9.4 urn were found to scatter slightly less at large angles (110  to 140 ) than nuclei with a 
diameter of 9.0 um. This difference in scattering, however, is too small to explain the experimental results. The ratio of 
large angle scattering for the model calculations was only 1.08 compared to the experimentally observed ratio of 1.4 
comparing nuclei from exponential- and plateau-phase cells. 
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4.0 DISCUSSION 

Morphological features have traditionally been used by pathologists to diagnose disease. Recently, it has been proposed that 
light scattering could provide a noninvasive methods of obtaining information about morphological features. The exact 
nature of the sensitivity and specificity of light scattering to morphological changes, however, has not yet been elucidated. 
The aim of this paper is to contribute to our knowledge of how changes in specific cellular features affect light scattering. In 
particular we are interested in cellular features that are known to have significance for pathology. 

Morphological features of the nucleus such as size have traditionally been used by pathologists to diagnose malignancy. The 
relationship of these parameters to optical measurements are being investigated. Perelman et al have published the results of 
an analysis of diffuse reflectance measurements for determination of nuclear size assuming homogeneous nuclei18. Internal 
nuclear structures can also be important markers for pathological diagnosis. For example, large nucleoli and clumped 
chromatin are characteristic of anaplasia19. We aimed to directly investigate whether light scattering is sensitive to changes of 
the internal structure of the nucleus. The same experiment performed with the cells of comparing scattering when the 
scatterers were immersed in media of two different indices was attempted. Unfortunately, we found that scattering from the 
nuclei increased in the ovalbumin solution. Electronic volume measurements indicated that there was no change in nuclear 
size upon immersion in an ovalbumin solution. Therefore, we attribute this affect to ovalbumin leaking into the nucleus. 
Nuclear membranes are known to pass proteins of less than 60 kD in molecular weight20. 

It is possible to obtain insight into light scattering from internal structures of nuclei by combining model calculations and 
experimental results. Model calculations presented in the Results section as well as those by Drezek et al.10 demonstrate that 
a change in size of a homogeneous nuclei can not be responsible for the increased high angle scattering observed for cells and 
nuclei harvested in the exponential phase of growth. Additionally, our image analysis results did not show any change in the 
size of the nuclei. Therefore, we contend that the greater high angle light scattering from nuclei populations with greater 
DNA content is due to scattering off of internal structures. The elastic-scattering spectra indicate that the average size of the 
scatterers is smaller in the exponential phase cells. This result is consistent with increased scattering from small structures 
within the nuclei, although we can not rule out that this is an effect of structures in the cytoplasm, since cells harvested in 
the exponential phase of growth are bigger than cells harvested in the plateau phase of growth. We know that exponential- 
phase MR1 cells contain more mitochondria than cells from plateau-phase cultures21. 

Figure 4 demonstrated that high angle light scattering is sensitive to DNA content. Recently there has been interest in using 
DNA ploidy and S-phase fraction for assessing disease status and predicting treatment outcomes22,23,24,25. For example, DNA 
ploidy has been shown to be associated with poor outcome for gastric cancer26. This raises the issue of whether the elastic- 
scattering/diffuse-reflectance measurements that are possible in a clinical setting are also sensitive to DNA content. In recent 
work, we have demonstrated that when elastic-scattering is performed with the source and detector in close proximity, the 
collected light intensity depends on the probability of high angle scattering events26. Therefore, we expect that elastic- 
scattering spectroscopy is sensitive to DNA content. In support of this idea, we have shown in Figure 5 that elastic-scatter 
measurements of suspensions of cells harvested in different growth phases are reproducibly different. 

Our results with cells harvested in different growth phases indicate that scattering from intact cells is probably sensitive to 
changes in the nuclei. However, the entire difference in scattering of the cells can not be attributed to only changes in the 
nuclei. Figure 6 indicates that the nuclei are responsible for less than 40% of the scattering from cells in suspension at any 
given angle, while Fig. 3 and the other angular dependent measurements of scattering from nuclei demonstrate that the ratio of 
scattering from exponential and plateau phase nuclei is less than 1.5. These numbers predict that the ratio of scattering in 
exponential and plateau phase cells should less than 1.2. Figure 4 demonstrates that much larger values are obtained. 
Therefore, there must be differences in the cell cytoplasm. In fact, we have found that cells harvested in the exponential phase 
of growth are 1-2 |im larger in diameter than those harvested in the plateau phase of growth, and contain more mitochondria22. 
Further studies are required to elucidate which other intracellular structures contribute to high-angle elastic light scattering. 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS 

High angle light scattering from both cells and isolated nuclei can be correlated with DNA content. The increased scattering 
of replicating versus nonreplicating cell populations is partly attributed to increased scattering from the nuclei and partly 
attributed to increased scattering from the cytoplasm. This is consistent with the fact that nuclei were shown to be the source 
of only about 40% of the scattering from whole cells in suspension. 

For this work to be applied clinically, it will be necessary to show that noninvasive optical measurements of epithelial tissue 
are sensitive to replication rate and/or DNA content. As a first step elastic-scatter measurements of suspensions of replicating 
and non-replicating cells were made and wavelength-dependent differences were found. We expect our results on cell 
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suspensions to extrapolate to epithelial tissue because it primarily consists of cells. Nonetheless, in epithelial tissue the cells 
are in direct contact with each and therefore, the exact nature of the sensitivity of light scattering to DNA content and/or 
replication rate needs to be elucidated in this situation. In addition, measurement methods that can sensitively and specifically 
measure scattering properties without interference from absorption need to be developed. 
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ABSTRACT 

We have developed a Monte Carlo algorithm that calculates all sixteen, two-dimensional elements of the diffusing 
backscattering Mueller Matrix for highly scattering media. Using the Stokes-Mueller formalism and scattering amplitudes 
calculated with Mie theory, we are able to consider polarization dependent photon propagation in highly scattering media, 
The numerically computed matrix elements are compared to experimental data obtained from particle suspensions with 
different particle sizes and fibroblast cell suspensions. The numerical results show good agreement in both azimuthal and 
radial direction with the experimental data, and suggest that in the fibroblast suspensions subcellular structures with a typical 
size of 200 to 300 nm dominate the backscattering behavior. 

Keywords: Polarization, photon migration, Monte Carlo, scattering, turbid media, infrared imaging. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there has been an increasing interest in the propagation of polarized light in randomly scattering 
media, especially for medical applications. For example, Emile et al.1 and Demos et cd? proposed the use of polarized light 
to isolate ballistic photons from the diffuse background and enhance the spatial resolution in optical tomographic methods. 
In other applications that are aimed at the in-vivo characterization of biological tissue the investigation of backscattered light 
is of particular interest. Jacques et a/.,3 and Demos et al4 investigated the utilization of backscattered polarized light to 
beneath-the-surface imaging. Other studies suggest that relevant information may be obtained by measuring the spatially 
dependent response of a medium to a polarized point source.5'6'7 In this case a linearly polarized, collimated laser beam is 
focussed onto the medium and the multiple-scattered, diffusely backreflected light is recorded with a CCD camera. Using 
collinear or crossed analyzer in front of the camera, one obtains two-dimensional, polarization-dependent, surface-intensity 
maps, which show characteristic two- or fourfold symmetries. It has been demonstrated that these patterns can be used to 
determine the scattering coefficient \\.s, anisotropy factor g, and the average particle size of polystyrene-sphere and 
biological-cell suspensions.6 

Beyond obtaining surface intensity maps of linearly polarized light with crossed or collinear source-detector 
arrangements, many other configurations are possible. For example, one may vary the degree between the optical axes of the 
linear polarizers and analyzer, or include circularly or elliptically polarized light into the measurements. It can been shown 
that a total of 16 intensity measurements suffice to obtain the so-called Mueller matrix, which may be used to describes any 
optical system.8'9'10 This 4x4-matrix operator completely determines the transformation of an arbitrary incident polarization 
state. In the case of diffusely backscattered light from a point source each matrix element is represented by a two- 
dimensional surface map.11 Hielscher et al showed that suspensions that differ in the size of their scatter centers (e.g. 
polystyrene spheres) show distinctively different backscattering Mueller matrices.6 Difference can also be found between the 
Mueller matrices of cells suspensions containing tumorigenic and non-tumorigenic fibroblast cells. 

In addition to experimental studies several groups have developed numerical Monte Carlo models that describe 
polarized light propagation in scattering media.7,12'13,14 Only Kattawar et al.1 and Rakovic et alu used these simulations to 
compute the effective backscattering Mueller matrix and compared it to experimental results obtained from suspension of 
spheres with a diameter of 2020 nm. They were able to reproduce the azimuthal symmetry in all 16 matrix, but obtained 
only poor agreement in the radial dependence. 

In this work we extend the existing approaches and simulate polarization dependent photon propagation through 
multiply scattering media. In our simulation we fully considers both polar-angle <j> and azimuthal-angle   0dependent 
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scattering as proposed by Mie theory and we follow each photon until it is either absorbed or leaves the medium. By 
propagating the Stokes vector along with each photon, we can trace the polarization-state of individual photons and 
determine the effective backscattering Mueller matrix. Our approach differs from the algorithm developed by Kattawar and 
Rakovic in that they only consider the polar-angle dependent scattering and estimate the contribution of each scattered 
photon by an escape function from a particular scattering location.7,14 

In the following section we will first briefly review the basic concept of Monte Carlo techniques and the Stokes- 
Mueller formalism. Subsequently we will give a detailed description of how the Stokes-Mueller formalism is combined with 
the Monte Carlo technique to properly consider polarisation dependent light scattering and propagation. Simulation results 
for 204-nm-diameter and 2040-nm-diameter sphere suspensions are compared to experimental results. The results are used 
to interpret backscattering experiments on suspensions that contain rat fibroblast cells. 

2. NUMERICAL MODEL 

2.1. Stokes-Mueller Formalism 

The basis of our Monte Carlo code for polarized light scattering is an algorithm previously developed by Wang and 
Jacques.15,16 The individual photon paths are traces from a pencil-beam, normally incident on a slab geometry. The transport 
pathlength s between scattering events is sampled randomly from the normalized distribution p(s) = ß,exp(-fi,s), where [i, = 
Ha + ßs is the interaction coefficient. A detailed description of Wang et al's algorithm as well as experimental validation can 
be found elsewhere.15,16'17'18 Here we concentrate on the adaptation of this code to consider polarized light. 

To include polarization effect into the standard Wang-Jacques code we employ the Stokes-Mueller formalism of 
polarized light. The Stokes notation is to be favored over the also widely used Jones formalism, since the latter does not 
allow for the treatment of depolarizing effects.8,19,20 Neglecting the absolute phase, a given state of polarization can be 
completely described in terms of its intensities by a Stokes vector:8,9'10,21 
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,53, 
I 

K+N2)' 

(E;Er+EtE*r) 

i^Er-Efi;)) 

(1) 

where Er, Ei are two orthogonal electrical field components in a plane perpendicular to the propagation direction. The Stokes 
parameter 5, are ensemble averages (or time averages in case of ergodic, stationary processes) as indicated by the ( ). 
Therefore, no coherence effects are considered. The parameters are real and obey the inequality 

So >S?+S2 +53
2. (2) 

In this equation the equality holds for 100 percent polarized light. The degree of polarization & is defined by 

<D = A/51
2+52

2+5?/5n 7* (3) 

When the Stokes vectors are used to describe the propagation of light through optical components such as lenses, 
polarizers, retarders, etc. each of these optical elements can be uniquely represented by a 4x4 Mueller matrix, M. By 
multiplying the Stokes vector of the incident light with the appropriate Mueller matrix, one obtains a new Stokes vector for 
the transmitted or scattered beam. An arrangement of several optical components is described mathematically by successive 
multiplication of the corresponding matrix operator, 

S' = M, •M2-MrS (4) 
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2.2. Polarized Light Propagation in Multiple Scattering Media 

When the Stokes-Mueller formalism is employed to describe scattering events, the Stokes vector S is defined with 
respect to the scattering plane, Z, which contains the direction-vectors of the in- and outgoing beam. Ei is chosen to be in the 
scattering plane and Er is orthogonal to the scattering plane (Fig.l). In multiple scattering media, this plane of reference 
changes with each scattering event, so that the Stokes vector Sr,i of a scattered state is, in general, different from Sr>,|t the one 
that is subjected to the next scattering event. In order to keep track of a photon's polarization state as it undergoes multiple 
scattering events, it is assigned the four component Stokes vector S and a local co-ordinate system (er, et, e3) in which S is 
defined. The local tripod is chosen so that e3 points in the direction of propagation, while et and er are oriented parallel and 
perpendicular to the plane of reference respectively (Fig. 2). Both S and (e„ ei, e3) have to be modified upon each scattering 
event. Knowledge of the reference system is crucial to a correct interpretation of the current Stokes vector. 

R(0)S Ms(6) R((|>)S 

Fig. 1: Transformation of incident Stokes vector S into scattering plane by rotation R(<|>) and subsequent scattering by single-scattering 
Mueller matrix Ms(0). 

Fig.2: Local coordinate systems of photon prior to and after scattering. The photon is incident from below. First local coordinate system 
(e„ ei, e3) is rotated about e3 to obtain (e '„ e \ e 3). This is followed by a rotation about e 'r, which results in the local coordinate 
system (e"r, e"i, e"3). The scattering plane is denoted by Sn+1. 
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Assume the deflection angles 6, <j) have already been fixed properly, then the Stokes vector and the local tripod are 
updated as follows (Fig.2): 

i)    We project the incident Stokes vector (Eq.l) given in the coordinate system (en ei, e3) into the scattering plane. The 
corresponding coordinate systems are connected by a rotation R(0) 

SrT =R(0)-Srl 

where (j> is the tilting angle between successive scattering planes and R((j>) is given by 

no 0       0N 

0    cos(20)     sin(20)   0 

(6) 

R(0) = 
0   -sin(20)   cos(20)   0 

0 0 0        1 

(7) 

The Stokes vector Sr',i' is now given with respect to the new coordinate system (e'r, e'i, e'}). Next, we apply the 
single scattering Mueller matrix Ms(6) to obtain the Stokes vector S'r",r of the scattered photon, hence 

Sr.T- =Ms(0)-SrT =Ms(0)-R(0)-Srl (8) 

The elements of the Mueller matrix Ms are calculated by Mie-theory with a code given by Bohren and Huffman.25 

The Stokes vector S'r»,i" is now given with respect to the new coordinate system (e"r, e",, e"3). 

ii) We rotate the local coordinate system (er, eh e3) prior to scattering about e3 and e'r to obtain the system (e"r, e"t, 
e"3) of the outgoing photon (Fig. 2). This step involves standard rotational matrices and is easily performed, since 
we are dealing with the basis vectors in their eigensystem, e.g. 

e"r = e'r = D3((/>)-er (9) 

and similarly 

cos(0)   -sin(0)   0 

sin(0)    cos(0)    0 

0 0        1 

n\ 

vOy 

^COS(0)^ 

sin(0) 

v    0   , 

«r- 
^-cos(0)sin(</>)^ 

cos(0) cos(0) 

sin(0) 

(10) 

01) 

J 

«i = 

sin(0)sin(0) 

-sin(0)cos(0) 

cos(0) 

(12) 

The sense of direction of the above rotations has to be carefully considered: While the Stokes vector is being 
expressed in a rotated system, the three basis vectors are actively being rotated, demanding for the transpose matrix, 
or a negative angle <j>. 

iii) As it stands the system (<?",, e",, e"3) is given with respect to (er, e,, e3). To be able to determine the Stokes vector 
in terms of a fixed system and eventually apply a 'detector' to exiting photons, (e"r, e"t, e"3) has to be expressed in 
terms of the global system (x,y,z). For any vector a, given locally we obtain the xyz-representation according to 

*x,y,z=erar+elal+e3a3 (13) 
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So far we have not explicitly specified any single scattering matrix Ms. Mueller matrices for single scattering particles 
of arbitrary shape and composition can be derived from Mie theory.22 In this work we only considered isotropically 
distributed, spherical particles, which reduces the Mueller matrix to 4 independent elements: 

Afs(0) = 

fmn m\2 0 0 ^ 
mn mn 0 0 

0 0 m33 m34 

0 0      -OT34     »133 

(14) 

However, our approach is easily extended to the general case by substituting the appropriate single scattering matrix. We 
used a source code by Bohren and Huffman22 to determine the scattering amplitudes from which the m;j are derived. 

2.3. Sampling of 6 and <j> 

Let us now consider the actual sampling of 9 and <j>. Generally, an incident plane wave is scattered over the whole 
solid angle resulting in an intensity distribution 1(9, (j>). Since we are dealing with discrete photon packets and, 
consequently, discrete deflection angles, it is necessary to either properly sample (0, <j>) or to punish certain packets, 
depending on their new direction. The preferred approach is to directly sample (9, (j>) so that the probability density p of a 
packet being scattered under these angles is proportional to the expected intensity 1(6, <j>) - S'0(6, ty). We obtain p in terms of 
the Stokes components of an incident state by applying Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) 

p(0,0)°= l{8,<py= V (0,0) = mn(9) SQ 

+ m12(0) (Sx cos(20) + S2 sin(2</>)) 

+ m13(0) (S2 cos(20) - S1 sin(20)) 

+ mu(6) 53 

where my are the elements of the single scattering Mueller matrix Ms. Note that equation 15 introduces an explicit 
dependence on the incident polarization state as well as on the azimuth angle <p, as demanded by Mie theory. This differs 
from the approach by Kattawar, which assumes the scattered intensity 1(9, <j>) to be proportional to the mn element of the 
single scattering matrix. 

The sampling of 1(8, (j>) according to equation 15 from uniformly generated random numbers is performed using the 
rejection method.23 First two angles (9, <j>) are randomly chosen and Eq. 15 is evaluate to yield a number S0'(9, <j>) between 0 
and 1. Than a third number S^a between 0 and 1 is randomly generated. If STtmd< S0'(9, <p) the scattering angles for the next 
scattering event are fixed to (9, 4>). If Srand> S„'(9, <j>) a new pair of angles and a new value Sra„d are randomly chosen until 
Srand<5o'(0, <t>). 

2.4. Photon Detection 

The goal of this work is to determine the backscattering Mueller matrix M= {my} defined by 

S' = M-S (16), 

which connects any incident Stokes vector S with the outgoing vector S' of backscattered light. Although, the Mueller 
matrix for a random distribution of homogeneous spheres is known to have only 7 independent elements,14 we explicitly 
recorded all 16 elements. This allowed us to perform consistency checks and verify the validity of our approach. 

A total of 16 linear independent measurements with linear and circular polarizers and analyzers in different 
azimuthal arrangements are required to determine M. Note that except for mu none of the matrix elements is directly 
accessible by a single direct measurement. Instead, one has to solve the set of linear equations generated by Eq. (16).8'9'19 A 
detailed description of how to derive the actual matrix elements from linear combinations of intensity measurements has 
been given by Bickel10 and Hielscher.11 
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Since in our simulation we are able to access the stokes components directly rather than only intensities, a total of 4 
runs with the orthogonal basis vectors 

Sx=(l,0,0,0)r    ,     S2s(i,i,0,0)r, (17a,b) 
S3^(l,0,l,0)r     ,    S4 = (l,0,0,l)r, (I7c,d) 

is sufficient to determine all elements of the backscattering Mueller matrix. Consider an incident unpolarized photon in state 

S1. Upon it exiting from the medium, we record its Stokes components in the auxiliary matrix mj: 

m { = S{,     m{ = S{, m{ = S{,   m{ = S{ , (18) 

where the superscript j = 1..4 indicates one of the incident vectors in Eq. (17) and the subscript refers to the component of 
the detected vector S'. In general, if the incident polarization state is Sj, the resulting Stokes vector is added to they"1 column 

of mj. Since Stokes vectors are additive, they may simply be summed up to yield the average 'answer' of the medium. 

Finally, the average contribution of an incident state Sj to the /* component of a recorded Stokes vector S' is contained in 
mj. 

It is now straightforward to determine the actual backscattering Mueller matrix M = {mv}, from the following set of 
equations: 

(m\,m2,m3,m4)
T =S'1 =  M-S1   = (mn,m2l,m3l,m4l)

T (19a) 

(ml,m2,m3,m4)   = S'   =M-S   =\mn + m12,m2l +m22,m3l + m32m41 + m42) (19b) 

(m1,m2,m3,m4)   = S'   =MS   = \mn +mn,m2} +m23,m31 + m33m4i + m43) (19c) 

(ihl,m2,m3,ml)T = S'4 =M-S4 =(mn +mi4,m2l +m24,m31 +m34m41 tm^] .                       (19d) 

Equations (19a) -(19d) provide 16 equations, one for each vector component of the 4 vectors, for a total of 16 unknowns my 

2.5. Depolarization 

Some remarks shall be made concerning the depolarization of light in the photon picture: After a large number, n, 
of scattering all four components of the Stokes vector are effectively mixed and the resultant vector S(n) is given in a 
randomly oriented coordinate system. Extending Eq. (8) to successive scattering of an incident Stokes vector S we can write 

S(n) =M(0B)R(0B)...M(e2)R(fc)-M(01)R(fc)-S (20) 

where 0„ is the n   scattering angle and <t>„ is the azimuthal angle between scattering planes (n-7) and n. 

It is interesting to note that the matrix product (Eq. 20) is actually not changing the degree of polarization <I> of 
individual photons. Any incident state with <t> = 1 will remain 100 percent polarized as it undergoes multiple scattering 
events. Only the nature of polarization will change, which means that the components 5/, S2, and S3 change while O in Eq. 
(3) stays constant. However, in Monte Carlo simulations where a large number of independent photons are launched, the 
observed polarization state is an incoherent superposition of all possible contributions from Eq. 20, which yields 

S$ = YS(in) = XM(0„iI-)R(0B,/)...M(02i|.)R(02,/)-M(01>|.)R(0u)-S, (21) 
i i 

where i indicates the sum over all detected photons. Therefore, the effective Stokes vector will generally yield O < 1 and we 
find the medium to be depolarizing. 
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3. RESULTS 

3.1. Problem Setup 

For the Monte Carlo simulations we have to choose the wavelength Aof the incident light, particle size and 
concentration, the wavelength-dependent refractive indices of polystyrene (np = 1.58 @ X = 543 nm) and water (np = 1.33 @ 
X = 543 nm), and the absorption coefficient ua. These parameters fix the single scattering matrix Ms. The simulated phantom 
is a semi-infinite, randomly distributed ensemble of scatterers. To match experimental geometries, the absorption can be set 
to 100 percent outside a region of interest, e.g. the physical boundaries of a beaker that contains a particle suspension. We 
implemented the Monte Carlo code on a cluster of 5 LINUX workstation each of them with two 450MHz Pentium 
processors. On this cluster simulations with 108 photons were completed in less than 16 hours. In general we found that the 
larger the particle size the more photons need to be launch to get a good signal to noise ratio in the Mueller matrix images. 
With increasing particle size the scattering phase-function becomes more and more forward peaked. Therefore, it takes more 
and more scattering events for a photon to get turned around and being able to escape the medium in the backward direction. 

To validate the polarization-dependent Monte-Carlo algorithms, we compare computed results with experimental 
data. The experimental setup for studying the polarization state of diffusely backscattered light is described in detail 
elsewhere." Here we restrict the description to the major components. We use a focussed He-Ne laser (A. = 543nm), whose 
beam is normally incident onto the medium. The emerging light is projected through an intermediate image plane onto a 14- 
bit CCD camera. To avoid the strong specular reflection from the surface of the medium and only record multiply scattered 
light an optical mask (2-mm diameter) is placed in the intermediate image plane. The tissue phantom consists of aqueous 
mono disperse polystyrene-sphere-suspensions with particles of 204 nm and 2040 nm in diameter. The respective 
concentrations are chosen so that the resulting reduced scattering coefficient u.s' equals 1.9cm"1. For the recording of the 
backscartering intensity measurements approximately 30 ml of each suspension are placed in a beaker with an opening of 4 
cm in diameter. 

3.2. Comparison of Numerical and Experimental Results 

Figures 3a,b displays the numerically and experimentally obtained Mueller matrix for 204-nm-particle suspen- 
sions, respectively. Each matrix element is given as a two-dimensional image of the surface, 40x40 mm in size. The laser 
beam (diameter d < 500 nm) is orthogonally incident in the center of each element. In the Monte Carlo simulation (Fig. 3a) 
a photon collection grid of 60x60 pixels is used that limits the spatial resolution to = 0.67 mm. This grid size was necessary 
to improve the signal to noise ratio in each pixel. The experimental data (Figs. 3b) was obtained with a 300x300 grid 
resulting in a resolution of = 0.13 mm. However, to better compare simulations and experiments the experimental data was 
also projected onto a 60x60 grid. All 16 matrix elements are normalized to the maximum intensity of the respective mn 
element, so that the amplitudes range from -1 to +1. Also note that in the experiment an optical mask was used to reduce the 
specularly backreflected light at the laser incident point. This mask is visible in Fig. 3b as a gray spot in the center of all 
matrix elements. 

First of all, we note the excellent overall agreement between simulation and experiment. The basic symmetries and 
structures are recovered for each matrix element as well as the backscartering Mueller matrix as a whole. This is true for the 
azimuthal and radial dependencies. As expected, the diffuse reflectance given by element mn is independent of the azimuth. 
It has similar radial extent in all figures, owing to the identical \i\ in all experimental and simulated phantoms. For the 204- 
nm-spheres suspension the last row and column are close to zero, while pronounced patterns are observed in columns and 
rows 1 through 3. The strong lobes in mn, m13, m2!, and m31, that are characteristic for suspensions of the small polystyrene 
particles, are accurately reproduced in the simulation. In the case of the 2040-m-spheres suspensions (not shown) the first 
row and column are almost zero, except for the mn-element. The 4 central elements have a similar symmetry compared to 
the smaller sphere suspensions but show a significantly larger radial extent and higher amplitude. 

3.3. Influence of Particle Size 

To study in more detail the effects of particle size on the diffuse backscartering Mueller matrix, we performed 
Monte Carlo simulation for particle suspensions containing spheres with diameters from 200 to 600 nm. The reduced 
scattering coefficient )j.s' = (1-g) Us = 1.9 cm"1 was chosen the same for all simulation. The results are shown in Figs. 3a, c, d, 
e, and f. First we notice that in all cases the elements mi4 and m4i are basically zero over the entire surface. Furthermore, the 
elements m24, m34, m42, and m43 are almost zero with only weak azimuthal variations very close to the light incident point in 
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Fig. 3 (previous page): Mueller matrices for diffusely backscattered light. Each of the six matrices has 16 two-dimensional elements that 
are 4 cm x 4 cm in size. Shown are results of Monte Carlo simulations for suspenisons containing particles with different diameters 
[(a) 204 nm, (c) 300 nm, (d) 400 nm, (e) 500 nm, and (f) 600 ran]. Figure (b) displays results from an experiments on a poly- 
styrene-spheres suspension containing particles with a diameter of 204 nm. In all case we set u,s' =1.9 cm" and u,a = 0.05 cm". 

the center. The strongest changes with particle size are observed in the elements m12, m]3, m21, and m3i. For 200-nm-diameter 
and 300-nm-diameter spheres suspensions these elements show a strong 4-fold symmetry with some areas having 
valueslarger than zero and other areas having values smaller than zero. For the 500-nm-diameter and 600-nm-diameter 
spheres suspensions mn, m13, m2I, and m3i are almost zero. The four elements in the center of the Mueller matrix, m22, m23, 
m32, and m33 also change with particle size, however, the effects are less pronounced as compared to changes in the mn, m13, 
m21, and m3l elements. Finally, one can observe a drastic change in the m44 element going from the suspension containing 
200-nm-diameter spheres (Fig. 3a) to the suspension containing 300-nm-diameter sphere. For the 200-nm case this element 
is almost zero except close to the center, where the values are larger than zero. In the 300-nm case, as well as for larger 
particles, the m44 element is notably smaller than zero. 

3.4. Comparison of Simulations with Experiments on Fibroblast Cell Suspensions 

We also compared the simulations to experimental data obtained from fibroblast cell suspensions. How these 
suspension were prepared is described in detail elsewhere.6 An example is shown in Fig. 4a. Displayed in that figure is the 
diffuse backscattering Mueller matrix for a fibroblast cell suspension that contains approximately 10s tumorigenic MRle 
cells/cm3. We found that this Mueller matrix resembles monodisperse suspensions containing polystyrene spheres with a 
diameter of 200 to 300 nm (Fig. 4b - same as Fig. 3c). The m2h m3h m2I, m31, m22, m33, m23, and m32, elements of the cell- 
supension are similar to the same elements of the 300-nm spheres suspension, while the m44 element is comparable to the 
m44 element of the 204-nm spheres suspension (Fig. 3a). This suggests that the backscattering from the cell suspension is 
dominated by structures or particles within that have a typical size of approximately 200-3 OOnm. The average diameter of 
the MRle cells is approximately 10 nm. Therefore the major scatteres in the suspensions have to be subcellular structures or 
particles. A possible candidate are mitochondria, which range in size from 200 to 1000 u,m. However, further studies are 
necessary to confirm this hypothesis. For example, the current Monte Carlo code only simulates media with one type of 
spherical particles, while the cell suspensions consists of a variety of differently sized and shaped particles. 
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Fig. 4: Comparison of the experimentally determined diffuse backscattered Mueller matrix for tumorigenic MRle fibroblast cell 
suspension (a-left) and the simulated Mueller matrix for a suspension with 300-nm diameter polystyrene spheres (b-right, same as Fig. 3c). 

4. SUMMARY 

We have developed a Monte-Carlo-based algorithm that accurately calculates all 16, two-dimensional diffuse 
backscattering Mueller matrix elements of strongly scattering media. The code keeps track of the polarization state, given 
by the Stokes vector, of individual photons propagating through the medium. Each single-scattering event is treated 
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according to Mie-theory. We compared simulations of multiple-scattered light to experiments on 204-nm-diameter spheres 
suspensions. The simulations well reproduces the 2-dimensional backscattering intensity patterns of all 16 elements of the 
diffuse backscattering Mueller matrices. Furthermore, we used the Monte Carlo code to study the influence of the size of the 
scatteres in a particle suspension on the diffuse Mueller matrix. We found that the of all matrix components the mn, m13, m2h 

and m31 elements appear most sensitive to change in particle size. In addition, we showed that experimental data obtained 
from a suspension that contained tumorigenic MRIe fibroblast cells resembled the simulated results for 200 to 300-nm- 
diameter polystyrene-spheres suspensions. Because the fibroblast cells have an average diameter of approximately 10 u.m, 
our findings suggests that sub-cellular components or structures are responsible for the backscattering characteristic. The 
developed algorithm provides a tool to examine the effects of different particle sizes and optical properties on observable 
backscattering polarization patterns from highly scattering. This allows for future systematic studies regarding the 
characterization of biological tissue by its diffuse backscattering Mueller matrix. 
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ABSTRACT 

We have used the cross-polarization method to eliminate the specular reflection and enhance the diffusive back-scattering of 
polarized fluorescence excitation light from the turbid media. The image of the ratio between fluorescence and cross- 
polarized reflection provides a map of the fluorescence yield, defined as the ratio of the autofluorescence emission to the 
illumination incidence, over the surface of the turbid media when excitation and collection of fluorescence are highly 
inhomogeneous. The simple ratio imaging technique shows the feasibility to detect early cancer, which usually starts from 
the superficial layer of tissue, based on the contrast in the fluorescence yield between lesion and normal tissue. 

Keywords: Fluorescence, diffuse reflection, tissue, imaging 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

Optical spectroscopy has been widely used in chemical analysis of biological samples. Since the mid-80s, the use of this 
technology for tissue classification has become a new approach in non-invasive medical diagnostics. In particular, the 
methods involved with laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) to characterize pathological states in human tissue have been 
extensively investigated'1"71. The tissues are usually classified based on the spectral characteristics of endogenous tissue 
fluorescence (autofluorescence). Careful in vivo studies on several organ sites with an optical fiber catheter revealed that 
the fluorescence yield of early lesions were almost always lower than that of the surrounding normal tissues, although the 
spectral lineshapes of early lesions and normal tissues vary both from individual by individual and within an individual'4"71. 
The algorithms based on the contrast in fluorescence yield between lesion and normal tissue can be used to discriminate 
early lesions. However, the point by point diagnosis by the use of an optical fiber catheter of fixed fluorescence excitation 
and collection geometry is not practical in clinical application. An imaging technique is desirable. 

For examination of large area by an imaging device, recorded fluorescence power are strongly affected by the geometrical 
effects such as separation of the source-sample-detector, incident/emission angles and irregularity of sample surface. 
Without a mechanism to calibrate or compensate the geometrical effects, it is extremely difficult to compare the 
fluorescence yield at different sites in the imaged area, especially for in vivo measurements. Several groups have pursued 
different ways for mapping of fluorescence yield over the surface of turbid media. A non-imaging approach based on ratio 
of fluorescence intensity to reflection showed that the geometrical effects could be compensated, but the artifacts caused by 
the specular reflection of the tissue surface created much false positive'2,3'. In ref. [6], an effort combining ultrasound and 
fluorescence spectroscopy showed that the accuracy of tissue characterization was improved by compensating the detector- 
sample separation, though the dependence of fluorescence intensity on the incident/emission angle was uncertain. A digital 
image processing method was reported to eliminate the geometrical effects in fluorescence imaging by taking the ratio of 
the fluorescence image to itself processed by the "moving average algorithm", a type of low pass filter'71. However, to 
ensure smoothing out the lesions and keeping the excitation and collection nonuniformities in the reference image, the 
algorithm requires that the lesion width is much smaller than the imaged area. Furthermore, if the spatial frequency of the 
low fluorescence areas caused by geometrical effects is overlapping with that of lesion, this low pass filter based image 
processing method will be unable to distinguish the lesion from the geometrical artifacts. In this study we introduce an 
imaging technique that allows for mapping of the fluorescence yield over the surface of a turbid medium by correcting the 
excitation and collection nonuniformities. 
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2.   MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The technique is based on a simple hypothesis. The reflection of the excitation light from the turbid media consists of three 
components: specular reflection, non-diffusive backscattering (such as single scattering) and diffusive backscattering. The 
diffusive components carry the information of excitation and collection geometry. Therefore, the geometrical effects of 
fluorescence imaging may be corrected by normalizing the fluorescence signal to the diffusive reflection recorded from the 
same site. Experimentally, a cross-polarization method can be used to reject the specular reflection and extract the diffusive 
components from the total reflection of excitation light. The tissue like sample (turbid medium) is illuminated with linearly 
polarized fluorescence excitation light and, by the use of a polarization analyzer, the cross-polarized image is recorded. 
Since forward scattering dominates the light propagation in the human tissue, the cross-polarized components in the 
reflection are mainly due to the multiple scattering and highly diffusive. The information carried in the cross polarization 
image are predominantly from beneath the superficial layer18'91. The specular reflection and superficial information (mainly 
due to the single back-scattering), which cause the artifacts in correction of geometrical effects, are almost completely 
removed in the cross-polarized image. Taking the ratio of the fluorescence signal against the cross-polarized reflection 
recorded from the same position, a normalized fluorescence image is formed. 

The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 1. A laser with 200 mW output at wavelength of 457 nm delivered the 
excitation onto the tissue phantom through a linear polarizer and microlenses. The fluorescence and reflection signals from 
the sample were collected by a commercial endoscope and imaged to an 8-bit CCD camera. The angle between the optical 
axes of the endoscope and illumination optics was about 15°. Both the divergent angles of the illumination optics and 
collection angle of the endosocpe were about 38°. The imaged area on the sample surface was about 12x12 mm at 0 = 0°. 
The holder of a long-pass filter with cut-off wavelength at 470 nm and a polarizer with the polarization axis perpendicular to 
that of excitation light allowed for easily recording the fluorescence or cross-polarized images. The fluorescence and cross- 
polarized images were grabbed by a frame-grabber. To improve the signal to noise ratio, the fluorescence image was 
formed by taking average of 16 image frames. 

CCD - 

Sample 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup used to collect the fluorescence and cross- 
polarized reflection images. Fl: long pass filter; PI, P2: polarizers with polarization axis perpendicular to 
each other; 9: angle between the optical axis of endoscope and the normal of sample surface. 

Tissue-simulating phantoms were made of gelatin with 20% solids dissolved in boiling deionized water, polystyrene spheres 
(0.55 um in diameter), fluorescent dye mixture and dominantly absorbing blood with red cells hemolyzed. The contents of 
blood, which determined the absorption coefficients (ua) of tissue phantoms used in this study, were 2.5%, 5%, 7.5% and 
10% by-volume, respectively. The concentrations of polystyrene spheres, the dominant scatterers in the phantoms, were set 
to 0.25%, 0.35% and 0.5% by-weight, respectively. The scattering coefficients (#,) and anisotropy factor (g) of tissue 
phantoms were calculated by Mie theory110,11]. In the wavelength region of 450 - 700 nm, /4 for the concentrations of 
polystyrene microsphere at 0.25%, 0.35% and 5% were ranged from 95-39 cm"1, 133-55 and 189-78 cm"1, respectively. The 
g factor were ranged from 0.9-0.82. The composition of fluorescent dye mixture was carefully controlled to ensure its 
spectral lineshape similar to that of the autofluorescence of human tissue in the range of 450-700nm [1'4,5l The absorption 
coefficients of dye mixture in all tissue phantoms were kept at least a factor of 10 smaller than that of 2.5% blood, the 
lowest level of blood content in all phantoms. The absorption of dye mixture was negligible. This ensured the linearity 
between the fluorescence yield and the dye content in a phantom. The optical properties (#,, fa and g) of all phantoms were 
in the range of human tissue112'. 
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3.   RESTULS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In the first experiment, we demonstrate that the excitation and collection nonuniformities of fluorescence imaging of the 
homogeneous tissue phantom with flat surface can be corrected by the ratio imaging method. The optical properties of six 
phantoms were set by the combination of three blood contents (2.5%, 5%, and 7.5%) and two microsphere concentrations 
(0.25% and 0.5%). In practice, the geometry of imaging was changed by rotating the sample along the axis across the point- 
A and perpendicular to the plane of the page in Figure 1. The fluorescence and cross-polarized images were collected from 
all tissue phantoms at 8 = 0°-60° with increment of 15°. For a fair comparison, the mean gray levels of all the fluorescence 
images and ratio images of fluorescence against cross-polarized reflection have been adjusted to 128, half of the full gray 
levels of an 8-bit image. The typical fluorescence and the ratio image are shown in Figure 2. The histograms of the gray 
level in the figure indicate the homogeneity of image. As can be seen in Figure 2, the gray level of fluorescence image 
varies in wide range, while the gray level of ratio image has a very narrow distribution around 128, the mean gray level. It 
was found that standard deviation (S.D.) of gray level for the fluorescence images recorded from all six tissue phantoms 
varied from 24 to 39 at 8 = 0°-60°. In contrast, S.D. of all ratio images was below 3 and not sensitive to 8 and optical 
properties of samples. This indicates that the geometrical effects have been corrected to a great extent. 
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Figure 2. Images collected from a sample with blood content of 2.5% and 0.5% microsphere at 8 = 30°. 

The second experiment was designed to evaluate the performance of the ratio imaging technique on inhomogeneous tissue- 
like turbid media. To build an inhomogeneous tissue phantom, parts of homogeneous sample were replaced with the sample 
of different optical properties or fluorescence yield. The structures of three representative inhomogeneous samples are 
shown in Figure 3. The simulating lesions of fluorescence contrast phantom were made with the sample of the same optical 
properties and fluorescence yield about 82% of surrounding sample. Two holes of depth ~ 2.5 mm were made to represent 
the irregularity of the sample surface and create interference for identification of simulating lesions. The absorption contrast 
phantom was made with samples of different ua and the same us. The scattering contrast phantom was made with samples 
of different us and same ua. The fluorescence dye content was uniform in both phantoms. The raw fluorescence and ratio 
images of fluorescence contrast tissue phantoms are displayed in Figure 4. Apparently, one can not distinguish the 
simulating lesions from the holes in the raw fluorescence image of fluorescence contrast phantom. In contrast, only the 
simulating lesions appear clearly, and the difference in fluorescence yield between simulation lesion and normal tissues 
were recovered. To explore the possibility to simplify the technology by using the similar approaches reported in ref. [2,3], 
we took the ratio of fluorescence to direct reflection. The direct reflection and ratio images shown in Figure 4 demonstrate 
that the false signals caused by the specular reflection create severe interference to identify the signal of simulating lesions. 
Comparing the raw and ratio images of absorption contrast phantom in Figure 5, it was found that the change of 
fluorescence signal caused by difference of blood content was corrected. This indicates that the effect of absorption 
variation on diffusive reflection and fluorescence may cancel each other. We observed that the variation of scattering 
property in scattering contrast phantom has not been corrected in the ratio image. This is because the cross-polarized 
reflection is much more sensitive to the scattering properties than fluorescence as shown in Figure 5. The variation of tissue 
scattering property may introduce artifacts to the ratio imaging technique.  However, the scattering coefficient is mainly 
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determined by the tissue structure. The scattering difference between the premalignant early lesion and normal tissue may 
not be significant due to their histological similarity. 

Side view      Top view Top view 

) 

Figure 3. Structures and compositions of inhomogeneous phantoms. Left: Fluorescence contrast, Blood 
content: 5%, Concentration of microsphere: 0.35%; Right: For absorption contrast, Microsphere: 5%; 
Blood: 10% in area A, 2.5% in area B and 5% in surroundings. For scattering contrast, Blood: 5%; 
Microsphere: 0.5% in area A, 0.35% in area B and 0.25% in the surroundings. 
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Direct Reflection Ratio 

(c) 

Figure 4.  Experimental results for fluorescence contrast phantom: (a) Raw fluorescence image and line 
profile analysis, (b) Ratio image and line profile analysis, (c) Direct reflection and ratio images. 

Raw Reflection Ratio 

Raw Reflection Ratio 

Figure 5. Raw fluorescence, cross-polarized reflection and ratio images recorded from absorption contrast 
phantom (above) and scattering contrast phantom (below). 

It should be pointed out that most of human tissues have multiply layered structure and the distribution of endogenous 
fluorophores as the function of depth. The evaluation of the ratio imaging method on the real tissue may be more 
complicated. Our future work will be focused to study the in vivo examination on various tissues by using a specially 
designed endoscopic system based on the concepts reported in this paper. The effect of possible variation in tissue 
structure/scattering on the mapping of fluorescence yield will also be investigated. 

This research is supported by Hong Kong Research Grants Council grant CA97/98.EG01 and Hong Kong University of 
Science and Technology. 
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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this effort is to test the feasibility to develop endoscopic optical imaging technology for cancer screening 

inside the human body. The degree of success of such optical imaging instrumentation depends on the presence of optical 
differences among the various tissue components of interest of a body part or organ. Our research approach involves the 
utilization of the spectral polarization difference imaging technique incorporated into endoscopic imaging modalities. To 
establish methodology for optimum operation, we have build a compact imaging system for in-vitro studies of human tissue 
samples of interest in a clinical environment. 

Key words: Polarization, Tissues, Backscattering, Imaging, Fluorescence 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The presence of characteristic optical "signatures" of various tissue components is key to the success of any photonic 

imaging modality for biomedical applications. These optical "signatures" may arise from differences in the biochemical 
and/or structural characteristics of the tissues. The differences in the cellular level (size of the cells, density and cell makeup) 
between cancer tissue when compared to normal tissue offers the promise for the development of optical imaging technology 
particularly suitable for cancer detection. 

Optical endoscopes and other similar modalities are currently widely used to observe the interior of the human body. 
Endoscopes operate under white light illumination to provide color images of the human part under examination using a 
video system or other equivalent apparatus. Figure 1 shows conventional images (converted in gray-scale) of human bladder 
from two patients using an endoscope (cystoscope) frequently used by urologists. Brighter features in these images arise from 
cancer lesions located on the surface of the bladder tissue. Images are approximately 2-cm in diameter. Eighty percent of 
bladder cancer cases are superficial, that is they are above the muscle. These after resection recur about 50% of the times. 
When the tumors become muscle invasive overall, the 21/2 year survival is about 50%. Thus, there is a real need to be able 

Figure 1: Images of human bladder from two patients obtained using a cystoscope. Brighter features arise from cancer 
lesions located on the surface of the tissue. 
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to identify which of the tumors will progress, and there is a need to be certain that a tumor truly is not muscle invasive. 
Bladder cancer is a clinical example that clearly demonstrates the need for a deep-subsurface imaging modality. 

This work represents an effort to develop an imaging technology for non-invasive analysis and imaging of tissues and 
chemical distributions in the body with imaging depth of up to 1 centimeter. The approaches examined are adaptable to 
existing endoscopic imaging modalities to allow for employment inside the human body. One of the approaches we are 
examining embodies the spectral polarization difference imaging (SPDI) technique [1,2] which can offer deep subsurface 
imaging (up to 1-cm) based on changes in scattering and absorption at particular wavelengths [2]. In addition, far-red and 
near infrared emission imaging under red photoexcitation is examined as a complementary method to SPDI for differentiating 
various tissue components [3]. This method is suitable for surface and 1-millimeter depth subsurface imaging. For certain 
applications such as for cancer detection, the above techniques may provide an adequate tool for noninvasive disease 
detection and characterization inside the human body. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 
The SPDI technique utilizes spectral and polarization filtering of the backscattered light under polarized illumination to 

detect and enhance the visibility of an "object" located on the surface or below the surface. The sample is illuminated with 
linearly polarized light and using an analyzer, the perpendicular polarization image components are recorded for different 
illuminating wavelengths. It has been shown that the surface image information is almost completely carried by the parallel 
image while the perpendicular image contains predominantly information from beneath the surface [1]. The images obtained 
at different illuminating wavelengths are formed by photons that have reached a different penetration depth inside the tissue 
due to differences in scattering and/or absorption. In general, longer in wavelengths photons can reach a larger penetration 
depth. Utilization of different illuminating wavelengths in combination with polarization techniques and subsequent inter- 
image operations lead to the removal of the image component of the outer tissue layers and enhancement of the image 
information from the inner layers of the tissue. Choosing the appropriate illumination wavelength, images at different depth 
zones are effectively captured. 

Images shown in figure 1 indicate that there are optical differences between normal and cancer bladder tissues that can be 
exploited by an optical imaging and/or diagnostic tool. The construction of such an imaging modality that is based on the 
SPDI technique is possible using existing technology and components developed for medical endoscopes with the 
incorporation of the appropriate modifications. Such modifications should include polarized multi-wavelength illumination 
of the sample and selection of the cross-polarized image components. The arrangement of the optical components of an 
endoscopic imaging system based on the SPDI technique is shown in figure 2. The illumination is obtained from a white 
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Figure 2: The arrangement of the optical components of an endoscopic imaging system that incorporates the SPDI 
subsurface imaging technique 
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(a) ^111 

Figure 3: Images of a braest chicken tissue sample that contains fat ("1") and tendon ("2") tissue lesions located 1-cm and 
0.5-cm, respectively, below the surface of the sample. The perpendicular polarization image components under 690-nm (a) 
and 820-nm (b) illumination. The SPDI image obtained using 970-nm and 820-nm illumination (c). 

light source or from diode lasers. This light is coupled into a fiber that reaches near the sample through the endoscope's 
working channel. A polarizer and optical filters are positioned between the illumination source and the fiber to ensure 
polarized illumination of the sample at different wavelengths. In this configuration, a polarization preserving illumination 
fiber is required for proper operation. Alternatively, a polarizer may be placed at the tip of the illumination fiber in order to 
guarantee polarized illumination of the sample without the need of a polarization preserving fiber. The scattered light is 
collected by the endoscope's lens and an appropriate analyzer is used to select the perpendicular polarization image 
component. The imaging lens of the endoscope may by composed by an image-collection fiber-bundle made by polarization 
preserving fibers. In this case, the analyzer can be located at the end of the endoscope (in front of the CCD). Alternatively, 
the analyzer may be positioned in front of a standard image-collecting fiber-bundle or other type of specialized endoscope 
lens designs. The polarizer and analyzer are always cross-polarized. A CCD camera or other equivalent modality is used to 
record the digitized images from the sample. Depth profiling of the tissue structures observed using the SPDI technique is 
achieved using different illumination wavelengths. 

The digitized images obtained using this technique will show intensity variations that will be subject to interpretation. 
This is demonstrated in preliminary experiments using animal tissues and an image collection lens that is similar to those 
used in cystoscopes for imaging of the bladder. The illumination was obtained from a white light source that is coupled into 
a fiber and delivered into the sample. Using appropriate optical filters (F) at the input of the fiber, illumination of the sample 
with light at different wavelength was achieved. A polarizer was positioned at the output of the illumination fiber. A second 
polarizer with its polarization axis oriented perpendicular to the first polarizer was positioned in front of the imaging lens. 
Figures 3a and 3b show images of a 2-cm thick breast chicken tissue sample under 690-nm and 820-nm illumination. The 
sample was prepared using three breast chicken tissue layers. The top layer was 0.5-cm thick and consisted of homogenous 
breast tissue. The second layer was also 0.5-cm thick but it contained a tendon lesion on its surface. In the middle of the 
surface of the third, 1-cm thick, breast tissue layer, a =4-mm in diameter, 2-mm thick fat lesion was positioned and 
sandwiched between the second and third breast tissue layers. The three layer, 2-cm thick, sample was placed between two 
glass slides and slightly compressed to a uniform thickness. The SPDI image obtained using 970-nm and 820-nm 
illumination is shown in figure 3c. Two features observed in this image denoted as "1" and "2" show the fat tissue ("1") and 
tendon tissue ("2") lesions located 1-cm and 0.5-cm, respectively, below the surface of the sample. Figures 2a and 2b 
demonstrate that these features are not visible or difficult to be identified when direct images are recorded even when 
polarization filtering (to reject the less scattered photon on the outer tissue layers) or NIR illumination wavelengths (to reach 
larger photon propagation depths) are used. Using white light illumination and color video imaging (typical operation of 
endoscopes), these two tissue lesions located below the surface are not visible and it would be impossible for the operator to 
detect. These results demonstrate that the application of the SPDI technique for endoscopic imaging is possible. 
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To test the operational concepts for endoscopic imaging and cancer detection in a clinical environment, we have built a 
prototype instrumentation to perform in-vitro measurements of human tissue samples as they become available immediately 
after surgery. Figure 4a shows a photograph of this prototype instrument. This instrumentation will allow to utilize various 
illumination wavelengths and sources to test the ability to distinguish between normal tissue and maligned or benign tumors 
in various body parts as well as identify the best possible approaches for endoscopic imaging and cancer detection.. The 
primary focus of this investigation will be the application of this technology for the detection of cancer in bladder, colon, 
prostate and kidney. Figure 4b shows the schematic layout of the key optical components of this first version of the system. 
The experimental setup involves polarizers (P) and appropriate optical filters (F) while diode lasers and a white light source 
are used as the illumination sources. There are three different concepts that will be examined. 

To test the first concept (light scattering approach for implementation of the SPDI technique), a white light source is 
used to illuminate the sample at different wavelengths selected by optical filters located on a filter wheel and the two 
polarization image components in the backscattering geometry will be recorded. The experimental results obtained using 
human tissue samples will reveal differences between normal and cancerous tissue components and provide information on 
the applicability of the SPDI subsurface imaging technique to address the problem of cancer detection. 

The second concept to be tested involves imaging of various tissue types using the near infrared emitted light under 633- 
nm excitation. The experiments will be performed by incorporating polarization selection to enhance the volume of 
information. These measurements will reveal differences between normal and cancerous tissue components by comparing the 
intensity of the NIR emission images, the totally polarized 1MIR emission images and the degree of polarization of the 
emission images. 

The third concept to be tested utilizes the degree that light depolarizes as it propagates through tissue to probe the 
structural characteristics of tissue components of interest [4,5]. For this purpose, polarized laser light at 820-nm will be used 
to illuminate the sample and the degree of polarization of the transmitted light through the tissue will be used for imaging. 
Different tissue structures (such as a suspicious tissue lesions in a field of normal tissues) will be imaged by comparing the 
intensity of the image formed by a) the overall transmitted light [ (I(||)+I(l))/1„) ], b) the polarized transmitted light [ (1(||> 
I(l)/10) ] and c) the degree of polarization of the transmitted light [ (1(||)-1(±)/(I(||)+I(±)) ]. This method may be particularly 
suitable for in-vitro prostate imaging and cancer detection to assist the pathologist intensify suspicious lesion for quick 
pathology assessment. 
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Figure 4: a) Photograph of the prototype instrumentation to perform in-vitro measurements of human tissue samples 
immediately after surgery. Its compact size and computer controlled operation enables its implementation in a clinical 
environment, b) Schematic layout of the key optical components of this system. The experimental setup involves polarizers 
(P) and appropriate optical filters (F) while diode lasers and a white light source coupled with optical fibers are used to 
illuminate the sample. 
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3. DISCUSSION 
To successfully treat and cure a cancer patient, early detection and appropriate selection of existing anti-cancer treatments 

for each patient are of great importance. Except for skin cancer, all the other types of cancer occur inside the body and are 
very difficult to be detected at early stages. A large percentage of these cancers occur inside the body that can be reached and 
viewed using various types of endoscopes. Stomach, cervix, uterus, colon, rectum, bronchus and bladder cancers could be 
detected at early stages when they are best treated if a suitable minimally invasive endoscopic screening system existed. In 
addition, such an endoscopic screening system could assist in monitoring the development on a cancer tumor(s) for an 
assessment of the success of the treatment of the patient with chemotherapy or other method. 

The images obtained using the approaches discussed in this work will be able to provide information of different tissue 
structures on the surface and below the surface. The utilization of this technology incorporated into different types of existing 
endoscopes with the appropriate modifications can be realized using low cost off-the-self components, will be user friendly 
requiring no particular specialization nor exposure of the operator to any harmful radiation and will be minimally invasive for 
the patient. This technology may also find applications in other areas of basic and clinical research as well as in clinical 
diagnostics. If appropriate optical "signature(s)" exists, this method could be useful for the diagnosis of clinical disease, early 
detection/screening, for identifying the presence of toxicant or drugs at specific target sites in the body, for determining the 
concentrations of these agents on the target sites of interest for monitoring individual therapies, for assessing 
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics in basic and clinical research and in forensic analysis. 

4. CONCLUSION 
An endoscopic imaging system for surface and subsurface imaging for clinical applications may only require small 

modifications of existing endoscopes to provide inexpensive technology which the medical personnel is already familiar 
with. As a result, this technology can become an easily accessible screening and diagnostic tool to the medical community 
due to the anticipated low cost of acquisition and operation and the limited expertise and training required. This imaging 
technology may find application in the early detection/screening of cancer, in providing minimally invasive monitoring of 
the tumor's response to various stages of treatments and in assisting during surgery by providing information on the depth of 
penetration of the tumor. Studies and testing in a clinical environment are in progress. 
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ABSTRACT 

Elastic scattering or diffuse reflectance spectroscopy offers the possibility of distinguishing between normal and neoplastic 
tissue with a relatively simple optical measurement. The measurement of the relative reflection of light has previously been 
shown to be sensitive to the size and distribution of both intra and inter-cellular structures as well as absorption from 
chromatophores which are present in the tissue. By coupling a white light source and spectrometer to optic fibres it is 
possible to construct probes which can be inserted percutaneously or intra-operatively into breast tissue or which can pass 
down the channel of an endoscope and take in-vivo spectra of diseased and normal tissue in the Gastro-Intestinal tract. 
Spectra are reported from a large number of patients with a variety of benign, metaplastic, dysplastic and cancerous 
conditions. Some differences that have been observed in these spectra are discussed and the merits and disadvantages of 
"optical biopsy" as an in-vivo diagnostic tool are examined. It is shown that to a relatively high degree of sensitivity and 
specificity it is possible to distinguish cancerous from normal tissue in a number of cases. The methods of distinguishing 
spectra and some possible modalities for their improvement are discussed. 

Keywords: Optical Biopsy, Elastic Scattering, Breast Cancer, Diagnosis, Barrett's Oesophagus 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

Breast cancer is one of the largest killers of women in the developed world. Breast cancer represents 30% of all new 
cancers in American women and between 1 in 8 American and 1 in 12 European women will develop breast cancer at some 
point. However 5-year survival rates are standing at 62-76% in Western Europe and improving. Prompt and efficient 
detection and diagnosis of breast cancer is important to the effectiveness of the treatments and the long-term prognosis of 
the patients. Detection can be undertaken in a number of ways. Breast self examination is promoted in many countries and 
a program of referral from local general practitioners to breast clinics at specialist centers detects most palpable lumps, i.e. 
those that can be felt externally. Several countries also run screening programs which offer women mammograms at regular 
intervals. In the United Kingdom women between the ages of 50 and 64 are offered 3 screening every 3 years. These can 
be very useful in detecting micro-calcification, which may be associated with cancers. Screening can often identify tumours 
long before the associated lumps would have become palpable. Women with a family history of disease or other high risk 
factors are often monitored more closely. 

A number of different optical techniques are being investigated for the detection and diagnosis of cancerous lesions in the 
breast. These include, at the far end of the electromagnetic spectrum, the x-ray scanning or mammographic techniques, far 
infra-red techniques to discover increases of blood flow associated with tumours either by the additional heat given off from 
neo-vascularization or by direct observation of the vessels in transmission. In other areas of cancer detection and diagnosis 
flourescence and Raman spectroscopy have also been used to identify tumours. 

Approximately 1 in 10 members of the population of developed nations will suffer from acid reflux, from the stomach into 
the lower oesophagus, at some point in their lives.   In a mild form this is a temporary discomfort commonly known as 
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heartburn. In cases of chronic reflux between 1 in 5 and 1 in 10 patients will go on to develop a condition known as 
Barrett's oesophagus. In Barrett's oesophagus the squamous epithelium of the oesophageal tube undergoes changes, in a 
process known as metaplasia, to resemble the columnar epithelium of the upper intestine. Barrett's oesophagus is 
reasonably straightforward to recognise during white light endoscopy, where the metaplastic epithelium takes on a red 
velvety appearance. In approximately 10% of those patients that develop long-segment Barrett's oesophagus the epithelium 
may become dysplastic. This dysplasia does not appear significantly different from normal Barrett's under white light 
endoscopy, but its severe form is known to be a pre-malignant condition and carries a very significant risk of 
adenocarcinomas of the lower oesophagus and gastro-oesophageal junction. Currently the only method of screening 
patients for dysplasia in Barrett's is regular random quadrant biopsies at 2-cm intervals throughout the Barrett's segment. 
The challenge is to recognise the pre-malignant dysplasia as early as possible so that it can be treated before it has a chance 
to progress further. 

2.   ELASTIC SCATTERING SPECTROSCOPY 

Elastic-scattering spectroscopy (ESS), sometimes called "diffuse reflectance spectroscopy", has been studied as a technique 
that can be used for minimally invasive optical diagnosis or "optical biopsy". This has been shown to have the potential to 
distinguish dysplasia and cancer from normal and benign conditions [1-3], as well as being able to differentiate different 
types of normal tissues. The main advantages of using an optically based system such as ESS for diagnosis are directly 
related to the technologies these systems employ. The use of fine gauge optical fibers for the delivery and collection of 
diagnostic light, results in the construction of "optical probes" that are compatible with current clinical instrumentation used 
for minimally invasive procedures, such as core-biopsy needles, endoscopes, laparoscopes, colposcopes and cystoscopes. 
The other major benefits of optical biopsy are related to the computerized-automation of the system, which facilitates the 
rapid (<ls) acquisition of spectroscopic data. This system has the potential of reducing costs and risk by preventing the 
unnecessary surgical excision of suspicious lesions that may be non-malignant or eliminating further surgical procedures 
due to incomplete removal of malignant tissue. As a diagnostic aid it may also offer the advantage of a reduced waiting- 
time for the result, which could therefore minimize the related patient anxiety. The clinical instrumentation based upon ESS 
has been described in previous publications that reported earlier clinical studies [1-2]. Elastic-scattering spectroscopy (ESS), 
when performed using an optical fiber based probe with an appropriate optical-geometry [4], is sensitive to the size and 
structure of the sub-cellular components that change upon transformation to pre-malignant or malignant conditions (e.g., the 
nucleus, mitochondria, etc.). 

3.   OPTICAL BIOPSIES WITH THE ESS SYSTEM 

The optical biopsy system consists of a flashlamp, an optical probe, a spectrometer and a computer to control these 
components and record the elastic scattered spectrum. A diagrammatic representation of the components of the system is 
given in figure one. The spectrometer, flashlamp and power supply are contained in a briefcase sized unit to which the 
computer and optical probe are attached. The flashlamp is a pulsed xenon arc lamp that emits light between approximately 
300 and 900 nanometres. This light is coupled into an optic fibre that carries the light to the tissue. A second fibre collects 
the light from the tissue and transfers it back to the spectrometer. The spectrometer analyses the light between 
approximately 350-900 nm using a diffraction grating and CCD array. The computer controlling the unit is in general a lap- 
top for portability with a 486 or better chip and running some form of the windows operating system. 

A number of different designs of optical probe exist for obtaining spectra from a variety of different types of tissue and 
using different methods. All of the optical probes have two SMA connectors to couple the send and receive fibres to the 
flash lamp and spectrometer respectively. The probes are generally 2 to 3 metres in length to allow them to be used by 
surgeons while maintaining sterility or to be passed through the channel of an endoscope. The tip of the probe presents the 
fibre tips to the tissue at a fixed separation. This tip may be made of large gauge stainless steel for hand held uses, thinner 
rigid designs for use through core cut needles and flexible tips for use through endoscopes. 

To obtain a spectrum the probe is placed in contact with the tissue under investigation. With the current design of probes 
the probe must be held as close to perpendicular to the tissue so that both fibres are in complete contact. In order for the 
light to be collected by the receive fibre it must be reflected through one hundred and eighty degrees. This takes place 
through a series of elastic scattering events that are represented in figure two. The scattering coefficients will vary with 
wavelength and the size of the particles in the scattering medium and can be predicted, to first order, by Mie theory. The 
spectrum will not only be a product of the scattering events but also of absorption by chromophores in the tissues, such as 
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haemoglobin from blood and beta-carotene in adipose tissue. This absorption can give indications of the state of 
vascularization and indeed oxygenation in the tissue but can also overwhelm the spectrum. It may sometimes be necessary 
to wipe or wash the tissue to prevent this absorption washing out the spectrum. 

4.   USES OF ESS IN BREAST CANCER DIAGNOSIS 

In the present study the optical biopsy system is being used in a number of different ways to investigate ways it might be 
used in the diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer. The first study investigates how the system might be used in a clinical 
environment along with core cut biopsies, to provide an in-situ diagnosis that could then be confirmed by conventional 
histology. The second investigation looks at how the system may be used as a surgical aid to identify cancerous tissue 
during excision, and prevent any tumour being left in the patient. Lastly the study looks at whether elastic scattering 
spectroscopy may give any information on the status of sentinel nodes, which are important to the staging of the disease and 
the prognosis of patients. 

1. Percutaneous (Clinical) Biopsy 

Percutaneous biopsies are routinely performed to obtain histological diagnosis when suspicious lumps have been found on 
clinical examination or when opacities have been observed during routine mammogram screening. Previously these 
biopsies have been obtained from a minor surgical procedure or via fine needle aspiration (FNA). Aside from the accuracy 
of histological information obtained during a minor lumpectomy the disadvantages of a surgical procedure are clear 
(especially if surgery may need to be repeated to complete the excision). Fine needle aspiration although very inexpensive 
is becoming less and less used especially within the United States due to doubts over the accuracy of the cytology results 
and worries of the chances of false negative diagnoses as only a few cells are sampled. 

The alternative is to take biopsies in which a macroscopic core of tissue is removed from the lump percutaneously but using 
a large gauge needle. Two methods and systems are widely used for obtaining these 'core' biopsies. In the first, referred to 
as core-cut, the 14-guage biopsy needle consists of a hollow sleeve, with an internal rod that has an 3/4 inch long recessed 
section near its tip. The needle is positioned within the suspicious lump either manually or using some variety of image 
guidance (digital mammography or Ultrasound - US). The 'gun' attached to the needle is primed and then when it is 'fired' 
two things happen in very quick succession. Firstly the inner part of the needle is shot forward an inch or so into the tissue 
to expose the recessed section into which tissue that has just been pushed aside by the needle can relax. The outer section of 
the needle is next pushed over the inner and this cuts out the 'core' of tissue within the recessed section. The needle is then 
removed and the core is sent for standard histopathalogical analysis. 

The second device known as a mammotome also uses a two part needle, but within this device the recessed space contains a 
series of holes, which when a vacuum is applied will 'suck' tissue into the recess before the cutting sheath is drawn over. 
This results in larger biopsy specimens, which can be important in cancerous tissue which being much stiffer than normal 
tissue does not relax as quickly and may result in inadequate specimens. This system may also be used in conjunction with 
image guidance. In either of the systems, to increase the chances of an adequate biopsy and decrease those of false negative 
diagnoses, several core cuts may be taken, sometimes as many as a dozen, traversing the lump at different angles and in 
different planes. 

The optical biopsy system can be used in conjunction with either of these core biopsy devices. In both cases the internal 
apparatus is removed and the probe is inserted down the inner sheath. When a spectrum has been acquired the probe is 
removed, the inner part of the biopsy kit replaced and a standard biopsy obtained. In order to match the spectra to the 
histological diagnosis at as near as possible the same site the far end of the biopsy core is marked with black ink before it is 
sent to the pathology labs. Currently the majority of our core-cut biopsies are obtained in theatre from the unconsious 
patient but prior to them being prepped for the operation. In future we intend to take more spectra from patient in clinics 
under local anaesthetic, more accurately reflecting the one of the roles we see the probe being put to eventually. 
Unfortunately the diameters of probe are incompatible with the needles used in FNA, however it would also be hard to 
compare with the cytology results which are obtained along quite a long track. 

2. Tumour Bed Measurements 
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Mastectomy (total breast amputation) has been the treatment of choice for breast cancer since the late 19,b century. Recently 
however, modern breast surgery has seen a trend towards more conservative procedures where most of the breast tissue is 
retained. Such procedures are referred to as wide local excisions or lumpectomies. Although recurrence rates following 
these procedures are slightly higher than for mastectomy patients, long term survival rates are unaffected and obviously by 
conserving the breast, the cosmetic and psychological effects are much reduced. 

When a tumour or suspicious lump is removed in a surgical procedure it is important that the margins, or edges of the 
excision are clear from malignant tissue which might otherwise continue to proliferate. To ensure this, the specimen from a 
wide local excision may be sent for frozen section (where the lump is snap frozen and sliced) to ensure that the tumour does 
not extend too close to any of the margins. This is a time consuming, and due to the risks of extended or repeated 
anesthesia, possibly dangerous procedure. If the tumour bed, or the margins of the excised sample, could be tested for 
residual cancer during or immediately after the operation and an instant diagnosis could be gained this would obviously be 
preferable. 

For the purposes of this study spectra were acquired from patients after the tumour had been excised. First the area was 
examined manually by the surgeon, feeling for any small lumps or other odd features in the remaining tissue. Prospective 
sights were marked with ink (not actually on the site but in a triangle of points around it), spectra were acquired, and then 
small tissue biopsies were obtained using forceps. Obviously the proportion of positive margins will hopefully be very low 
but using this technique it is possible to obtain very accurate correlation between the tissue examined, its histology, and the 
elastic scattering spectra. Some work is also in progress on measuring the degradation in spectra from those taken in-situ 
and those taken from tissue that has been excised. This is done using time series of experiments to understand how the 
spectrum changes with tissue de-oxygenation and cooling and to examine whether ex-vivo spectra provide similar 
diagnostic information as those taken in-situ. 

3.    Sentinel Node Measurement 

The lymphatic system consists of a network of small vessels (rather like tiny veins) connecting a series of lymph nodes 
(glands). Its main functions are to drain extra-cellular fluid back into the circulation and also trap infectious agents such as 
bacteria and viruses in the lymph nodes where the 'infection fighting' white cells are congregated. The drainage from the 
breast tissue is to a network of nodes which are mostly situated in the axilla (underarm), although there are also some in the 
sub-clavicular regions and behind the sternum. When tumours spread to other areas of the body the most common route for 
this metastasis to take place is through the lymphatic system. To assess the staging of the cancer it is therefore important to 
know if the tumour has metastasised to the lymphatic system. The sentinel node is the first node (usually in the axilla) to 
which the tissue surrounding the breast tumour drains. The phrase 'sentinel node' is somewhat misleading because the 
structure of the lymphatic system may lead to several nodes being primary drainage points, and in this case all nodes must 
be investigated. Various methods can be used to find this primary node. Two of the most common are the use of a dye or 
radioactive isotope tracer. 

A dye, frequently blue, is injected into the breast and given time to diffuse through the tissue and begin to drain into the 
lymphatic system. Different techniques suggest injecting the dye around the tumour itself, in the skin above the tumour or 
simply below the aureola. If injected subcutaneously the blue dye can lead to permanent marking of the skin in a manner 
analogous to tattooing although it generally disappears by one year. In most cases the sentinel node biopsy is part of a 
procedure involving some breast tissue excision, and in this case the discoloured skin will also be removed. With the 
radioactive marker techniques a solution, usually containing technicium, is injected in advance of the operation. Radio- 
imaging can then be used to find the approximate position of the sentinel node, whether there are multiple nodes to find, and 
sometimes also if there is a secondary focus of tumour. During the operation the nodes are located using a Geiger counter 
with appropriate shielding. 

Once the sentinel node (nodes) has been located, it is removed and sent for histopathology. Often this is done as a frozen 
section, analogous to the procedure defined above. The analysis of the node has significant repercussions for the prognosis 
of the patient and the further treatment of the disease. If the node shows no evidence of metastasized cancer then it is 
termed negative and barring recurrence the disease can be assumed completely removed. If the node proves to be positive, 
the patient will require the rest of the axillary nodes to be removed and assessed (axillary clearance). The overall number of 
positive nodes has implications for further treatment, namely chemotherapy, and also is one of the most important indicators 
of prognosis. 
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In this study lymph nodes were examined after dissection to establish whether elastic scattering spectroscopy could 
distinguish positive from negative nodes. Because the nodes were examined ex-vivo the restrictions on sterility of the 
system were less severe. The lymph nodes dissected can range in size from a few millimeters to several centimeters in 
diameter. Although it may be possible for the surgeon to approximately determine the status of the nodes by hand, because 
nodes containing tumour will tend to be firmer to the touch, decisions on axillary clearance will always await the pathology 
result. The nodes to be examined were bivalved, which means they were cut almost in two along their major axes and 
spread open for examination. Cytology imprints were obtained from the nodes as an alternative method of diagnosis, by 
pressing the bivalved surface onto the surface of a slide. Spectra were obtained from a point judged to be at the centre of 
the node and from a couple of points at the periphery, or cortex, where it is known that partial replacement will be first 
observed. The node was then sent for standard pathological examination and the results compared to the spectra. The axilla 
contains between 10 and 30 identifiable nodes and after axillary clearnce it was possible to perform biopsies on several 
nodes, some of which would be positive and some negative. 

The use of blue dye to identify the sentinel nodes could possibly prove problematic when obtaining elastic scattering spectra 
for diagnostic purposes. The dye used at the Middlesex hospital was Patente Bleu V, a dye of the triphenylmethane class 
which is also used in food colouring under the European classification number E131. This dye has a well known spectrum 
and although its partial or complete removal from the spectrum may be possible its maximum absorption at approximately 
630nm did not appear to interfere with the results to a great extent. 

5.   RESULTS 

A number of patients previously diagnosed with Barrett's oesophagus were recruited at the Middlesex Hospital in central 
London. The patients had been referred for upper gastrointestinal (UGI) endoscopy examinations to monitor the progress of 
their conditions. During the UGI procedures a set of normal biopsies were to be obtained to test for dysplasia within the 
segments of Barrett's mucosa. The so-called random quadrant biopsies involved taking four pieces of tissue at a particular 
level of the oesophagus and repeating this process at 2cm intervals throughout the Barrett's segment. Informed consent, as 
regulated by the local ethics committee, for the optical biopsy procedure and any additional biopsies was obtained. Prior to 
each of the quadrant biopsies being obtained the optical probe was inserted through the biopsy channel of the endoscope and 
held against the wall of the oesophagus while a spectrum was obtained. Immediately afterward a standard biopsy was 
obtained from the same spot, as judged by the endoscopist. The biopsy samples were submitted separately for conventional 
histopathalogical diagnosis, and when the results returned they were matched up with the appropriate spectral traces. 

Two different automated methods of spectral classification were employed to assess the degree of correlation between 
pathology and spectral pattern differences: artificial neural networks and hierarchical cluster analysis. Artificial neural 
networks (ANNs) were selected for study because of the expectation that they would prove to be a generally useful method 
of tissue spectral classification. ANNs are well suited for classification in systems where model-based classification is 
difficult. Such is the case with ESS spectra of GI tissue because of the remarkable heterogeneity of tissue types with 
consequent broad variability in optical scattering and absorption properties. Hierachical cluster analysis (HCA) was 
employed to examine the variability within the spectra from the view of different measures of spectral properties. 

Figures three and four show examples of elastic scattering spectra obtained from benign and malignant breast tissue and 
positive and negative sentinel nodes. The figures are reproduced from Bigio et al. (2000) [3]. The spectra are displayed in a 
ratioed form in which the ratio of the observed elastically scattered spectrum has been ratioed [too many ratio'sjto a 
reference spectrum taken from a sample of spectralon™. Spectralon is a material with a very flat diffuse spectral response 
in the interval of interest. The spectra have also had any residual light from background illumination removed and have 
been smoothed and scaled appropriately. Lastly the spectra have been normalised to the area beneath the curves to allow 
better comparison. 

Figure three shows spectra from 'normal', fibro-fatty and malignant breast tissue. In addition to the presence of 
Haemaglobin absorption bands at approximately 410, 550 and 575 nm it is also possible to see differences in the slopes and 
particularly in the absorption characteristics between 450 and 500 nm. Such differences may be explained by the absorption 
of beta-carotene in adipose tissue but have not as yet been fully accounted for. The figure also shows some evidence of 
differences in the optical properties of different tissues in the ultra-violet end of the spectrum. Figure four shows examples 
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of spectra from normal and metastatic (positive) sentinel nodes, again differences in the UV and blue-green regions of the 
spectrum are apparent. 
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Figure 1 
Schematic diagram of the principal components of the ESS diagnostic system. All components (except for the fiber probe) 
are located inside a small, portable chassis. 
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Figure 2 
Depiction of the optical geometry for the fiber-optic probe. 
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Figure 3 
Examples of ESS spectra for normal and malignant breast tissue conditions. 
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Figure 4 
Examples of ESS spectra for a reactive node, without tumor and for node containing metastatic tumor. 
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ABSTRACT 

Human prostate in-vitro tissues were studied using near infrared spectral polarization imaging. Different imaging methods 
using the light scattered or emitted from prostates tissues and contrast agents were performed on various model samples, 
which consisted of a small piece of absorber or prostate tissue dyed with indocyanine green embedded inside a large piece 
of prostate tissue at different depths. Small foreign objects with a diameter of ~1 mm hidden inside the host prostate 
tissues at depths of 3.0 mm, 4.5 mm and 8.5 mm were imaged and identified using the scattering light, tissue emission 
wing and contrast agent emission light imaging methods, respectively. 

Keywords: Human prostate, light scattering, absorption, emission, contrast agent, spectral and polarization imaging. 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

Prostate cancer has a high incidence and mortality rate for men. Every year, nearly 180,000 new prostate cancer cases are 
diagnosed, and about 37,000 deaths annually are caused by prostate cancers in U.S.1 The early stage prostate cancers, 
designed Tl-2 ("T" for "tumor"), are confined to the prostate gland or surrounding area, and are easy to be neglected 
because they are not likely to threaten life at this stage. The more developed cancers may spread to the lymph nodes (N+) 
or bones (Ml), causing persistent and increasing pain, abnormal function, and death. The detection and treatment of early 
small prostate cancers are most important to prevent death attributable to prostate cancers. 

Current techniques for detection of prostate cancers have limited accuracy. The regular methods for monitoring prostate 
cancers are the prostate specific antigen (PSA) blood test and a digital rectal examination (DRE). When the PSA level is 
elevated or the DRE abnormal, there is a one-in-three chance that cancer is present. This can only be confirmed by a 
needle biopsy of the prostate. In the biopsy, a number of cores of prostate tissue are taken with a thin needle guided into 
selected regions of the prostate with an ultrasound probe.1 Since the ultrasound imaging has poor spatial resolution and 
contrast, and needle biopsy is invasive, better methods are needed to develop high resolution and noninvasive techniques to 
detect early small prostate cancers. 

Based on spectral and polarization properties of the light propagated, scattered, absorbed and emitted from turbid media 
and contrast agents,2"* we have developed spectral polarization imaging methods to enhance the ability to image objects 
hidden inside turbid media and tissues.4-* A prototype wide-band near infrared (NIR) spectral polarization imaging 
instrument was built, and has been used for imaging measurements on human prostate tissues at Hackensack University 
Medical Center (HUMC) under the IRB approval. 

In this paper, we present our NIR spectral polarization imaging studies on human prostate tissues. The NIR region 
considered by our measurements consists of wavelengths ranging from 650 nm to 900 nm. The model prostate samples 
were made with a small piece of absorber or prostate tissue stained with indocyanine green dye sandwiched by large pieces 
of prostate tissues. The depth of the foreign objects underneath the surface of the host prostate tissues was varied from a 
millimeter to a centimeter to obtain the critical imaging depths. The measured results show that the longer wavelength NIR 
light and emission imaging methods are preferred for detecting deeply hidden objects. 
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2.   EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Fig.l shows a photograph of our prototype wide-band NIR 
spectral polarization imaging instrument. Light from a white 
light source is used to illuminate a sample with an average power 
of ~50 (iW/cm2, which is much lower than the critical 
illumination level given by FDA. The illumination wavelength is 
selected by wide-band pass filters (550-900 nm, FWHM=40 nm) 
placed on a multiple filter wheel, which can be rotated to the 
desired filter position by computer control to select the 
appropriate wavelength. The images formed by light scattered or 
emitted from the sample are recorded by a CCD camera. The 
detection wavelength is selected by rotating a similar set of band 
pass filters placed on the second multiple filter wheel located in 
front of the detector. Polarizer P, is used to choose the linear 
polarization of the illumination, and polarizer P2 is placed in 
front of the CCD for selecting the detection polarization. The 
images can be recorded when the detection polarization is 
parallel or perpendicular to that of illumination.4 

White light 
source 

CCD camera 

Band pass 
filter wheel 

Polarizer 

Fig.l   The  photograph  of 
polarization imaging unit. 

the  wide-band  NIR  spectral For scattered light imaging, the same illumination and detection 
band pass filters are used. For emission light imaging, the band 
pass range of the detection (imaging) filter is longer than that of 
illumination so that the pump light is blocked, and only the light emitted from the sample is collected by the CCD camera. 

Since the scattering and emission properties of the hidden foreign objects and 
_______ prostate tissues are different, both scattered and emitted NIR light images can 
tÄ> *^»*   ;- * ■*• ^ use<^to identify me objects hidden inside prostate tissues. 

(a) 

(b) 

5.5 mm 
Fig. 2 The diagram of model prostate samples 
made of (a) a small wire piece of absorber, 
and (b) a tiny dot piece of prostate tissue dyed 
with indocyanine green embedded inside large 
pieces of prostate tissue layers. 

The prostate tissues were obtained from four autopsy cases at HUMC, 
ranging in age from 57 to 70 years, who died of conditions unrelated to the 
prostate. The prostate tissues were cut into a number of large slices with 
thickness varied from 1.0 mm to 4.5 mm. Several model samples were made 
for the imaging measurements with a small piece of foreign object (absorber 
or dyed prostate tissue) sandwiched by a number of large pieces of prostate 
tissue layers. The depths of the foreign objects underneath the surface of the 
host prostate tissues were varied from millimeter to centimeter to obtain the 
critical depths of different imaging methods. 

3.   EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

3.1. Scattering Light Imaging 
The sample used for the scattering light imaging measurements consisted of a 
small wire piece of absorber (<I> 1mm x 6mm) embedded inside large slices of 
prostate tissue (-30 x 20 mm) with a depth of ~3 mm from the surface of the 
host tissue as shown in Fig.2(a). During the measurements, the illumination 
and detection wavelengths were kept same when they were changed by 
rotating the two filter wheels. In this way, the emission light is blocked, and 
the CCD camera only collects the light scattered from the sample. 

The scattered light images for the sample described in Fig.2(a) were recorded 
at the wavelengths of 550 nm, 600 nm, 750 nm and 800 nm with P,JL P2, and 
are shown in Figs.3(a) - 3(d). It can be seen that the object (absorber) can not 
be distinguished by the 550 nm image, but it can be clearly identified as a 
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thin dark line by the 800 nm image. As the wavelength increases from 550 nm to 800 nm, the visibility of the object 
improves. The wavelength dependence of the image quality of the 
scattered light images can be explained by the relative absorption 
spectrum  of the  prostate tissue  shown in Fig.4(a).  The  relative 
absorption of the prostate tissue decreases when the wavelength 
increases from 400 nm to NIR. The short wavelength (such as 550 nm 
and 600 nm) light was absorbed strongly by the surface and near surface 
layers of the prostate tissue, and could not reach the object deeply 
embedded in the host tissue. In this case, the scattered light images is 
formed by the light scattered only from the surface and near surface 
tissue layers with almost no contribution from the object, and, therefore, 
the object can not be identified. In contrast, the larger penetration of the 
longer wavelength NIR light in prostate tissues enables them to reach 
the deeper object. Once the NIR light reaches the object, the difference 
of scattering and absorption properties between the foreign object and 
the surrounding tissues is reflected in the image, and therefore, the 
foreign object can be identified by the NIR scattering images. 

The scattering light imaging measurements were extended to other 
prostate tissue samples with objects embedded at depth of 3.5 mm and 
deeper. The results show that at the same low illumination intensity of 
~50 uW/cm2, objects could not be observed with depth more than 3.0 
mm even from the images obtained at longer wavelengths of 750 - 850 
nm. 

3.2. Tissue Emission Wing Imaging 
The tissue emission wing images are formed by the light emitted from 
prostate tissues at the NIR wing range. The tissue emission wing images 

for the sample indicated by 
Human Prostate Tissue 

(e) P=650,D=750nm      (f) P=650, D=800nm 

Fig.3 (a)-(d) The scattering light images recorded at 
wavelengths from 550 nm to 800 nm; and (e)-(f) the 
tissue emission wing images recorded at 750 nm and 
800 nm with 650 nm pump. The sample consists of 
a small piece of absorber hidden in the host prostate 
tissue at depth of 3.0 mm. P: pump, D: detection 
wavelengths. 

) 600 800 1000 1 
Wavelength (nm) 

indocyanine Green (Cardo Green) 

600 800 1000 1200 
Wavelength (nm) 

Fig.4 The relative absorption spectrum 
for human prostate tissue (a), and 
indocyanine green dye (b). 

Fig.2(a) recorded at 750 nm 
and 800 nm with  650 nm 
pump are shown in Figs. 3(e) 
and 3(f). In tissue emission 
wing imaging measurements, 
the images recorded by CCD camera were formed by light emitted, not scattered, 
from the sample. The critical depth for which the object can be identified from 
the tissue emission wing image was found 4.5 mm. This improvement of 
detection depth compared with the scattering light imaging can be understood 
because the signal light in the tissue emission wing imaging travels much shorter 
distance than that in the scattering light imaging. 

33. Contrast Agent Emission Light Imaging 
The sample used for the contrast agent emission light imaging measurements 
consisted of a tiny dot piece (<E> ~1.0 mm) of prostate tissue dyed with 
indocyanine green (cardio green) embedded inside a large piece of prostate tissue 
(~20 x 16 mm) about 5.5 mm from the surface of the host tissue as shown in 
Fig.2(b). Since the emission from the contrast agents is much stronger and more 
polarized than tissue emission, introducing contrast agents to the NIR spectral 
polarization imaging technique is expected to further improve the imaging depth 
and resolution.4"6 

The contrast agent emission light images for the sample described in Fig.2(b) 
recorded at 800 nm (or 850 nm) with different pump wavelengths from 550 nm 

to 750 nm are shown in Fig.5. The salient feature of the images is that the dyed object can not be distinguished by images 
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obtained with short wavelength (550 nm and 600 nm) pump, while the object can be identified by the images obtained with 
longer wavelengths (700 nm and 750 nm) pump. When the pump wavelength increases, the visibility of the dyed object 
increases dramatically. This improvement can be seen more clearly by their image intensity distribution of a cross section 
taken from a same number row of the different images as shown on the right side of Fig. 5. This pump wavelength 
dependence can be explained from the measured relative absorption spectra of prostate tissue and indocyanine green shown 
in Fig.4. With NIR wavelengths (700 nm and 750 nm) pump, the light can penetrate the prostate tissue and reach the dyed 
object. In addition, the absorption of indocyanine green at 700 nm and 750 nm is strong, and the emission from the dye is 
much stronger than that of native emission from prostate tissues.6 As 
a result, the dyed object can be clearly distinguished by those 
contrast agent emission light images. 

The contrast agent emission light imaging measurements were 
extended to the samples with the dyed tissue embedded at depths of 
more than 5.5 mm. The results show that the dyed dot tissue with a 
diameter of ~1 mm embedded at 8.5 mm can still be distinguished, 
which indicates that the contrast agent emission imaging has higher 
sensitivity and resolution than that of scattering light and tissue 
emission wing imaging without contrast agents. 

4. CONCLUSION 

We have performed and compared different spectral polarization 
imaging methods on human prostate samples using light scattered 
or emitted from prostate tissues and foreign objects to obtain the 
experimental criteria necessary for imaging objects within prostate 
tissues. The measured results show that small foreign objects with a 
diameter of ~1 mm hidden inside the host prostate tissues at depths 
of 3.0 mm, 4.5 mm and 8.5 mm can be identified using the 
scattering light, tissue emission wing and contrast agent emission 
light imaging methods, respectively. 
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ABSTRACT 
Several dyes are currently used for various biomedical applications due to their biocompatibility and high molar absorptivity. 
Localization of dyes in tumors may be mediated by several factors such as leaky vasculature and high metabolic activity in 
proliferating cells. However, these mechanisms of action make it difficult to differentiate inflammation from benign or 
malignant tumors. In order to enhance their tumor specificity, dyes have been conjugated to biomolecules that target unique 
factors in various diseased states. However, such large biomolecules can elicit adverse immunogenic reactions in humans, and 
are often preferentially taken up by the liver. Furthermore, for solid tumors which may rely on diffusion of the biomarkers from 
the vasculature, penetration of large dye conjugates is not favorable. To overcome these problems, we designed and 
synthesized novel dye-peptide conjugates that are receptor specific. The efficacy of these new fluorescent contrast agents was 
tested in vivo in well-characterized rat tumor lines. The resulting optical images demonstrate that successful specific tumor 
targeting was achieved. 

Keywords: peptide-dye conjugates, targeting agents, contrast agents, tumors detection, dyes, fluorescence, indocyanine 
green, contrast agents 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Interest in the early detection of tumors has increased recently as a result of the increasing number of deaths caused by this 
disease. Currently, different forms of roentgenography, scintigraphy, ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging techniques 
have been approved for use in humans.1 In general, contrast agents are used to enhance the differentiation of normal from 
abnormal tissues by non-specific entrapment or exclusion of the agents from the cancer cells. Recently, optical imaging has 
been proposed as an alternative tumor detection method with great potential in clinical diagnosis.2 Among other advantages 
over conventional modalities, the optical approach neither uses ionizing radiation nor radioactive materials, and a wealth of 
information can be extracted from tissue interaction with light in the electromagnetic region of interest. 

While detection of tumors are possible without a contrast agent, biocompatible dyes with high molar absorptivity and 
fluorescent quantum yield enhance detection sensitivity. Localization of these dyes in tumors can be mediated by several 
factors, including leaky vasculature and high metabolic activity in proliferating cells. However, these mechanisms of action 
make it difficult to differentiate inflammation from benign or malignant tumors, hence, diagnoses rely largely on the 
expertise of the radiologist, which is prone to human error. Further, non-specific contrast agents accumulate in many tissues, 
thus, requires prolonged waiting period for them to clear from normal tissues. However, several tumors are known to 
overexpress specific receptors which could be used to different them from normal cells. Thus, to enhance tumor specificity, 
ligands for the receptors can be used as delivery vehicles for contrast agents. Several studies by scintigraphic imaging have 
demonstrated the feasibility of tumor detection with antibodies and other large biomolecules. Adaptation of this approach to 
optical imaging has been published.3,4 However, such large molecules are rapidly and preferentially taken up by the liver and 
can elicit adverse immunogenic reactions in humans. For solid tumors which rely on the diffusion of biomarkers from the 
vasculature, the penetration of large dye conjugates is not favorable due to net positive pressure within the tumor.5 Hence, a 
better method to specifically deliver dye conjugates to tumors is highly desirable. 

Recent studies in nuclear medicine have demonstrated that attachment of chelating agents to small molecular peptides can be 
used to target tumors without loss of receptor affinity of the peptides.6 This approach has several advantages over the use of 
non-specific agents or conjugation of the agents to large biomolecules, including rapid localization on tumors, rapid 
clearance from blood and the possibility to synthesize several peptide derivatives without resorting to expensive natural 
products. Our goal in this study is to evaluate the use of small peptide-dye conjugates in tumor detection. To this end, we 
designed and synthesized novel dye-peptide conjugates that are receptor specific. The efficacy of the new fluorescent 
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contrast agents was evaluated in vivo in a well-characterized rat tumor lines using a simple continuous wave fluorescence 
imaging apparatus. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Synthesis 

2.1.2 Synthesis of bispropylcarboxymethylindocyanine dye (Cypate) 
Cypate was prepared by the reaction of a mixture of l,l,2-trimefhyl-[lH]-benz[e]indole and 3-bromopropanoic acid in 1,2- 
dichlorobenzene. Reaction of the brown solid precipitate obtained with glutaconaldehyde dianil monohydrochloride in 
ethanol gave a green solution. Evaporation of the solvent and lyophilization of the residue gave cypate as dark green flakes 
(Figure IB). 

2.2.2 Synthesis of Cytate-1 
Octreotate, a somatostatin receptor ligand, was prepared by standard Fmoc solid phase synthesis7 and the two cystein 
residues per molecule were cyclized into a disulfide bond on solid support with thallium trifluoroacetate to give the cyclic 
peptide. Reaction of cypate with the peptide on solid support and subsequent peptide cleavage from the resin with 
trifluoroacetic acid gave the crude product which was purified by HPLC to give the desired compound in 99.5% HPLC 
purity (Figure 1C). 

2.2.3 Synthesis of bombesinate 
Similar procedure described above was used to prepare bombesinate which has affinity for bombesin receptors. This peptide 
is linear, hence, does not require the cyclization step described above. HPLC purity was >99.5% (Figure ID). 

R = DPhe-Cys-Tyr-DTrp-Lys-Thr-Cys-Thr-OH 

(Cytate-1, Octreotate derivative) 

1C 
R = BAIa-Gln-Trp-Val-Ala-Gly-His-Leu-Met-NH2 

(Bombesinate, Bombesine derivative) 
V ID y 

Figure 1: Structures of ICG, cypate and peptide-dye conjugates 
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2.2 Animal protocols 

2.2.1 Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (DSL 6A) tumor 
DSL 6 A tumors were induced in male Lewis rats in the left flank area by the introduction of material from a solid (donor) 
implant and the tumors were palpable in approximately 14 days. The animals were anesthetized with rat cocktail (xylazine; 
ketamine; acepromazine 1.5: 1.5: 0.5) at 0.8ml/kg via intramuscular injection. The area of the tumor (left flank) was shaved 
to expose tumor and surrounding surface area. A 21 gauge butterfly equipped with a stopcock and two syringes containing 
heparinized saline was placed into the later tail vein of the rat. Patency of the vein was checked prior to administration of the 
indocyanine Green (ICG) dye via the butterfly apparatus. Each animal received 500 //L of a 0.42 mg/mL solution of ICG in 
water. The images obtained at 2 and 30 minutes post injection are shown in Figure 2A. 

2.2.2 Prostatic carcinoma (R3327-H) tumor 
R3327-H tumors were induced in young male Copenhagen rats in the left flank area from a solid implant. These tumors grow 
very slowly and palpable masses were present 4-5 months post implant. The images obtained at 2 and 30 minutes post 
injection are shown in Figure 2B. 

2.2.3 Pancreatic acinar carcinoma (CA20948) tumor 

Rat pancreatic acinar carcinoma expressing the SST-2 receptor (CA20948) were induced by solid implant technique in the 
left flank area and palpable masses were detected 9 days post implant. The images obtained at 2 and 30 minutes post 
injection are shown in Figure 2C. 

2.3 Imaging apparatus and procedure 
A non-invasive in vivo fluorescence imaging apparatus was employed to assess the efficacy of contrast agents developed for 
tumor detection in animal models. A LaserMax Inc. laser diode of nominal wavelength 780 nm and nominal power of 40 
mW was used. The detector was a Princeton Instruments model RTE/CCD-1317-K/2 CCD camera with a Rodenstock 10 mm 
F2 lens (stock #542.032.002.20) attached. A 830 nm interference lens (CVI Laser Corp. part # F10-830-4-2)) was mounted 
in front of the CCD input lens such that only emitted fluorescent light from the contrast agent was imaged. Typically, an 
image of the animal was taken pre-injection of contrast agent. This image was subsequently subtracted (pixel by pixel) from 
the post injection images. However, the background subtraction was never done once the animal had been removed from the 
sample area and returned at a later time for images taken several hours post injection. 

3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
Prior to evaluating our novel tumor receptor-targeted conjugates, we examined the clearance profile of the non tumor 
specific dye ICG (Figure 1 A). Tumor retention of ICG in different tumor lines is shown in Figure 2. As shown in Figure 2, 
ICG can localize in certain tumors (DSL6/A and Dunning R3327H) by a non-specific mechanism of action, induced 
primarily as a result of the presence of leaky vasculatures around the tumor. However, this dye was unable to localize in a 
rat pancreatic acinar carcinoma over-expressing the SST-2 receptor (CA20948) for a prolonged period of time. 
Biodistribution studies showed that the ICG preferentially accumulated in the liver, as expected, and subsequently excreted 
through the intestine. A combination of these observations clearly indicates that non-tumor specific dyes such as ICG cannot 
differentiate inflammation from tumors. Hence, this approach may result in several false positives or negatives and cannot be 
relied upon for clinical prognosis. 
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DSL6/A 
pancreatic tumor 

Dunning R3327H 
prostate tumor 

CA20948 
pancreatic tumor 

2 min 

30 min 

tumor 

Figure 2. In vivo ICG uptake in rats with different tumor lines at 2 and 30 minutes post-administration. 

As a control experiment, 500 u.L of 0.42 mg/mL aqueous ICG solution was administered to a rat with a CA20948 tumor on 
its flank. Time sequence images are shown in Figure 2. At one minute post-injection, a high level of fluorescence (black on 
this gray scale image) is noted at the liver and at the tumor locations. By 10 minutes post- injection, localization in the liver 
was evident with concomitant clearance for the remainder of the animal including the tumor mass. At sixty minutes post- 
injection, the rat had moved slightly such that the fluorescence from the liver is masked, but the flank with the tumor is still 
directed at the camera and has essentially only the residual fluorescence of the rest of the body. Thus ICG is not retained in 
this tumor. 

pre-injection 1 min. post-injection 

Liver Tumor 

10 min. post-injection 60 min. post-injection 

Figure 3: Time dependent ICG uptake and washout in rat with a CA20948 tumor on flank. 
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Figures 4 and 5 show the clearance profile of the cyanine dye, cypate, in two tumor lines (CA20948 and AR 42J) before its 
conjugation with receptor-avid peptides. Cypate, like ICG, is not retained in either in vivo tumors. 

pre-injection 1 min. post-injection      60 min. post-injection 

tumor 

Figure 4: Uptake of cypate in rat with a CA20948 tumor on flank. 

f\ 
tumor 

10 min. post-injection 

1 min. post-injection 60 min. post-injection 

Figure 5: Uptake of cypate in rat with an AR 42-J tumor on flank. 
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The feasibility of using tumor specific peptide-dye conjugates to detect tumors is illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. A 500 uL of 
a 0.5 mg/mL aqueous Cytate 1 solution was administered to a rat with a CA20948 tumor on its flank. Time sequence images 
are shown in Figure 6. Localization of the tumor was evident as early as ten minutes post-injection. By ninety minutes, the 
tumor is well-delineated, with the remaining non-tumor tissues indicating clearance of the agent. Retention of the dye- 
peptide is still observed in the tumor at 24 hours post-injection (not shown), further verifying receptor specificity of this dye- 
peptide conjugate. 

pre-injection 1 min. post-injection 

*r 

10 min. post-injection 90 min. post-injection 

Tumor 
Figure 6: Uptake of cytate-1 in rat with a CA20948 tumor on flank. 

In Figure 7, bombesinate is shown to localize in a CA20948 rat tumor in vivo. Thus, two dye-peptide conjugates have 
demonstrable targeting capability. 

tumor 

pre-injection 1 min. post-injection    128 min. post-injection 

Figure 7: Uptake of bombesinate in rat with a CA20948 on flank. 
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4. SUMMARY 
The rat pancreatic acinar carcinoma over-expressing the SST-2 receptor became an interesting tumor line for evaluation of 
receptor-specific dye-peptide conjugates for several reasons. As discussed above, we have demonstrated that ICG has only a 
transient retention this tumor line. Further, CA20948 is known to over-express SST-2 receptor. A logical approach would, 
therefore, involve the conjugation of dyes to biomarkers that have high affinity for this receptor. Fortunately, several 
somatostatin analogues have been demonstrated by scintigraphy to target SST-receptor.8 A commercial product based on 
targeting somatostatin tumor receptor, OctreoScan, is currently used for the detection of neuroendocrine tumors.9 However, 
the active targeting component of this imaging agent is a small 8-amino acid peptide and it was not evident that attachment 
of large dye molecules to an analogue of this peptide, octreotate, will not conceal the peptide's ability to localize in tumors. 
The use of small peptides has several advantages over large biomolecules, including ease of synthesis of a variety of 
compounds for potential combinatorial screening of new targets, reproducibility of high purity compounds, diffusiveness to 
solid tumors, and the ability to incorporate a variety of functional groups to modify the pharmacokinetics of the peptide-dye 
conjugates. Consequently, we evaluated the feasibility of using small peptide-dye conjugates in tumor imaging by the 
optical modality. 

This approach required the synthesis of functionalizable dyes for the attachment of the peptides. We developed a method to 
conjugate the dyes on peptides by solid phase synthesis, a process which is amenable to automated synthesis. In formulating 
the conjugates for in vivo use, we discovered that addition of some biocompatible organic solvents such as dimethyl 
sulfoxide (DMSO) preserved the dye fluorescence. 

5. CONCLUSION 
Our results indicate that small peptide-dye conjugates can be effective in tumor imaging by the optical modality as has been 
demonstrated in nuclear medicine. Both cytate-1 and bombesinate localized for over 24 hours in tumors known to over- 
express somatostatin and bombesin receptors whereas dyes devoid of the receptor targeting component were not retained in 
these tumors. 
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ABSTRACT 

We demonstrate the nanosecond time-gated spectroscopy of plume in laser ablation of biological tissue, 
which allows us to detect calcium (Ca) with high sensitivity by the use of either an ultraviolet (UV) or a near- 
infrared (near IR) laser pulse. Clear and sharp peaks of Ca+ appear in the luminescence spectrum of laser- 
ablation plume although the Ca content is only 0.1% in human hair and nail. Luminescence peaks of sodium 
atom (Na) and ionized carbon (C+) are also detectable. This specific spectroscopy is low invasive because a 
single low-energy laser pulse illuminates the tissue sample, and it does not require any poisonous sensitizers like 
fluorescence dye. This method, therefore, is a promising candidate for optical biopsy in the near future. In 
particular, Ca detection of human hair may lead to new diagnoses, including monitor of daily intake of Ca and a 
screening diagnosis of osteoporosis. 

Keywords: Tissue laser ablation, Plume luminescence, Time-gated spectroscopy, Calcium detection 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Laser ablation has the advantage that biological tissue can be removed layer by layer, leading to smooth cutting 
surface of the tissue with less affection of the surrounding tissue. Besides the use for such a surgical knife, the tissue 
ablation has been used for the refractive surgery of cornea1 and the surgery of vascular.2 For improvement of these 
surgeries, the dynamic analyses of the tissue ablation were made by observation of time-transitional images of laser-ablation 
plume with the high-speed framing camera and the stroboscopic photography and microscopy.3"5 Thus, the tissue ablation 
has traditionally been used as the therapeutic techniques. On the other hand, recently, there has been considerable interest in 
the use of tissue laser ablation as a diagnostic tool. In this case, the diagnosis was performed by the time-gated 
spectroscopy of the emission light of laser-ablation plume, as reported by several research groups.6"9 S. Andersson-Engels 
et al. reported the plume spectra of a calcified plaque in an aortic wall and urinary stone, where the 308-nm XeCl excimer 
laser pulse of 20ns was used as the light source and the spectra were obtained 500ns after illumination of the laser pulse.6 

Many peaks of Ca and Ca+ were observed over the wavelength range of 350nm to 650nm. The time-gated spectroscopy of 
the plume was also used to study pulsed-laser fragmentation of biliary calculi.7 Luminescence spectra of ablation products 
of atherosclerotic aorta were investigated using the 2.5-um Holmium YAG laser pulse of 250us and the XeCl laser pulse of 
nearly 60ns.8'9 All these reports indicated that the time-resolved spectroscopy of laser-ablation plume is potential for a 
destructive characterization of biological tissue, but there has been no proposal for the actual diagnostic application. 

In this paper, we demonstrate detection of trace elements of human hair and nail by the nanosecond time-gated 
spectroscopy of the plume luminescence in the UV and near IR laser ablation. In particular, this specific spectroscopy can 
provide highly sensitive detection of Ca+ which may lead to a novel diagnosis, including monitor of daily intake of Ca and a 
screening diagnosis of osteoporosis. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experimental setup for study of the plume luminescence is shown in Fig. 1. The Q-switched Nd:YAG laser is 
used as the light source which supplies laser pulses of five to several tens nanoseconds at 1064, 532 and 266nm with the 
repetition rate of 10Hz. Among a time series of laser pulses, a single pulse is picked up by the electronic shutter, and is 
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Fig. 1   Experimental setup for the nanosecond time-gated 
spectroscopy of tissue-ablation plume. 

loosely focused on a tissue sample where a focused spot size is around 150um in diameter. The laser-ablation plume is then 
ejected from the tissue surface, and develops normal to the surface. Emitting light from the plume is captured by a fiber 
probe with 960-um core diameter, followed by being diffracted with the polychrometer. The spectroscopic image is gated 
with a time slot as short as 10ns in synchronization with the illuminating laser pulse, as shown in Fig. 1. The time slot is 
adjustable at the desirable delay time td after the laser pulse illuminates the tissue sample. The adjustment accuracy of tj is 
here less than Ins because jitter of a trigger pulse is below 0.5ns in the laser controller. The time-gated spectroscopic image 
is intensified, and the time-serial image data are then fed into a frame grabber via a CCD camera. In the spectroscopic 
image, the image intensities are integrated along an array of pixels corresponding to a certain wavelength, resulting in the 
plume-luminescence spectrum in the wavelength range of 350 to 700nm with a resolution of lnm. 

3. TIME-GATED SPECTROSCOPY OF PLUME LUMINESCENCE 

3.1 Near ER laser ablation 

In the experiment, human nail, hair and tooth were used as the tissue sample. The 1064-nm laser pulse illuminated 
a piece of human nail where the laser pulse energy was 17 mJ. Time-gated luminescence spectra of laser-ablation plume 
were measured for different values of the delay time tj, as shown in Fig. 2. In the ablation, the laser pulse is focused on the 
tissue surface. The leading edge of the laser pulse is absorbed instantaneously on the surface, where air and water are then 
decomposed to form plasma.10'" According to our dynamic analysis of tissue ablation, the plasma absorbs a considerable 
part of the pulsed laser energy, and grows rapidly in the reverse direction of the incident laser pulse.5 It looks like a spindle- 
shaped brilliant plume, along the focusing beam, whose spectrum includes several peaks of nitride ion (N*) over the 
wavelength range of interest, as shown in Fig. 2. This plume-like plasma is partial shielding of the tissue sample against the 
laser pulse. On the other hand, the remaining energy of the laser pulse is absorbed via the plasma by the tissue itself, as a 
result, the tissue ablation is made with generation of a real plume which grows normal to the tissue surface as if it chases the 
plume-like plasma. This plume consists of ionized and non-ionized elements, molecules and clusters of the tissue sample 
itself. 

Our experimental result of Fig. 2 reflects clearly the tissue ablation dynamics, as described above. At the early 
stage of the ablation (when the delay time U is less than 300ns), the plume-like plasma consists of a largely structureless 
continuum corresponding to high electron temperature. The luminescence peaks of N* ion are sufficiently strong to shadow 
luminescence peaks of ionized trace elements of the real plume. As the plasma cools down, it is then possible to obtain 
sharp luminescence peaks of Ca+ at 394 and 397nm, as shown in Fig. 2. These luminescence peaks decrease gradually with 
time. In our result, luminescence peaks of Ca and other trace elements are suppressed because of relatively low laser 
fluence. 
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3.2 UV laser ablation 

The 266-nm laser pulse was used 
for ablation of human hair to minimize 
difference of laser absorption due to hair 
colors, where the pulse energy was 17mJ 
with the pulse width of 5.5ns. In the case of 
the UV laser ablation, air break occurs near 
the focal plane of the lens, resulting in 
dissociation of nitrogen. To avoid air 
break, the hair sample was set nearly 1mm 
short of the focal plane. The light spot size 
on the hair sample was adjusted to be 
200um which was almost twice as thick as 
human hair so that optical alignment was 
made easily with respect to the hair sample. 
The time-transient spectra of the plume 
luminescence is shown in Fig. 3. Generally, 
the UV laser ablation is characterized by 
earlier excitation of trace elements, because 
both thermal and photochemical effects 
contribute to the tissue ablation. 
Accordingly, sharp emission peaks of Ca+ 

appear at ta=300ns, as shown in Fig. 3, 
which is nearly 100ns earlier compared to 
the case of the near IR laser ablation. 

Besides the Ca+ peaks, one can 
find clearly luminescence peaks of sodium 
atom (Na) at 589nm and ionized carbon 
(C*) , as shown in Fig. 4. C+ originates 
from keratin which is a main component of 
hair. 

Human nail 
(a)tD

dti
y

5Snse:   ^e6 A 35ns 

375      400      425      450      475       500      525 
Wavelength (nm) 

Fig. 2 Time-gated luminescence spectra of the plume in ablation 
of human nail by the 1064-nm near IR laser pulse, where 
the time gate width is 10ns. tj is the delay time after 
illumination of the laser pulse. 
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Fig. 3 Time-transient spectra of the plume luminescence of human hair in ablation 
by the 266-nm UV laser pulse. 
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Fig. 4 Ca detection of human hair by the UV laser ablation. 
Na and C+ are detected as well. 

4. CALCIUM DETECTION OF HUMAN HAIR TOWARD A NEW DIAGNOSIS 

10 to 15-mm long hairs having roots were used as the sample. Calcium detection of the hair sample was made by 
measurement of the peak intensity of Ca+ at 394nm in the plume luminescence spectra. It is here noted that the hair surface 
is usually contaminated by some chemicals and dust particles. In the experiment, the Ca+ peak intensity was measured with 
respect to the shot number of the illuminating laser pulse, as shown in Fig. 5, where the ablation was made for five different 
points of the hair sample. For all the ablation points, the first shot gives us abnormally high peak intensity of Ca+, while the 
peak value of Ca+ reduces suddenly to a half or less in the second shot and it is almost the same in the successive laser shots. 
This fact indicates that the surface contamination includes a considerable amount of additional calcium. Fortunately, the 
laser ablation has the advantage of easy removal of the surface contamination by the first laser pulse, and therefore, the 
second laser pulse is used for detection of Ca contained in hair. Fig 6 is the microscope photograph of the hair sample after 
ablation of the second laser pulse. In addition, the Ca+ peak intensity of a black hair is apparently higher by 20% or more 
than that of a white hair when both are taken in the same person. In contrast, dependence of the Ca+ peak intensity upon the 
hair diameter is not clear in our experiment because of individual difference. 

Successively, more than 30 female hair samples were collected to measure the Ca+ peak intensity over a wide range 
of age.   The measurement result is shown in Fig. 7.   Although the data were scattered remarkably due to individual 
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Fig. 5 Variation of Ca+ peak intesity with the shot number  Fig. 6 Microscope photograph showing the hair surface 
of UV laser pulses. after UV laser ablation of two laser pulses. 
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Human Hair 
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Fig. 7   Ca+ peak intensity vs age for female hair samples. 

difference, the minimum values seem to align with some regularity. The Ca+ peak intensity becomes maximum around 20 
years old, and decreases gradually with age. Scattering of the data due to individual difference is more remarkable in the 
mature and old ages. These features are almost consistent with the age dependence of bone mineral density (BMD) 
measured by the dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA).12 On the other hand, for male hairs, there is no remarkable 
reduction of the Ca+ peak intensity over 60 years old. The male hairs of young age exhibit a lower Ca+ peak intensity 
compared to that of the female hair. 

The qualitative examination has been presented, as described above, on the basis of our experimental results. 
However, we have a problem to be solved in order for quantitative analysis of the Ca content of hair. This problem is due to 
the fact that the hair diameter ranges from 60 to 120um. In fact, the peak value of Ca+ is not only determined by the Ca 
contents of the hair itself, but also influenced by the hair diameter. This means it is difficult to compare quantitatively the 
Ca content for different hair samples. A possible solution is to measure the ratio of two peak values of Ca+ and C+ in the 
luminescence spectrum of plume, as shown in Fig. 4. This way may lead to a novel biomedical-optics measurement and 
diagnosis, including monitor of daily intake of Ca and a screening diagnosis of osteoporosis before the existing DEXA. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We have demonstrated the nanosecond time-gated spectroscopy of laser ablation plume of biological tissue. In 
particular, this specific spectroscopy is very sensitive to calcium in human hair and nail. Clear and sharp peaks of Ca+ 

appear in the luminescence spectra of laser-ablation plume although the Ca content is only 0.1% in human hair and nail. In 
comparison with the existing fluorescence diagnoses, this method has the advantages that trace elements such as Ca, Na, K, 
etc can be detected with much higher sensitivity, UV, visible and near IR laser pulses are available if the pulse width is 
around 10ns with the low repetition rate, and any poisonous sensitizers like fluorescence dyes are not needed. Our method 
is also low invasive because a single nanosecond laser pulse with relatively low energy illuminates the tissue sample for 
diagnosis. Accordingly, the time-gated spectroscopy of laser-ablation plume presented here is a promising candidate for 
optical biopsy in the near future. 
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ABSTRACT 

The relative proportions of genetically distinct collagen types in connective tissues vary with tissue type and change during 
disease progression (atherosclerosis, tumor), development, wound healing, aging. This study aims to 1) characterize the spec- 
tro-temporal fluorescence emission of five different types of collagen (Type I to V) and 2) assess the ability of time-resolved 
laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy to distinguish between collagen types. Fluorescence emission of commercially avail- 
able purified samples was induced with nitrogen laser excitation pulses and detected with a MCP-PMT connected to a digital 
storage oscilloscope. The recorded time-resolved emission spectra displayed distinct fluorescence emission characteristics for 
each collagen type. The time domain information complemented the spectral domain intensity data for improved discrimina- 
tion between different collagen types. Our results reveal that analysis of the fluorescence emission can be used to characterize 
different species of collagen. Also, the results suggest that time-resolved spectroscopy can be used for monitoring of connec- 
tive tissue matrix composition changes due to various pathological and non-pathological conditions. 

Keywords: Time-Resolved Laser Induced Fluorescence, collagen types, fluorescence impulse responce function, noninvasive 
tissue characterization. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Fluorescence emission information could provide a possible method to separate the fluorescence contributions of component 
molecules in the tissue based on their different spectrum and lifetime. Consequently, numerous studies1"5 have suggested that 
laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy (LIFS) represents a potential tool for non-intrusive characterization of biological tis- 
sue. Since time-resolved information improves the specificity of fluorescence measurements, a time-resolved LIFS technique 
is desirable for tissue characterization. 

Collagen, the major component of the connective tissue, is now recognized as one of the most important natural fluorescent 
tissue component. Within the large collagen family of proteins, at least 13 genetically distinct types6 have been identified. 
Each collagen type has a unique tissue specificity. Generally, Types I, II, III, IV, and V are the major collagen types.7'8 Type I 
collagen, the prevalent collagen in vertebrate organisms, is the common collagen of tendon, skin, bone, blood vessels wall. 
Type II collagen is largely found in cartilages. Type HI collagen is usually found in association with Type I collagen in a vari- 
ety of muscular and elastic tissue, such as artery, uterine leimyoma, skin. Type IV and V collagens has been identified as the 
collagens of basement membrane and detected in aortic tissue, placental membranes, bone, dermis, corneal stroma. The rela- 
tive proportions of the distinct collagen types in a given tissue vary in certain pathological conditions (tumor type or tumor 
progression, atherosclerosis progression), throughout development, and during wound healing.6"8 Also, the collagen structure 
is altered with increasing age and by UV-light exposure (photoaging).9'10 

Collagen molecules are composed of three polypeptide chains (a-chains). At least 20 polypeptide chains are involved in form- 
ing the molecular conformation of the various collagen types.8 The amino-acids composition and cross-links of each cc-chain 
may vary with species and tissue type or be alter during disease progression, healing process, development, aging and photo- 
aging.        Based upon Chromatographie techniques, the fluorescence of collagen family of molecules has been attributed to 
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various amino-acids and amino-acid crosslinks.8'    For instance, various components of collagen were found to absorb in far- 
UV (aromatic amino acids: phenylalanine, tyrosine), mid-UV (carbonyl components, aldol condensation cross-links, keto- 
amine cross-links) and near-UV (pyridinoline). '    Also, differences in fluorophores composition were identified between 
i) bovine Achilles tendon, cartilage, bone, dentine, vitreous humor and ii) rat tail tendon, skin, cornea.8 

Attempts to use time-resolved LIFS for characterization of tissue collagen composition have been scarce.4,5'15 The goals of 
this study are: 1) to characterize the fluorescence emission of the main genetically distinct types of collagen molecules, Types 
I, II, III, IV, and V and 2) to assess the ability of time-resolved laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy to distinguish between 
collagen types. The results of this work could be useful for monitoring connective tissue changes as a result of a various patho- 
logical (cancer, atherosclerosis) and non-pathological (development, healing, aging) conditions. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Instrumentation. The experimental setup used for this study was similar to that used in our previous studies.5'14'15 Briefly, the 
pulses of a nitrogen laser (337 nm emission, 3 ns duration), were focused into a fluorescence probe and directed to the sample. 
The fluorescence emission was collected by the fluorescence probe, directed into a scanning monochromator (bandpass 5 nm), 
and detected by a gated multi-channel plate photomultiplier tube placed at the monochromator exit slit. The photomultiplier 
output was amplified and recorded with a digital oscilloscope (0.5 ns sampling rate, 500 MHz bandwidth). A fraction of the 
excitation source output beam was directed toward two fast silicon detectors. One detector was used to trigger the gate and 
delay generator, which in turn gated the photomultiplier. The second detector was used to trigger the oscilloscope to begin 
sweeping the photomultiplier output and to monitor laser pulse-to-pulse shape and energy variation. A personal computer 
interfaced (GPIB) with the digital oscilloscope and with the monochromator stepper motor driver was used to control data 
acquisition, data transfer from the oscilloscope, and monochromator wavelength scanning. 

Samples. Fluorescence measurements were recorded from commercially available samples of five genetically distinct types of 
collagen: Type I insoluble from bovine Achilles tendon, Type I acid soluble from calf skin, Type I acid soluble from rat tail, 
Type II acid soluble from bovine tracheal cartilage, Type II acid soluble from bovine nasal septum, Type III acid soluble from 
human placenta, Type IV acid soluble from human placenta, Type V acid soluble from human placenta (Sigma Chemical, St. 
Louis, Missouri). The samples (powder form) were studied at room temperature. 

Experimental procedures. The fluorescence response pulses were measured for 360-510 nm spectral range (5 nm increment). 
To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, each recorded fluorescence pulse represented the average of 16 consecutive fluorescence 
pulses. To determine the reproducibility of fluorescence response across the emission spectrum, ten successive fluorescence 
transients were recorded at three wavelengths 390,430, and 470 nm. Three fluorescence measurement sequences were 
recorded for each collagen compound. Each measurement sequence was obtained from three different areas of the samples 
that had never been exposed to laser irradiation. The energy output of the laser at the tip of the excitation fiber was adjusted to 
0.6 mJ/pulse. During a single measurement sequence (370 seconds), the energy total fluence delivered to the sample was <1.2 
mJ/mm . In a previous study5 we reported that this fluence minimizes the photobleaching of collagen emission. After each 
measurement sequence, the monochromator was tuned to a wavelength slightly below the laser line. The average of sixteen 
laser pulses reflected by the sample was used to represent the temporal profile of the laser pulse. The background noise was 
measured with the monocromator tuned to 400 nm. 

Data analysis. 
1) The time-integrated spectra (conventional spectral fluorescence emission) was constructed from the measured fluorescence 
response pulses by integrating each pulse as a function of time for each investigated wavelength. The constructed fluorescence 
spectra was corrected for background noise, corrected for nonuniform instrumental system response measured with a cali- 
brated irradiance light source (Oriel, 63358) and normalized by dividing the florescence intensity at each emission wavelength 
by the peak fluorescence intensity. The reconstructed spectrum was characterized by discrete fluorescence intensities (Iwj) that 
showed the variation of fluorescence intensity as a function of wavelength. To describe the fluorescence emission band shape, 
two parameters were used a) the position of the peak fluorescence maximum and b) the fluorescence bandwidth at half-maxi- 
mal amplitude (FWHM) measured on the long wavelength range of the peak emission. 
2) The time-resolved spectra (fluorescence impulse response function / .(x) (FIRF)) was determined by deconvolving the 
measured laser pulse from the measured fluorescence pulses at each wavelength across the spectrum. The deconvolution 
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method adopted was based upon Least-Square iterative reconvolution technique combined with Laguerre expansion of ker- 
nels technique. Five Laguerre function were used for expansion. The method was previously15'16 fully described. To charac- 
terize the dynamics of fluorescence decay, two sets of parameters were used a) the average lifetime estimated as the time at 
which the FIRF crossed the 1/e mark, b) the decay constants obtained by appoximating the FIRF with a biexponential func- 
ti°n- -//T, -t/Z2 

I At) = a,e        +a2
e 

In the biexponential model, parameters Xj and x2 represented the fast-term and the slow-term decay constants. Ratio Aj = a^l 
(aj+02) represent the fractional contribution of the fast-decay component to the fluorescence impulse response function. 

3) Data are reported as mean +/- SE. The level of significance used was p < 0.05. Variance analysis (one-way ANOVA), 
applied to the time-dependent parameters (x, Tj, X2, AJ), was employed to evaluate the effect of emission wavelength on the 
dynamics of fluorescence decay. The differences among individual means were assessed with a post-hoc comparison test (Stu- 
dent-Newman-Keuls). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Type I collagen. The time-resolved fluorescence spectra of collagen from bovine Achilles tendon (BAT) differs from those 
measured on collagen from calf skin (CS) and rat tail (RT). Whereas the emission of CS and RT collagen were nearly similar 
(Figure 1). 

Time [ns] 

450 

Wavelength [nm] 
30 500 

Time [ns] Wavelength [nm] 

Figure 1. Collagen Type I spectro-temporal fluorescence impulse function, a) from bovine Achilles Tendon; 
b) from calf skin; c) from rat tail. 
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The emission spectra of CS and RT collagen was broader and presented a red shifted peak compared to that of BAT collagen 
(Table 1). The time-resolved emission (at peak region) of CS and RT collagen decayed faster and exhibited shorter lifetimes 
compared to that of BAT collagen (Table 1). The decay characteristics, Xj, x2 and Ax are represented in Fig. 2. 

Table 1: 

Collagen 
Type 

Source 
Peak max. 

(nm) 
FWHMa 

(nm) 
5% Ibmax (390 nm) 

(ns) 

xf (390 nm) 
(ns) 

Type I BAT 380 35 ±2 19.0 5.2±0.2 

CS 420 73 + 3 8.0 1.05+0.1 

RT 400 55±2 10.0 1.45 ±0.1 

TypeU NS 380 30 ±2 22.0 6.1 ±0.2 

TC 380 30 ±2 23.0 6.2 ± 0.2 

Type III HP 385 60 ±2 15.0 2.95±0.1 

Type IV HP 410 80 ±4 7.5 1.25 ±0.1 

TypeV HP 405 80 ±3 7.0 1.05±0.1 

a. Full-width at half maximum measured on the long wavelength site of the peak emission. 
b. Decay time of emission intensity to 5% of its value at time 0. 
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Figure 2. Collagen Type I fluorescence decay characteristics, a) time decay constants: Xj (open symbols), x2 

(close symbols); b) fractional contribution of the fast-decay component to FTRF: A\. Each value represents 
the average over three measurement sets. 
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Significant shorter time decay constant (at 390 nm: x: = 0.9 ns; x2 = 5 ns) were retrieved for CS and RT collagen in contrast to 
those for BAT collagen (tj = 4.0 ns; x2 = 10 ns). Also, for CS and RT collagen the decay constants values increased as a func- 
tion of wavelength (470 nm: ij = 1.3 ns; x2 = 7.5 ns). Whereas for BAT collagen, the decay constants significantly decreased 
at wavelengths >430 nm (xt = 1.3 ns; x2 = 8.0 ns). Still, ratio A1 showed opposite trends: a gradual increase from values 
around 0.65 (region of main peak emission) to -0.85 (470 - 490 nm range) for CS and RT collagen and a step decrease from 
0.6 (region of main peak emission) to -0.45 (wavelengths >430 nm) for BAT collagen. 

Previous studies1"5 have described the spectral emission characteristics of insoluble BAT collagen and acid-soluble CS and RT 
collagens for a broad range of excitation wavelengths. Changes of emission band shapes as function of excitation wavelength 
it has been noted.1'2 Also, early reports9'13 have identified differences between spectral emission of insoluble BAT collagen 
and that of acid-soluble RT and CS collagens. These differences were attributed to the distinct sets of fluorophores that charac- 
terizes Type I collagen originating from different tissues. The 3-hydroxy-pyridinium crosslink, pyridinoline (peak absorption 
at 325 nm), has been identified as responsible for BAT collagen peak fluorescence emission around 390 nm. The presence of 
different fluorophores was suggested to generate the peak emission at 420-440 nm (excitation 350-370 nm) for RT collagen 
and 430-435 nm (excitation 350) for CS collagen. Pyridinoline content of rat tail tendon and skin was found17 negligible 
(<0.002 residue/1000 residues) compared to Achilles tendon (rat: 0.017; bovine: 0.16). The time-resolved emission spectra of 
collagen family of molecules has been investigated to a much less extend. Only a few reports4'15 have described the time- 
resolved characteristics of BAT collagen. However, to our knowledge, the time-resolved spectra of other collagen types has 
not been reported: 

The spectral emission characteristics of Type I collagens investigated in present study are in agreement with those described in 
early studies2'4'15 that used for excitation wavelengths in near-UV range. Also, the time-resolved spectra characteristics of 
BAT collagen concord with those early reported.4'15 Additionally, we characterized the time-resolved emission of acid-soluble 
CS and RT collagens. The significant faster dynamics of fluorescence decay identified for CS and RT collagens relative to 
BAT collagen 1) confirms the early Chromatographie studies that suggested the presence of different fluorophores in skin and 
tail collagens compared to Achilles tendon collagen; 2) indicates that pyridinoline is a long lived fluorescent component (life- 
time > 5 ns) which can be easily distinguished from the other fluorescent constituents of skin and tail collagens. 

Type II collagen. The fluorescence emission of collagen from nasal septum (NS) was similar to that of collagen from tracheal 
cartilage (TC). Their emission characteristics are depicted in Figs. 3-4 and Table 1. The overall characteristics of Type II col- 
lagen fluorescence emission were similar to those of BAT Type I collagen, except for, a slightly narrow emission band, a 
longer emission time and an increased contribution of A j at wavelengths >430 nm. 

Time [nsec] 
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Figure 3. Collagen Type II spectro-temporal fluorescence impulse function, a) from bovine nasal septum; b) 
from bovine tracheal cartilage. 
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Figure 4. Collagen Type II fluorescence decay characteristics, a) time decay constants: Tj (open symbols), 
T2 (close symbols); b) fractional contribution of the fast-decay component to FIRF: Aj. Each value repre- 
sents the average over three measurement sets. 

Chromatographie analysis18 have identified pyridinoline as an abundant component of cartilage collagen. The time-resolved 
spectra determined in this study for both NS and TC collagen present similarities with BAT collagen emission but not with RT 
and CS collagen, thus suggesting that upon 337 nm excitation pyridinoline dominates the fluorescence emission of Type II 
collagen. The long time decay determined for both collagen cartilage samples correlates with the results for BAT collagen that 
indicate pyridinoline as a long lived fluorescent component. 

Type HI collagen. The fluorescence emission characteristics are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 5-6. The emission spectra was sig- 
nificant (~2 times) broader and slightly (5 nm) red shifted compared to that of BAT Type I and Type II collagens. Also, the 
dynamics of the fluorescence decay was faster. These trends were reflected by all time-dependent parameters, lifetime and 
decay constants (Fig. 6 and Table 1). The time of emission decreased along the spectrum, mainly due to increased contribution 
of Aj parameter. 

The spectral emission of Type III collagen has been previously reported for 308 nm (380 nm peak emission; 70 nm FWHM)3, 
and 325 nm (390 nm, 30 nm) excitation, but to our knowledge, no information is available regarding its time-resolved emis- 
sion. The Chromatographie separation of Type III a-chains from Type I a-chain revealed differences in their cyanogen bromide 
peptides, cross-linked by disulfide bonds, different hydroxyproline crosslink (4-hydroxy-pyridinium).19 These compositional 
differences, probably, originate the distinct fluorescence emission characteristics of Type III collagen when compared to Type 
I collagens. 

Type IV collagen. The time-resolved emission spectra of Type IV collagen (Fig. 5-6) resembled closely the emission of CS and 
RT Type I collagens. However, a few differences were observed compared to CS and RT Type I collagen. For instance, we 
determined a 10 nm shift (blue compared to CS, red compared to RT) of peak emission, a broader emission, and slight faster 
decay (Table 1). 

Type V collagen. The fluorescence emission characteristics are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 5-6. The fluorescence emission char- 
acteristics were similar those of Type IV collagens and, consequently, to those of CS and RT Type I collagen. 
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Figure 5. Spectro-temporal fluorescence impulse function of collagen: a) Type III;.b) Type IV; c) Type V. 
All three collagen types are from human placenta. 
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Figure 6. Collagen Types III, IV, V fluorescence decay characteristics, a) time decay constants: Tj (open 
symbols), T2 (close symbols); b) fractional contribution of the fast-decay component to FIRF: Aj. Each 
value represents the average over three measurement sets. 
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Both Type IV and V collagens are primarily found in basement membrane structure and contain more than one unique 
polypeptide chain. Although we were not able to infer from literature the origin of their emission upon near-UV excitation, the 
fast emission decay retrieved for these collagens suggest that pyridinoline, the main fluorescent component of Type I BAT col- 
lagen and Type II collagen, is less likely to contribute to Type IV and V fluorescence. 

4. CONCLUSION 

This study demonstrated that time-resolved fluorescence information can discriminate: 1) Type I collagen in skin and tail ten- 
don from Type I collagen in Achilles tendon; 2) all Type I collagen from Type III collagen; 3) Type II collagen from all other 
types except Type I Achilles tendon; 4) Type III collagen from Types IV and V collagens. Our results are in agreement with 
the Chromatographie analysis of collagen types composition. Collagen is a constant component of solid tumors matrix, normal 
and atherosclerotic arterial walls, and skin but varies in quantity and type. Defining the amount and kinds of collagen of vari- 
ous tissues at particular stages (disease, age, healing, etc) can be useful in a) defining the extent of tissue transformation and 2) 
tissue diagnose. Consequently, our results suggest time-resolved laser-induced fluorescence technique as a potential tool for 
quantification of collagen matrix transformations in various tissues and non-invasive diagnostic. 
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ABSTRACT 

We have used resonance Raman scattering as a novel, non-invasive, in-vivo optical technique to measure the concentration 
of carotenoid pigments in the human retina. Using argon laser excitation we are able to measure two strong carotenoid 
resonance Raman signals at 1159 and 1525 wave numbers, respectively. The required laser power levels are within the 
limits given by safety standards for ocular exposure. Of the approximately ten carotenoid pigments found in normal human 
serum, the species lutein and zeaxanthin are concentrated in high amounts in the cells of the human macula, which is a ~ 5 
mm diameter area of the retina in which the visual acuity is highest. These carotenoids give the macula a characteristic 
yellow coloration, and it is speculated that these molecules function as filter to attenuate photochemical damage and/or 
image degradation under bright UV/blue light exposures. In addition, they are thought to act as free-radical scavenging 
antioxidants. Studies have shown that there may be a link between macular degenerative diseases, the leading cause of 
blindness in the elderly in the United States, and the presence or absence of the carotenoids. We describe an instrument 
capable of measuring the macular carotenoids in human subjects in a non-invasive, rapid and quantitative way. 

Keywords: Raman Scattering, Resonance Raman Spectroscopy, retina, macula, carotenoids, age-related macular 
degeneration 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Human serum normally contains about ten species of carotenoid pigments. Two of these pigments, the xanthophyll 
carotenoids lutein and zeaxanthin, are also found in the retina, more specifically, in the cells of the macula lutea, the five to 
six millimeter diameter central area of the retina in which the visual acuity is highest [1-5]. While zeaxanthin is 
concentrated centrally, lutein dominates in more peripheral regions. As a consequence of their strong optical absorption in 
the blue/green spectral range, that occurs as broad absorption band near 450 nm, these carotenoids give a characteristic 
yellow coloration to the macula. 

The macular carotenoids lutein and zeaxanthin are known to act as a filter to attenuate photochemical damage and/or image 
degradation from short wavelength visible light [6,7]. In addition, they are thought to act as free-radical scavenging 
antioxidants [6,7]. Studies have shown that there is an inverse correlation between high dietary intakes and blood levels of 
lutein and zeaxanthin and risk of age-related macular degeneration (AMD), the leading cause of blindness in the elderly in 
the United States [8,9]. 

We have investigated resonance Raman scattering as a new approach for non-invasive optical measurement of the retinal 
carotenoid pigments. Potentially this laser spectroscopy technique could be an objective and specific technique to non- 
invasively quantify macular pigment levels in human subjects and thus be a major advance in the study and possible 
prevention of macular degeneration diseases. 
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2. STRUCTURE AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CAROTENOIDS 

Carotenoids are chain-like molecules similar to polyenes regarding their structure and optical properties. Fig. 1 shows the 
molecular structures for the three carotenoid species ß-carotene, zeaxanthin, and lutein. All three species contain 9 
alternating conjugated carbon double and single bonds, respectively. Both ends of the conjugated chain have an attached 
ionone ring, and four methyl groups are attached along the polyene backbone. Compared to ß-carotene, lutein and 
zeaxanthin have an additional OH radical attached to the ionone rings. Zeaxanthin differs from lutein in the location the 
additional carbon double bond in the ionone rings. 

ß-Carotene 

Lutein 

Fig. 1 Molecular structures of the three carotenoid species ß-carotene, zeaxanthin, and lutein. 

The electronic absorptions of carotenoid solutions (tetrahydrofuran) are strong in all cases and occur in broad bands (-100 
nm width) in the -450 - 460 nm region. They show clearly resolved vibronic substructure with a spacing of -1400 cm"1 in 
the cases of lutein, ß-carotene and zeaxanthin. Laser excitation of the carotenoids in the long-wavelength shoulder of their 
absorption bands results in weak luminescence. For all three carotenoids this luminescence is characterized by a very small 
Stokes shift (-70 nm) and in the case of lutein and ß-carotene a vibronic substructure appears in their band shapes. Most 
striking, however, is the fact that the luminescence signals are extremely weak, requiring a sensitive photomultiplier in 
combination with a photon counter for their detection. Comparing the signal strengths of the luminescence to organic dyes 
in the same experimental setup we estimate the quantum efficiencies n of the carotenoids to be of the order of 10"5. 

The observed optical properties can be understood within the concept of the configuration coordinate diagram for the 
carotenoid molecules, which is illustrated in Fig.2. Shown here are the energies of the carotenoid molecule's three lowest 
states as a function of a configuration coordinate. The configuration coordinate represents the displacement of a normal 
coordinate of the molecule's constituent atoms from equilibrium position. In mis picture, optical excitation of the 
molecule's conjugated 7t-electron leads in a fully electric-dipole allowed vibronic transition from the 1 'Ag singlet ground 
state to the 1 'Bu singlet excited state. Following excitation of the 1 lBu state, the molecule then relaxes very rapidly (within 
-200-250 fe in ß-carotene [10]) via nonradiative transitions to the bottom of the 1 'BJ state. From here, two competing 
deactivation channels exist for the excited molecule: a) radiative transition back to the 1 'Ag ground state, and b) 
nonradiative relaxation to another excited singlet state, 2 'Ag , which is known to lie below the 1 'B, state in polyenes. 
Obviously, the nonradiative deactivation channel b) is very effective in the optical pumping cycle of the carotenoids, thus 
yielding only a very low luminescence quantum efficiency for channel a). Furthermore, once in level 2 'Ag, the electronic 
emission to the ground state is symmetry- forbidden. The combination of a low 1 'Bu -»1 'Ag luminescence efficiency 
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Configuration Coordinate 

Fig. 2    Configuration coordinate diagram for lowest energy levels of carotenoid molecules, with indicated optical 
excitation, non-radiative relaxation, luminescence, and Raman transition channels. 

(10"5 -10"4 in ß-carotene [10]), and the absence of 2 'Ag ->1 'Ag fluorescence, results in extremely low luminescence signals 
for carotenoid molecules. This feet allows us to explore the resonant Raman scattering response of the molecular vibrations 
which is usually orders of magnitude weaker than a fully electric dipole allowed and therefore potentially masking 
luminescence transition (see Fig.2). 

3. RESONANCE RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY OF CAROTENOIDS 

In our initial experiments we used a conventional research-grade Raman setup to measure carotenoids in solutions and 
human flat-mounted retinas. As excitation sources, the vertically polarized 4880 or 5145 A lines of an argon laser were 
used. The laser power was reduced to several mW with a neutral density filter and the laser plasma lines were eliminated 
with a combination of a 600 lines/mm grating and a slit. The laser was directed through a beam splitter and weakly focused 
onto the sample with a 10 cm focal length lens. The backscattered light was imaged onto the entrance slit of a Raman 
spectrometer with the beam splitter and an additional lens. The Raman spectrometer (Spex Triplemate) employed two stray 
light rejection gratings with 300 lines/mm, a dispersion grating with 1200 lines/mm, and a liquid-nitrogen cooled silicon 
CCD detector array with 25 urn pixel width. 

In Fig. 3 we show Raman spectra obtained for a solution of lutein spotted on filter paper. We observe strong and clearly 
resolved Raman signals superimposed on a weak fluorescence background under resonant laser excitation. The Raman 
response is characterized by two prominent Stokes lines at 1158 and 1525 cm'1 (corresponding to wavelength shifts of 292 
and 393 Ä, respectively, for 4880 A excitation), with the 1255 cm"1 line being the stronger one. These lines originate [11], 
respectively, from carbon-carbon single-bond and double-bond stretch vibrations of the conjugated backbone. In addition, 
a weaker but clearly distinguishable Stokes signal appears at 1008 cm"1, which is attributed to rocking motions of the 
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Fig.3. Resonance Raman spectrum of lutein spotted on filter paper. 
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Fig.4    Resonance Raman spectrum of flat-mounted human retina. 
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molecule's methyl components [11]. This result demonstrates that strong Raman signals with excellent signal-to-noise ratio 
can even be readily obtained even for extremely thin, film-like samples. 

Proceeding to ocular tissues we measured next the resonant Raman response of flat-mounted human retinas. Usable signals 
can be obtained with either the 4880 or 5145 A argon laser lines. Ordinarily, the 4880 A line is preferred over the 5145 A 
line since carotenoid Raman signal strength is three times higher at 4880 A, and background luminescence is lower. A 
typical result is shown in Figure 4. 

The Raman spectra obtained for the macula are remarkably similar to the spectra of the lutein solution shown in Fig. 4. 
The peaks at —1159 and -1524 cm"1 are obtained with good signal-to-noise ratio when the beam is aimed at the foveal and 
parafoveal areas (traces a and b), and they decrease by at least a factor of 30 as the beam is moved toward the peripheral 
retina (trace c). This behavior correlates well with the known distribution of carotenoids in the human retina as determined 
by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) or psychophysically [1,12,13]. 

We find that other human ocular structures such as the cornea, lens, vitreous, retinal pigment epithelium, choroid, and 
sclera do not generate any detectable or interfering Raman signals under comparable conditions. We were also able to 
demonstrate a linear correlation between Raman signal strength and actual macular carotenoid levels as determined by 
HPLC. 

For the development of a Raman detection system useful for living humans, the light exposure of the retina has to be 
limited to a maximum permissible dose, which according to ANSI Z136.1 standards is 2.7 J/cm2 (equivalent to a laser 
power density at the retina of 2.7 mW/mm2 for 10 seconds) [14]. For this purpose we constructed a compact, fiber-based 
Raman system with high light troughput and interfaced it to a fundus camera to facilitate locating the macula in the retina. 
The experimental layout is shown in Figure 5. The excitation laser beam is routed via fiber, holographic rejection filter, 

BS1 

<Hri 
,BS2 

^BS3 
Fundus camera 

Fig. 5  Experimental setup showing light delivery and collection optics of fiber-based Raman spectrometer interfaced with 
fundus camera. 
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Fig. 6 Raman spectra from retina of 
healthy volunteer, measured with dilated 
pupil. The two traces correspond to two 
separate measurements, and clearly show 
the carotenoid Raman signals 
superimposed on a fluorescence 
background. 

Fig. 7 Raman spectra of healthy 
human volunteer, measured with 
dilated pupil, and averaged over three 
individual measurements. Top trace: 
before background subtraction; 
bottom trace: after subtraction of 
fluorescence background. 
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dichroic beamsplitter and focusing lens to the human eye. The Raman-scattered light is collected in 180 degree 
backscattering geometry with the same lens and routed through beam splitter, laser band pass filter and fiber bundle to a 
spectrograph. He-Ne laser aids as a pilot beam and can be detected on a macula with a fundus camera. The Raman spectra 
are recorded with a cooled CCD camera and displayed on a computer screen. 

In Fig. 6 we show Raman spectra from the macula of a healthy volunteer, measured with a dilated pupil (diameter about 8 
mm). The figure shows two traces corresponding to two separate measurements and clearly shows the appearance of the 
carotenoid Raman signals superimposed on a broad fluorescence background. In these measurements the laser power was 
300 uW, the exposure time 1 sec., and the spot diameter on the macula was 1 mm. This corresponds to a real dose of 38 
mJ/cm2, a value which is about 70 times lower than the maximum permissible safe dose of 2.7 J/cm2. 

Spectra with further increased signal-to-noise ratio could be obtained by measuring several individual Raman spectra, 
followed by simple averaging of the spectra. This can be seen from Fig. 7 where we show Raman spectra of the macula of 
the same volunteer averaged over three consecutive measurements. The upper trace corresponds to the three averaged 
spectra and the bottom trace to the same spectra after subtraction of the fluorescence background. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, we showed that Raman scattering has the potential to be an outstanding new tool for the noninvasive 
measurement of macular carotenoids in the human retina. It is remarkable that strong Raman signals with good signal-to- 
noise ratio can be obtained from the most light sensitive area of the human retina at surprisingly low laser intensities that 
fall within safety standards. Because there is accumulating evidence that increased macular carotenoid levels may be 
protective against visual loss from AMD, this technique may prove to be important in assessing risk of visual loss in 
patients prone to develop AMD. Those patients found at risk could attempt to raise their macular carotenoid levels through 
dietary modification or nutritional supplements, and their response to intervention could be monitored using the same 
device. A prototype Raman instrument for use on humans in a clinical setting is currently under development. 
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ABSTRACT 

Global analysis of time-resolved fluorescence measured at multiple emission wavelengths was applied to simulated 
fluorescence spectra and arterial fluorescence spectra. Fluorescence of human aortic samples was produced with 
nitrogen laser excitation. Simulated spectra had decay characteristics in the range expected from previous studies 
of artery tissue. For both types of spectra, the emission decay was analyzed with global analysis to model the decay 
with a sum of exponentials. Decay constants were held fixed across wavelengths while pre-exponential coefficients 
were wavelength-dependent For the simulated spectra, global analysis was compared to the traditional method in 
which decay constants and pre-exponential coefficients are assumed wavelength-dependent. On the simulated data, 
three decays could be reliably estimated by global analysis even when only two exponential decays were identified 
with the traditional method. On the arterial data, the intermediate decay and the long decay significantly increased 
between normal samples and fibrous plaque (1.7 to 2.5 ns; 7.0 to 8.4 ns). The pre-exponential coefficient of the 
long decay was larger in the blue range of the spectrum for the samples with advanced atherosclerosis. We 
conclude that global analysis markedly improves the recovery of exponential decay trends in time-resolved 
fluorescence spectra. Application to artery tissue fluorescence reveals characteristic spectral changes associated 
with atherosclerosis. 

Keywords: time-resolved fluorescence, global analysis, simulation, atherosclerosis, nitrogen laser, aorta. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A large body of research has reported on the diagnostic potential of fluorescence spectroscopy for 
detection and classification of atherosclerotic lesions. Most studies focused on the analysis of continuous wave 
fluorescence spectra of artery tissue to describe spectral changes associated with atherosclerosis1,2,3,4. A few studies 
also reported differences in the time-dependent decay of the fluorescence between healthy arterial wall and 
atherosclerotic lesions5,6'7'8,9,10. In these studies, the finite duration of the laser excitation pulse required that the 
intrinsic fluorescence decay be extracted from the experimental data by deconvolution of the experimental 
fluorescence transient from the laser pulse transient. Characteristics of the fluorescence decay were usually 
summarized by fitting the intrinsic decay with a weighted sum of exponentials. When the transient fluorescence 
emission was measured at more than one wavelength, the multi-exponential approximation was traditionally 
performed independently for each wavelength, either as part of the deconvolution5,6,7 or after the deconvolution was 
carried out through other means8,9,10. Knutson and colleagues11 reported on a class of approximation methods 
dubbed "global analysis" that can be applied when relations exist between the individual decay curves. A typical 
situation in which global analysis has been tested is one in which the decay constants (lifetimes) were assumed to 
be invariant across wavelengths. This situation would correspond to attributing the composite fluorescence 
emission of a sample to several monoexponential fluorophores with differing emission spectra. Knutson and 
colleagues11 showed that global analysis resulted in increased model testing sensitivity leading to a more accurate 
estimation of the order of the exponential approximation. In addition, the exponential parameters were more 
accurately estimated with global analysis when compared to the traditional method. 

To our knowledge, global analysis has never been applied to the analysis of time-resolved fluorescence 
spectra of artery tissue. Therefore, the present study had two goals. First, we investigated the applicability of global 
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analysis to simulated tissue spectra that had similar characteristics to actual tissue spectra measured with our 
experimental setup. Second, we used global analysis to describe the decay characteristics of artery tissue 
fluorescence for tissue samples with different degrees of atherosclerosis. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Time-resolved fluorescence spectra of aortic tissue 

The experimental setup, experimental procedures, and characteristics of the artery samples were described 
previously8,9'10. Briefly, the samples were illuminated with laser pulses from a nitrogen laser (X: 337 nm; pulse 
width: 3 ns FWHM) that were directed to the sample by the illumination channel of an Oriel fluorescence probe 
(Oriel, model 77558). The sample fluorescence was spectrally separated with a monochromator and measured one 
wavelength at a time with multi-channel plate photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu, model R2024U) connected to a 
digital storage oscilloscope (Tektronix, model TDS 620A; sampling period: 0.5 ns). The fluorescence response was 
measured for 29 wavelengths from 370 to 510 nm (5-nm increment). For three wavelengths (390,430,470 nm), 
the measurements were repeated 10 times thus yielding a total of 56 fluorescence measurements for each sample. 
The laser input waveform was measured after the sample fluorescence as the reflected intensity on the tissue 
surface. 

Fluorescence measurements were carried out on human aortic specimens obtained from 13 cadavers (11- 
85 years old; median age: 49 years). After the fluorescence measurements, the samples were fixed in formalin and 
processed for histologic observation and classification. The samples were classified using the Stary classification of 
atherosclerotic lesions'213. Eighty samples could be unequivocally assigned to one of six classes in the Stary 
classification (normal to type V lesion). The retained lesion types spanned the range from healthy arterial tissue to 
fatty streaks (type II lesion), to atheroma (type IV lesion), and fibrous lesion (type V lesion). 

For each wavelength of emission, the fluorescence impulse response function was retrieved by numeric 
deconvolution using the laser pulse waveform as input and the fluorescence transient as output. The deconvolution 
method used a basis of discrete time Laguerre functions to expand the impulse response function8'14. The 
parameters of the expansion were iteratively adjusted to minimize the quadratic distance between the 
experimentally measured fluorescence transient and its computed counterpart (the convolution of the impulse 
response function with the experimental laser input pulse). The impulse response functions were assembled in a 
two-dimensional (time, wavelength) array, the time-resolved fluorescence spectrum. The time-resolved spectrum 
represented the intrinsic fluorescence decay as a function of time for the different wavelengths of emission. 

2.2. Simulated time-resolved fluorescence spectra 

Impulse response functions for the simulated time-resolved fluorescence spectra were constructed as 
arrays of exponential decay terms. Each array column represented the fluorescence impulse response function at 
one wavelength of emission: 

h(™) = as,Ae-mT/*s +aIAe-mT/* +aL^
mTl*L 

where T is the sampling period (0.5 ns). The short, intermediate, and long decay constants (TS, th and tL) were 
wavelength-independent. The corresponding pre-exponential terms (asx auaux) varied with wavelength in a linear 
fashion. The simulated time-resolved fluorescence spectra were composed of 58 columns that corresponded to the 
tissue fluorescence responses measured at wavelengths 360 - 510 nm in the experimental measurements (5 nm 
increment). The fluorescence impulse response functions were repeated 10 times for three wavelengths in the 
simulated spectra (390,430, and 470 nm). 

Three situations were considered that are summarized in the table below. Model 1 had decay constants 
that were relatively far apart (14 to 1 ratio between longest and shortest decay constant). This model was studied 
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with two levels of Gaussian white noise superimposed on the impulse response function. The signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) was estimated as the ratio of the signal variance over the noise variance. Model 2 had two closely spaced 
decay constants. It was used to simulate fluorescing samples containing two fluorophores with similar decay 
constants. This model was studied without noise. Model 3 had three decay constants that were closer to each other 
than the decay constants of model 1 (4.5 to 1 ratio between longest and shortest decay constant). This model was 
studied with the lower noise level only (SNR = 60 dB). Note that all three models had decay constants that were in 
the expected range for decay constants measured on arterial fluorescent compounds and artery tissue7'81014. The 
decay constants ranged from 1 to 14 times the value of the sampling period used in the experimental study. 

Decay constants (ns) Pre-exponential terms Noise 

Modell TS = 0.5, TT = 2.0, TL = 7.0 Linear variation [0 - 1] SNR=60 dB, SNR=40 dB 

Model 2 TS = 0.5,ti=7.0,TL = 7.5 Linear variation [0-1] 0 

Model 3 XS=1.0,T, = 3.0,TL = 4.5 Linear variation [1 - 0.5] SNR=60 dB 

2.3. Estimation of exponential decay trends in time-resolved spectra 

The decay characteristics of the time-resolved fluorescence spectra were first estimated with a two 
exponential approximation of the decay, which was then compared to a three exponential approximation of the 
decay. Two methods were used to compute the parameters of the multi-exponential approximations: global analysis 
and the "traditional" method. In the global analysis method, the decay constants were held fixed for all 
wavelengths11. The pre-exponential coefficients were allowed to vary with wavelength. In the traditional method, 
decay constants and pre-exponential coefficients were allowed to vary with wavelength. For the three exponential 
approximation, analysis of a time-resolved spectrum required the estimation of three pre-exponential terms per 
wavelength + three decay constants (177 parameters for the simulated spectra). With the traditional method, 
analysis of a time-resolved spectrum required the estimation of three pre-exponential terms per wavelength + three 
decay constants per wavelength (348 parameters for the simulated spectra). 

Estimation of the parameters of the multi-exponential approximation was performed using a simplex 
search method. The F test was applied to the residual sum of squares to determine if the improvement in the fit 
from a two exponential model to a three exponential model was statistically significant15. All computations were 
performed with the software MATLAB (The Mathworks). 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Simulations — model 1 

Figure 1 presents an example of fluorescence impulse response for model 1 (as = 0.5, &i = 0.75, aL= 1.0) 
superimposed with Gaussian white noise such that the SNR = 60 dB (Fig. la) or 40 dB (Fig. lb). 
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Fig la: noisy input with SNR = 60 dB 

For the noisy model 1 response with a SNR = 
60 dB, both the global analysis method and the 
traditional method yielded a significant improvement in 
the fit when a three exponential approximation was 
used as opposed to a two exponential model. 
Approximation of the simulated spectrum with the 
global analysis algorithm yielded values of the decay 
constants xs = 0.5 ns, T, = 2.0 ns, TL = 7.0 ns. When the 
traditional analysis method was used and the decay 
curves were approximated one at a time, the decay 
constants varied around the noise-free values of model 1 
(Fig 2a). The variations of the pre-exponential 
coefficients around the noise-free values (dashed lines) 
are shown in Fig. 2b when the global analysis method 
was used and in Fig. 2c when the traditional method 
was used. The illustrations clearly show that the global 

Fig lb: noisy input with SNR = 40 dB 
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Fig 2a: decay constants - without global fit 
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Fig 2b: pre-exponential coefficients - global fit Fig 2c: pre-exponential coefficients - without global fit 

analysis algorithm produced a much tighter fit for the pre-exponential coefficients when compared to the 
traditional method. 

When the level of noise was higher (SNR = 40 dB), the global analysis method continued to show a 
statistically significant improvement in the fit when a three exponential model were used as opposed to a two 
exponential model. The estimated decay constants had values equal to ts = 0.6 ns, T, = 2.3 ns, TL = 7.0 ns. The pre- 
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exponential coefficients followed the pattern of variations of the noise-free values of model 1 (Fig. 3a) albeit with 
more variability around the trends of the latter when compared to the results obtained with the lower noise level. 

With the traditional method, the improvement in the fit produced by a three exponential model was not 
statistically significant over the two exponential model. This would lead one to reject the three exponential model 
in favor of the simpler (but erroneous) two exponential model. The decay constants of the best two exponential fit 
(Fig 3.b) were such that one decay constant with value around 6 ns accounted for the 7 ns decay term in model 1. A 
second decay constant with value around 1 ns accounted for the 0.5 ns and 2 ns terms in the fluorescence IRF of 
model 1. The variations of the decay constants around their mean values were similar to the variations observed for 
a successful approximation (compare Fig 3.b with Fig. 2.a). These trends would support fee two exponential model 
and lead one to miss the third decay term altogether. Results for the model 1 simulations illustrate one situation for 
which the global analysis method is superior to the traditional method: that of experimental noise in the estimated 
fluorescence impulse response function. 

Wavelength (nm) 

Fig 3a: pre-exponential coefficients - global fit 

Wavelength (nm) 

Fig 3b: decay constants - without global fit 

3.2. Simulations - model 2 

Approximation of the model 2 decay with a 
three exponential model yielded a statistically 
significant improvement of the fit for both the global 
analysis method and the traditional method. With the 
global analysis method, the decay constants of model 2 
were correctly retrieved (rs = 0.5 ns, Tf = 7.0 ns, tL = 
7.5 ns). With, the traditional method, only the short 
decay constant was correctly retrieved (Fig 4a). The 
long decay constant had a value around 7.35 ns in 
between the 7.0 and the 7.5 ns decay terms. An 
artifactual intermediate decay ranged between 2.0 and 
7.5 ns. The pre-exponential coefficients were correctly 
estimated with the global analysis method (Fig. 4b) 
whereas only the pre-exponential coefficient of the short 
decay term was correctly retrieved with the traditional 

Wavelength (nm) 

Fig 4a: decay constants - without global fit 
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Wavelength (nm) 

Fig 4b: pre-exponential coefficients - global fit 

Wavelength (nm) 

Fig 4c: pre-exponential coefficients - without global fit 

method (Fig. 4c). The pre-exponential coefficient of the long decay term was overestimated, accounting for both 
the intermediate decay and the long decay terms. The coefficient associated with the artifactual intermediate decay 
was close to 0 in the blue range of the spectrum and presented strong variations at higher wavelengths. The model 
2 simulations illustrate a second situation in which the global analysis method yields better results than the 
traditional method: that of two decay constants of similar magnitude in the fluorescence impulse response function. 

3.3. Simulations - model 3 

For the model 3 decay with a low level of noise (SNR = 60 dB), only the global analysis method registered 
a significant improvement in the fit when a three exponential model was used as opposed to a two exponential 
model. The decay constants (xs =1.0 ns, i! = 3.0 ns, xL - 4.5 ns) correctly reproduced the decay constants of the 
model. The pre-exponential coefficients followed the trends of the noise-free values (Fig. 5a). The decay constants 
retrieved with the traditional method and a two exponential model are shown in Fig. 5b. The short decay and long 
decay terms are slightly overestimated when compared to the noise-free values of model 3. Yet, the decay constants 
show moderate variations across the spectrum which hide the feet that a third decay term is not accounted for by 
the fit. For these simulations, the traditional method fails because the decay constants have similar magnitude 
(although further apart than those of model 2) and because of noise superimposed to the fluorescence impulse 
response function. In contrast, the global analysis method successfully yields the correct parameters of the model. 
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Fig 5a: pre-exponential coefficients - global fit 

Wavelength (nm) 

Fig 5b: decay constants — without global fit 

Based on results of the simulation study, the global analysis method is better at estimating the model 
order, decay constants, and pre-exponential coefficients of fluorescence impulse functions with dynamics in the 
range of the expected decay trends for arterial fluorescence decay. The global analysis method was applied to the 
fluorescence decay spectra of arterial tissue to identify trends in the decay that change with the progression of 
atherosclerosis. 
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3.4. Fluorescence decay characteristics of aortic specimens 

The short decay constant ts (0.4±0.1 ns) was not different for the different types of lesion identified in the 
samples of artery considered in this study. In contrast, the intermediate decay constant and the long decay 
constants significantly increased as the severity of the lesions increased from normal to type V lesions (Fig. 6). The 
intermediate decay constant Xj increased by approximately 0.6 ns for lesion types IV and V when compared to the 
other lesion types. The largest increase of the long decay constant TL (0.9 ns) was observed between type I and type 
II lesions. Note that the values of the decay constants measured on artery tissue were similar to the values used for 
model 1 in the simulation study. 

Lesion type 

Fig 6a: intermediate decay constant - artery samples 

N i n in iv v 
Lesion type 

Fig 6b: long decay constant - artery samples 

For all lesion types, fractional amplitude A] (Ai = a^as+aj+a^) decreased as the emission wavelength 
increased to 420 nm (Fig. 7a). Parameter Ax reached a plateau between 420 and 465 nm. For all tissue types, 
fractional amplitude Ai increased in the 470 - 490 nm range when compared to the values of Aj in midrange of the 
spectrum (420-465 nm). The increase was substantially larger for atherosclerotic lesions when compared to normal 
arterial wall. For wavelengths above 490 nm, amplitude At was slightly below the value observed in the midrange 
of the spectrum. 

Fractional amplitude AL was approximately independent of wavelength for normal arterial wall and type I 
lesions (Fig. 7b), except for a small dip at 470 - 490 nm in type I lesions. Type II lesions was associated with a 
reduced value of AL over the whole wavelength range when compared to type I lesions. For type ELI - type V 
lesions, amplitude AL at 390 nm was substantially larger than the value of AL observed for the other tissue types at 
that same wavelength, AL being largest for type V lesions. For these lesions, fractional amplitude AL returned to 
the level observed in normal tissue for wavelengths between 420 and 465 nm. Parameter AL decreased in the 470 - 
490 nm range in comparison to its midrange values. 
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Fig 7a: fractional amplitude - intermediate decay term 
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Fig 7b: fractional amplitude - long decay term 

4. DISCUSSION 

This study shows that global analysis markedly improves the estimation of multiexponential decay 
characteristics of time-resolved fluorescence emission spectra. We found using simulated data that estimation of 
the model order was more robust and the parameter values were more accurately retrieved when global analysis 
was used as opposed to the traditional approximation procedure (one wavelength at a time). Application of global 
analysis to estimate decay parameters of artery fluorescence spectra allowed us to recover three individual decay 
terms in the fluorescence impulse response function. The decay constants and the pre-exponential terms varied 
characteristically with the progression of atherosclerosis. 

Multiexponential approximations have been used by ourselves8'91014 and several other groups5,6,7 to 
approximate the time-dependent decay of fluorescence of arterial fluorophores and tissue samples. To the best of 
our knowledge, the present study is the first in which a global analysis approach was used to estimate the 
parameters of the exponential approximation. Global analysis methods take advantage of the relationships that 
exist between fluorescence decay curves measured for different values of a parameter (in our case, the emission 
wavelength). These methods have been shown to greatly increase the accuracy of the recovered decay constants and 
pre-exponential amplitudes11. In the present study, the simulated data were sampled at the same rate as the time- 
resolved fluorescence spectra of artery tissue measured with our experimental setup. The decay constants of the 
simulated data were in the range expected from previous studies of arterial fluorophores and tissue samples. The 
simulations showed that global analysis was superior to the traditional fitting methods in terms of correctly 
estimating the approximation order and in terms of assigning values to the parameters of the exponential fit. 

For complex systems like the arterial wall, the decay constants of the exponential approximation are 
usually not interpretable in terms of individual fluorophores but mainly serve to represent different trends in the 
decay16. In that sense, traditional fitting methods may suffice to characterize changes in the fluorescence decay 
trend that accompany a disease process like atherosclerosis. However, when one attempts to identify the 
fluorescence signatures of potential fluorescing species in a sample, the simulations show that there is advantage in 
using the information contained in the whole two-dimensional time-resolved spectrum all at once. Thus, global 
analysis should allow for a more precise detection of the response of fluorescing species like elastin, lipids, and 
collagen in the time-resolved emission spectra of artery tissue. 

Andersson-Engels and colleagues5 used a picosecond excitation system at 337 nm to evaluate the 
fluorescence decay characteristics of aortic and coronary samples at 380,437, and 480 nm. Normal arterial wall 
and samples with thin or thick fibrotic plaque (type IV and type V lesions) were examined. These authors found as 
we did three exponential components in the fluorescence decays of normal arterial tissue and atherosclerotic 
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lesions. The decay constants they found at 380 nm for normal samples (TS = 0.2 ns, ti = 1.7 ns, xL = 6.0 ns) and for 
thick fibrous lesions (TS = 0.4 ns, ti = 2.5 ns, tL = 7.5 ns) were comparable to the decay constants found in our data. 
In their study however, the decay constants varied with wavelength such that the values at 480 nm for normal 
samples (ts = 0.4 ns, TI = 2,4 ns, TL 

= 8.5 ns) and fibrous lesions ((ts 
= 0.4 ns, xt = 2,4 ns, zL = 8.7 ns) were not 

different. The fractional amplitudes were also not different in the red range of the spectrum between normal 
arterial wall and fibrous lesions. In our study, the largest difference for the fractional amplitudes was found to exist 
in the blue range of the spectrum with only small differences in the red range of the spectrum. The higher 
variability of the estimated parameters that is intrinsic to traditional fitting methods could be a disadvantage for 
detecting small fluorescence decay differences between different tissue types. 

In conclusion, we showed that global analysis was superior to traditional fitting methods for the recovery 
of exponential decay trends in simulated time-resolved fluorescence spectra of artery tissue. Characteristic changes 
in exponential decay parameters derived from the time-resolved spectra were related to the type of atherosclerotic 
lesion assigned to aortic samples by histology. 
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Optical biopsy with long-range nondiffracting beams 

Ervin Goldfain 

Welch Allyn Inc, Skaneateles Falls, NY 13153 

ABSTRACT 

Most current configurations for optical biopsy contain fiber optic bundles at both the delivery and receiving ends of the 
optical system. Some layouts include distal lenses to either collimate or focus the incident light at various depth locations 
across the tissue. The inherent beam divergence, along with the highly scattering nature of the living tissue, are known to limit 
the penetration depth of the probe and the spatial or temporal resolution of the detected signal. 
In this work we study a novel modality for tissue illumination based on the use of long-range nondiffracting beams (LRNB). 
LRNB represent narrow-width light pencils with a constant or linearly varying axial intensity that propagate over large 
distances without diffractive spreading. Recent tests have demonstrated that LRNB exhibit insignificant intensity distortions 
when operated as beacon beams through atmospheric turbulence. Our numerical and software simulations show that LRNB 
may offer the potential for larger penetration depth and enhanced contrast over setups using conventional laser beams. 
Clinical applications include diagnosis, laser surgery and photodynamic therapy. 

Keywords: optical biopsy, tissue imaging, biomedical spectroscopy, nondiffracting beams, Bessel beams, axicon. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Standard beam delivery systems for optical biopsy are based upon fiber optic bundles or optical components such as 
conventional lenses or light concentrators. The probing beam is either collimated or focused on various depth locations inside 
the tissue volume. It is well known that the inherent beam divergence, along with the occurrence of multiple photon scattering 
and absorption events inside the tissue, degrade the spatial and temporal resolution of the detected signal. 
A number of approaches have been introduced to offset this challenge, including confocal imaging and spectroscopy,1,2 
phase-shift detection,3.4 and time-gated techniques using low-coherence interferometry5"9 . 
The main drawback of these approaches is that, for thick tissue, a vast majority of transmitted photons is discarded and the 
scarcity of detected light with the shortest propagation length limits the achievable gain in resolutionio.ll. For instance, 
time-gated mammography generally fails to distinguish an inhomogeneity smaller than approx. 10 mm., which falls short of 
the resolution required for a routine screening of breast disease^. In thick tissue, an ultrashort pulse will typically broaden by 
many orders of magnitude during a detection time window comparable to the duration of the probing pulse'1. 
We report in this work a novel strategy for tissue illumination based on the use of long-range nondiffracting beams (LNRB). 
LRNB are produced by using several techniques'2,13 such as placing an annular ring in the focal plane of a well corrected 
lens, via phase filters, refractive or holographic axicons, or spherically aberrated optical systems. Recent experiments have 
demonstrated that LRNB exhibit minor intensity distortions when used as beacon beams through atmospheric turbulencei*. It 
is worth mentioning here that acoustic nondiffracting beams have been studied in conjunction with 2D and 3D ultrasound 
imagingl5. 
The paper is organized as follows: the first section briefly describes the theory underlying LRNB, the second section deals 
with a numerical comparison between conventional and LRNB excitation modes as applied to the steady-state fluorescence 
spectroscopy of thick tissue. The third section reports results of a Monte Carlo simulation comparing time-gated imaging 
under conventional and LRNB illumination . Conclusions and future challenges are outlined in the last section. 
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2. OPTICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE NONDIFFRACTING BEAM 

The nondiffracting beam belongs to a class of solutions of the wave equation which are invariant with respect to diffraction 
from one plane of propagation to the next. The simplest nontrivial example of a nondiffracting beam is the zero-order Bessel 
wave16: 

E(x,y,z,t) =Eo-Jo(a-p)-exp[_-i-(ro-t-ß-z)J (1) 

in which: 

0<cc <     
I  I 

(2) 

2        2,2 p   =x   +y 

with "x,y" denoting beam coordinates in a plane normal to the propagation direction "z", "X" being the wavelength, "t" the 
time, "a>" the angular frequency, "Eo" the electric field amplitude and Jo the zero-order Bessel function. The beam parameter 
"ß" satisfies the relationship: 

ß2 = 
'2.^2 

0) 
V A J 

Fig.l shows the plot of the Bessel beam in the (x,y) plane. The central peak has a width proportional to "a" and is generally 
surrounded by several concentric rings that may be suppressed by truncating the beam with annular stops17. 
It can be shown that, if the beam is generated through apertures with custom transmission functions18.19-20 ,the axial beam 
intensity becomes linearly dependent on the propagation distance according to: 

I(x,y,z) = Io(a + b-z)-|_J0(a-p)j2 (4) 

in which: 

I(x,y)z) = (|E(x,y)z,t)|)2 

(5) 

lo = (E0)2 

and where the real coefficients "a" and "b" satisfy the condition: 

a + bz > 0 (6) 
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The range over which the axial beam intensity yields a uniform or a linearly varying profile follows the construction of the 
beam forming optics. Controlling the amount of spherical aberration introduced by the lens system or the cone angle of the 
linear axicon are typical examples of how a desired distance range may be achieved in practice20-2'. 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS 

3.1 Steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy in thick tissue 

In this section we perform numerical evaluations of the fluorescent signal emitted by a generic fluorophore source under 
steady-state conventional (Gaussian beam) and LRNB excitation. It is assumed that the fluorophore is deeply buried in an 
isotropic semi-infinite slab of homogeneous tissue which can be modeled as a highly scattering medium. 
To make the comparison relevant, it is assumed that both conventional and LRNB ballistic components of the excitation light 
are focused on the fluorophore at depth (-zf) and that both focal spots are subjected to the same average intensity (measured 
in flux per unit area). 
Referring to fig. 2 and taking into account (4), the intensity distribution for the ballistic component of the excitation light 
attenuated by scattering and absorption losses is described by22: 

I(P,Z)G 
=
 
I
O,C 

WQ(ZQ) 

. w(z) 

-|2 

•exp 
W(z)y   . 

•exp|_-Uf(z + zf)J     (Gaussian beam) 

(7) 

I(P,Z)LRNB = ^.LRNB!
3

 + b(z + zf)J-|_Jo(a-p)j -exPL-^f(z + zf)J   (LRNB) 

In the above w0(z0) stands for the Gaussian beam waist at the depth of focus "z0": 

w0(zo) = 
A.-ZQ (8) 

w(z) is the waist at any arbitrary depth "z": 

w(z)=w0(z0).Jl + ^ 
(9) 

and " ut" is the total transport coefficient. Setting equal average intensity of the focal spot for both ballistic modes amounts to 
integrating (7) over the radial coordinate p and dividing by the linear extent of the focal spot, that is: 

Po 

w0(zo) /•Po fw^zbj 
l(p,0)LRNBdp l(p,0)Gdp 

wo(zo) 

(10) 
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in which the integrated intensity is carried out at z = 0 and p0 represents the effective radius of the LRNB focal spot. 

In the framework of diffusion theory it can be shown that the beam intensity at depth (-zf) may be expressed as23: 

l(-zf) = Is-K(-zf) (11) 

where Is is the beam intensity on the tissue surface and K(-zf) is a depth-dependent function. For a given excitation beam 
intensity, the local fluorescence emission rate is represented by the product: 

f(-zf)=y-l(-zf)-nafA(-zf) (12) 

with y denoting the quantum fluorescence yield and ua f ^(-zf) the fluorophore absorption coefficient for the excitation 

wavelength X. Combining the above, the fluorescent signal reaching the tissue surface takes the form23: 

roo rco 

F(0) =       E(0,-zf)f(-zf) dzf = y-Is.      E(0,-zf)-K(-zf)-ua;f>x(-zf) dzf (13) 

where E(0,-Zf) is the total intensity that reaches a single point on the tissue surface. This quantity depends on fluorophore 
location and on the optical properties of the tissue. Let "g" denote the ratio of the fluorescent signal produced under LRNB 

excitation to the one produced by Gaussian excitation. From (7) and (13) it follows that: 

F
I.RNB(°) _ WLRNB ^.LRNB-alJoVa-p)/ 

FcKO) »s.C, 

'o.G' 

wo(*o) 

. w(7-f) _ 

2 

•exp _7. 

lw(zf)J. 

(14) 

Fig. 3 represents plots of the gain "g" versus fluorophore depth "zf' (in absolute value ) corresponding to the following 

choice of constructive parameters (k = 920 nm, I^LRNB 
= !o,G = a = 1) : 

a]= 18.781 mm"1 

ct2= 15.026 mm"1 

0L3 = 12.526 mm"1 

WQ 1 = -125 mm 

w0 2 = -150 mm 

WQ 3 = . 180 mm 

p0 ] = .100 mm 

PQ 2 = .125 mm 

p0 3 = .150 mm 
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The graph indicates that, for a given fluorophore depth, the gain "g" scales up with the reduction in the focal spot size "po". 
This may be an attractive alternative for the spectroscopy of deeply buried small-size fluorophores, which may otherwise be 
inaccessible with conventional pencil-like beams. 

3.2 Time-gated imaging through thick tissue 

3.2.1 Comparison of the depth-dependent intensity distributions 

In this section we use (7) to study an example of time-gated imaging through thick tissue. Assuming that both the diffusive 
and the snake components of the illumination beam are rejected via time-gating, we again set the focal spot intensity to be 
equal on average for the ballistic component, according to (10). In addition, we assume that both beams are being focused 
halfway through tissue thickness and have a comparable spot diameter. This additional assumption puts the Gaussian and the 
LRNB modes on equal footing insofar as the ability to generate a resolvable transmitted signal or an acceptable imaging 
contrast. 
Figs. 4 and 5 show the 3D intensity plots corresponding to the ballistic components of the LRNB and Gaussian modes at the 
focal spot (z = 0) and deeper depth locations (z > 0). The vertical axis indicates intensity, the horizontal axis contained in the 
intensity cross section denotes the radial coordinate (p) and the third axis corresponds to the depth coordinate (z). The inho- 
mogeneity is buried at Zj = 50 mm below the tissue surface. Note that all units have been normalized to a set of arbitrary 
values. The parameters of this numerical simulation are chosen as follows: 

?t = 920nm w0=.125mm 

^LRNB 
= Jo.G = 1 po = .100 mm 

a = 0,b = .02mm-i ut=1.04mm-i 

a = 18.781 mm-1 Zi = 50mm 

3.2.2 Monte Carlo raytracing 

In this section we show comparative results of a statistical raytracing simulation of time-gated imaging through thick tissue 
(fig. 6). Using a commercially available software package, a large number of raypaths (2.10A6) is randomly traced through a 
stack of two diffusing layers with a fully absorbing inhomogeneity embedded at half of the overall thickness. The Gaussian 
beam is delivered through a planoconvex lens and the nondiffracting beam is generated using a refractive axicon . 
The comparison between the two illumination modes is based upon the contrast function, which is defined as: 

Tiiax     Tnin q%)=-SS SSl.joo (15) 
Viax 

in which Imax and Imjn stand for the maximum and minimum peaks of the detected intensity distribution. As before, we rely on 
the assumption that time-gating is fully efficient in the sense that only the ballistic component survives detection. The focal 
spot intensity and size are set equal for both illumination modes. The inhomogeneity diameter is denoted by "d" and the 
thickness of each layer by "t". The axicon profile is described by the linear function: 

z = (-.003).r (16) 
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where "z" and "r" are the axial and radial coordinates of the axicon surface. The rest of simulation parameters are as follows: 

input source: step-index fiber optic, core diameter .500 mm operating wavelength: X = 700 nm 

illumination numerical aperture: .25 emitted flux: 100 mW 

overall tissue thickness: 100 mm (2.t) focal spot size: 3 mm 

focal spot intensity: .025 lumen/mm2 total transport coefficient (ut): 1.04 mm-' 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

A side by side analysis of the Gaussian beam and LRNB illumination modes has been developed. Simulation results point out 
that LRNB may be superior in terms of penetration depth and signal contrast for the characterization and diagnosis of thick 
tissue. Additional modeling and experimental work are required to validate these preliminary findings. One is specifically 
interested in further exploration of clinical benefits, dynamic range, as well as potential limitations associated with the LRNB 
modality. 
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ABSTRACT 

We considered the limited number of light-induced fluorescence applications for marketed ultra-bright blue LED's where 
they can compete with versatile laser sources. Satisfactory optical output and miniature size as well as low power 
consumption of blue LED's emitting at 470 nm allow to consider them as a promising alternatives to metal vapor or gas 
lasers used in many express LIF applications. Available to authors LED's from Hewlett Packard, Micro Electronics Corp., 
Nichia Chemical Industries Ltd. and Toyoda Gosei Co. were tested to comply with demands to a tissue excitation source for 
portable spectroscopes. The optical performance of LED's has shown that selected group of InGaN LED's could be 
successfully used for that. The miniature illuminator that includes LED, focusing condenser, filter set and distal fiberoptic 
light concentrator was designed and tested in conjunction with portable CCD-equipped spectroscope. Operating in dark 
condition the proposed LED illuminator provides the level of fluorescence signal sufficient to detect spectral abnormalities in 
human Caucasian skin and excised gastrointestinal samples. All tissue autofluorescence data taken under LED illumination 
were compared with readings under He-Cd laser excitation and showed a good match. A new diagnostic designs based on 
LED's were considered for clinical use. 

Keywords: blue LED, light-induced fluorescence, light concentrator, tissue spectroscopy. 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

The light-induced fluorescence spectroscopy (LIFS) for diagnostics of biological tissues has been well set up for several 
decades. In clinics the fluorescence microscopy and cytometry become routine procedures to characterize quantitatively the 
vast majority of human pathologies. Both non- and imaging fluorescence in-vivo oncological applications of LIFS have been 
proved to be helpful for detection of early-stage lesions when conventional diagnostic tools do not provide needed urgency 
and accuracy. Technique of in vivo fluorescence measurements usually operates by the optical contrast between normal and 
abnormal tissue areas, which is characterized by the shape of emission spectra, and often is expressed simply by an intensity 
ratio in red and green spectral regions (R/G ratio)1. And for some fluorescence diagnostic applications, where the detection 
procedure together with its quantitative expressions are quite developed (cutaneous malignancies, oral and lung cancers etc.), 
the pragmatic way to introduce the LIFS seems to ease the accessibility of LIF systems to practitioners. Technically, most 
non-imaging LIF measuring systems operating in cw or pulsed mode consist of a bright excitation light source, focusing 
system, optical filters, fiberoptic delivery/collecting system, and focusing lens coupled optically with detector of 
spectroanalyzer. Such opto-electronic systems, especially those aimed for in vivo express-analysis and using simple 
algorithm, frequently have inadequate "price/efficiency" proportion which do not allow them out of research laboratories. 
The significant progress was made here by the introduction of miniature PC plug-in CCD-spectrometers, which clinically are 
easy to operate in combination with various fiberoptic probes. Meantime, the dimensions of traditional fluorescence 
excitation light sources such as filtered Hg arc lamps, different types of lasers: Ar+-, He-Cd-, Kr+-, N-, excimer- or dye lasers 
etc. basically do confine the creation of miniature handhold LIF system for in-vivo express operation. 
Recent achievements in photonics technology viz- development of InGaN violet laser diode (NLHV500A from Nichia 
Chemical Industries2) and InGaN light-emitted diodes (LED's) irradiating in blue region of optical spectrum has enabled to 
introduce them in designing of small-size LIF systems. The advantage given by laser diode module to LIF system is smaller 
dimensions (044.5mm x 222mm3, 038mm x 144mm4) and output power of 4-5 mW at blue wavelength region about 405 
nm. While the available on market blue LED's are characterized by lower output in broader spectral range compare to lasers, 
which happens to be a crucial drawback for fluorescence applications involving strong absorbing tissues, besides they still 
posses miniature size, reliability and very competitive price. There is a successful introduction of blue LED light source 
engineered by Ocean Optics Inc., USA for fluorescence measurements of liquids via optical fibers5. 
In this study we analyze optical characteristics of currently available powerful blue LED sources, consider the design of 
output optics to develop small and compact LED illumination module enable to perform basic point LIF measurements on 
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tissue in conjunction with portable fiberoptic spectrometer. The results of LED-induced fluorescence of different human 
tissues were compared with data collected during laser-induced fluorescence measurements. 

2.   ASPECTS OF OPTICAL DESIGN 

1.    Blue LED's 

Most blue LED's are available in clear lamp type packages with diameter of 3mm or 5mm incorporating aspherical focusing 
optics to form sharp spatial radiation pattern. The basic properties of blue LED, that make it applicable to compact LIF 
system are high output power, both narrow radiation directivity and bandwidth at half peak emission. As high optical output 
and directivity are important for efficient fluorescence excitation through fiberoptic probes, the narrow bandwidth at short 
wavelength spectral region defines the region of tissue fluorescence observation and subsequent diagnostic algorithm. Thus, 
spectrally, a "good" blue LED's one would expect among GaN/SiC emitters that provide spectral maximum at 430 nm. 
However, these widely available LED's (e.g. CB290 Super Blue LED from Cree Research, Bright Blue LED #276-311 from 
Radioshack™, LB 5416 from Siemens Microelectronics etc.) look obsolete in contest of LIF tissue measurements as their 
radiant flux are far less the necessary power output. The second generation of LED based on InGaN chips emitting about 470 
nm with much higher intensities was selected for further optical testing. We measured spatial directivity and optical power of 
several samples of the most powerful 5mm- LED's available from four suppliers: MBB51TAH-T of Micro Electronics Corp., 
HLMP-CB15 of Hewlett Packard (both USA), E1L51-3B and NSPB500XS of Toyoda Gosey Co. and Nichia Chemical 
Industries (both Japan), respectively. All LED's were connected through ballast resistor of 200 Ohm and DC powered as 
recommended by supplier (3.5-4.0V, 20-30 mA, NB: Surprisingly, pulse operation of blue LED's did not lead to important 
output gain). Goniometrically measured angular distribution of blue light from above blue LED's have given 20=3O±5° in 
accordance with manufacturer data. Measurements of LED's optical power performed by calibrated power meter (Newport, 
USA) both have indicated some discrepancy of measured characteristics vs. ones specified by manufacturer (Cf. second 
column in Table 1). From above experiment NSPB500XS and E1L51-3B LED's showed the most powerful optical output of 
1.57 and 1.35 mW, respectively. Besides, these two LED's proved much better flux stability compare to MBB51TAH-T and 
HLMP-CB15 group, which is expressed by standard deviation in Table 2: 

Table 2. 

LED, number of samples n Standard deviation of 
optical power, mW 

MBB51TAH-T, n=3 pcs. 0.234 
E1L51-3B, n=3 pcs. 0.007 
HLMP-CB15,n=5pcs. 0.041 
NSPB500XS, n=3 pcs. 0.007 

Measurements of spectral characteristics performed by fiberoptic spectrometer S2000 (Ocean Optics, USA) showed 
substantial emission maximum variance among all LED samples, which is illustrated by typical spectral graphs in Table 1 
(Note: graphs are not reciprocally scaled along their intensity axis). As one can see, in disagreement with expected emission 
peak at X^« = 470 nm all available LED's of type E1L51-3B gave peaks around X^ = 460 nm with halfwidth AX0.5 of 50 
nm, which made this powerful LED a reasonable choice to be a tissue excitation source. 

2.    Optical filtration of LED emitting light 

Transmission characteristics of cut-off optical filters in excitation and collecting channels of LIF system, respectively, where 
defined by the limitation of spectral region of tissue registration of fluorescence to 530-700 nm. Therefore, in collecting 
channel we used orange cut-off glass filter OG530 (Schott, USA) as it has T*=80% transmission in fluorescence zone and 
sharp front at 530 nm blocking blue spectral component. The corresponding shortwave pass filter was located in front of the 
LED and provided the high transmission (tx>80%) of blue component as can be seen on spectrum graphs in Fig. 1. 
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Fig.l. Spectral design of LIF system. Transformation of emission light of LED by blue dichroic filter (BDF) provides 
effective light use r\eff, and blocks unnecessary green light component, whereas filter OG530 installed in receiving channel 
enables high transmission of fluorescence signal from tissue to spectrometer. Emission graphs are shown for E1L51-3B 
diode. 

As good LIF system with LED source has to provide the optimal balance between energy delivered to tissue for excitation 
and possibly wider spectral region to enable R/G ratio algorithm, we estimated the effective light use TUff for each LED type: 

jir -t.-dx 
Tieff. 

J I^-dX 
•100%, 

where I l]^D • dX and    IJ™ • x^ • dX are integral values of LED intensity, respectively, before and after BDF was inserted. 

Resulting data for LED's and BDF with transmission curve Tx from Fig. 1 are collected in Table 3. 

Table 3. 

LED *Uff.> % 

E1L51-3B 83 
MBB51TAH-T 61 
NSPB500XS 53 
HLMP-CB15 42 

Generalizing data in Tab.l & 3 we chose E1L51-3B from Toyoda Gosey as a light source for further design of LIF system, 
for the reason that this LED combined with the BDF provides the best intensity output [P x r)eff.]/100% e.g. providing more 
than 1 mW output at the distance of L = 2cm. 
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3.    Opto-mechanical composition of LED illuminating module. 

The technical realization of LED illuminator for compact LIF system has based on standard 5mm- or 3-mm (with LED 
holder) LED's incorporating aspherical lenses. For practical reasons the common way to include the excitation source in LIF 
system is optical coupling with bifurcated multifiber probe separating excitation and collecting channels of LIF system. The 
probe was built according to coaxial "1+7 fibers" scheme with one 400jxm- illumination fiber (NA=0.22) surrounded by 
seven 300um- silica fibers (NA=0.22). Having length of 1.5 m and outer diameter of 2.8 mm, the probe design makes it 
applicable for both external as well as internal tissue measurements performed through biopsy channels of standard 
endoscope. LED illuminator and entrance hole of portable spectrometer S2000 (Ocean Optics, USA) were coupled directly to 
correspondent fiber end equipped with SMA-905 connector. To couple LED and probe the condenser able to form a spot of 
300 Jim in diameter at the proximal end of illumination fiber was developed. In effect, LED condenser consisted of three 
stock lenses (#32010, #31854 and #45082, Edmund Scientific6) arranged according to the scheme [)(](] (See Fig.2). Optical 
filtration of LED light is done by placing the miniature BDF at the entrance of the SMA-905 connector of the probe. Cut-off 
filter OG530 is positioned at another SMA-905 connector before entrance hole of spectroscope S2000. Complete design of 
LED illumination module provides the incorporation of battery power supply lasting for 6 h of continuous autonomous 
operation (See Fig. 3). 

to power supply BDF 
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Fig. 2. Cross-section of LED illuminating module design. 

Fig. 3. Autonomous LED illuminating module for cutaneous fluorescence applications. 
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4.    Concentrating optics 

To compensate Fresnel and transmission losses along the optical path from LED to tissue, which can exceed 35% of initial 
LED intensity and, simultaneously, to be able to provide the necessary power density at the tissue surface, the distal end of 
coaxial fiberoptic probe was equipped with a solid glass conical light concentrator. As shown in Fig. 4, the fiberoptic 
concentrator is operating in the direct contact with tissue to provide light collection from central excitation fiber of 400 um 
and illuminate tissue surface with higher power density, simultaneously gathering the fluorescence signal and coupling it to 
peripheral collecting zone of seven 300um-fibers of the probe. Concentrator entrance spherical surface has the diameter of 
2 mm and contact tip is 240 urn. The efficiency of optical system of concentrator that consists of a monolithic glass cone 
having the excitation fiber at its focal plane, is estimated by two coefficients viz. sensor optical efficiency (SOE) and tip 
coupling efficiency (TCE) introduced elsewhere7 as: 

soE = xT-Tfr-fkz>)Fr-ck2;
TF 

TGE = Xfr ■fkpJ 
,TF 

•fkp! 
FT 

where TT and Tfr are transmittance coefficients inside the probe into the direction of excitation and collecting, respectively; k£ 

- fiber-tissue (FT superscript) matching coefficient and kP - packing coefficient in tissue-fiberoptic probe direction (TF). 
And for the conical light concentrator the power density gain on the tissue surface KD can be expressed as: 

KD — xT , see description to Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Conical light concentrator is characterized by the diameter of contact tip 2R, and central fiber of excitation area 2Rfe 

(a). Concentrator is optimized for the probe scheme of "1 exciting +7 collecting" fibers, and 2R, is equal to 240 urn. The 
withdrawal of the concentrator tip from the tissue surface results in exponential (~e~ ) decay of the fluorescence signal next 
to spectroscope detector (b). Fluorescence measurements is conducted with above probe/concentrator configuration for 
normal stomach polyp (3x3x5mm) using He-Cd laser (k = 442 nm, P = 15 mW) for excitation, whereas the simulated curve 
is the result of ray-tracing modeling of blue light and 560 nm-fluorescence under condition the latter has uniform angular 
distribution. 
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If supposed the fluorescence intensity is linearly proportional to power density on the tissue surface, the attachment of 
concentrator to probe gives the effect of power density rise presented in Table 4. 

Table 4. 

Coefficient 

TT, FT path 
Tfr, TF path 

SOE 
TCE 
KD 

'1+7" probe 

1.0 
0.0840 

0.0403 
0.0630 

1.0* 

"l+7"probe with 
attached concentrator 

0.6816 
0.2755 
0.0901 
0.3032 
1.8932 

) arbitrary units 

The lower transmittance TT is resulting from Fresnel reflection losses at first optical surface of the concentrator, however, 
gathering properties of concentrator optics provides almost 2 times increase of power density from blue LED illuminating 
module up to 1.6 W/cm2 at tissue surface. The attractive practicability of concentrator is that having the length of 5.5 mm it 
can be polished at its tip surface without significant undermining the light collecting abilities. 

5.   Tissue fluorescence measurements 

To demonstrate the capabilities of the LIF system of measuring fluorescence we check its operation in vitro as well as in vivo 
using, respectively, excised biopsy samples from gastrointestinal tract with suspected dysplasia and normal skin of two 
Caucasian volunteers. All measurements were conducted in dark room conditions with no administration of any 
photosensitizing agent e.g. they were autofluorescence measurements. 
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Fig. 5. Normalized fluorescence spectra of benign stomach polyp measured via LIF system using He-Cd laser (A. = 442 nm, P 
= 15 mW) and LED illuminating module. Measurements were conducted the same way for both sources in direct contact to 
tissue with attached probe concentrator. 
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Two sample sets from gall bladder walls and stomach polyp having minor dysplastic changes were examined using technique 
of autofluorescence diagnostics. Examined LIF system included LED module, fiberoptic probe with attached concentrator 
and portable spectrometer S2000 connected to PC. Each individual spectral measurement with LED illumination module was 
repeated after excitation source substitution by He-Cd laser (X = 442 nm) to check the spectral differences. In Fig. 5 the 
normalized fluorescence spectra of benign stomach polyp is shown. As we see, the noise in autofluorescence spectrum using 
LED excitation is higher compare to 442 nm light excitation from 15mW-laser, nevertheless both curves a rather identical. 
Furthermore, two gall bladder samples histologically diagnosed with dysplasia were examined fiberoptically with LED 
equipped LIF system using R/G ratio algorithm. As a result, respectively, normal area of gall bladder and dysplasia were 
characterized by ratio of 0.94 and 1.48, and that was confirmed with He-Cd laser. The in vivo autofluorescence measurements 
of healthy skin from the arm area were performed with LED excitation and gave higher R/G ratio values of 0.47-0.5 
seemingly as a result of lesser hemoglobin presence compare to gastrointestinal tissue. 

3.   DISCUSSION 

Miniature fluorescence point measurement system utilizing LED as an excitation source has been shown to have a potential 
in tissue fluorescence analysis. We considered the introduction of presently available InGaN LED's emitting at blue spectrum 
as a part of compact LIF system, exploiting basic point measurement strategy. Based upon spectral and photometric data of 
LED's we arrange them in descending order of their practicability for fluorescence diagnostics of tissue: 

i.    E1L51-3B from Toyoda Gosey, 
ii.   MBB51TAH-T from Micro Electronics Corp., 
iii. NSPB500XS from Nichia Chemical Industries, 
iv. HLMP-CB15 from Hewlett Packard 

The 5mm-LED of E1L51-3B is our choice for application in miniature LED illuminating module as it combines high output 
power (1.34 mW at 2 cm distance), narrow radiation directivity (20 <30°) and has emission peak at 460 nm. Its 
comparatively narrow emission halfwidth makes E1L51-3B convenient to keep R/G ratio algorithm after filtration in 
excitation and collecting channels of LIF system. The opto-mechanical implementation of 5 mm- and 3 mm LED's was 
found based on miniature design of simple three component condenser system consisting of widely available lenses and 
standard fiber optic connectors. Developed design of contact light concentrator attached to multifiber probe resulted in 
about two-fold increase of power density at the tissue surface KD, compensating optical losses along the LED-Tissue path. 
The miniature LIF system included autonomous LED illuminating module, bifurcated multifiber probe with concentrator 
and fiberoptic spectrometer S2000 (Ocean Optics, USA) was tested clinically. We compared the autofluorescence readings 
form living and excised human tissues of different morphological structure and state e.g. polyp, gall-bladder, skin, using 
He-Cd laser and LED illumination module and the result proved the applicability of the latter for tasks of autofluorescence 
diagnosis. 
Authors are seeking further improvement and miniaturization of proposed LIF system in using coatings for condenser optics, 
replacement of CCD-spectrometer with simpler photodiode comparative circuit providing the R/G ratio readings only, as well 
as rapidly changing situation on the optoelectronic market would result in bringing new LED products with preferred optical 
characteristics (e.g. see information about deep blue LED Chips8). 
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ABSTRACT 

Based on the microscopic properties of colonic tissues, a five-layer colon optical model was developed to calculate the 
excitation light distribution in the tissue and the fluorescence escape function from the tissue by Monte Carlo 
simulations. The theoretically modeled fluorescence spectrum fits well to the experimental results, demonstrating that 
the microscopic properties of tissue applied in the colon optical model can be quantitatively correlated with the 
macroscopic autofluorescence measurements. 

Keywords: fluorescence microscopy and imaging, laser-induced intrinsic fluorescence, fluorescence escape function, 
tissue optics, Monte Carlo modeling. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recently years, there have been many reports on the laser-induced autofluorescence (LIAF) macroscopic 
spectroscopies of human colonic tissues in the literature [1-3]. However, only a few groups investigated the LIAF 
microscopic spectroscopy and imaging of human colonic tissues using visible laser light The microfluorophore 
distributions in tissues have not been studied in detail by separating die different tissue layers in the colon, and the 
spectral differences of different colon layers have not been reported either. A lack of knowledge on the exact 
fluorophore molecules and their spatial distribution inside the colon tissue make it difficult to explain some of the 
macroscopic measurements. We find that the macroscopic autofluorescence observed at the tissue surface is different 
from the intrinsic fluorescence of different tissue layers in colon tissue [4]. In fact, the re-emitted fluorescence 
spectrum is affected by tissue optical properties. Tissue re-absorption and scattering can distort the shape of the 
detected autofluorescence spectrum. Other factors such as the fluorophore distribution in tissue, the quantum yield of 
tissue fluorophores, the geometry of tissue sample, the boundary conditions and the tight excitation/detection 
arrangement [5-6] may also affect the measured autofluorescence spectra. To improve the understanding of tissue 
autofluorescence process emitted from the colonic tissue, a five-layer colon optical model was developed in this study 
to simulate the excitation laser light distribution in the tissue as well as the autofluorescence escape process from the 
tissue. The contributions of each tissue layer in the colon to the total autofluorescence signal at the tissue surface are 
estimated based on this theoretical modeling. The tissue autofluorescence spectrum ranging from 470 to 750 nm was 
also modeled in terms of tissue microscopic optical properties. Note that this theoretical model is based on (1) the 
histological organization of colonic tissues; (2) fluorophore micro-distributions in the colon; (3) the intrinsic 
fluorescence spectra inside the colon, and (4) the available optical properties of colonic tissues. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 The Optical Model of Colon Tissue 
The microscopic properties and images of autofluorescence emissions in human colonic tissues were studied under a 
microspectrophotometric (MSP) system [7]. Fig. 1 shows the typical microscopic autofluorescence image of the colon 
tissue section. It is found that the normal colon tissue consists of a well-defined layer structure, mainly consisting of 
the mucosa, the submucosa, and the muscularis propria. The mean thickness of each tissue layer measured from the 86 
colon sections was estimated as: (i) epithelium, 60 ± 20 ^im; (ii) lamina propria, 440 ±130 ^lm; (iii) muscularis 

mucosa, 60 ± 20 \lta; (iv) submucosa, 540 ±160 \lm; and (v) muscularis propia, 800 ±210 um. 

Therefore, human colonic tissue can be simplified as a five-layer colon optical model that related to the microscopic 
fluorescence properties of tissues and to the published optical parameters of colonic tissues [8-14]. Table 1 outlines 
this model by providing data for the optical parameters (u» m, g) and tissue thickness, d, refractive index, n, at 442 nm 
for each colon layer. To model the fluorescence escape process, optical parameters for the colon model at other 
wavelengths are also required. We compiled the data of each colon layer at 29 different wavelengths from 470 to 750 
nm in 10-nm intervals using the data from the literature [8-13]. For example, Table 1 also lists the optical parameters 
for fluorescence wavelength at 510 nm. 

Table 1 Tissue optical parameters (u„, u» g, n, d) of the five-layer colon optical model for Monte 
Carlo simulations at 442 and 510 nm, respectively. 

Tissue Optical 
Parameters Epithelium Lamina 

Propria 
Muscularis 

Mucosa Submucosa Muscularis 
Propria 

Ha (cm"1) 
2.1 
2.0 

2.9 
1.0 

4.5 
3.2 

7.5 
2.6 

6.0 
3.0 

m (cm1) 200 
180 

130 
90 

112 
70 

116 
81 

12 
70 

g 
0.94 
0.94 

0.92 
0.92 

0.94 
0.94 

0.94 
0.94 

0.94 
0.94 

n 1.38 
1.38 

1.38 
1.38 

139 
1.39 

138 
1.38 

139 
1.38 

d(um) 60 440 60 540 800 
(a)Note that in each row, the first and the second sets of data correspond to the optical parameters at 442 and 510 nm, 
respectively, u, is the absorption coefficient (cm'1); u, is the scattering coefficient (cm"1); g is the scattering anisotropy; 
n is the tissue refractive index; and d is tissue thickness. 

2.2 The Intrinsic Fluorescence Spectra 
Fig. 2 shows a typical intrinsic fluorescence spectra of different colon layers measured from a lO-jam normal tissue 
section under excitation laser light at 442 nm [4]. The intrinsic fluorescence of various tissue layers in colon differs in 
both the spectral shape and intensity of the florescence emission, suggesting that fundamentally different fluorophores 
may be present in the respective colon layers. The superficial layers (epithelium and lamina propria) are characterised 
by a fluorescence intensity significantly lower than that of the connective inner layers (muscularis mucosa and 
submucosa tissues). Thus fluorescence from the submucosa dominates over the fluorescence from the mucosal layer, 
and fluorescence from the muscularis propria of normal colon is extremely weak. From Fig. 2, it is also found that the 
spectral shape of colon autofluorescence observed from bulk tissues is quite different from the intrinsic spectra of 
different layer colon tissues. This is actually caused by the effects of tissue optics. Therefore, the studies on colon 
autofluorescence microscopy and imaging confirm that the major fluorescing fluorophores are located in the muscularis 
mucosae and submucosal layers, and thus provide the fundamental knowledge for Monte Carlo modeling of laser-tissue 
interactions. 
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Fig. 1 Typical autofluorescence image of a 10-(Jm colon 
section obtained by the MSP system using laser excitation 
light at 442 nm. Magnification 40x. 

EDO 3D COO 6BD TO T50 
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Fig. 2 The intrinsic autofluorescence spectra of normal 
colon fluorophores at different tissue layers of a 10-^im 
normal colon tissue section obtained by the MSP system 
under 442 nm laser light excitation. The macroscopic 
autofluorescence spectrum of the bulk colon tissue is also 
shown for comparison 

2.3 The Intrinsic Fluorescence Coefficient ß(Xa, Xm, z) 
The intrinsic fluorescence coefficient, ß(X«, Xau z), is denoted as the product of the absorption coefficient of the 
fluorophore, Ha.flUOr (cm"1), and the quantum yield Y for fluorescence emissions. Within a tissue layer, ß can be 
considered as a constant and therefore can be denoted as a function of z. Using the MSP system, one can measure the 
relative ß distributions inside the tissue. The fluorophore density p(z) can be calculated from the digital 
autofluorescence image. The intrinsic spectra of different tissue layers measured with the MSP (Fig. 2) were 
normalised to equivalent overall integral intensity (the areas from 470 to 750 nm under each normalised intrinsic 
spectral curve are the same), and is denoted as Itotrin(^e» Km, z), which is dimensionless. Then the ß can be obtained 
using [15]: 

ß(A,Q[, A,em> z)=p(z) x Iintrin(A.ec, *-em> z) 

Fig.3 shows an example of the intrinsic fluorescence coefficient ß(X«=442nm, Ä^n^lOnm, z) distribution (relative 
values) inside the model colon tissue obtained from the MSP measurements of colon tissue sections. 

2.4 Escape Function E(Xem, r, z) of Fluorescence 
Once a fluorophore emits a fluorescence photon, that photon must reach the surface and escape to be observed. The 
escape function E(Xem, r, z) is the surface distribution as a function of radial position (r) of escaping photons from a 
point source of fluorescence at depth z and radial position r=0 within a tissue of thickness D. It can be calculated by 
Monte Carlo simulation. The unit of E is in cm"1. Simulations were conducted for a series of depths (z) inside the 
tissue, using the optical parameters for the fluorescence wavelengths of interest. 

2.5 Total Observed Fluorescence F(Xa, %tm z) 
The escape functions for the point fluorescence sources E(A,em, r, z) were convolved with the distribution of the 
fluorescence sources [ß(k«, kaa, z)-«^^ r» z, 0)], yielding the total observed fluorescence, ¥(7^, Xem, z), in units of 
W/cm2, escaping at the tissue surface [16] 

The convolution in the above equation can be implemented numerically using discrete values for O and E that were 
generated by the Monte Carlo simulation, and the experimentally determined ß. The Monte Carlo simulation program 
(MCML simulation code) [17] was used to calculate the excitation light distribution inside the colon tissue which was 
modeled as a five-layer structure. To calculate the fluorescence escape function, the source code was modified to 
simulate the light propagation process for an isotropic fluorescence point source buried at depth z inside the tissue. One 
million photons were launched in each simulation. 
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3. MONTE CARLO MODELING RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 The Excitation Laser Light (442 nm) Distribution inside Colon Tissue 

Fig. 4 shows the Monte Carlo simulation results of the 442 nm excitation light distribution, O, as a function of tissue 
depth, z. It is found that the mucosa is the tissue layer mainly involved in the irradiation procedure and that, on 
considering an average mucosa thickness of 560 urn, only 15-30 % of the incident light fluence can reach the 
underlying structure, i.e., the submucosal layer. Very little 442 nm light further penetrates into the muscularis propria 
layer (tissue depth>l mm), thus the muscularis propria tissue has a negligible contribution to total measured 
autofluorescence signal under the 442 nm light excitation. 

3.2 Fluorescence Point Sources and Total Fluorescence 

By the Monte Carlo method, we simulated one hundred fluorescence point sources at different depths inside the colon 
tissue (z ranged from 0 to 1000 um), each emitting 1,000,000 photons isotropically. A series of the point fluorescence 
sources were distributed along the z-axis. 

Fig. 5 shows an example of the fluorescence escape function E(X=510 nm, r, z) of fluorescence point sources located at 
depths 9.85, 132.17, 510.64, and 804.54 um inside the colon. It is found the peak value of the escape function is 
strongly dependent on the depth of point source. Less fluorescence can reach the top surface from deeper point 
sources, and the distributions are less peaked The maximum value of the epithelium escape function is approximately 
50, 200, and 610 times larger than that of the fluorescence sources arising from the lamina propria, the muscularis 
mucosa, and the submucosa, respectively. 

Fig. 6 shows the total fluorescence F(A,=510 nm, r) at the surface of colon tissue from tissue layers of a 10-um 
thickness at depths of 9.85, 132.17, 510.64, and 804.54 urn, respectively. It is found that when z increases, the 
maximum height of fluorescence decreases, while its width increases. Thus, the light from a point fluorescence source 
inside the tissue will be attenuated and spread into a circular spot at the tissue surface when it escapes from the tissue. 
It is also find that even for the point source located at a depth of 800 urn, the FWHM of F(\, r) is only 1.2 mm, which 
is still much smaller than the fluorescence collection size (4 mm) of our detection system [18]. This indicates that the 
spectral distortion caused by the excitation/collection geometry in this study can be ignored, and the one-dimensional 
approximation for calculating the observed fluorescence is also valid 

Fig. 7 shows the fluorescence escape function E(X,=510nm, z) versus the depth of the fluorescence source inside the 
colon tissue. 

3.3 Estimation of Fractional Contributions of Different Tissue Layers to the Total Observed Autofluorescence 

The product of the <I>(z), E(z), and ß(z) versus tissue depth z is shown in Fig. 8. Integration of the curve in Fig. 8 yields 
fractional contributions of different tissue layers in colon to the total observed fluorescence signal. It is found mat in 
normal colonic tissue, about 70% of the 510-nm fluorescence at the colonic tissue surface originates from the mucosal 
tissue, 30% comes from the underlying submucosal tissue. The muscularis-fat tissue contributes nearly nothing to the 
observed fluorescence signal. This is the results caused by the low rate of both the excitation light distribution inside 
the tissue and the fluorescence escape efficiency (Figs. 4 and 7). The above theoretical predictions indicate that tissue 
autofluorescence measurement is a surface enhanced technique. The reliability of the above predictions has been 
proven in the tissue photobleaching experiment [18]. 
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Fig. 5 Escape function £(^„„=510 nm, r, z) of Fig. 6 The total fluorescence F(X,em=510 nm, r) at the 
fluorescence point source at tissue depths of 9.85,132.17, surface of colon tissue from tissue layers of 10-um 
510.64, and 804.54 um, respectively. thickness at depths of 9.85, 132.17, 510.64, and 804.54 
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Fig. 7 Fluorescence escape function E(z) versus the depth   Fig. 8 The <£(z)-E(z)-ß(z) function versus tissue depth, z. 
of the point source inside the normal colon tissue 
(Fluorescence wavelength: 510 nm). 
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3.4 Comparison of the Modeled Autofluorescence Spectrum with the Experimental Results 

With a specific excitation/collection geometry (a large illumination area and a small detection area), we find that 
although the intensity of in vitro macroscopic autofluorescence varies from different tissue specimens, the spectral line- 
shape of autofluorescence dose not vary significantly, and the spectral maximum position of autofluorescence nearly 
remains constant at 506 ± 2 nm. It should be noted that the details of the spectral line-shape in 530-590 nm do change 
from case to case due to the tissue re-absorption of the fluorescence light and the variation in the amount of the various 
absorption chromophores in the blood [19]. The oxyhaemoglobin found in vitro in the specimens is an artefact caused 
by diffusion of hemolysed blood into the vascular wall after surgical resections. 

Fig. 9 shows the modeled colon autofluorescence spectrum and the experimental autofluorescence spectra. For 
comparison purpose, each curve is normalized to a maximum intensity of 100. It is found that the modeled spectrum 
shows a prominent green fluorescence peak at 510 nm, which is close to the experimental peak position of 506 nm. The 
4-nm wavelength shift between the experimental and the modeled peak positions could have arisen from our simulation 
errors using 10-nm interval. The effects of the absorption at 540 and 580 nm on autofluorescence light by blood [16] 
are also found in both the experimental spectra and the Monte Carlo simulation curve. From Fig. 9, it is found that the 
theoretical curve lying in the regions of 470-520 nm and 600-750 nm fits well to the experimental data since light 
absorption by blood in this two regions is relatively small [20]. However, the big difference between the experimental 
and the calculated autofluorescence spectra appears over the strong haemoglobin absorption band of 530-590 nm [19, 
20]. This difference is due to the increased haemoglobin absorption in colon tissues, indicating that the data on 
microscopic properties of tissue for the 530-590 nm fluorescence used in the theoretical modeling may not truly reflect 
the actual situation in the bulk colon tissue. Thus, variation in the blood amount would play a major role at 
wavelengths of 530-590 nm, suggesting that the optical parameters evaluated from in vitro situations for Monte Carlo 
simulation should be handled cautiously for an in vivo evaluation. 

Monte Cario SimJation 
Experimental Data 

Wavelength (nm) 

Fig. 9 Comparison of the modeledfluorescence spectrum by Monte Carlo simulations 
with the experimental autofluorescence spectra 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the five-layer colon optical model, we have calculated the excitation light distribution inside the tissue, the 
fluorescence escape function and the tissue autofluorescence spectrum by Monte Carlo simulations using the measured 
intrinsic fluorescence properties of colon tissues, such as fluorophore micro-distributions, the intrinsic fluorescence 
spectra, and optical parameters. The Monte Carlo simulation results of total observed fluorescence at the tissue surface 
show that with the arrangement of a large illumination area and a small detection area, a less distorted fluorescence 
spectra can be obtained. The theoretically modeled spectrum agrees well with the experimental fluorescence spectrum 
in the non-absorption wavelength band of blood, indicating that the microscopic properties of tissue applied in the 
colon optical model can be well correlated with the macroscopic autofluorescence measurements. Therefore, the use of 
the theoretical optical colon model by Monte Carlo simulations, considering the microscopic properties of colon and 
the intrinsic fluorescence distribution in colon, will allow us to optimise the experimental conditions that improve the 
modification of autofluorescence characteristics, thus approaching an in vivo autofluorescence measurements at 
endosccpy. 
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ABSTRACT 

Fluorescence images of ex vivo head and neck tissues were acquired at multiple combinations of emission and excitation 
wavelengths. The wavelength combinations were selected to map different tissue molecules and structures whose fluorescence 
signatures have been used to detect cancer. Fluorescence maps were generated by ratioing fluorescence image intensities. These 
ratio maps enhanced the ability to recognize regions of tumor and other features in tissues. Histopathological analysis was 
performed on the tissue samples. Location and shape of features observed in the fluorescence images were correlated with 
structures observed in histopathology. 

Keywords: Optical Biopsy, Native fluorescence, Oral cavity cancer detection, Thyroid cancer 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Fluorescence spectroscopy is a real-time, non-invasive method which can detect, in vivo, molecular, chemical and 
structural changes in tissues caused by malignancy, before there is visual indication. In this work, 2-D fluorescence images of 
ex vivo head and neck tissues were acquired at multiple combinations of emission and excitation wavelengths. The wavelength 
combinations were selected to identify and map different tissue molecules (collagen, tryptophan, elastin, NADH) whose 
fluorescence signatures have been used to detect changes due to the onset of cancer. This work is part of an effort to develop 
a real time imaging system which will use fluorescence to identify and map cancerous and precancerous regions of tissues. 

Fluorescence was first applied to the detection of cancer in tissue by Alfano et al' and has since been extended to 
tissues of many different origins. The use of excitation and emission spectroscopy in the UV has produced diagnostic accuracies 
greater than 90% using algorithms based on ratios of emission intensities at key wavelengths.2 3 In vivo fluorescence 
measurements of the oral cavity for cancer detection were first performed by a group at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer 
Center.4"9 Multiple emission and excitation scans were employed in this study. Significant spectral differences were observed 
between the control and cancer patients, as well as differences, within patients, between normal and precancerous tissue.10"13 

High diagnostic accuracy was achieved using algorithms based on intensity ratios at different combinations of emission and 
excitation wavelengths corresponding to the absorption and/or emission bands of collagen, tryptophan, elastin and NADH. 
Algorithms based on intensity ratios have the advantage of being independent of fluctuations in excitation power and collection 
geometry. 

The goal of this project is to develop and test a fluorescence imaging system which, in addition to detecting cancer or 
precancer, can identify and image different structures found in head and neck tissues which may provide useful information to 
the physician. In this work, fluorescence images were acquired from various head and neck tissues including tongue, parotid 
gland, thyroid and floor of mouth. Features observed in the images were compared to structures identified by histopathological 
analysis. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The salient features of the imaging system used to acquire the fluorescence images is as follows: The excitation source 

♦Correspondence: Email: alfano@scisun.sci.ccny.cuny.edu. Telephone: 212-650-5531; Fax: 212-650-5530. 
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Figure l(a-c). Base of tongue squamous cell carcinoma fluorescence images at Xem = 380 nm. (a) 300 nm excitation, (b) 340 nm excitation, 
(c) I340/I300 ratio. Images have been inverted. 

(b) 

Figure 2(a-c). Base of tongue squamous cell carcinoma fluorescence images with Aex = 300 nm.(a) 340 nm emission, (b) 440 nm emission, 
(c) I340/I440 ratio. Images have been inverted, i.e. darker areas are higher intensity or ratio. 

is a high power xenon lamp providing broad band excitation in the UV and blue spectral regions. The excitation light was 
delivered to the sample by a UV transmitting liquid light pipe. Excitation intensity at the sample site was approximately 0.5 
mW/cm2. The light pipe was positioned to excite the sample at close to normal incidence in order to optimize uniformity of 
illumination. Excitation wavelength selection was con trolled by narrow band interference filters. The fluorescence was collected 
by a multi element UV lens and imaged onto the photo cathode of a UV sensitive image intensifier. The image magnification 
was varied among the samples to allow the entire sample to fit into the camera frame. Selection of emission wavelength was 
also controlled by narrow band interference filters. The fluorescence signal was amplified by the image intensifier and relayed 
to a monochrome CCD video camera. The output of the CCD was transferred to a frame grabber mounted in a Personal 
Computer. Images were captured at 640 x 480 pixels at a rate of 30 frames per second. 

Fresh tissues were acquired from the Department of Otolaryngology at New York Eye and Ear Infirmary (NYEEI). 
Samples were stored at 4°C, but otherwise untreated prior to acquisition of the fluorescence images. Images were acquired at 
five different excitation/emission wavelength combinations: The first filter combination primarily measures tryptophan 
emission. The second filter combination measures emission from collagen, elastin and NADH. The third combination measures 
emission from NADH and elastin. The fourth combination primarily measures collage emission; 340 nm is the absorption peak, 
and 380 nm is the emission peak of collagen. The fifth filter combination also measures emission from NADH and elastin. For 
each wavelength combination, 25 frames were acquired and stored for averaging and further processing. The spatial resolution 
of this system is approximately 100 um, and is limited by the image intensifier resolution. 

After completion of the fluorescence measurements, the samples were placed in formalin and returned to the NYEEI 
Department of Pathology for histopathological analysis. 

3. ANALYSIS OF FLUORESCENCE IMAGES 

All the samples exhibited some similar spectral characteristics in their respective fluorescence images. The tumor 
regions of the samples consistently demonstrated weaker emission at A,em = 440 nm than the non-tumor regions. The regions 
of normal tissue exhibited higher emission than the cancer samples at Xem = 380 nm for A.ex = 340 nm excitation, while for 300 
nm excitation no clear differences were observed in the 380 nm emission intensity. 
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These spectral difference between normal and cancer tissue regions can be observed in the base of tongue sample whose 
fluorescence images are shown in Figs. 1(a) and (b). The region in the upper part of the sample was diagnosed by pathology 
as a squamous cell carcinoma while the rest of the sample consisted of normal tissue. Fig. 1(a) shows the lm emission with A.,« 
= 300 nm. Fig. 1(b) shows the I440 emission with Xt% = 300 nm. The images have been inverted such that darker areas represent 
higher emission intensity. The cancer region demonstrated higher tryptophan emission (Aem = 340 nm) as compared to the 
normal region. However, the NADH emission (Aem = 440 nm), from the cancer region was significantly weaker than from the 
normal region. These differences can be further highlighted by generating ratio maps of the 1^ and I^o images. The I340/L,40 

ratio map is shown in Fig. 1(c), in which the cancer region exhibited a significantly higher WIMO ratio than the normal region. 
In Fig. 1(c) areas of higher ratio are shown as darker regions. 

Examination of the 380 nm emission images from the same sample also show large differences between the cancer and 
normal regions. The 380 nm emission images with Xa = 300 nm and Xa = 340 nm are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), 
respectively. At Xn = 300 nm, the I380 image does not show large differences in emission intensity between the normal and tumor 
regions.  However, for Aex = 340 nm, the normal tissue 
region exhibits much stronger emission than the cancer 
region. This is a result of the exciting light not being able to 
penetrate the thicker basal cell layer of the tumor and 
exciting the collagen located underneath. The lM!Jlm ratio 
map, shown in Fig. 2(c), clearly delineates the cancer 
region, marked by a low IM(JIm ratio, from the normal 
region with a high IVI300ratio- 

The ability of fluorescence imaging to locate and 
identify tumor regions as well as other structures in tissues 
is evidenced in the image shown in Fig.3. This figure shows 
the 380 nm emission image (Xn = 340 nm)from a papillary 
carcinoma of the thyroid surrounded by a collagen capsule. 
Pathological analysis identified the center of the capsule as 
a papillary carcinoma. The carcinoma has broken out of the 
capsule and spread to other areas of the thyroid as identified 
in Fig. 3. Pathology also identified regions of normal 
thyroid, connective tissue, and fibrous tissue in the sample.   F'8ure 3- Fluorescence image from papillary carcinoma of the thyroid 
These regions are indicated in the Figure. It is observed that surrounded by a collagen capsule.  The tumor has broken out of the 
the collagen capsule, as expected, has very strong emission  bottom of the caPsule< *« = 340 ^ *em = 380 nm. Darker regions 
at 380 nm. The fibrous and connective tissue with high ^present higher intensity. 
collagen content also exhibit strong 380 nm emission, while 
the cancer regions exhibit weak collagen emission. The 
location of the break in the capsule where the tumor has 
broken out can be identified by the low intensity area -\ 
towards the bottom of the collagen ring. Below, and on 
either side of the capsule are regions of weak collagen signal 
surrounded by stronger signal areas. The weak signal areas 
have been identified by pathology as pockets of tumor 
surrounded by higher collagen content fibrous tissue. The 
normal tissue region towards the top of the sample has also 
has higher 380 nm emission than the tumor areas. The 
normal connective tissue on the upper right, with its higher 
collagen content is seen to have higher emission intensity 
than the other regions, with the exception of the capsule. 

The WI440 fluorescence ratio image from this same 
sample is shown in Fig. 4. As seen in the figure, the ratio 
from the cancerous regions are greater than fromthenormal  Figure 4. Fluorescence Ratio, WW image from a thyroid papillary 
regions. The pockets of tumor towards the bottom of the carcinoma. 5w= 300 nm. 

Fibrous 
Tissue 
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sample are identified by the high ratio areas surrounded by low ratio areas of fibrous tissue. The collagen capsule has an 
exceptionally low ratio. This is the result of collagen re-absorption of the 340 nm emission signal. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

This work demonstrates that fluorescence imaging at multiple wavelengths in the ultraviolet coupled with intensity 
ratio maps generated from these images, can be used to identify regions of tumor and other structures in tissues. Ratio maps 
generated by dividing the I340 emission image by the L^, emission image, and dividing the I380 emission image with 340 nm 
excitation by the image with I300 excitation show clear differences between regions of tumor and normal tissue regions. The 
extension of this work to in vivo measurements may provide physicians with a valuable clinical tool to aide in the identification 
of tumor. 
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ABSTRACT 
Normal, flbroadenoma, malignant, and adipose breast tissues were investigated using Kubelka-Munk 

Spectral Function (KMSF). The spectral features in KMSF were identified and compared with absorption spectra 
determined by transmission measurements. A specified spectral feature measured in adipose tissue was assigned 
to ß-carotene, which can be used to separate fat from other molecular components in breast tissues. The peaks of 
(KMF) at 260nm and 280nm were attributed to DNA and proteins. The signal amplitude over 255nm to 265nm 
and 275nm to 285nm were found to be different for 
malignant fibroadenoma, and normal tissues. 

Keywords: Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy, Breast 
Cancer Diagnose, Optical biopsy DNA, proteins, 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In our previous results, the fluorescence (1), 

excitation (2), and diffuse reflectance spectra (3) from 
different types human breast tissues have been studied as 
a potential clinical tool for cancer screening purposes. 
These characteristics may be reflected in the absorption 
spectra of these tissues. Due to multiple photon 
scattering, direct measurement of absorption spectra of 
tissues by conventional transmission means is not easily 
done. Bigio and co-workers investigated elastic 
scattering spectroscopy in the visible region for diagnosis 
of tissue pathologies (4). They claimed the spectrum of 
scattering light is different for different tissues. 

In this paper, the diffuse reflectance spectrum 
and Kubelka-Munk function from breast tissues was 
obtained to give information about the changes in 
tissues. The spectral features of the Kubelka-Munk 
function were attributed to hemoglobin (oxygenated 
and deoxygenated hemoglobin), collagen, and ß- 
carotene (in adipose tissue), proteins and nucleic acid 
components. The averaged amplitude of K-M function 
at 275nm to 285nm and 255nm to 265nm can be used 
to produce a criterion to distinguish malignant from 
fibroadenoma and benign breast tissue 

Figure 1. Photograph of typical specimen in cuvette. The 
specimen was diagnosed as poorly differentiated carcinoma 
Diffuse reflectance method gave results on location as follow: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
f275285 10.9 13.0 2.0 14.2 15.3 3.5 12.3 
f2S5265 14.1 30.5 1.64 31.4 38.1 3.6 13.6 

fdfin 0.03 0.04 0.12 0.06 0.41 0.10 0.06 
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2. MATERIALS 
Excised benign, adipose, fibroadenoma and malignant breast tissue samples were obtained from St. Vincent 

Hospital, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, and National Disease Research Interchange (NDRI). Specimens were 
neither chemically treated nor frozen prior to spectroscopic measurements. Samples of random shapes were mounted in a 
lcmxlcmx5cm commercial quartz cuvette and closely attached to its inner surface for measurement of spectra. Usually, the 
spectra were measured at up to 3 different location of the sample. The photograph of typical specimen in the cuvette was 
displayed in Fig. 1. The malignant breast tissue specimens were classified into carcinoma in situ, infiltrating or invasive 
carcinoma, and mixed in situ and invasive (part in situ and part invasive) according to the pathology report. 25 invasive 
carcinoma, 22 mixed in situ and invasive, 14 fibroadenoma, 44 benign, and 31 adipose specimens have been studied. The 
pathological classifications of these specimens were displayed in Table 1. 

The diffuse reflectance, Table 1 .Pathological classification of specimens. 
fluorescence, and excitation 
spectra were performed from 
same spot of the sample, using 
an automated dual lamp-based 
spectrophotometer (Mediscience 
Technology Corp. CD scanner.). 
The measurements of diffuse 
reflectance spectra were selected 
using synchronized scan mode, 
in which the emission and 
excitation monochromators were 
scanning on the same 
wavelengths synchronously. The 
diffuse reflectance spectrum was scanned from 250nm to 650nm. 

As a reference standard, ß-carotene crystal was obtained commercially from Sigma Co. And was dissolved in 
alcohol. The concentration of the carotene solution was 0.8 mg/ml. The small particles of Ti203 (0.2n) were added into 
carotene solution to enhance the scattering signal during diffuse reflectance measurements. 

No. Description Total 
Malignant 

1 Ductal carcinoma 41 
2 Lobular carcinoma 2 
3 Mixed ductal and lobular carcinoma 3 
4 Mucinous carcinoma 1 

Benign 
1 
2 

Fibroadenoma 

Fibrocystic change 
Benign and native tissue 

Fibroadenoma 

13 
31 
14 

Adipose Adipose 31 

3. MODEL 
Kubelka and Munk function 

obtained from diffuse reflectance is 
(5,6) 

/K1-IL.)2/2R-. =k/s,      (1) 
The function/is the ratio of absorption 
to scattering coefficients 

In our experiment, the 
standard scatter is certified Spectralon 
™ 99% Reflection Standard 
(Labsphere, North Surton, NH). Where 

R~ sample/ R» STD = r°° ■ Aüd 
/(h.)=(l-r-)2/2/-~=k/s.(2) 

Taking the logarithm of K-M function 
gives: 

Log/(rM)=log k-log s (3) 
Plotting log/(r„o) against the 

wavelength for a particular sample, the 
curve obtained corresponds to the 
absorption spectrum of the compound 
with intercept displacement given by 
-log s in the ordinate axis. 
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Figure 2 Diffuse reflectance spectra of benign, malignant, adipose tissue and ß- 
carotene solution. The ß-carotene is dissolved in alcohol. The concentration is 
0.8 mg/ml. The small particle Ti203 (0.2jx) was added into carotene solution 
during diffuse reflectance measurement. All of the spectra have been 
normalized to area. 
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4. RESULTS 
The diffuse reflectance was measured from several types of tissues and chemicals from 250nm to 650nm. These 

reflectance spectra were displayed in Fig. 2. The K-M function from ß-carotene solution, adipose, benign and malignant 
tissues were generated from the diffuse reflectance spectrum. The corresponding K-M functions were displayed in Fig. 3. 

From Fig. 3, one noticed several peaks near 550nm, 480nm, 420nm, 280nm and 265nm. The absorption spectrum of 
ß-carotene solution was also plotted in Fig. 3 for comparison. There was no carotene peak at 480nm in K-M function of 
benign or malignant breast tissues. The feature of ß-carotene peak definitely appeared in adipose tissue. The averaged 
amplitude of K-M function at 480nm for different tissue was shown in Table 2. From Table 2 one can noticed that only 
adipose tissue gave higher amplitude (0.8710.39) at 480nm than other tissues. 

Table 2. The amplitude of K-M function at 480nm for different kind of breast tissue. 
Invasive Mixed Benign Fibroadenoma Adipose 

/(r-> '480nm 0.2210.27 0.1410.10 0.1210.11 0.1210.09 0.8710.39 

c 
o 
o 
c 
3 **- 

I 

Ai. 

malignant 

0 
200 

D 

o 
c 
o 

o 

TO 

arotene solution 

Some features can be found 
in the K-M curves of malignant, 
fibroadenoma and benign breast tissue. 
The peak near 280nm was appeared 
for all kind of tissue, but the amplitude 
was different. The amplitude of 
malignant was higher than 
fibroadenoma and benign tissue. This 
peak is corresponding to the 
absorption of proteins. The another 
peak near 265nm only appeared for 
malignant tissue. This peak is 
corresponding to the absorption of 
DNA. For fibroadenoma, the peak of 
K-M curve near 280nm is uncertain. 
Some specimen was higher some was 
lower but no 265nm peak was 
observed as compared to malignant 
tissue. 

The    averaged    value     of 
amplitude   of  K-M   function   from 
275nm to 285nm and 255nm to 265nm 
were   selected  as  the  parameter to 
characterize the benign, fibroadenoma 
and malignant (invasive carcinoma 
and mixed invasive carcinoma and 
carcinoma in situ) breast tissues. The 
data  of K-M   function, ffrj),   and 
logarithm K-M function, log /fr~), 
averaged at 275nm to 285nm and 
255nm to 265nm for various tissues 
were shown in Table 3. The values of 
/('"Oo)275nm-285nm and/(h.)255nm-265nm had higher value for malignant and lower value for benign tissue, such as/(h.)275nm-285nm> the 
averaged value was 13.11110.39 for invasive carcinoma, 5.2314.16 for mixed carcinoma, and 0.8810.69 for benign tissue. 
The values of /(h^snm^ssnm for these different tissues was different. This parameter could be used as criteria to separate 
benign from malignant tissue but failed to separate fibroadenoma from malignant tissue. The averaged value of/(rM)275nm-285nm 
and/(r„)255nm-265nm for fibroadenoma was 5.2315.69 and 3.6214.41 separately. It had higher value than benign tissue. 

300 400 500 600 

Wavelength (nm) 

o 
700 

Fig.5b 

Figure 3. The corresponding Kubelka-Munk functions of ß-carotene solution, 
adipose, benign and malignant tissues transformed from diffuse reflectance 
spectrum. The absorption spectrum of ß-carotene solution determined by 
transmission measurement was also presented for comparison. 
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Table 3:The averaged value of K-M function /(rM) and logarithm K-M function (log/(rM)) at 275nm-285nm and 
255nm-265nm for different kind of breast tissues. 

Type of specimen Averaged at 275nm to 285nm Averaged at 255nm to 265nm 

.f(r-) log/(r„) /(r-) log/(r«,) 
Invasive carcinoma 13.11110.39 0.98+0.39 19.05+18.70 1.0610.52 

Mixed invasive and in situ 5.23±4.16 0.5810.36 8.78113.30 0.6510.50 
Benign 0.88±0.69 -0.15+0.29 0.66+0.70 -0.3610.39 

Fibroadenoma 5.23±5.69 0.4810.46 3.6214.41 0.2410.56 
Adipose 4.9210.69 0.5010.44 8.32110.31 0.5510.68 

Fibroadenomas are usually found in young women. It, the most common neoplasm of the breast, is a tumor 
composed of epithelial and stromal elements that originates from the terminal duct lobular unit. It is important to distinguish 
fibroadenoma from malignancy. From Table 3, it was found the averaged amplitude of /f)*"o„)255nm-265nm was higher than 
#"~)275nm-285nm for malignant tissue and lower for benign and fibroadenoma tissue. The another ratio parameter A=[/"(h„)275nm- 
285nn04-[/T'"~)255nm-265nm] was selected. The statistical averaged values, standard deviations and peak position of Gaussian fit 
curve of parameter A were given in Table 4. To explore the difference of parameter A for different kind of tissues had 
significant or not? The 't test' was calculated. The P value was equal to zero for either group the invasive carcinoma and 
fibroadenoma or group the mixed and fibroadenoma. The difference of A parameter between these two groups was 
significantly. 

Table 4. The averaged value of parameter A=[/(rO0)275Iun-285nm]-;-[/(r~)255nm-265nm] for different kind breast 
tissues. 

Type of specimen  A=\f(i„)2y5Bm_2iSnm Mf (r-kssnn^snm 1  
Statistical mean value and standard 

deviation 
Gauss fit center and width 

invasive 0.9310.52 0.8510.35 
Mixed invasive and in situ 0.8910.36 0.8510.31 

Benign 1.9711.42 1.4910.84 
Fibroadenoma 1.8210.56 1.6410.48 

In conclusion, for malignant tissues, the proteins absorption was higher and the DNA absorption was found. For 
benign tissues, the absorption of proteins was lower and less DNA absorption was found. For fibroadenoma tissue, 
sometimes even the proteins absorption was as higher as malignant tissue, but less DNA absorption was found. Connected 
the change of absorption of DNA and proteins, malignant can be separated not only from benign tissue and also from 
fibroadenoma. 
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Interferometric 2D and 3D tomography of photoelastic media 
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ABSTRACT 

The experimental study of mechanical stress distribution in biological tissues in-vivo is of interest for some biomedical 
applications. This work considers the problem of light and stressed tissue interaction and the inverse problem of stress field 
reconstruction in 2D and 3D cases. Optical tomography is one of the most promising methods of solving these problems. 
This technique involves the reconstruction of the refractive index field using the measurements of waveform distortion. The 
reconstruction of stress field requires establishing the relation of the stress tensor to the variation of refraction index. A 
simple photoelastic mode! is a reasonable first approximation due to normal functioning of biological tissue. The 
propagation equation that describes the light propagation through the optically active elastic media obtained in the solving 
of the forward problem in terms of geometric optics approach. Interferometric, shlieren and depolarization methods of 
experimental data acquisition are considered. In general, 3D state of a stressed tissue should be described by six components 
of the stress tensor, but only three propagation equations appear to be independent. To close the system of equations, we 
have used three partial differential equilibrium equations with appropriate boundary conditions. The system of equations of 
interferometric tomography is studied in detail. In this case, the separation of stress tensor components results from 
analytical solving in the Radon domain. For special case of 2D deformation we need only one propagation equation and two 
equilibrium equations. It is shown that 3D problem can not be reduced to 2D problem in the general case of tensor field 
tomography. This sends us in search of special 3D algorithms. The use of wavelets is one of perspective ways of 
tomographic reconstruction under strong noise. 2D and 3D algorithms of the inverse Radon transform through inverse 
wavelet transform in noisy conditions have been developed. 

Keywords: photoelasticity; interpherometric method; tomography 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

This work presents a new method of reconstruction of a stress field in the framework of a simple elastic model. This work 
has its origin in continuum mechanics where elastic media are currently of no concern because they are thought to be well - 
investigated. However, from a biomedical standpoint the elastic model is still interesting in the light of the normal tissue 
functioning. Possible applications of the method proposed are in-vivo diagnostics and monitoring. 

2.   PHOTOELASTIC RELATION AND LIGHT TRANSPORT EQUATION 

The electromagnetic wave propagating through the anisotropic medium in the direction s splits into two waves, which have 
mutually perpendicular planes of polarization, as shown in Fig 1. These waves have different phase velocities or, in other 
words, the anisotropic medium can be characterized by two refractive indices dependent on the direction s. 
The light transport equation obtained in terms of the geometric optics approach is derived as the solution of the wave 
equation 

c>dt>D, + dx,dXj
Ej   dx/

E'   °' 
(1). 

where E is the electric intensity, D is the electric induction, and e is permittivity. 

Further information: contact Igor Patrickeyev, e-mail: pat@icmm.ru, http://www.icmm.ru/~pat 
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In contrast to the anisotropic medium in which s is a tensor, the isotropic medium is characterized by a scalar permittivity. 

Let us suppose that the tissue behaves in the same manner as the elastic medium. This model is a reasonable first 
approximation for the normal tissue functioning. In this case the Maxwell equation for piezoelectric effects defines the 
relationship between the permittivity and stress tensors 

(2) 

Sij= [so + (ci + 2 d) cro] Sij + (ci - C2) a'ij, 

Here e0 is the permittivity of the initial (stress-free) medium, a is .the stress tensor, and Ci and c2 are the piezo-optic 
coefficients. 

The permittivity tensor can be represented as an ellipsoid whose orientation and dimensions depend on the permittivity 
tensor components. Each central cross-section of the ellipsoid is an ellipse corresponding to the birefringence in the normal 
direction s. The ellipse axes are equal to refractive indices n defined as the square root of z. 

In the special case of axial loading, each cross-section has two axes, one dependent on s and the other independent of s. 
These axes are the refractive indices of extraordinary ray rie and ordinary ray no. The case when loads are directed along x3 is 
shown in Fig. 2. Here the ellipsoid is the ellipsoid of rotation. It has one optical axis coincident with the direction of loading. 
The birefringence effect caused by external loads is described for index rie by equation 

n=n. SQ+C\&3 

(3) 

Here no is the refractive index in the stress-free medium. The maximal value of ne corresponds to s perpendicular to loads 
(orthex3 axis in example) is 

]+C,CT3 
2 

no 

If the loads have similar direction at each point, then the stress state will be described by the stress tensor component a only. 
This value can be obtained from a scalar tomographic experiment in which the ray goes through 3D medium at different 
angles. The integral optical effects - rotation of the polarization plane or deviation of the ray from the rectilinear path - 
caused by the difference in refractive indices can be measured when the ray leaves the medium. 

In 3D case the ellipse can have different orientations. Hence, unlike the scalar tomography where each medium point gives 
the same value independent of the direction of the light ray s, in 3D case the ellipsoid cross-sections depend on s. The 
integral optical effects depend on s as well. The principal values of the permittivity tensor et and e2 can be expressed in 
terms of the tensor component of the cross-section perpendicular to s as 

su = \[(s„ + sj±^s„-sj + 4(£j]. 

We have derived the same expression for the refractive index by expanding the square root into series and have retained the 
first terms for the case of weak birefringence. The substitution of this expression into equation (2) gives the final result 
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All above expressions are written in local coordinates. Equations of the absolute coordinate system are more complicated. 
The tomographic experiment is not reduced to translucence of a medium on independent parallel planes as in scalar 
tomography. 

The tomographic experiment planning is required to answer the following questions. Which optical parameter should be 
measured in the experiment and how to reconstruct the stress field via experimental results? There are many methods of 
data acquisition different in their requirements to equipment and capability to reconstruct stresses. One of the well-defined 
methods is integrated photoelasticity. With this method, the difference in optical paths AC, is measured 

^ = q~1^(^jbibr^JqlqJ)
2 + 4(a,'Jbiqjfds. 

(5) 

The obtained data depend non-linearly on the stress tensor components. Hence we can reconstruct the stress by solving the 
system of non-linear equations. However this solution is effective in some special cases only. The other method suggests the 
measurement of the sum of optical paths by an interferometer. In contrast to the above method, we have the linear 
dependence of the measured parameter on stress tensor components. This linearity allows us to solve analytically the 
equation system. The value obtained by this method is expressed by equation 

i(r,e)=\[f(x)+SlSjg0(x)]S(< x\e > -r)dx, 

(6) 

which involves the following functions: f being proportional to o and g describing the medium anisotropy. 

Normally the tomographic problems are formulated in terms of the Radon transform. In other words, the acquired value can 
be redefined by the Radon transform operator 

/(r,?)HR,/(r,*)+5,jy3t2gj,(r,?). 

(7) 

The shadow method can be represented as the variation of the interferometric method. With this method we can measure 
the angular deviation of the ray path from rectilinearity. The value acquired by this method can be written in the Radon form 

e(r,S)=^f(r,S)+SlSj%g0(r,S), 

(8) 

In this equation the radial derivative of Radon image is given in a concise form 

or 

(9) 
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From equations (7) and (8) it follows that all stress components contribute to a measured value. The stress field 
reconstruction based on the measured data belongs to the class of ill-posed problems. With Tikhonov's classification in 
mind, we can note that this problem is not completely defined for most stress states. In other words, the number of 
independent light transport equations is less than the number of unknown variables. In the event of scalar tomography we 
have one light transport equation, and, therefore, only the mean value of stress can be reconstructed. In 3D case we have 
extended the scope of plane tomography and suggest a new experimental scheme. It must be emphasized that in the general 
case we have only three independent light transport equations, whereas the complete description of the stress state requires 
six stress tensor components. Because of this, the obtained experimental information is sufficient only for some special 
cases of the stress state. Thus, for 3D case we need additional equations. 

3.    EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS 

To close the system of light transport equations, the equilibrium equations with corresponding boundary conditions have 
been used 

d<Ju , dan , doji ,   *_n 

dxi     8x2     8x3 

8oj1 + da2l+dan+v^0i 

dxi     8X2     8x3 

8aI1+8a2l+dajl + ^ = 0^ 

dxi     8x2     8x3 
(10) 

In this expression v* denotes volume loads. It is interesting to note that in the proposed method the surface loads are 
assumed to be concentrated in the near-surface volume. This statement was numerically illustrated in [1]. The equilibrium 
equations can be written in the Radon form taking into account the relation between the Ration transform of the function 
derivative and the radial derivative of the Radon image of this function 

5R„ 

The final expression for 3D case is as follows 

8%(X1-Xn) 

8 Xi 
= ejWn4(r,e), 

(11) 

cos y/ cos qfft! <ju + cos y/ sin qfR' an + sin yM' <jn + 91 v* - 0, 

cos y/ cos q&V <j12 + cos y/ sin qffi a 22 + sin yM' a 23+ ^ v\ = 0, 

cos y/ cos qfft an + cos W sin gßl' a 23 + sin l^R' a 33 + 9? v] - 0. 

In this expression, <|> and \|/ denote the angular coordinates of vector e in spherical coordinates. 

4.   ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR RADON IMAGES IN 2D AND 3D CASES 

Now we can separate the stress components. The proposed method is based on the analytical solution in Radon space. 
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The special case of the plane stress state in 3D medium is described by three stress tensor components. A priori known that 
the remaining components are equal to zero. The complete system consists of one light transport equation and two 
equilibrium equations 

0 = %f+s^'2gu +s
2

2m'2g22+2s]S2%gn, 

cos qßl'2 cm + sin qfR2 an + ^2 v*= 0, 

cos qß\'2 a 12 + sin qßi'2 a 22+ ^2 v] - 0. 

(12) 

Finally, the solution of this system yields equation 

%&,, = sin <Pk2M-cosqm^ + smcp^v], 

%<722 = cos (pk2M + cos^R2vrsm(ffR2v2, 

^'i<7i2 = -cos<psm<pk2M -sm<p'>R2v]-cosqß{2v2, 
(13) 

where the Radon images of components are expressed via experimentally measured values and boundary conditions and M 
denotes 

M = 9 - cos #>5R2 v* - sin qfR2 v]. 

A general solution for 3D case can be derived in the same way. First, we should close the system by combining three 
equilibrium equations with corresponding boundary conditions and three light transport equations. This system in a concise 
form is 

\ek=%f + si<k>sJ<k>%glJ,   * = 1,2,3 

[eßH'3(yiJ + ^3v>0, / = 1,2,3. 

(14) 
Then we obtain the solution for functions fand g 

2-c 

%g1r(I-h + 2Vl)-[l + (l-2c)e2
l]%f, 

%g22 = (I-h + 2V2)-[l + (l-2c)e22]%f, 

%g33 = (I-Is + 2Vs)-[l + 0-2c)e2sJ%f, 
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m,      _I(l-e2
l-e22)-I1(l-e2

2)-h(l-e2
!)-2e2V1-2e1V2 + 2e2
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2

2(l-2c)%f 
SR3 gi2  j 

w.       _I(l-e22-e2s)-l2(l-e])-h(l-e2
2)-2esV2-2e2Vs + 2e2

2e](l-2c)%f 

w, „   _I(l-e2
1-e2s)-I1(l-ei)-IsO-e2

l)-2esV,-2e,Vs + 2e2
1e

2s(l-2c)W3f 

-Jeies 

where 

7 = /1+/2 + /3,       F = F,+F2+F3 

And finally, we can write the Radon images of all components 

a + Jc2 C2~ Ci 

Ci + <*C2 C2-Ci 

m>       _    2yio   m, r_L. ^"o 
^3 CT33 ■ 3 

C; + 2 c2 
'
1
3J 1  > 
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% <7l2~ 
4 

c2 

m 
-Cl 

»'3 8w 

K'3 <7l3 = 
4 

c2 

no 

-Ci 
% 8,3- 

»'3 O23 ~ 
4 no % S23- 

C2-Ci 

(15). 
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5.   RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHMS 

We have solved the problem for Radon images analytically and now it is necessary to calculate the inverse Radon transform 
numerically. There are many tomographic algorithms and most of them are used for 2D reconstruction from projections. We 
have developed a new algorithm, which belongs to the class of so-called «p - filtering» and can be adapted for 2D and 3D 
cases. The algorithm involves filtering and back projecting. In practice, for stable reconstruction, it is necessary to provide 
the data denoising at high frequencies. Usually, this operation is introduced into the filtering technique. 

Figures 3 and 4 shows the filter gain - frequency curves, which are linear and parabolic in 2D and 3D cases, respectively. 
These curves are plotted for the noiseless data. To obey the regularization requirement, we should suppress the signal at 
high frequencies. As a result, the gain curve tends to zero in this domain. This decreases the accuracy of reconstruction but 
ensures its stability. Thus, we can obtain the stress components from their Radon images or radial derivatives of Radon 
images. 

The new algorithm is based on the wavelet transform and allows us to perform the data denoising simultaneously with 
reconstructing. Let us recall the definition of the Radon transform 

*„Ar,s)= \f(x)S(<x\e>-r)dx 
R" 

(16) 

This equation describes the projection on a secant hyperplane. For 2D case the hyperplane is a straight line, and for 3D a 
plane. By means of the wavelet analysis, we can redefine the Radon transform as a singular wavelet transform, where T is 
the translation, Q is the rotation and D is the dilation operators as 

W„f(r,e)= \f{X){TrQ.'pDaS){X)dX 
R" 

(17) 

The 8-function is not a wavelet in a strict sense, because its mean value is not equal to zero and it is an invariant to dilation. 
However, all main principles of the wavelet analysis are applicable to this function. For example, each projection line can be 
obtained by means of rotations and translation of a fixed straight line. The wavelet image of the function is related to its 
Radon-image 

7(5,a,p) = i5R/(<£|?>,p) 

(18) 

This result was obtained by Mattias Holschneider in 1990 [2]. 

Hence we can reconstruct the function from its wavelet image at noiseless scales. For this, we should take the synthesizing 
wavelet h that will compensate the singularity of 8-function. 

f    i     z.n TO 

/(*)=   lim    f— \dq> \j(b,a,(p)(TsQ'pDah)(x)d5 
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6.   CONCLUSION 

Finally, the proposed method can be outlined as follows: 
1) The acquired data and a priori information are processed on computer to tabulate the separated Radon images and to 
numerically reconstruct the stress tensor components according to the scheme shown in Figure 5. 
2) The proposed approach is intended to reconstruct   the stress state of a medium  in 3D case. It can be simplified by 
applying the additional information in the event of special stress states. 
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ABSTRACT 

We describe a non-invasive method for the determination of optical parameters of highly scattering media, such as 
biological tissue. An advantage of this method is that it does not rely on diffusion theory, thus it is applicable to strongly 
absorbing media and at small source-detector separations. Monte Carlo simulations and phantom measurements are used to 
illustrate the achievable accuracy of the system. The method was applied to non-invasive in-vivo tracking of haemoglobin 
concentration in biological tissue. The results correlated well to clinically (invasively) determined Hb concentrations. 

Keywords: Tissue Optics, Light Scattering, In Vivo measurement, Haemoglobin, Analytes, Non-Invasive, Optical 
Parameters. 

1.   INTRODUCTION: 

The use of optical methods for non-invasive determination of tissue and blood components has advanced in the last few 
years. Pulse oximetry1, laser Doppler flowmetry2, bilirubin determination in neonates and oxygen saturation in tissue are 
just a few examples3. The common phenomena that are detected are changes in the absorption and scattering properties of 
tissue as a result of the variation in concentration of a compound or a structural change in tissue. The experimental 
procedure usually involves measurement of reflectance, transmittance of a tissue at a specific body site and correlating the 
optical parameters with clinical data. Most algorithms rely on the hypothesis that the tissue is highly scattering and can be 
modelled as a semi-infinite homogeneous slab. This simplifying assumption is based upon the observations in some 
occasions that photons undergo many scattering events before being detected, the scattering coefficient of tissue at the 
wavelength of observation is much larger than the absorption coefficient, and the medium is homogeneous. Some of these 
requirements are difficult to fulfil in human tissue, skin tissues in particular, partly because of the high absorption of 
haemoglobin and other pigments at near-infrared wavelengths. We describe a method that does not depend on the diffusion 
theory approximation, thus it can be used at wavelengths where absorption by the tissue is high and can be applied for the 
in-vivo determination of haemoglobin in tissue. 

1 e-mail r.a.bolt@tn.utwente.nl, Bio Physical Techniques Group, Department of Applied Physics, University of Twente, 
P/O Box 217, NL-7500 AE Enschede, the Netherlands. Phone (+31) 53 489 3157, Fax (+31) 53 489 1105 

168 In Optical Biopsy III, Robert R. Alfano, Editor, 
Proceedings of SPIE Vol. 3917 (2000) • 1605-7422/00/$!5.00 



2.   BACKGROUND: 

Although invasive methods for the determination of body components are established for the diagnosis of a variety of 
diseases, non-invasive measurements offer several advantages. Alleviating pain and biohazard contamination are two major 
advantages. Secondly, difficulty of obtaining sufficient samples from paediatric and geriatric patients is also reduced. The 
potential for developing rugged non-invasive devices for testing for hematoma, internal body injuries, port-wine stains, 
bilirubinemia in neonates, anaemia, and other metabolic disorders and tissue structural defects enhances patient care and 
ease of early detecting and treating various diseases. Non-invasive determination of these components is predicated upon 
the ability to determine tissue optical parameters in a simplified way, such as presented in this paper. 

3.   THEORY: 

Several theoretical approaches can be followed to deduce the optical parameters of tissue and hence the concentration of 
analytes or structural features. Analytical approaches, such as the diffusion theory approximation, require the validity of a 
number of assumptions. Among others, the medium must be predominantly scattering (ns'»na), and the detected light must 
have been multiply scattered in the medium (long diffusion path)4'5'6. Numerical methods, such as the Monte Carlo 
simulations, do not have these requirements but are computation-intensive and time consuming. It is not always possible to 
fulfil the requirements of the analytical approach in measurements on human body parts. For instance, the absorption of 
haemoglobin in the relevant region of its spectrum is of the same magnitude as the scattering of tissue. In a medium with 
significant absorption, the diffusion theory approximation can not be used. The Monte Carlo approach, on the other hand, is 
universally applicable but it is very laborious to do an inversion, i.e., to extract the optical parameters from the experimental 
data. To overcome this problem we developed a 2-dimensional diagram, which relates the measured data directly to the 
scattering and absorption coefficients, as suggested by Groenhuis et al7,8. In our system, the tissue is illuminated with a 

Figure 1. The principle of our method: we use a fibre probe to measure the reflected intensities Ph P2, Pj at radial 
distance rh r2 and r3 (Spatially Resolved Diffuse Reflectance measurement, SRDR). Then we insert a pair of these 
reflectance data in a 2-dimensional reference diagram. The figure shows such a diagram relating Pj and P3 on one hand 
to the absorption /ua and reduced scattering p. \ on the other hand. The reference diagram can be calculated using Monte 
Carlo simulations, or be determined from phantom measurements. To derive the optical parameters from the diagram, we 
use a Matlab interpolation program. 
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fibre, and reflected light is detected at two or more radial distances rj and r2, as indicated in figure 1. Thus the level of the 
reflectance curve is measured at two source-detector distances, namely at a small and a larger source-detector separations. In 
this aspect it differs from the method suggested by Bevilacqua et al, where the level and the slope are determined at a single 
distance by adapting a fit-function to measured reflectances at multiple radial distances9,10. We then use a reference grid to 
relate the two reflectance measurements P, and P2 to the absorption and reduced scattering coefficient ua and u's of the 
tissue. The grid is created from Monte Carlo simulations11 on light propagation in a tissue model and calibrated with 
experimental data on phantoms with known optical properties. To find the optical parameters of an unknown sample, the 
reflectance data is processed using an interpolation program written in Matlab to get the absorption and scattering 
coefficients from the grid. As an example, the absorption coefficients of the tissue were obtained in such way and were 
correlated with the haemoglobin values determined from venous blood using clinical reference methods. 

4.   EXPERIMENTS: 

4.1 Experimental set-up for the spatially resolved diffuse reflectance measurement (SRDR): We constructed two 
different experimental set-ups, both using optical fibres for light delivery, multiple wavelength selection in the visible and 
near infrared and light detection at several radial distances from the source. The light-source is a 100-Watt QTH lamp (Oriel 
66181) powered by a radiometric power supply (Oriel 68735). In one set-up, we use interference filters (Corion, 10 nm 
bandwidth) for the wavelength selection. A chopper (SR541, Stanford Research) is used to modulate the light source, and 
detection takes place by a silicon photodiode 
(Hamamatsu S-2386) and a lock-in amplifier 
(SR830, Stanford Research). Using a Labview 
program, the data are read into a personal 
computer via the IE3 interface. This system is 
depicted in figure 2. 
A second system uses four individual fibre 
spectrometers (Carl Zeiss MMS Vis-Enh 
modules, 14 bit dynamic range) for light 
detection, and does not use the chopper and 
filter wheel. Readout of these modules is by a 
dedicated interface (TEC-5, FEE-003-Vx Front- 
end electronics, MUX-4 Muliplexer, and PD- 
ISA 16V3 interface card) using a Labview 
program. Although these modules do not allow 
the use of phase sensitive detection (making the 
set up more sensitive to disturbances by, e.g., 
ambient light), they have an advantage over the 
filter-wheel system. We can simultaneously 
measure four fibres (and therefore four radial 
distances) over the wavelength range of 400 to 
1100 nm (3 nm per pixel resolution). This 
enables us to measure reflection spectra, instead 
of reflection values at a number of discrete 
wavelengths. This is clearly a big advantage for 
spectroscopy applications, such as the detection 
of compounds in human tissue. 
For both systems, an identical probe was used. 
This consists of 7 fibres (Custom built, 
Fiberguide Industries, using Fiberguide 
AFS400/440N fibre, core diameter 400 urn, 
numerical aperture 0.22). One fibre is used for 
light delivery to the sample, the others for 
detection, for normalisation purposes we 
included a reference fibre. The probe geometry 
is depicted in Figure 2b. 

Lock-in, 
DAQ-PC 

Sampled 

Figure 2a/b. Sketch of the experimental set up. In 2a, the set up is 
shown with a filter wheel, lock-in system, and a silicon photodiode for 
detection. In another arrangement, we leave out the chopper and lock- 
in system, and replace the filter wheel by a four-channel fibre 
spectrometer system (see text). 
Fig. 2b shows the arrangement of the fibres in the probe head. Fibre 0 
is used for light delivery, fibres 1 through 6 for detection. Fibre size is 
400/440 fxm. The reference fibre is not shown. 
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4.2 Reference grid generation: Monte Carlo simulations. Monte Carlo simulations11 were performed in parallel with the 
experimental determination to generate a reference grid. A series of simulations based on Intralipid phantoms (with a wide 
range of absorption and scattering coefficients) were run to create the reference grid. The scattering phase function was 
calculated from Mie theory, in such a way that the anisotropy factor g matches the values known from literature12. A 
number of experimental data points were run for samples with optical properties within the range used for calculating the 
reference grid. Using the scheme discussed above, the optical properties of "unknown" samples could be determined by 
interpolation. The accuracy of the absorption and scattering coefficients is believed to be better than ±10%. 
The experimental set-up and the method of determination of the absorption and scattering coefficients were applied to dye 
solutions in Intralipid suspensions. As a reference sample, we used diluted Intralipid samples without added dye. 
We prepared a mixture of Intralipid and dye (Evans blue), and determined the absorption and scattering spectra of both 
components individually using a Shimadzu spectrophotometer (solid lines in Figure 3). Then we measured the reflectances 
at 2 distances using our fibre probe depicted in Figure 2. Using the separation technique described above, we calculated 
back from the reflectance values to the absorption and scattering spectrum of the mixture. The results are shown in Figure 3 
(dotted lines). In the region of maximum absorption (around 625 nm), however, there is some cross-talk between absorption 
and scattering. This results in an underestimation of the scattering coefficient. We expect that we can minimise this effect by 
optimising the probe geometry and the analysis algorithm. 
The absorption and scattering spectra determined with our method for the mixture of Intralipid and dye are in good 
agreement with the known spectra of the components, corrected for the concentrations used for preparing the mixture. 
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Figure 3 Absorption and scattering spectra for 
Intralipid and dye measured separately using the 
spectrophotometer (solid line), and the absorption 
and scattering spectrum for an according mixture of 
Intralipid and dye, as determined using our method 
as outlined in section 3, theory. 

4.3 Phantom measurements and accuracy of the method: In order to determine the achievable accuracy, we ran a 
number of test measurements. First of all, we used solid phantoms (white translucent nylon, white Delrin, and Spectralon) to 
determine the intrinsic stability of the measurements. In this situation, all variations in the measurement are caused by the 
set-up, and not by the phantom. In our measurements, we determine the ratio between the various fibres (e.g., P1/P2 and 
Pref/Pi)- Therefore we focussed on these ratios. We found that these values are stable to typically 0.05% for the solid 
phantom measurements. Thus, the smallest measurable change in ratio is about 0.05%. 
We used the set-up to determine the actual accuracy based on liquid phantom measurements. We prepared a series of 
Intralipid plus dye samples, the optical parameters of which are shown in table 1. 
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Table 1. Optical parameters of the 
samples used for simulation and test 
measurements. In essence, the 
samples are centred on sample E, 
with variations of plus and minus 
20% in the scattering and absorption 
coefficient. Samples consist oj 
Intralipid and dye (Ecoline Dark 
Green) 

400 nm 500 nm 
Sample Ha [mm"'] H's[mm'] Halmm"1] H'slmm'1] 
A 0.0721 2.11 0.0030 1.73 
B 0.0721 2.53 0.0030 2.07 
C 0.0721 3.03 0.0030 2.48 
D 0.0901 2.11 0.0037 1.73 
E 0.0901 2.53 0.0037 2.07 
F 0.0901 3.03 0.0037 2.48 
G 0.1081 2.11 0.0045 1.73 
H 0.1081 2.53 0.0045 2.07 
I 0.1081 3.03 0.0045 2.48 
Water absorption 1.7X10"5 2.6x10"' 
Anisotropy factor (g) 0.868 0.810 

0.20 

Figure 4. Scattering of Intralipid 
and absorption of Ecoline 602 as a 
function of wavelength, determined 
from collimated transmission 
measurements. 
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Figure 5. Simulations (5a) and measurements (5b) of the diagram for the sample optical parameters shown in Table 1. 
▲ indicates data for 400 nm, T indicates data obtained for 500 nm. Each experimental data point is an average over 20 
measurements, the standard deviation is typically 0.1% or better. The digits correspond to those in table 1. 
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We used diluted Ecoline 602 (dark green) as a dye. This is a purely absorbing, non-scattering ink. The scattering part of the 
solution was diluted Intralipid 10%, which is mainly scattering (absorption is assumed to be mainly water absorption, this is 
consistent with the findings by van Staveren12). The samples were prepared by volumetric dilution of stock suspensions; the 
absorption and scattering coefficients of which were determined from collimated transmission measurements. Of each 
sample, we prepared 2 identical items. The optical parameters of Ecoline 602 and Intralipid are shown in figure 4. 
In order to compare the data to theoretical predictions, we ran a series of Monte Carlo simulations for a semi-infinite 
medium with a transparent probe surface. These simulations give us similar data as the measurements (reflectance versus 
source-detector separation). From these data, we calculated a theoretical grid, following the procedure outlined in figure 1. 
The results for wavelengths of 400 and 500 nm are shown in figure 5a. 
We then ran the 9 samples through the experimental procedure, and again the grid was calculated. The experimental results 
at 400 and 500 nm are shown in figure 5b. Each data point in this grid represents an average over 20 measurements. The 
smallest detectable change in optical parameters (at 400 nm) is approximately SxlO^mm"1 in absorption coefficient, and 
1.5xl0"3 mm"1 in reduced scattering coefficient, assuming averaging of 20 measurements and a signal to noise ratio of 1. 
Between 500 nm and 800 nm, the accuracy is improved by a factor of 3 or more due to higher sensitivity of the system. 

In the experiments, we see that sample H is not on its expected position; this is caused by an error in preparing the sample. 
About 25% too much dye was added, resulting in a change in absorption relative to the 'central sample' (sample E) of 
+50%, instead of the expected 20%. This is consistent with its position in figure 4b. 
The shape of the diagrams calculated from Monte Carlo simulations and from experimental data is not completely identical. 
This is explained by the fact that the simulations do not exactly match the measurement geometry. For the measurements, 
we use a probe with a reflecting (metal) area around the 7 fibres. The Monte Carlo simulations are done with a completely 
transparent, non-scattering layer on top, in a geometry where all of the probe-surface acts as a detector. Thus, in the 
simulation all photons that are emitted from the surface are detected in the probe. Effectively, this corresponds to a black 
probe surface, as can be seen from Monte Carlo simulations13. In the experiments, photons that emerge from the sample can 
be reflected back from the probe surface into the sample, thus altering the reflectance values, angular distribution, path 
length distribution, and other characteristics of the reflected photons (see for example US patent 5,825,48814). These effects 
can change measured reflectance by 10% or more. The impact of this effect on the diagram depends on the distances 
between the fibres, and also on the optical parameters of the material. Consequently the diagram is deformed relative to the 
diagram predicted from Monte Carlo calculations, and also the Pi/P3-axis values are altered. The y-axis (Pre/Pi) is also 
shifted, but this is caused by a normalisation effect (the Monte Carlo simulations are normalised differently than the 
measurements). The difference between simulations and experiments would vanish by performing simulations based on the 
exact probe geometry. This, however, introduces a tremendous increase in calculation time. Only recently, we acquired a 
suitable computer system (Sun HPC450, 4x400MHz UltraSparcII processor and 4 GB of internal memory) to handle this 
task. In the near future, we will use this system for elaborate simulations. 
In both the simulations and the experiments, the diagram at 400 nm is much broader in the absorption-direction than at 500 
nm. This is caused by the fact that the absolute values of absorption, as well as absolute changes in absorption, are much 
larger at 400 nm. 
Data for duplicate samples measurements are shown in Figure 5b. Two supposedly identical samples were prepared for 
each combination of optical parameters shown in Table 1. This was done by preparing 100 ml of sample volume, then 
equally dividing it over two identical sample containers. Data points for duplicate samples did not coincide. This effect is 
most clearly seen for the 'central' sample (E in table 1) and for sample H. It is not caused by differences in optical coupling 
between probe and sample; lifting the sample from the probe, then re-seating it exactly reproduces the data points. 
Therefore, we conclude that it is caused by small differences in sample optical parameters. This also indicates the difficulty 
of producing well-defined reference samples. We are working on a high-frequency modulated system to determine the exact 
optical parameters of the samples in an independent way15 to solve this problem. 
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4.4. In-vivo measurements: haemoglobin detection. The experimental set-up was used to obtain the spatially resolved 
diffused reflectance of the forearms of 10 human subjects in a similar way as in the test measurements. We also did a series 
of calibration measurements on known samples, as well as extended Monte Carlo simulations. Then the absorption 
coefficients of the tissue at several wavelengths were determined through the 2-dimensional diagram method described 
above. Typical absorption and scattering spectra of human blood are shown in figure 6. 
We found that a linear relationship exists between a linear combination of these absorption coefficients and the 
concentration of haemoglobin determined by a clinical reference method on venous puncture samples obtained from the 
same subjects (see figure 7). 

Most of these 10 subjects were tested three times over a period of three weeks according to an approved protocol. The total 
number of data points was 26. Linear least squares fitting of the venous blood haemoglobin concentration and the tissue 
absorption coefficients at different wavelengths yielded the expression 
[Hb], g/d L= 12.65 + 1.474 ua(590) - 25.97 ua(750) + 18.93 ua(800) + 2.54 ua (950), 
where [Hb] is the concentration of haemoglobin in grams per 100 cm3 (dL) of venous blood, ua(X.) is the absorption 
coefficient of the tissue (in cm"1) at wavelength X (run). The correlation coefficient r = 0.83 and the standard error of 
calibration = 0.73 g/dL (5.5%). 
Tissue absorption at wavelengths in the haemoglobin absorption region shows reasonably good correlation with the venous 
blood haemoglobin concentration. This correlation includes person to person variations, errors in repositioning the optical 
probe with respect to the body site, blood perfusion effects, change in skin properties, and change in subject's physiological 
conditions over a three-week period. 
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Figure 6. Typical absorption spectra of oxygenated (A) 
and de-oxygenated (f) haemoglobin, and scattering 
spectrum of human blood (compiledfrom literature). 

Figure 7. Haemoglobin content calculated from the 
absorption coefficients at 590, 750, 800, and 950 nm 
compared to the values determined from venous blood 
haemoglobin concentration. Correlation-coefficient r 
is 0.83 
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5.   SUMMARY: 

We constructed a non-invasive optical probe and accompanying algorithm to determine the optical properties of human 
body parts. The probe and calculation method is applicable to materials with high absorption, such as blood, and has been 
used to deduce the concentration of haemoglobin in tissue of human subjects. 
Small changes in optical parameters can be detected with our approach (10"4 mm'1 and SxlO^mm'1 in absorption and 
reduced scattering coefficient, typical tissue parameters are 0.2-0.5 mm'1 for the absorption coefficient, and 1-5 mm" for the 
reduced scattering coefficient of dermis). 
The method is suitable for in-vivo accurate determination of tissue optical parameters, but the achievable accuracy largely 
depends on the availability of well-defined reference samples and accurate simulations. 
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Effects of Rough Interfaces on a Converging Laser Beam 
Propagating in a Skin Tissue Phantom 
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ABSTRACT 

Light propagation in a turbid medium such as the skin tissue depends on both the bulk optical properties and the profiles of 
the interfaces where mismatch in the refractive index occurs. In this paper we present recent results of investigations on the 
light distribution inside a human skin tissue phantom for an incident converging laser beam and its dependence on the 
roughness of the interfaces. The human skin tissue is modeled by a two-layer structure with a thin layer of epidermis on top 
of the dermal layer. Within each layer, the tissue is considered macroscopically homogeneous and the two interfaces, 
between ambient medium, epidermis and dermis, are treated as random rough surfaces. The distribution of laser light with 
wavelength near lum in the tissue phantom is considered using a recently developed method of Monte Carlo simulation. The 
dependence of the light distribution on the surface roughness and index mismatch are presented, and their relevance to the 
possible laser surgery under skin surface and the measurements of optical properties of the skin tissues is discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Understanding the optical properties of human skin has presented a challenging problem to biomedical physics1 and 
theoretical modeling of light propagation in the skin tissues has attracted active attention in the past few years.2 The radiative 
transfer theory3 has served as the framework for the modeling within which various numerical approaches have been pursued. 
In spite of the intense computing requirement, the Monte Carlo simulation, using a random walk model of photons, has 
acquired considerable preference over others for its simple algorithm and ability to provide nearly exact solutions for three- 
dimensional problems of light propagation and distribution under practical boundary conditions for collimated beam.4"7 The 
effect of skin tissue structure on light propagation has been previously investigated through layer models with optically 
smooth interfaces between the layers, their results offered some guidelines in the studies of skin tissue optics.8'10 In reality, 
however, the skin layer interfaces are randomly rough in nature, and it is desired that the effect of these rough interfaces be 
quantitatively understood. Accurate modeling of light distribution in these cases can help to understand the interplay between 
tissue morphology and light distribution and to provide insight on developing new methods to treat various lesions in skin 
dermal layer with focused laser beams." In pursuing in this direction, we have recently developed a method of Monte Carlo 
simulation that is capable of directly calculating the light distribution inside a turbid medium for laser beams of any 
configuration and tissue interfaces of arbitrary profiles.12'13 In this method, each photon in the input beam is individually 
tracked in the time domain according to the boundary condition and phantom geometry within the framework of radiative 
transfer theory. The computation efficiency of this method is achieved through a "time-slicing" procedure by exploiting the 
linear relation between the photon pathlength and its travel time for the spatial distribution of photon density.12 In this report, 
we present a two-layer model of human skin tissue with rough interfaces and numerical simulations on the light distribution 
of a converging laser beam propagating in the tissue phantom using the Monte Carlo method. 

2. SKIN MODELING 

Skin is considered the largest and heaviest organ of the human body and its superficial structure is composed of two primary 
layers: epidermis and the underlying dermis.14 The epidermis consists of keratinising sub-layers supported by the dermal 
layer of the dense fibro-elastic connective tissue containing glands and hairs. In average, the dermis is about 3 mm thick, 
while the thickness of epidermis varies between 50 and 150um. The epidermis is the most superficial layer of the skin and 
forms the interface between skin tissue and ambient environment. The epidermis can be divided further into five sub-layers 
and the structure of the outermost sub-layer determines the roughness of the skin surface. The principal cells of the epidermis 
are keratinocytes which gradually migrate from the deepest stratum to the surface and is sloughed off in a process called 
desquamation. The cornified and outermost sub-layer of the epidermis is the stratum corneum which has a thickness of 
approximately lOum.15 The stratum corneum contains 15 to 20 layers of flattened, non-nucleated, keratinized cells called 
corneocytes which are filled with filaments of keratin. The corneocyte cells are dead, dehydrated and flat with an average size 
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approximately lum or less in the direction perpendicular to the skin surface. Since the corneocytes are arranged in vertical 
columns that resemble stacks of flat plates, the fluctuation of skin surface height is expected to be about a fraction of the cell 
size in the perpendicular direction. The lateral diameters of the corneocytes lie in the neighborhood of a few tens 
micrometers. Therefore, we expect that the average peak-valley distance in the surface plane of the skin tissue to be a fraction 
of the lateral sizes of the corneocytes. 

Since only the light distribution in the upper dermis within 2mm from the skin surface is concerned, we adopt a two-layer 
model of the human skin to reduce the computation time and memory requirements for generating and storage of the rough 
interface profiles used in our Monte Carlo simulations. In this two-layer model, the epidermis layers is treated as an infinite 
slab in the transverse x-y plane with an average thickness d along the z-axis while the dermis as a semi-infinitely large 
medium below the dermoepidermal junction, as shown in Fig. 1. Each layer is assumed macroscopically homogeneous and 
has its own set of optical parameter: refractive index nj, absorption coefficient |xai, scattering coefficient usi and mean cosine 
of the scattering angle or the anisotropy factor g; with i=l for epidermis and 2 for dermis. The dominant absorber to the near- 
infrared laser radiation at wavelengths near 1 urn in the epidermis is melanin and we choose ual= 5.0mm"1, usi = 10.0mm"1 

and gi = 0.9.7 In the dermal layer the principal absorber is hemoglobin which absorbs the near-infrared light near lum 
weakly. Therefore, the bulk absorption coefficient of the dermis is chosen to be smaller than that of the epidermis: u^ = 
0.5mm"1, with u^ = 5.0mm"1 and g2 = O.9.7 The skin surface, or the interface with the ambient medium of refractive index n0, 
and the dermoepidermal junction are modeled in the same fashion as rough interfaces, to be discussed in more details next. 

tissue surface 
(floi, 801) 

epidermis layer 
(ni, Uai, Hsi, gi) 

dermoepidermal 
junction 
(fin, 812) 

dermal layer 
(n2, fe, us2, g2) 

Fig. 1 
A schematic drawing of the two-layer model 
for human skin tissue with a converging 
laser beam of cone angle a incident on the 
surface. The average thickness of the 
epidermis is assumed to be d=60um. 

3.   ALGORITHMS 

Considering a beam of light incident on a tissue phantom with rough interfaces, the photons will be refracted locally and 
randomly from its incident direction when passing through a rough interface. After entering the phantom, the photons will 
experience random scattering and absorption. As a result of these events, the light distribution in the tissue will vary as the 
beam propagates, and that is the interest of this report. The principles of tracking photons inside a skin tissue phantom used in 
this report have been described in Refs. 12 and 13. Here we concentrate only on the part of the algorithms that are related to 
the photon tracking near the rough interfaces. In order to study the effect of the surface roughness on light propagation in 
human skin, we employ a statistical technique to model the two interfaces of the epidermis layer by generating random 
surfaces from stochastic processes. In a stochastic process a sequence of values is drawn from a corresponding sequence of 
jointly distributed random variables. The method of generating a rough surface from stochastic processes has been used 
widely to study the multiple scattering of electromagnetic waves from random rough surfaces.16"18 

The stochastic modeling of the rough interfaces in human skin utilizes an ensemble of randomly rough surfaces for each 
interface schematically shown in Fig. 1. The first surface, i.e., the interface between an ambient medium and epidermis, is 
described by a surface profile z = £X(R) while the second surface, i.e., the interface between the epidermis and dermis, is 

described by a surface profile z = d + £2(R) . Where R = (x,y) is the position in the xy-plane. The surface profile 

functions, namely £\(fi) an(^ 4*2(-^) > are statistically independent and each of them is assumed to be a stationary Gaussian 
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stochastic process characterized by a zero-mean and Gaussian surface height correlation function as expressed in the 
following equation: 

<£(*) >=0, 

< aRXi(R) >= ö,2 exp[-(J? - R)2 /a,2]. 

(1) 

(2) 
where i=l, 2 for the first (at z = 0) and second (at z = d) interface, respectively. The parameter 5 is the rms height of the 
surface departure from flatness that indicates the vertical fluctuation, and the parameter a is the transverse correlation length 
of the surface roughness describing the average lateral distance between the peak and valley in the surface profile. The angle 
brackets denote an average over the ensemble of realized surface profile. Numerically, each surface profile function in the 
ensemble, say ^(R) = i^.(R), is generated from an uncorrelated Gaussian distribution of random numbers X(R) through a 

convolution integration 

C(R) = X(R)*G(R) = 
IS 

jX(R>)exV[- 
2(R-R') r\2 -w, (3) 

a\Jn " a" 

where X(R) is the random height at position R on the surface. To achieve high computing efficiency, the profile function is 
obtained through fast Fourier transformations as 

£(R) = -?- \x(Q)g{Q) exp[iQR]dQ, 
2n 

(4) 

where x(Q) and g(Q) are the Fourier transformations of X{R) and G(R), respectively. In Monte Carlo simulations, 
results from individual samples of a rough surface ensemble are averaged to obtain the statistical distribution of light in the 
skin phantom. An example of £(R) generated with the above procedures is shown in Fig.2 in which the scale of the z-axis is 
decreased so that the details of the surface fluctuation can be seen. 

Fig.2 
A rough surface profile generated in the x-y 
plane at z = 0 with the rms height 8 = 1 urn 
and the lateral correlation length a = lOum. 

c.frc.o 

An important part of photon tracking in the neighborhood of the interface is to decide if the photon reflects from or transmits 
through the interface when it is incident on the interface. For this purpose, the incident angle §t of the tracked photon with 
respect to the surface normal of the interface needs to be calculated to determine the fate of the photon. For a given interface 
with profile function £(R), the surface normal has to be calculated locally by obtaining the partial derivatives of the surface 
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profile function, C,x and £" , at the point of the incidence. The unit vector of the surface normal, pointing downward with the 

direction of z-axis, is given by 

{-0-0 + z) 

>/? 
(5) 

where Je, y and z are the unit vectors along respective axes. 

Light reflection and transmission occur at an interface between two media with mismatched refractive indices. In the 
statistical model of Monte Carlo simulation, the fate of photon is determined locally in the following procedures. A uniformly 
distributed random number RND (0<RND<1) is generated once the tracked photon enters into the grid cell at the interface 
separating the incident medium with n, from the other with nr. If RND is smaller than the reflectance R, the photon will be 

reflected in a direction pointed by a unit vector r . Otherwise, it will refract into the other medium along a direction t. The 
reflectance R is calculated from the incident angle <|>j, n; and nr based on the Fresnel's formulation, averaged in both s- and p- 
polarization since the light within the radiative transfer theory is treated as photons without polarization 

1 

2 

tan(#. -^r)]
2 [ fsin(#. -</>,)}' 

tan(#. +<j>r)\     \sin((*,. +^r)J 
for<j>i>0, (6) 

R=z(^Jlf for<t>i=0. 
nr+ni 

In the above formula, the refraction angle <j>r is related to the incident angle (j); by the SnelPs law: njsin(|>j =nrsin <(>r. 

Furthermore, if we define a unit vector i pointing in the direction of the incident photon, the following relations can be 
derived to find the directions of reflected and refracted photons 

r = 2 cos $.n + i, (7) 

i = ^^ln+^i. (8) 
sin^£. nr 

4.   RESULTS 

To study the effect of rough interfaces in skin tissue on the light distribution, we simulated the propagation of a converging 
laser beam in our two-layer skin model with the time-slicing Monte Carlo model.12' 13 The converging laser beam is of 
Gaussian profile and incident on a tissue phantom as shown in Fig. 1 with the beam axis centered on the z-axis. The beam 
has a cone angle a=30° in the ambient medium and its radius at z = 0, or the interface between the ambient medium and the 
tissue phantom, is adjusted to make the geometrical focal point at z =lmm in the skin phantom below the surface. Once the 
beam enters the tissue phantom, the unattenuated portion of the beam is assumed to proceed as a spherical wave toward a 
geometric focal point on the z-axis without considering diffraction. This treatment is consistent with the radiative transfer 
theory. An ensemble of 60 randomly generated rough surfaces are used for each of the two interfaces and a total of 2.1xl08 

photons are tracked in each case to obtain light distributions for all cases of simulation. 

The light reflection and refraction at an interface are results of the mismatch in the refractive index. Because of the extremely 
complicated nature of skin tissue optics, no accurate database is available for the wavelength and tissue type dependence of 
the index in human skin. To ensure the clinical relevance of our simulation results, we choose tissue refractive index from a 
range based on existing literature to study the effect of index mismatch at rough interfaces. The refractive index n2 of the skin 
dermis has been often cited between 1.37 and 1.5 2, and we choose it to be 1.41 for our simulation in the near-infrared region 
near lfjm. The refractive index of the stratum corneum, consisting of dehydrated cells, has been considered as 1.55.15'19 

Since we consider most the cases of water as the ambient medium in contact with the stratum corneum, we assume the 
refractive index n, of the epidermis to be of three values between that of water near 1.33 and 1.55: nj = 1.43,1.45, and 1.50. 
Throughout the calculations, the optical parameters for the first tissue layer are fixed at jaai= 5.0mm"1, nsi = 10.0mm"1, and 
gi = 0.9; and the second tissue layer Ua2= 0.5mm"1, us2= 5.0mm'1, and g2 = 0.9, these values are based on earlier discussions. 
Also fixed in the calculations are the transverse correlation lengths of both rough surfaces which are kept at a0i=20um and 
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ai2=80um, and the mean thickness of the epidermis layer to be about 60um, according to previous discussions. The rms 
height of the first surface 80i will be varied from 0.1 to 0.4um and that of the second surface 812 from 10 to 30um based on 
low power micrograph of the vertical section of the human skin.14 

Fig. 3   A 2D image of light distribution in the y-z plane with    Fig. 4   Similar gray-scale image of light distribution as that 
the gray-scale proportional to the photon density and in   Fig   3   with   following  parameters   changed: 
-0.5rnm < y < 0.5mm and 0 < z < 1.5mm. The no=1.33, n,=1.45 and 8,2=10 urn. 
parameters of the two-layer skin tissue model are 
given by no=1.0, ni= n2=1.41,80i=0.2nm, 
Si2=20 urn. 

We first investigate the effects of surface roughness at the skin surface (i.e. the first interface) on the light distribution inside 
tissue by setting the index of epidermis the same as that of the dermis, and here the ambient medium is assumed to be air (n0 

= 1.0). Shown in Fig. 3 is an example of the two-dimensional image of simulated light distributions inside the two-layer 
phantom of human skin tissue in gray-scale graphs under such conditions with other parameters given by ni= n2=1.41, 
80i=0.2um, 812=20 urn. The dermoepidermal junction can not be clearly seen because of the index matching at the junction 
even though the two layers have different scattering characterizations. Due to the cylindrical symmetry of the problem, the 
light distribution in the two-layer model can be quantitatively analyzed from the z-dependence of the photon density on the z- 
axis with simple 2D plots. The case shown in Fig. 3 is displayed in Fig. 5 (the curve with the lowest peak at z=1.0mm). The 
2D plot gives us a better view of the photon density variation as the light penetrates into the tissue phantom and the 
dermoepidermal junction now can be clearly identified. On the other hand, photons inside the tissue may be divided into one 
part associated with the photons suffered deflection at the two interfaces and/or scattering in bulk and another part associated 
with the undisturbed photons suffered neither deflection nor scattering. For a focused beam the latter part will be brought 
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together at the focal point, thus form a peak in photon density at the focal spot, z = 1.00mm, observed in both Figs. 3 and 5. 
When the roughness of the skin surface is decreased to 80i=0.1um, the peak at z=1.0mm is significantly increased, as also 
shown in Fig. 5. This means that smoother surface deflects less photons. 
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Fig. 5 
The z-dependence of the photon 
density along the z-axis. Results 
from 4 simulations are displayed 
with different index of the ambient 
medium n0 and surface roughness at 
the skin surface 5io- All other 
parameters remain the same: m= 
n2=1.41, a0i=20um, Uai= 5.0mm"1, 
Hsi = 10.0mm"1, gi=g2=0.9, 
ßi2=80nm, 8i2=20 um, Ua2= 0.5mm" 
1, |xs2 = 5.0mm"1. The dashed line 
indicates the position of the 
dermoepidermal junction. 

Fig. 6 
The z-dependence of the photon 
density along the z-axis. Results 
from 3 simulations are displayed 
with different surface roughness at 
the dermoepidermal junction, i.e. 
8i2- All other parameters remain the 
same: no=1.33, ni=1.45, a0i=20um, 
8oi=0.2um, uai= 5.0mm"1, us] = 
10.0mm"1, gi=g2=0.9, ai2=80um, 
n2=1.41, Ua2= 0.5mm'1, us2 = 
5.0mm"1. The dashed line indicates 
the position of the dermoepidermal 
junction. 
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Fig. 7 
The z-dependence of the photon 
density along the z-axis. Results 
from 3 simulations are displayed 
with different index of epidermis nj. 
All other parameters remain the 
same: no=1.33, a0i=20um, 
8oi=0.2um, uai= 5.0mm"1, usl = 
10.0mm"1, g!=g2=0.9, ai2=80um, 
8i2=10 um, n2=1.41, Ua2= 0.5mm"1, 
uS2= 5.0mm"1. The dashed line 
indicates the position of the 
dermoepidermal junction. 
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We then study the effects of index mismatch at the skin surface on the light distribution by using water as the ambient 
medium (n0 = 1.33), again we have set the index of epidermis the same as that of the dermis. The result for the same surface 
parameters as that of Fig. 3 (i.e. are ni= n2=1.41, ö0i=0.2um, 6i2=20 um) show a much higher peak at the focal point z = 
1.00mm, for comparison purpose the z-dependent curve is also plotted in Fig.5. Comparing with the former two cases where 
air was the ambient medium, the beam radius at the skin surface reduces from 0.188 to 0.252mm for present case to keep the 
focal point at the same z-position z=lmm because of stronger refraction at the skin surface now. Consequently, for the same 
total number of incident photons, the photon density near the skin surface is lower than that of the two cases with air as the 
ambient medium. As the photons travel deeper into the tissue phantom, however, the difference starts to disappear since the 
bulk scattering begin to dominate the light distribution. When the surface roughness of the skin surface is doubled to 
80i=0.4um with other parameters kept unchanged, the peak at the focal point is decreased as expected, but it is still much 
higher than that of the cases when air is the ambient medium. This set of results shows that while we can not reduce the 
roughness at the skin surface very much, but reducing the mismatch of the index at the skin surface can effectively reduce the 
light deflection. 

When the index of epidermis is set to be different from that of dermis, dermoepidermal junction becomes more visible, as 
demonstrated by a two-dimensional image of simulated light distributions inside the two-layer phantom of human skin tissue 
in the gray-scale graph in Fig. 4. Here the index mismatch is 0.04 with ni=1.45 and n,=1.41, and the other parameters are 
n0=1.33, 5oi=0.2um, and5i2=10um. The effects of the index mismatch and surface roughness at the dermoepidermal 
junction are studied separately with different values of surface roughness 6n in Fig. 6 and different epidermis refractive index 
ni in Fig. 7. It is clear from these results that the index mismatch at the two rough interfaces cause a portion of the incident 
photons to deviate from their trajectories which is significant in comparison with bulk scattering even at an optical depth of, 
neglecting the absorption, UjZ = 10x0.06+5x0.94 = 5.3. 

5.   DISCUSSION 

The results presented in this report provide a quantitative analysis of the effect of surface roughness on the light distribution 
of a converging laser beam propagating in a two-layer skin tissue model. Two important conclusions can be drawn from these 
results. 

Firstly, the effect of the index mismatch at the inherently rough tissue surface has to be carefully considered in determining 
the optical parameters of soft biological tissues. Conventional procedures of determining the absorption coefficient ua, 
scattering coefficient \xs and the anisotropy factor g are to experimentally measure the collimated transmittance Tc, diffuse 
transmittance Td and diffuse reflectance Rj with tissue samples from which the optical parameters ua, us and g are inversely 
calculated via certain theoretical model within the framework of the radiative transfer theory.20. The roughness of the 
interfaces at the tissue surface and inside tissue samples has not been considered and the deflection of photons at these 
interfaces in real tissue samples has been implicitly included as part of bulk scattering in theoretical modeling. This certainly 
leads to the overestimation of the scattering coefficient Uj. Depending on the particular structure of the tissue and sample 
configuration, the overestimation can be significant based on our simulation results. For example, the undeflected and 
unscattered photons in our simulations arrive at the focal spot and constitute the part of the photon density above the 
background. As shown in Fig. 5 for the same surface profile, the density of these photons is dramatically reduce from a factor 
of 10 larger than the background when water is assumed as the ambient medium to less than the background when water is 
replaced by air. 

Secondly, our results indicate that the refractive index plays an important role in the tissue optics involving rough interfaces 
and illustrate the importance to accurately determine the refractive index of biological tissues in the spectral region of 
interest. The measurement of refractive index, however, has remained as a challenge for turbid media such as biological 
tissues. One possible method is to combine spatial filtering technique with immersion of the sample in the liquid of known 
index. The index of the tissue sample can be determined when the undisturbed portion of the transmitted light is increased to 
a maximum when a clear liquid of known index is used to match that of the tissue sample. 
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ABSTRACT 

The weak absorption of near-infrared light by skin tissue has offered an important optical window for diagnostic possibilities 
with optical means including optical biopsy. The strong scattering of the near-infrared light by skin tissue, however, presents 
a great challenge to the modeling of light propagation through and the optical measurement of the tissue. We have measured 
transmittance and reflectance of fresh porcine skin and performed Monte Carlo simulations to inversely determine the 
absorption coefficient, scattering coefficient and asymmetric coefficient of tissue samples in the spectral range from 900 to 
1500nm. The state of cellular integrity following optical measurements was verified using transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM). These results were correlated with the possible effects on the measurements of the tissue optical properties. 

Keywords: tissue optics, light scattering, ultrastructure of skin tissue 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

Unlike visible light, near-infrared (NIR) light can penetrate deeply into most biological tissue and therefore, optical imaging 
with NIR light for diagnostic purposes has stimulated studies on its functional imaging capability with the absence of 
ionizing radiation hazards. A fundamental problem in medical application of the NIR light is to understand the tissues' 
response to the radiation in terms of its optical properties. Extensive studies have been conducted in the visible and near- 
infrared regions on analysis of the light propagation and measurement of optical properties in biological tissue.'"6 

Nevertheless, the strong scattering of light in these spectral regions by most biological tissues has prevented the accurate 
determination of their optical parameters until recently. 

The propagation of light in an optically thick turbid medium has been often understood in the framework of radiative transfer 
theory.7 In this approach, the energy aspect of light propagation is described by an equation of radiation transfer and the 
response to the radiation by the medium, assuming macroscopic homogeneity, is characterized mainly by three parameters: 
the absorption coefficient ua, the scattering coefficient us and an anisotropy factor g = < cos8 >, where 0 is the scattering 
angle and <> represents the ensemble averaging.4,7 Experimentally, however, these parameters cannot be directly measured. 
To characterize the optical properties of biological tissues, inverse methods have to be used to determine the three parameters 
from the experimentally measured diffused reflectance, diffused transmittance and collimated transmittance.3'5,6 Numerical 
methods have been used for the inverse calculation and among these the Monte Carlo method2, 8"" provides a versatile 
procedure to model accurately the light propagation in a turbid medium within the framework of radiative transfer theory. 
For statistical validity the Monte Carlo method requires intensive computing in tracking a large number of photons. 

Optical characterization of tissues in terms of the three optical parameters defined above has not been available in the 
important part of the near-infrared region, from 900 to 1500nm, for any type of biological tissue. The lack of accurate data 
has motivated us to determine the optical parameters in this region. In this paper, we report our recent results obtained from 
porcine skin tissue on the measurements of reflectance, transmittance and inverse calculations of the optical parameters by 
the Monte Carlo method. The possible effect on optical measurements due to different tissue storage techniques was 
investigated by correlating the tissue ultrastructure with the determined optical properties for samples from 0-30 hours post- 
mortem. For this purpose, microscopic examination of cellular morphology using TEM has been conducted to study the 
correlation of optical measurements with the storage time and preservation methods of the porcine dermal tissue. 

2.   THE EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

A 30W tungsten lamp and a PC controlled monochromater (CM 110, CVI Laser) with a 600 grooves/mm ruled grating 
ablazed at 120nm were used as the wavelength-tunable light source from 900 to 1500nm. The light output was modulated at 
18Hz by a chopper and filtered by a long-pass filter (750nm) to remove the second order diffraction from the monochromater 
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grating. The output beam was collimated with a spherical lens of 100mm focal length before the tissue sample. To measure 
the diffused transmittance Td and the diffused reflectance Rj, an integrating sphere (IS-080-SF, Labsphere, Inc.) of 8 inch 
diameter (R= 101.6mm) was employed to collect the diffuse light signal.12 The light signal from the integrating sphere was 
detected by a GaAs photodiode and preamplified with a gain of 1010 before it was sent to a lock-in amplifier (SR850, 
Stanford Research). We used a comparison method to determine Td and Rj in which three light measurements were carried 
out. The first was obtained with the sample at the entrance port (PT), as shown in Fig. 1(a), the second with the sample at the 
exit port by rotating the sphere 180° (PR) and the third with the sample at the exit port and the sphere rotated 20° from the last 
position with the incident light striking on the wall (Pc). A small baffle with the same diffuse reflective coating as the sphere 
wall was placed between the sample port and the detector to prevent the light detector from receiving direct light from the 
sample. In our measurement of Pc, though, the baffle did not block the first reflected light from the sphere wall reaching into 
the detector. Based on the analysis of light distribution inside the integrating sphere similar to those published earlier12'13, we 
find that Td and Rj can be related to three light power signals as 

*„=■ 
APB and «A 

M\-f)Pc+A,Pt ■      • P„ 
where A=47tR2 is the total surface area of the sphere, f is the area ratio of the three ports to the sphere and As = n(3.18)2 mm2 

is the area of the sample exposed to the incident light beam. In experiments, each light measurement was conducted over the 
spectral region from 900 to 1500nm with a personal computer for scanning the grating and data acquisition from the lock-in 
amplifier. The integrating sphere setup has been calibrated against a SPECTRALON reflectance standard (SRS-80-020, 
Labsphere, Inc) from 900nm to 1500nm and the measured Rj agrees with the calibrated values within +5%. 

To measure the collimated transmittance Tc, the collimated light was focused with a combination of a spherical lens of 
400mm and a cylindrical lens of 75mm in focal length into a spot of about 4mmx0.5mm in size at the focus. A 0.5mm slit 
was used to spatially filter the transmitted light from the sample. A separate GaAs photodiode was used behind the slit to 
detect the light signal with a preamplifier gain of 107. The experimental error in the diffuse reflectance and transmittance 
measurements were estimated to be about ±5%.1213 For the measurement of collimated transmittance, however, the error was 
increased to ±10% because of the large fluctuation in the thickness measurement for the thin samples. 

lock-in 
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long-pass 
filter 

integrating sphere 

Fig. 1(a) 
The integrating sphere setup for 
measurements of the diffuse 
transmission Td. 
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Fig. 1(b) 
The spatial filtering setup for 
measurements of the collimated 
transmission Tc. 

Fresh porcine skin was obtained from the Department of Comparative Medicine, School of Medicine at East Carolina 
University. Immediately after the tissue was removed from animal, the samples were kept under two conditions: on top of 
crushed ice in a capped ice bucket or in Tyrode's solution refrigerated at 4°C. For the measurement of diffused reflectance Rj 
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and transmittance Td, the dermis was trimmed into 20x20mm2 squares. Using a specially designed microtome, this tissue was 
sectioned with thickness D ranging from 0.5 to lmm at 4°C in a walk-in refrigerator room. The sample was sandwiched 
between two sapphire optical windows of 25mm diameter with saline solution between the tissue and the windows to reduce 
the effect of index mismatch at the rough surfaces of the tissue section. The rim of the gap between the two sapphire 
windows was sealed with Vaseline grease to prevent tissue dehydration during the measurement. After the measurements of 
Td and Rj, tissue samples were fixed immediately for TEM. For measurements of collimated transmittance Tc, however, the 
above method could not provide unifromly thin sections of the dermis with thickness on the scales of lOOum. Instead, we 
used an Ames Lab-tek cryostat to obtain sections of the dermis with thickness D ranging from 53 to 236 urn after the skin 
samples were stored on top of crushed ice for 5 hours post-mortem. Each section was carefully examined to ensure that no 
holes existed in the section and the thickness was satisfactorily uniform. 

3.   THE INVERSE CALCULATIONS 

We first determined the attenuation coefficient ut = na + us at each wavelength from the measurements of collimated 
transmittance Tc of 10 thin dermis samples. The dependence of Tc on the sample thickness D is plotted on a semi-log scale at 
each wavelength from 900nm to 1500nm. Assuming a Lambert-Beer's law for the collimated transmittance, TC(D) = 
Aexp(-u,D) with A describing the deflection of incident light at the surfaces of the tissue sample, the bulk attenuation 
coefficient u, can be calculated from the slope of the curve log(Tc) versus D. 

The inverse calculation starts with fixed input optical parameters, u, and n, and variable parameters, (is (u^, = u, - us) and g, 
for the dermal tissue phantom. The diffuse transmission and reflectance Td and Rj was calculated with a Monte Carlo 
simulation method as developed recently,1011 with the phantom geometry decided by experimental values. Briefly a tissue 
phantom slab with optically smooth surfaces, was used to simulate the tissue sample with the phantom geometry determined 
by the experimental condition. The tracked photons propagate inside the tissue phantom according to the optical parameters 
(Us, ua, g) which (us, g) were used as the adjustable input parameters. Once transmitted into the tissue phantom, the photons 
were tracked individually until absorbed or escaped from the tracked region in the tissue phantom. The reflection and 
refraction probabilities of the tracked photons were determined randomly from a distribution function dictated by the Fresnel 
reflection formula. The refractive index of the tissue phantom was assumed to be a constant, n = 1.41, over the studied 
spectral region, between the value 1.37 adopted in ref.[9] and 1.5 in ref. [4]. When tracked photons emerged from the tissue 
phantom, they were categorized as specular reflection, collimated transmission, diffused reflection and diffuse transmission 
based on the propagation direction and location at a phantom surface. Upon the completion of the tracking process, the total 
numbers of the escaped photons in each category were tallied to compute the various reflectances and transmittances. The 
result of the calculated R<j and Td were compared to the experimental values and an error function 8 

r2 _ r v~*V'cat ~\^d )mea y 2   ,   (Ud)cal ~\*d)mea ->2 

(*V )mea \*d )mea 

was calculated. The inverse calculation was repeated with a new set of us and g until 8 < 5%. With proper choice of us and g, 
it usually took only a few iterations to achieve 8 < 1%. For inverse calculations, we determined the dependence of the 
statistical fluctuation in the Td and R^ calculations on the total number of tracked photons, N0, and chose N0=2.8xl05 with 
negligible fluctuation in different runs of the Monte Carlo codes. 

4.   RESULTS 

All optical measurements have been conducted at room temperature near 25°C. To determine the attenuation coefficient ut, 
we used a conventional method of measuring the dependence of the collimated transmittance Tc on the sample thickness D. 
Fresh porcine skin dermis was frozen at -18°C within 5 hours post-mortem . Ten sections were obtained using a cryostat 
microtome for the Tc measurements with the setup displayed in Fig. 1(b). The wavelength dependence of Tc was determined 
for each sample from 900 to 1500nm with 30nm per step. The results from two samples are shown in Fig. 2(a). At each 
wavelength, the Tc data from the ten samples were plotted against D on a semi-log scale and fitted to straight line, as shown 
in Fig. 2(b). Since log(Tc) = logA-0.434utD, where the parameter A is always less than one and indicates the light deflection 
caused by the roughness and index mismatch at the sample surfaces. The attenuation coefficient (i, was determined at each 
wavelength from the slope of the fitting curves and the results are displayed in Fig. 2(c). 
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Fig. 2 (a) 
The collimated transmittance as a 
function wavelength measured 
from two samples. 
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Fig. 2 (b) 
The collimated transmittance as a 
function of sample thickness 
measured from ten samples at two 
values of wavelength. The solid 
lines are the fitting straight lines 
used to calculate the attenuation 
coefficients from 900 to 1500nm. 
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The attenuation coefficient 
determined from ten samples 
versus the wavelength. 
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The diffuse transmittance and reflectance were measured from samples stored under different conditions and at different 
post-mortem time T ranging from 0-30 hours. For each sample, inverse calculations with the Monte Carlo method discussed 
in the previous section have been performed to determine the value of ^ and g when the calculated values of Td and Rd 
converge to the experimental values within 5% or less. Typical results on the calculated and measured values of Td and Rd 

from a sample with T = 2(hours) and D = 930um are plotted as a function of wavelength in Fig. 3(a) with the three optical 
parameter \is, )j.a and g shown in Fig. 3(b). 
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Fig. 3 (a) 
The measured and calculated 
diffuse transmittance Td and 
reflectance Rd as a function of 
wavelength from a porcine skin 
dermis sample stored on ice with 
postmortem time of 2 hours. The 
thickness of the sample D = 
930p.m. 
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Fig. 3 (b) 
The wavelength dependence of the 
scattering coefficient |xs and the 
absorption coefficient u,, of the 
same sample shown in Fig 3 (a). 
Insert: the anisotropy factor g. 

The optical properties of dermal tissue may be dependent on postmortem time and storage conditions. The values of three 
optical parameters, m, u.a and g, at three wavelengths of 980, 1370 and 1400nm from 19 samples were selected from our 
results to investigate this possible dependence. These results are shown in Fig. 4. 
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The scattering coefficient inversely 
determined from the transmittance 
and reflectance measurements of 
19 skin dermal tissue samples with 
different postmortem time and 
storage conditions at three 
wavelengths. The solid symbols are 
from the samples stored in crushed 
ice and the empty symbols are 
from samples in Tyrode's solution. 
All data are normalized by the 
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The absorption coefficient 
inversely determined from the 
transmittance and reflectance 
measurements of the same samples 
with different postmortem time and 
storage conditions at three 
wavelengths. The solid symbols are 
from the samples stored in crushed 
ice and the empty symbols are 
from samples in Tyrode's solution. 
All data are normalized by the 
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Fig. 4 (c) 
The anisotropic factor inversely 
determined from the transmittance 
and reflectance measurements of 
19 skin dermal tissue samples with 
different postmortem time and 
storage conditions at three 
wavelengths. The solid symbols are 
from the samples stored in crushed 
ice and the empty symbols are 
from samples in Tyrode's solution. 

The ultrastructure of the dermis has been examined through TEM to study the correlation between the cellular morphology 
and tissue optical properties. For this purpose all the tissue samples used in the optical measurements were fixed by standard 
TEM processing procedures. Briefly, samples were fixed in 10% gluteraldehyde buffered with NaCacodylate. After fixation, 
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samples were dehydrated in a series of alcohol solutions. The samples were then post-fixed in osmium tetroxide before 
infiltration with epoxy resin. Samples were embedded in epoxy at 64°C for 24 hours. The resulting blocks were trimmed 
prior to sectioning. A Sorvall ultramicrotome was used to produce sections approximately 1mm2 and 60-70um thick with a 
diamond knife. The samples were placed on copper coated grids and contrasted with lead stain and uranyl acetate. Grids 
were analyzed using a Philips 201 transmission electron microscope. From the TEM examination of all the tissue samples 
stored under different conditions, it has been determined that the ultrastructure of the tissue remains essentially intact up to 30 
hours post-mortem. No observable changes in fibroblasts and collagen fibers were noted. Two TEM micrographs of a sample 
stored on ice and another stored in Tyrode'solution are displayed in Fig. 5. 

**"   /* &&&? V, ■ f\JT N   " 

Fig. 5 (a) TEM micrograph of a skin dermal sample 
stored in Tyrode's solution 24 hours post- 
mortem. Bar= lum. 

Fig. 5 (b) TEM micrograph of a skin dermal sample stored 
on crushed ice 24 hours post-mortem.. Bar = 
lum. 

5.   DISCUSSION 

From the results presented in this report, one can clearly see that the interaction between the near-infrared light and skin 
tissue is dominated by scattering due to the inherent microscopic inhomogeneity by cellular structures and tissue 
morphology. Since most optical measurements are carried out in vitro, it is very important to understand the effect of tissue 
conditions such as the integrity of the major skin cells and collagen fibers on the results of the measurements. The 
significance is of two fold: the clinical relevance of the in vitro data and the correlation between the microscopic structures of 
the tissue and the macroscopic optical properties. The word "macroscopic" refers to the experimental results obtained with 
the optically thick tissue samples. 

Using a Monte Carlo simulation method within the framework of the radiative transfer theory, the scattering coefficient us, 
the absorption coefficient u* and the anisotropy factor g have been inversely calculated from the experimentally measured 
collimated transmittance Tc, diffuse reflectance Rj and diffuse transmittance Td. With this procedure, we were able to obtain 
the three optical parameters of porcine skin dermis by simulating the light propagation in tissue with the geometry and 
boundary conditions that are nearly identical to the experiments. From the favorable agreement between the calculated and 
measured Td and R<j, shown in Fig. 3 (a), we concluded that the Monte Carlo simulation provides an excellent modeling tool 
for the inverse calculation. We note, however, two deficiencies in the current procedure. First, the effect of surface roughness 
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of the sectioned tissue samples is not considered. This leads to the overestimate of the scattering coefficient because the 
deflection of the incident light at the two surfaces of the sample are treated as a part of bulk scattering. Second, we assumed 
the average refractive index of the tissue to be a constant, n =1.41, over the spectral region from 900 to 1500nm. The value of 
n has not been verified experimentally for skin dermis and, in any case, the assumption of n as a constant is not a good 
approximation in studying the light deflection due to the index mismatch at the tissue surfaces. Current investigations are 
underway to address these concerns. 

From both Fig 3 (b) and Fig. 4, we observe a decreasing trend in the scattering coefficient us as the wavelength increase 
toward 1400nm while the anisotropy factor g = <cos0> remains as a constant around 0.92, indicating a feature of strong 
forward scattering. The nature of the scattering is consistent with the previous determination of the diffuse scattering 
coefficient (S) based on the Kebelka-Munk (KM) flux model.1 In addition, the absorption coefficient \i3 displays a peak 
between 1400 and 1500nm which can be associated with the absorption of water component in the skin dermis.14 Significant 
differences do exist between previous results based on KM model1 and that of water. First, the dominance of the light 
attenuation by scattering over absorption is evident from our result up to the end of the spectral region at 1500nm. Second, 
the increase in the absorption coefficient ua from lOOOnm to 450nm is more modest than that of water: a factor of 5 in the 
skin (see Fig. 3b) in contrast to a factor of nearly 100 in water. 

Surprsingly, we noticed no observable changes in cellular morphology in samples stored on ice or in Tyrode's solution up to 
30 hours post-mortem. The collagen fibers, which are the primary component of the dermis along with the fibroblasts 
appeared comparable to characteristics observed in the controls (data not shown). Thus, the different storage conditions and 
post mortem time, up to 30 hours, should have no impact on the optical properties measured. This is evident by the data 
presented in Fig. 4(a)-(c). 

In summary, we have conducted optical measurements of skin dermis in the spectral region from 900nm to 1500nm and 
determined the scattering coefficient us, the absorption coefficient |xa and the anisotroic factor g within the framework of the 
radiative transfer theory. Based on these results, we investigated the effect of the tissue storage conditions and post-mortem 
time on the experimental data. We concluded that no significant changes occur in the microscopic structures of the dermal 
cells and collagen and the in vitro optical measurements can be consistently carried out on samples stored in crushed ice with 
postmortem time up to 30 hours. 
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Spatial variation of fluorescence in human breast tissues 
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ABSTRACT 

Spatial variation of fluorescence intensity in human breast tissues was studied. A diffusion theory model 
describing fluorescence light energy distribution inside a thick and turbid medium like human tissue was developed. 
Experimental data were fitted with the theoretical model to obtain reduced scattering coefficient and absorption coefficient 
at different fluorescence wavelengths (530nm, 550nm and 585nm) with 488nm excitation of normal, malignant and benign 
breast tissues. Computed reduced scattering and absorption coefficients of malignant tissues were observed to be more as 
compared to the normal tissues and benign tumors. 

Keywords: Fluorescence, Scattering coefficient, Absorption coefficient, Reduced scattering coefficient. 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of photon migration in tissue is important in understanding the morphology of different tissue types. 
Knowledge of different optical transport parameters of tissue like scattering coefficient (us), absorption coefficient (\ia) and 
reduced scattering coefficient (\xs') is essential in diagnostic and therapeutic use1. Further, fluorescence energy distribution, 
specially its spatial variation in different tissue types is of considerable interest for extracting intrinsic fluorescence from 
bulk tissue fluorescence for diagnostic studies2. Heuristic approaches have been used to model propagation of photons 
through an optically thick and turbid medium such as human tissue3"6. All these methods provide knowledge about the 
different optical transport parameters of tissue. Elastic scattering has generally been used as a probe. It has been seen in 
several spectroscopic studies that fluorophores present in human tissue play a major role in the biochemical changes during 
progress of disease7. Hence, investigation of different optical transport parameters taking fluorescence as a probe may 
reveal additional information about the morphological changes in diseased environment as compared to elastic scattering 
experiments. This paper presents a three dimensional model for radial variation of fluorescence in flat tissue. The 
absorption coefficient (U<J) and reduced scattering coefficient (u/) at three different fluorescence wavelengths (530nm, 
550nm and 585nm) of normal, benign and malignant (ductal carcinoma) breast tissues, excited by 488nm line of Ar-ion 
laser were computed, fitting the experimental data to the developed diffusion theory model. 

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

A schematic of the experimental set-up used for studying spatial variation of fluorescence in human breast tissues 
is shown in Figl. The set-up consists of Spectra Physics 5 Watt Ar-ion laser as an excitation source. The laser spot was 
focused to one end of an optical fiber of a linear array of fibers. The array was held in contact with the tissue by the help of 
a jig whose contact end was polished to a smooth finish The fluorescence output from the other fibers of the array were 
detected with a double grating scanning spectrometer (SPEX 1877E) and a SI photomultiplier tube. The optical fibers used 
for this purpose were 140 urn in diameter and had a numerical aperture of 0.22. The fluorescence spectrum was recorded, 
one at a time, and the result was stored in a computer. Scanned fluorescence spectra from different output optical fibers 
situated at different radial positions of flat tissue surface gave the spatial variation of fluorescence in human breast tissue. 
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Fig 1. Schematic diagram of experimental set up 

Theoretical Model for Radial Variation of Fluorescence in Tissue: 

To derive an analytical expression for radial dependence of fluorescence in flat tissue, the lime independent 
transport equation of net change of diffuse fluorescence intensity was modified as8: 

dlWds = -n» l'd(r,s) +(ut /4JI) J p(s,s/) l'd(r,s/) d©/ + eri(r,s) (1) 
where l'd(r,s) is the diffuse fluorescence intensity at any point (r, s) of the medium and 

eri(r,s) =<p nf
a r^s) 

Ht is the total extinction coefficient, u, is the single scattering coefficient and \ia, the absorption coefficient of the medium. 
Hf

a is the absorption coefficient at excitation wavelength due to the fluorophores only and q> is the fluorescence yield. r°(r, 
s) is the excitation energy distribution inside the tissue. 
The first term in the right hand side of eqn. 1 is the total Joss suffered by propagating fluorescence intensity due to 
absorption and scattering The second term is the source function due to diffuse fluorescence intensity. The third term is 
distributed fluorescence source terms due to the presence of fluorophores inside tissue. 
Diffusion equation for propagating fluorescence was then formulated using diffusion approximation to the transport 
equation (eqn. I)9, 

V*U'd (r) - m^ U'd(r) = - 3puf. u,r |lTUr)| + 3/4^V.|U0X,
lol(r)| (2) 

where u,ff = (3^ u,)"2 is the effective attenuation coefficient and n<r= m'+iV >s the transport coefficient. 
Uexitoi(0 is the average total intensity of the excitation light at any point inside the tissue. Instead of doing the rigorous 
solution of eqn.2, an equivalent point source located at (p0, zo) of the extended source Qf(r) has been found and the 
expression for average diffuse excitation intensity UdeM (r) used in this case was that obtained by solving eqn. 2 in 
cylindrical co-ordinate (p,q>, z). Further, for a mismatched boundary, the boundary condition can be satisfied by setting the 
flucnce equal to zero on an extrapolated boundary at a position zb = 2 AD where D = 1/3^ and A is a parameter dependent 
upon the refractive index of the medium and that of the surrounding medium10. Hence the position of the image source was 
found at a height of (z0+2zb) above the tissue surface. The fluorescence fluence at any radial position (p, 0) of tissue due to 
contribution from the equivalent isotropic point source inside tissue and the image source located outside tissue was finally 
worked out as: 
Rf(r) = A0[z0(miT+l/ri)exp(-utn-r))/r,

2 +(/o+2/.b)(u<ir+l/r2)cxp(-utrrr2/r2
2] (3) 

where r,2 =zo2 +(p-po )2andr2
2=(z0+2zb)

2+ (p- p0 )2 

Ao. zo and po are dependent upon the effective attenuation coefficient at excitation wavelength ^ir™ and the relationships 
were worked out. Equation 3 describes the spatial variation of fluorescence involving u« and u,ff at fluorescence emission 
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wavelength and u^nr"1 al excitation wavelength. This model was fruitfully utilized to determine transport parameters of 
breast tissues at different fluorescence wavelengths excited by 488nm line of Ar-ion laser. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Fluorescence intensity at 530nm, 550nni and 590nm wavelengths collected from different radial positions were 
plotted with distance from excitation point to obtain the spatial variation curves at these wavelengths. Thus obtained spatial 
variation curves were fitted to the theoretical model describing fluorescence energy distribution (Eqn. 3). Livenberg - 
Marquardt algorithm was used for minimizing %2 in the curve fitting. Typical experimental profile of normal, malignant 
and benign tissues with their theoretical fits are shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4 respectively. 
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Experiments were carried out on 8 benign tumors, 4 malignant breast tissue samples and their normal counter parts. The 
mean absorption coefficients (\ia) of normal, malignant and benign breast tissues at three different wavelengths with 
standard deviations are tabulated in Table 1. The corresponding computed mean reduced scattering coefficients (|XsO with 
standard deviations are listed in Table 2. Experiments were further carried on different tissue phantoms to check the 
accuracy of estimating u*' and \ia using the model. Tissue phantoms were prepared with polystyrene microspheres as 
scatterers (0.61|im diameter) and riboflavin of known concentration as fluorophores. The experimentally obtained values of 
\is' and \ia were in close agreement to the known \is' and Ha values of tissue phantoms. 

Table 1 

Type of tissue Value of absorption coefficients ^ (/mm) 

at 

530nm 550nm 585nm 

Malignant 0.16± 0.12 0.12 ± 0.05 0.09 + 0.05 

Benign 0.13+ 0.05 0.11 ± 0.03 0.14 ± 0.05 

Normal 0.07 ± 0.02 0.07 ± 0.02 0.05 ± 0.01 

Table 2 

Type of tissue Value of reduced scattering 
coefficient(|j.s/)(/mm) at 

530nm 550nm 585nm 
Malignant 2.99 ±0.05 3.62 ±1.3 3.47 ±1.2 

Benign 2.33 ±0.35 1.99 ± 0.15 1.98 ±0.56 

Normal 2.27 ± 0.05 2.17 ±0.58 1.97 ± 0.52 

The results show that the computed reduced scattering coefficients (u*0 of malignant breast tissues were significantly 
higher than normal tissues and benign tumors at the three wavelengths investigated whereas no significant differences in \i%' 
were observed between normal tissues and benign tumors. The computed absorption coefficients (na) of malignant breast 
tissues were observed to be higher compared to normal tissues and benign tumors at both 530nm and 550nm wavelengths. 
No significant differences in |ia between malignant and normal breast tissues were observed at 585nm. Interestingly some 
of the benign tumors (with sharp fall in spectral profile around 590nm) show higher \ia as compared to both normal and 
malignant tissues. 

Major fluorophores with 488 nm excitation are assigned to flavins which have an absorption band centered around 
460 nm - 490 nm wavelength region. Flavins fluoresce in the visible wavelength region with peak centered at 530 nm11. 
The observed higher value of reduced scattering coefficients (nsO of malignant tissues is possibly because of higher 
concentration of scatterers present in malignant tissues compared to the normal ones. Another cause may be the larger size 
of tissue scatterers in presence of malignancy12. A plausible cause for the observed higher absorption coefficients (no) of 
malignant tissues as compared to the normal tissues and benign tumors at 530nm and 550nm wavelengths is the presence of 
higher concentration of chromophores and fluorophores in malignant tissues. 
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Fig 6. Normalized fluorescence spectra 
collected from different radial positions 
of typical malignant breast tissue. 

Progressive broadening of fluorescence spectral shape was observed with distance from excitation point. Figure 5 
shows the effect of progressive broadening in fluorescence spectral shape with distance from excitation point for a t>pical 
normal breast tissue. Similar normalized fluorescence spectra collected from different radial positions of a typical 
malignant breast tissue are shown in Figure 6. This effect was observed to be considerably more in normal tissue as 
compared to the malignant ones. The broadening of fluorescence spectra possibly originates from the wave|cngth 
dependent transport properties of tissue. Lower values of both absorption coefficients (\\a) and reduced scattering 
coefficients (us0 of tissue at higher wavelengths cause lesser loss of propagating fluorescence at higher wavelengths and 
consequently causes broadening of fluorescence spectral shape. 

Further, a bump was observed in the spatial variation of fluorescence profile (about 1.1 mm away from the source) 
for almost all the tissue samples and in all the wavelengths investigated. This was attributed primarily due to the effect of 
fluorescence photo bleaching. It was observed that at the point of the bump in spatial variation curve, there was no 
significant broadening of fluorescence spectrum whereas at all the other points progressive broadening was observed. This 
suggests that at the point of bump total collected fluorescence is dominated by fluorescence contribution from localized 
fluorophorcs. Contribution of propagating fluorescence from the bleached area near the source is primarily due to the effect 
of fluorescence photo bleaching. The intensity ratio of the bump to the dip in the spatial variation profile was observed to 
be significantly more in almost all the malignant tissues investigated as compared to their normal counterparts. This implies 
that the cflcct of fluorescence photo bleaching is more prominent in malignant tissues as compared to the normal ones. 

CONCLUSION 

Our study shows that both reduced scattering coefficients and absorption coefficients of malignant breast tissues 
are more compared to normal tissues and benign tumors. However, no significant differences in the absorption coefficients 
exist between normal and benign tumors. The differing values of the transport parameters can be related to the observed 
changes in the spectral profiles, which arc more prominent in normal tissues as compared to the malignant ones. Effect of 
fluorescence photo bleaching on spatial dependence of fluorescence is observed to be more prominent in malignant tissues. 
This is being investigated. 
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ABSTRACT 

Fluorescence images were acquired from gynecological tissues for multiple combinations of emission and excitation 
wavelengths in the ultraviolet and blue spectral regions. The wavelength combinations were selected to highlight different tissue 
molecules (collagen, elastin, tryptophan, NADH) whose fluorescence signatures have been shown to potential in the detection 
of malignancy. These images were analyzed to determine the size, shape and location of different tissue structures 

Keywords: Optical biopsy, Native fluorescence, Cervical cancer detection 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The American Cancer Society estimates that there are 16,000 new cases and 5,000 deaths from cervical carcinoma per 
year.1 In the United States, studies have shown that a significant fraction of women who have been diagnosed with cervical 
cancer, have had a normal Papanicolaou (Pap) test in the preceding 3-5 years2. The Pap test, the current standard for cervical 
cancer screening in the United States, is subject to errors on multiple levels, including sampling errors, reading errors by 
cytotechnicians and interpretation errors by pathologists. Sampling errors frequently result from an inadequate number of cells 
on the slide, failure to collect cells from the entire cervix, and menstrual blood or inflamation which can obscure abnormal cells. 
Estimates of Pap test sensitivity have ranged from 45 to 94%3. Retrospective studies have shown that 30% to 50% of women 
with cervical cancer had normal Pap smears in the previous 3-4 years.4 One study reported that 62% of the false negative Pap 
smears could be attributed to sampling error by the clinician. The remaining errors were attributed to the cytotechnician (16%) 
and the pathologist (22% )5. In the presence of invasive cancer, the false negative rate of Pap smears may be significantly higher 
due to obscuring inflamation.6 Improved screening techniques can significantly increase the potential for early detection, with 
the subsequent reduction in mortality. 

Fluorescence spectroscopy has been shown to be a valuable in vivo tool for real-time, non invasive detection of cancer 
or precancer. Previous studies of gynecological tract tissue have shown that differences in the fluorescence signatures of tissues 
can be used to classify the tissue as either cancerous or normal. Das et af investigated the fluorescence from ex vivo 
gynecological tissue and used a 340nm/440nm intra peak ratio with 300nm excitation to differentiate normal and tumor tissue 
of the cervix. Normal and benign tumor tissue had a lower ratio than the cancer tissue. Glassman et al8'10 employed a 
combination of UV excitation and emission spectroscopy to distinguish normal from cancerous ex vivo gynecological tissue. 
In this work it was shown that, under 320 nm excitation, the ratio of emission intensities at the 383 nm and 460 nm peaks could 
distinguish malignant samples from normal and benign tumor. Ramanujam et al,"12 in an in vivo study demonstrated the ability 
to differentiate cervical interepithelial neoplastic from normal tissues. In that work, it was demonstrated that preneoplastic and 
neoplastic tissue could be distinguished from abnormal non-neoplastic tissue. 

The goal of this work is to develop a fluorescence imaging system which can be used as a screening tool for cervical 
cancer. In this effort, fluorescence images were acquired from ex vivo normal and malignant gynecological tissue at multiple 
combinations of emission and excitation wavelengths in the ultraviolet and blue spectral regions. The wavelength combinations 
employed focused on the key tissue fluorophores (tryptophan, collagen, elastin, NADH) which have previously been used to 
successfully identify tumor in gynecological tissue. These images were analyzed to determine the shape and location of tissue 

'Correspondence: Email: alfano@scisun.sci.ccnv.cunv.edu. Telephone: 212-650-5531; Fax: 212-650-5530. 
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structures including tumors. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The salient features of the system used to acquire the fluorescence images is as follows: The excitation source is a high 
power xenon lamp. A UV transmitting liquid light pipe delivers the excitation light to the sample. The light pipe is oriented 
nearly normal to the sample in order to optimize uniformity of illumination. Wavelength selection was made by narrow band 
interference filters. Intensity at the sample was approximately 0.5 mW/cm2. The fluorescence was collected by a multi-element 
UV lens and imaged onto the photo cathode of a UV sensitive image intensifier. The image magnification was unity. Selection 
of the emission wavelength was also controlled by narrow band interference filters. The fluorescence signal was amplified by 
the image intensifier and relayed to a monochrome CCD video camera. The output of the CCD was transferred to a frame 
grabber mounted in a Personal Computer. Images were captured at 640 x 480 pixels at a rate of 30 frames per second . The 
frame grabber uses an 8 bit analogue-to-digital converter to give a maximum of 256 grey levels per pixel. For each excitation 
and emission wavelength combination, 25 frames were acquired and stored for averaging and further processing. The spatial 
resolution of the system was limited by the image intensifier resolution to approximately 100 urn. 

Tissue samples were acquired from the National Disease Research Interchange. Tissues were stored at 4°C, and not 
chemically treated prior to image acquisition. After completion of the optical measurements, the samples were stored in formalin 
and transported to the pathology for histopathological analysis. Images were acquired at five combinations of excitation and 
emission wavelengths. These wavelengths were chosen based on prior studies which have shown that various intensity ratios 
calculated from these combinations have exhibited high accuracy in the ability to predict the presence of cancer. These 
combinations correspond to absorption or emission peaks from different tissue fluorophores. The emission peak from tryptophan 
is at 340 nm, from collagen at 380 nm, and both NADH and elastin emit at 440 nm. Collagen absorption peaks at 340 nm. The 
first filter combinations primarily measures emission from tryptophan, collagen, elastin and NADH. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Differences in emission intensity between normal and cancerous tissue images were observed. These differences were 
consistent with spectral differences observed in prior studies. Some of these differences can be seen in the fluorescence images 
from a malignant (SI85) and a benign (SI86) cervical tissue sample, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The 340 nm 
emission images, with \,x = 300 nm, are shown in Figs 1(a) and 2(a) and the 440 nm emission images are shown in Figs. 1(b) 
and 2(b), respectively. The respective ratio maps, WIMO for these two samples are shown in Figs. 1(c) and 2(c). The images 
have been inverted, i.e. darker regions represent either higher emission intensity ((a) and (b)), or higher ratio (c). Sample S185 
is predominantly tumor with small regions of inflamation on the right side and bottom of the sample. Pathology has identified 
the SI86 as consisting of a benign fiber muscular tumor located in the lower left half of the sample with areas of inflamation 

(a) :JL  t (b) .. ,CJi\\ •'''""   ;'■        <# 

Figure 1. Fluorescence images from cancerous cervical tissue S185. (a) X^. = 300; ^m = 340 nm. (b) X^x = 300; 
\m = 440 nm. (c) Ratio WW 

t#- 

(a) .:, (b) * ' . (c) 

Figure 2. Fluorescence images from benign tissue S186. (a) X.ex = 300; l^m = 340 nm. (b) X^ = 300; Xem = 440 
nm. (c) Ratio I340/W 
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Figure 3. Fluorescence images from cancerous cervical tissue S185. (a) X.eI = 340; Xem = 380 ran. (b) Xcx = 300; 
X„ra = 380 nm. (c) Ratio IWW 
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Figure 4. Fluorescence images from benign tissue SI86. (a) Xex = 340; Xem = 380 nm. (b) X,, = 300; Xem = 380 
nm. (c) Ratio I340^3oo- 

throughout the upper part of the tissue. The tissues were marked with a stitch on the upper left to assist pathology in orienting 
the samples relative to the fluorescence images. 

It was observed that the I340 signal (tryptophan emission) from the cancer sample was higher than from the benign 
sample. The tumor regions of S185 also exhibited higher I340 signal than the non tumor regions. On the other hand, the I440 

signal (NADH emission) from S185 was much weaker than from both the benign tumor and inflamed regions of S186. 
Consequently, the WIwo ratio from the cancer sample is significantly larger than from the benign sample. This can be observed 
in the ratio maps of S185 and S186 (Figs 1(c) and 2(c), respectively). Significant is that the benign tumor and inflamed areas 
of S186 appear different from the cancer regions in S185, indicating that fluorescence measurements may be able to distinguish 
malignant tissue from either benign or inflamed tissues. 

The ^m= 380 nm images from S185 and S186 for X„ = 340 nm and Xa = 300 nm are shown in Figs. 3(a)(b) and 
4(a)(b), respectively. The images are inverted such that darker areas in the figures represents regions of higher emission 
intensity. The filter combination used to acquire the images in Figs. 3(a) and 4(a) primarily measure collagen emission. Almost 
no collagen signal is observed in the emission from the cancer 

troma sample while the collagen emission can be observed from both 
the benign tumor and inflamed regions of SI86. Conversely, 
the I380 emission with ^x = 300 nm is greater from the cancer 
sample than the benign sample. Examination of Fig. 3(b) 
reveals that the largest signal comes from the malignant 
regions of S185. Generating ratio maps for these samples 
further highlights the intensity differences. These IWI300 maps 
are shown in Figs. 3(c) and 4(c), in which the S185 ratio map 
is significantly than the benign sample. 

In addition to being able to distinguish cancer from 
benign tissue by differences in emission intensity, features 
were observed in the fluorescence images which correlated 
with structures identified by histopathological analysis revealed 
additional structures in the tissues. The X^ = 340, X^= 380 
nm fluorescence image from a normal uterine is shown in Fig. 
5. Darker regions of the image represent higher intensity 
regions. Some of the structures identified by pathology and f igu"n

5' Fluorescence ima8e of normal uterine samPle- *« 

Blood Vessels 

340, 
^m= 380 nm. 
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visible in this image are: A region of stroma in the center of the tissue can be located by the higher collagen signal from the 
stroma area. Areas of inflamation to the left of the stroma exhibits weaker collagen emission. Multiple blood vessels are 
identified by lower intensity areas. Two of these vessels are identified in Fig. 5. Additional blood vessels were identified near 
the bottom of the sample. The increased blood absorption resulted in weaker fluorescence in this area. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, this work has demonstrated the UV fluorescence images corresponding to the emission wavelengths of 
collagen, NADH and tryptophan may be able to differentiate malignant tissue from normal, benign tumor or inflamed ex vivo 
tissues. It has also been demonstrated that different tissue structures such as blood vessels, can be identified by fluorescence 
images. The extension of this work to in vivo measurements may provide an effective method to identify cancerous or 
precancerous regions of the cervix and provide a valuable screening technique for early cancer detection. 
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Abstract 

An approach to computer assisted imaging diagnosis is introduced for tumor detection in tissues, using softer light sources 
and detection from both transmission and reflection. A 3D model, described by the diffusion equation, is developed to 
simulate the photon propagation inside human tissue to detect the tumor or other inclusions. The inclusion is modeled with a 
different absorption coefficient from that of the otherwise homogeneous media. The Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) 
algorithm is used to solve the diffusion equation on each spatial grid at each time instance in an iterative manner. The data 
on a cut section of the model at a certain moment is visualized to be a picture according to the photon intensity value. 
Pictures of different moments can be linked to construct a dynamic movie for the presentation of the photon propagation 
procedure on a specific cut-plane. The movies show that in the homogeneous model the photon density has a symmetric 
concentric distribution on the plane opposite the source. When an off-center inclusion is introduced inside the model, a clear 
asymmetry appears. The shadow of the inclusion is determined by both the size and the location of the inclusion. If the 
inclusion is moved to the center, the symmetry is restored, though different from the original image. To reach a more precise 
result, the derivative of the intensity, with respect to the distance from the light source, is computed. From the dynamic 
derivative curves, the size of the inclusion can be estimated. Experiments verify the conclusion on inclusions of arbitrary 
dimensions which are larger than 5 mm. A scanning search strategy is proposed for unknown inclusions. 

Key words: diffusion equation, simulation, visualization, Alternating direction implicit (ADI) 

1. Introduction 

Near-infrared (NIR) laser technology is being explored as a promising direction of cancer detection in its early stage. NIR 
laser has more benefits than the traditional X-ray or other computational tomography (CT) techniques because it is safe to the 
healthy tissue [1'2'51. The photon travels inside the tissue more like a wave than a particle. In the physical application, the 
photons are assumed to be radiated by an extremely fast pulse laser, and the light propagates in a turbid scatter-dominated 
medium. The photon propagation through such media can be described by the Boltzmann transport equation. Due to the 
high scattering medium property of the human tissue, the light propagation can be described by the diffusion equation: 

—<p(r,t) = div(Dgradcp(r,t))-c//a(r)<p(r,/) + s(r,t), r e Q,/ > 0 (1) 
at 

where q>(r,t) is the photon density at position r at time t, na is the absorption coefficient, and s(r,t) is the source input. 

The coefficient D is given by D =  (2) 

where {i's(r) is the reduced scattering coefficient, c the speed of light. Given a model, the light propagation is simulated 

based on the impulse source input. The boundary condition is set to <p(x,t) = 0, x 6 9Q, t > 0 in order to simulate the highly 

absorbing medium around the model. The human tissue has an absorption coefficient /ia to indicate the feature of media 
with respect to the given laser source. The tumor tissue has a different absorption coefficient other than the normal tissue 
while it keeps other parameters the same with normal tissue. Therefore, the human tissue with inclusion inside is simulated 
by a model with a specific distribution of absorption coefficient. The normal tissue is considered as the background media 
with a constant absorption coefficient, while the regions with particular absorption coefficient indicate the tumor tissues. The 
location and the size of the inclusion certainly play an important role in the propagation of photons. Because photons of NIR 
laser do not travel in straight line, the "shadow" resulted by the inclusion is quite different from what we get in X-ray image. 

There are several image reconstruction algorithms such as Newton-Raphson iteration, Extended Kaiman Filter, etc l9~u\ 
These algorithms deal with the output signals that are involved with the noise. However, these algorithms usually have 
problem in convergence and stability and are computational time cost. Visualization is an alternative approach to explore the 
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information of the inclusion. In this paper, by using Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) algorithm in 3D I3'4'6], models of 
different inclusion conditions are used to study the influence of the location and the size of inclusion. ADI has been proven 
to be a mature and effective algorithm for partial differential equations by computing the finite difference equation in all the 
directions separately. ADI is absolutely stable because of its implicit finite difference scheme. It is easy to be parallelized 
for large-scale equation, especially for the life-size model. 

ADI computes the photon intensity in every spatial grid at every time step. These time-series volumetric data are mapped 
with respect to a color table. By cutting the rectangular model with a specified plane, a 2-D picture can be captured from any 
viewpoint. The time-series pictures are linked to build a dynamic "movie" of propagation procedure. Considering the 
possible location of detectors, only source-surface and detector-surface are used in this paper (Figure 1). In NIR laser 
propagation, the shadow of inclusion occurs not only on detector-surface, but also on source-surface. To enhance the effect 
of inclusion's influence, the photon density of the homogeneous model is subtracted from the corresponding values of model 
with inclusion inside. 

  Model 
Source-surface 

NIR laser source   
Detector-surface 

Figure 1. Source-plane and Detector-plane 

Section 2 introduces the approach that visualizes the photon intensity distribution. A visualization tool is developed to 
demonstrate the procedure of photon propagation. Section 3 introduces the settings and conditions of the simulation 
experiments in this study. Section 4 presents the result of inclusion location influence. Based upon the peak position of 
subtraction pictures, it is easy to locate the center of inclusion approximately. In section 5, dynamic directional derivative 
curve is introduced into the analysis. The size of inclusion can be determined from the curves. Based on the detection results 
on the location/size of inclusion, a scanning search strategy is proposed for inclusion (tumor tissue) detection in section 6. 

2. Visualization of Volumetric Data 

There are many techniques available to visualize volumetric data, including section view, iso-surface and volume rendering. 
Among them, section view, which visualizes 3D data slice by slice, has advantage over others due to its simplicity, and is still 
in use mostly in the primary analysis stage where comprehensible 3D configuration is very difficult to establish. Based on 
section view technique, VisualTool, a visualization tool, is developed to visualize the volumetric data on controllable 
arbitrary cut plane. Curves, images and movies can be obtained to extract the detailed static and dynamic features of the 
volumetric data. Several aspects are considered in VisualTool. 

The first problem encountered in visualization is color mapping: to establish a mapping relationship between the set of data 
and the set of colors [7,8]. In the research of photon propagation, the photon intensity varies greatly from 10"5 to 107. On the 
other hand, the colors available are limited due to the hardware and the sensibility of human eye. It is necessary to build a 
mapping relationship between data and color. When processing the data dynamically as well as statically, a successful 
mapping on dynamic volumetric data can reach good visualization effect, such as indicating the slight difference, showing 
the transition period of the procedure and so on. In order to get a satisfactory color mapping, several strategies are tested 
which include mapping fixed color to a specific data range, mapping data to color components and mapping data to a color 
index. After comparing the effect of these strategies, the method that maps a value v to a color index / is selected. The 
mapping function is defined as follows I = A^max(l/A^[log10(v + l)/log10(vMK +1)]), where / is the j* color in the 
sequence of total AT colors that are pre-defined, ve[vM„ vMax], and 0 < vMin < vMax. VisualTool provides several default color 
tables, including a rainbow color mapping in which all colors vary in the sequence of the rainbow color except the 
background color. Color mapping is an application-specific problem. A good mapping effect comes from a good pre- 
analysis on the data, including the range and the distribution. Also, color mapping is a particular data process problem. 
Searching for the best mapping is a challenging experiment task. This suggests that besides the default mapping it be better 
to provide ways by the user to define a specific problem-based color sequence to meet different requirements. VisualTool is 
able to accept a user-defined mapping table besides the default mapping. 
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The second problem is to select visualization style. In the application of photon propagation, several aspects, including 
photon propagation, section go-through, static view and dynamic curve view, etc., are required to demonstrate the dynamic 
volumetric data. In propagation style users are allowed to view the photon propagation procedure at a specific cut-plane. 
Go-through style provides users to walk through the model in geometry along a direction to check the photon distribution at a 
specific moment. Static view style allows users to view all the data on the same plane at a specific time. While dynamic 
curve view shows the time-series curves on the grids of interest. In fact, these styles are complementary in helping to 
appreciate and to understand the physical process from different viewpoints. A double-buffer technique is applied to improve 
the visualization quality. Figure 2 shows an example of data visualization on a cut-plane. 

«»««W«' 

cut section, 

S: 196.00. 96.00. 59.00] 
N: [0.46. 0.46. 0.75] 
O: 44.53 

Figure 2. Example of Cutting-plane Data Visualization   Figure 3. Control Window Figure 4. Control Triangle 

control point: A, B, C 
control edge: AB, BC, CA 

control normal 

The third aspect is the control of the viewer. The most important part in VisualTool is the control window design. In order to 
distinguish the window that contains the "graphics of visualized data" from the window that controls the viewpoint (cut- 
plane), the former is named application window and the latter control window, respectively. Once the cut-plane (the 
viewpoint) is adjusted by operating the control window, the corresponding application window starts to visualize the data on 
the new cut-plane. Figure 3 shows one status of the control window. Where, 5":[96.00, 96.00, 59.00] means that the cut- 
plane intercepts three axis X, Y, Z at 96.00, 96.00 and 59.00 respectively; N is the normal direction of cut-plane, and D 
shows the distance from the original point to cut plane. Three operation methods are defined to control the cut-plane: moving 
control points, rotating control edges and dragging control normal. This kind of control design is novel and easy to 
understand. The control rules are in conformity with favorite operation habituation of users. User can always dominate the 
control of objects and have no limitation in physical space. 

3. Experimental Settings and Conditions 

The inclusion inside the model affects the distribution of photon intensity. Therefore, the possible inclusion inside the model, 
can be located from the difference between the photon distributions comparing to the homogeneous case. However, the 
photons do not propagate in a straight line like X-ray. The traditional algorithms of image reconstruction are not applicable 
for NIR laser. A visual approach is presented to identify the inclusion by comparing the signal to the standard signal (of the 
homogeneous model). Experiments based on simulation results show the effectiveness of this method. A rectangular model 
(Q in Equation (1)) of 180x136x70 mm3 size with a cubic inclusion inside is used in the simulation. The length of the 
inclusion varies from 2 mm to 10 mm. The model size is large enough to satisfy the scatter-dominant condition of applying 
diffusion equation. The NIR laser source is placed at the center of one surface (Figure 1). The input signal from the source is 
considered to be an impulse signal. The output signals are the pulse-response signals on the grids at source-surface and 
detector-surface. To simplify the problem, the inclusion is moved in two dimensions only. The location of the inclusion 
changes at several different positions with respect to the location of the source (Figure 5). 

Source-surface 

NIR laser source: ■•■#•••■•••■•- 

tyetector-surface 

.!.?£.!™E x = 90mm 
 x = 68 mm 

 x = 45 mm 
 _ x = 22 mm 

Center positions 

Off-center positions 

z=0    20    40    60 70 mm 

Figure 5. Distribution of inclusion locations in 2D 

A total of 24 positions are selected for inclusion locations. They are in a 2D plane that is in the middle of Y-axis, which are 
symmetric with respect to model boundary. Therefore, the pulse response signals are the same on the symmetric grids with 
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respect to the middle line in Y-axis. Each time, there is one inclusion inside the model at one of the specified locations. 
When the inclusion is moved along the X-axis, the influence of the inclusion inside will be presented along X-axis as well. 

ADI simulation algorithm is used to compute the photon intensity of each grid. The photon intensity values of the grids in 
source-surface and detector-surface are recorded for comparison. From the view point of practice, the information of both 
the source-surface and the detector-surface is important and available. A spatial grid size of 1mm is used in ADI simulation. 
Therefore, for each surface at one time step, there are 180x136 grids (values) to construct the picture. Several optical 
parameters in Equation (1) and (2) are taken as follows, which are estimated under the clinic condition. 

Background's absorption coefficient na = 0.0057 mm"1; 

Inclusion's absorption coefficient na = 0.06 mm"; 

Reduced scattering coefficient fi's{r) - 1.03 mm"; 
Speed of NIR light C = 0.2254 mm/ps. 

4. Visualization of Dynamic Subtraction Pictures for Location Influence 

In ADI simulation, the photon intensity values in source-surface and detector-surface are collected at each time step as an 
array with dimension of 180x136. By using VisualTool, every number is converted to a color according to the predefined 
color table, thus the array to a picture. From the pictures, it can be found that the inclusion brings an extra "shadow" on both 
source-surface and detector-surface. Figure 6 shows the source-surface pictures and detector-surface pictures for two 
different inclusion sizes at the same location. Figure 7 shows the shadow resulted from an off-center inclusion of 5-mm size. 

fJCMKJSps sT»4626f» 

size = 20 mm size- 10 mm size - 20 mm size = 10 mm 
(a) Source-surface pictures (b) Detector-surface pictures 

Figure 6. Pictures of shadow with respect to different inclusion sizes 

!i«.is2ej>5 

adow 

Figure 7. Off-center shadow in source-surface 

However, the shadow becomes unclear enough the inclusion size is small. Furthermore, it is hard to distinguish the 
propagation distribution from the influence of the inclusion. Thus, a subtraction picture is introduced to ignore the normal 
distribution in the propagation and to enhance the inclusion influence even when the inclusion size is small. Each value in 
the 180 x 136 array is the subtraction value of a heterogeneous model from a homogeneous model (model without inclusion 
inside) instead. In subtraction pictures, the difference between with and without the inclusion is compared. Figure 8 shows 
the subtraction pictures on detector-surface for inclusions with different sizes at the same location. 

g!««SZS(«i f>e»kSH.8Sf:i r««s2Sü* PM(5SI. SS; 

 size = 20 mm size =10 mm 
Figure 8. Subtraction pictures of shadow with respect to different inclusion sizes on detector-surface 
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In Figure 8, the brighter the color, the higher value the corresponding value is. It is obvious to discover the influence of the 
inclusion of larger size is more significant and apparent, which suggests subtraction picture is a better way to analyze the 
inclusion influence. The values in subtraction array show the difference of the response signals for a homogeneous model 
and a heterogeneous model. The difference of the response signals is so-called "inclusion shadow" resulted from the 
inclusion. The location where the difference reaches the maximum is considered as the center of the shadow. 

For the inclusion in the center position, which is symmetric in geometry structure of the model, the shadow is of course in the 
center of the picture. It is important to explore the shadow when the inclusion is off-center. The shadows (with respect to the 
corresponding off-center locations in Figure 1) are compared to each other in order to discover the relationship between the 
shadow location and inclusion location. As in straight-line projection, such as X-ray, the shadow of the inclusion can be 
bounded by the straight line from the point light source and the edge of the inclusion. The center of the shadow should be 
almost on the straight line that connects the light source point and the inclusion center. However, for NIR laser propagation 
in the model, the dominant factor is scattering. The edge of the shadow is not clear because of the diffraction effect of wave. 
The subtraction pictures are used to explore the relationship. Figure 9 shows some pictures of detector-surface on different 
inclusion center location. The number on each picture is the center of the shadow. It is easy to discover that the center of the 
shadow is approximate to the position of the inclusion. Both the source-surface subtraction picture and the detector-surface 
subtraction picture have the similar conclusion. 

T««25p» Pc»kpS.89I T««6ZSpi PMkfM.SS) T»«JS|>e Pe.kp<, 6SJ 

Inclusion center: x™22 mm. z-20 mn 
T»46?Sp= PMtj4'/.6Sl 

x~22 mm. 7=40 mm 
7»4MSps Pc»kJ<?. S3| 

x=22 mm. z=60 mm 

Inclusion center: x~45 mm. z=20 mm 
T»4SZSpt Pe.tj78.6SI 

X--45 mm, z=40 mm 
r»462S»s Pt.ltJ6S. OS] 

x=45 mm. z=60 mm 
r.<«sj>* pe.nss.ssj  

Inclusion center: x=68 mm. z -20 mm x"6S mm. z-40 mm x=68 mm. 7=60 mm 
Figure 9. Detector-surface subtraction pictures on detector-surface 

Table 1 and 2 show the positions of the corresponding shadow centers for different inclusion locations (as shown in Figure 1) 
on detector-surface and on source-surface. The shadow center is very close to center location in x- and y- coordinate. The 
distance to the surface does not have a lot of influence on the shadow. The closer the inclusion to the source in x-coordinate, 
the closer to the inclusion center the shadow center is. 

Location of shadow X-coordinate for inclusion center 
center (x-coordinate) x=22 mm x=45 mm x=68mm 

M   O 

1.1 ©   u, 
O   3 
V3 

Z=10 mm 24.5 mm 46.5 mm 69.5 mm 

Z=20 mm 24.5 mm 46.5 mm 69.5 mm 

Z=30 mm 24.5 mm 46.5 mm 69.5 mm 

Z=40 mm 23.5 mm 46.5 mm 68.5 mm 

Z=50 mm 23.5 mm 46.5 mm 68.5 mm 

Z=60 mm 23.5 mm 46.5 mm 68.5 mm 

Table 1. Shade »w centers on the detector-surface (z=70 mm) 
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Location of shadow 
center (x-coordinate) 

X-coordinate for inclusion center 
x=22mm x=45mm x=68mm 

O   01 
O   3 
V ö 
N   C 

Z=10mm 23.5 mm 46.5 mm 68.5 mm 

Z=20 mm 23.5 mm 46.5 mm 68.5 mm 

Z=30 mm 23.5 mm 46.5 mm 68.5 mm 

Z=40 mm 23.5 mm 46.5 mm 68.5 mm 

Z=50 mm 24.5 mm 46.5 mm 68.5 mm 

Z=60 mm 25.5 mm 46.5 mm 68.5 mm 

Table 2. Shadow centers on the source-surface i z=0 mm) 

The visualization result of subtraction pictures shows that the shadow center is less relevant to the source location.  The 
center of the shadow has the relationship with the center of inclusion as the diffraction projection shown in Figure 10 (c). 

Source point 

Inclusion 

Shadow cei 

Source point 

S4- 

Inclusion 

Shadow center 

Source point 

Inclusion 

Shadow center 

'" 'shadow 
(a) Straight line projection (b) Diffraction projection (c) Simulation result 

Figure 10. Shadow of the inclusion 

The result shows that the location of the inclusion can be approximately identified by using the subtraction pictures on 
source-surface or detector-surface. 

5. Further Exploration on Size Influence 

To explore the inclusion further, derivatives along a line is used to determine the size of the inclusion. Since the shadow of 
the inclusion does not exactly match the center location when the inclusion is off-center, the influence of the inclusion's size 
is studied when assuming its location is found. In this case, the source is moved to the center of the shadow so that the 
shadow becomes symmetric at any direction. The directional derivative curve is computed on the pulse response at each time 
step. Only the line that passes through the shadow center is applied. The simulation result shows that the inclusion's size can 
be determined from the second order derivative curve. When the inclusion locates in the different distance to the source- 
surface and detector-surface, the derivative values are different. However, they intersect with the zero line at the same 
positions approximately. The distances between two intersection points are around the size of the inclusion. Figure 11 
shows the results from the second order derivative curve on both source-surface and detector-surface and with different 
distances to the surface. Therefore, this result can be used to estimate the size of the inclusion. 

»ViewCul 

(a) inclusion size = !0 mm, detector-surface 

mmm 

Z» 15 mm 

J&= 20 »am 

30 

+FFF? 
9 V 

T=3000p* 
V 120 V/ 150 

(b) inclusion size = 20 mm, detector-surface 

H-m+ 
180 
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(c) inclusion size = 10 mm, source-surface 

PJViewCul SFIE3 

&>20mm 

Z* 15 mm 

0 

(d) inclusion size = 20 mm, source-surface 
Figure 11. The distance between two cross points to zero is around the size of inclusion 

6. Discussions 

The experiments in Section 4 and 5 present some conclusions on determining both the location and size of the inclusion 
approximately through the visualization result. Based upon these results, a scanning strategy for inclusion detection is 
introduced as follows, with Location detection (Figure 12): 

1. Given a rectangular model, use a point NIR laser source to provide impulse signal from one surface. 
2. Record the pulse response on the source-surface and on the detector-surface, compute the subtraction pictures with 

respect to the pulse response of a homogeneous model. 
3. Use VisualTool to locate the center of any shadow. 
4. Move the laser source to the center of the shadow. 
5. Repeat step 1-4 until the center of the shadow becomes the perpendicular projection of the source.   Thus, the 

inclusion is identified in a 2-D range. 
6. Repeat step 1-5 while the source is located on other model surfaces to locate the inclusion in other 2-D range. 

Source point Source point 

Inclusion 

S ladow center 

Shadow center 

Step 1 Step 4 and Step 5 
Figure 12. Steps for location detection 

Source point    Shadow ccntc r 

Step 6 

Size detection: 
1. After finding the location of the inclusion, move the source to the correspondent position so that the shadow of the 

inclusion becomes symmetric in every direction. 
2. Compute the second order derivative curve along the line that passes through the center of the shadow on the source- 

surface and detector-surface. 
3. Measure the distance between two cross points with the zero value as the size of the inclusion. 

The scanning approach makes use of visualization tool to detect the information (location and size) of the inclusion. It does 
not require extra iterative computation to solve any inverse equation. Therefore, it becomes a worthy approach in inclusion 
detection. The limitation of this approach is that the noise will bring false alert in detection. When the inclusion is deep 
inside the model, the shadow becomes not as strong as when the inclusion is near the source-surface or detector-surface. 

7. Conclusions 

Diffusion equation is used to analyze and visualize photon propagation for the detection of tumor or regular conditions inside 
human tissues. Visualization method is used in this paper to assist the detection of inclusions inside a tissue model. A 
VisualTool with color mapping is applied to visualize ADI simulation results.   Simulation experiments show that an off- 
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center inclusion introduces the asymmetric phenomena in the response signal that is both visual and computable. The 
location of the shadow resulted from the inclusion is roughly independent of the source location. The location of the 
inclusion in 2D can be detected from the visualized shadow of the inclusion. Therefore, there is an interactive method by 
moving source position to find the inclusion location. From the second order directional derivative curve, the size of the 
inclusion can also be determined. A 2-step scanning strategy is proposed based on these conclusions to detect both the 3D 
location and the size. Response signals both on source-surface and on detector-surface can be used in visualization and 
detection. This work shows that combining computation and visualization for tumor detection constitutes a useful approach 
to computer assisted imaging diagnosis. 
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Abstract 

Near infrared laser (NIR) is being explored in clinic diagnosis of early-stage cancer. Diffusion equation is used as the 
mathematical model to describe photon propagation inside human tissues. In this paper, two numerical algorithms, ADI and 
FEM, are applied in solving the diffusion equation. All the algorithms reach a satisfactory precision on a human-tissue 
model of realistic size. Results from simulation and experimental are compared and show a good match. Further analysis on 
algorithm convergence for both spatial grid size and time step also shows the algorithmic stability. The multigrid version of 
both ADI and FEM are developed to save computational time and memory. The multigrid algorithms use fine grid size in the 
region of interest and coarse grid size elsewhere. Parallelization implementation is completed for all the algorithms in both 
share-memory mode and message passing mode. Numerical simulation experiments show that all simulators can serve as 
computed experiments, i.e. an alternative to physical experiments. 

Keywords: diffusion equation, simulation, multi-grid, model reduction, Finite element algorithm (FEM), Alternating 
direction implicit algorithm (ADI), parallelization 

1.   Introduction 

The development of laser light sources the use of light in therapeutic and diagnostic medicine has increased rapidly. 
Especially in detecting the possible cancer tissue in women's breast, this technology is being researched widely nowadays 
because it has the advantage that light laser does not hurt healthy cells as X-ray does. Therefore, it is safer than X-ray in 
clinic use. For the laser impulse input of the wavelength located in a near infrared (NIR) region, the tissue constituents 
absorb less than for other wavelengths, allowing a thicker tissue sample to be examined. Human tissue is considered as a 
high-scattering media for the photons travelling inside. 

The photon density wave propagation can be described by Maxwell's transport theory. However, it can be analytically solved 
only under some specific geometry. The transport equation in a general form has to be solved numerically. With the 
assumptions that the scattering dominates over the absorption and that detection is far away from the light source, the 
transport equation can be approximated to a parabolic diffusion equation as: 

—(p{r,t) = div(Dgrad<p(r,t))-cpa(r)<p(r,t) + s(r,t), re£l,t>0, (1) 

where <p(r,t) is the photon density on position r at time t, /ua the absorption coefficient, s(r,t) the source input. Coefficient 
D is derived as 

■*> = C—1—, 

where /i's{r) is the reduced scattering coefficient which is much larger than na(r), c is the constant light speed in the 
media. 

For the time-resolved systems, the output of the detector at time / is the number of photons that pass through the detector 
region during the last time interval. The output flux follows the Fick's law ': 

.d<p{x,t) 
J(x,t) = -D- 

dn 
where « is the normal direction on the boundary at position x. 

(2) 
an 
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A rectangular phantom, which is made of homogeneous epoxy media in absorption coefficient and scattering coefficient, is 
used to simulate the healthy breast tissue. Some absorber with abnormal absorption coefficient is placed inside to simulate 
the possible tumor tissue. To simplify the problem, only one absorber is placed in the center slab every time. Laser beam 
shots from one surface from several different points in turn. Detectors are placed on the opposite surface to collect the 
photons that reach the surface. Figure 1 shows the illustration of the system. 

^ 

/ • / 

_     w 

/ 

Detector 

Source 

Absorber 

Figure 1. Phantom with the location of laser sources, detectors and absorber 

In experimental equipment, the phantom is wrapped by black fabric as a strong absorber of photons. All the photons are 
supposed to be absorbed when reaching the boundary. Therefore, the boundary condition of equation (1) is considered to be 
zero during the whole procedure. 

There is an amplifier process in the detector end of the time-resolved systems to enhance the signals received. Therefore, the 
number of photons (energy) collected is proportional to the real value. Time-percentage, an index denoted as T^, is applied 
to explore important information in the phantom. Tx% is defined as the solution in the integral 

§"%J(t)dt = x%-£j(t)dt. 

Tx% takes the advantage that the integral signal automatically eliminate the influence of noise in measurement which is 
assumed to be white noise. 

In this paper, Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) and Finite Element Method (FEM) are used to solve the diffusion equation 
in the given phantom geometry. Section 2 introduces the basic formulas of these two algorithms. The convergence on time 
step and spatial grid size is discussed. The simulation results of the two algorithms are compared and reach a good precision. 
Because of the huge amount of computational resource, multi-level spatial grid size algorithms are developed for both the 
algorithms in section 3. Simulation results are compared to that of the uniform-grid algorithm. Section 3 also introduces the 
parallelization implementation of both algorithms with their multi-grid versions to shorten the execution time. These are two 
approaches to speedup the computation and decrease the computational amount. Section 4 gives the conclusions of the 
numerical simulation of diffusion equation. 

2. Algorithms for Diffusion Equation 

Equation (1) is a partial differential equation for finite time length and for finite geometry size of three dimensions. Both 
ADI and FEM are stable and mature algorithms in solving PDEs. The difference between the two algorithms is that ADI is 
finite-difference scheme while FEM is finite-element scheme. Therefore, FEM does not use time-domain difference in the 
equation. In this paper, the spatial grid size is denoted as h, the time step as K. 

2.1. Finite Element Method (FEM) 
FEM is widely used in solving PDE problems. By using Galerkin approximation and choosing a series of basis functions 
<Pi(r),r=l,2, ...,Nas 

fl,     r sah cube 

[0,     otherwise 
These special basis functions comprise an N-dimensional subspace to approximate the PDE in a state-space equation as 

x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) 

y{t) = Cx{t) 

where A e R"x" is a block symmetric tridiagonal matrix, n is the number of total grids. 

(3) 
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For model of life-size, n could be as large as 106 with respect to the grid size h applied in simulation. To reduce the size of 
problem, an orthogonal projection is built by using Kylov subspace theory to map state vector of «-dimension to a vector of 
hundreds of state variables. The solution of the small system is shown to be a good approximation of the original large 
system. Details of model reduction are discussed in reference paper [5]. FEM computes only the specified grids, which are 
considered as detectors. There is no discretization on time-domain in FEM algorithm. 

2.2. Alternating Direction Implicit Method (ADI) 

ADI algorithm is a generalized Crank-Nicholson method in solving partial differential equations. It solves the equation in 
three dimensions with three separate steps. Each step uses a third of a time step. A tridiagonal linear equation is derived in an 
one-dimensional "strip" with its neighbor grids. Based on step k, the equation for a dimension can be written as: 

Axik+i) = f(xw), AER™ 

where n is the size of the one dimensional strip. And 

/(*(4)) = -*I x(*) +dx{k) 
■^neighbor T ***       •■ 

where 

b = - 
K- 

3Md'h2 

•.    a 

b 

a = \-2b + K-C-Ma d = l + 4b- 
K-cMa 

6 6 
The "strip" solutions for each grid on 3 directions are saved in each time step and used for next step. Different from the result 
of FEM, ADI gets solutions on all the grids but in discrete time steps. More details on ADI algorithm can be referred to [1] 
and [4]. 
2.3. Simulation experiments 

The phantom in the experiment has a size of 180 x 136 x 70 mrr? (life-size) with related parameters as: 

pa = 0.0057mm~\ ///=1.03mm'1, c = 0.\9467 mm ■ ps'1, k = \ps 
If taking A=l mm as the grid size in computation, the memory requirement and the estimated execution time for a whole 
propagation process are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Resource requirement for algorithms 
ADI FEM 

Memory 14.5 Mb 29.0 Mb 
Execution time 44.5 hr 0.31 hr 

The comparison between two experiments (for either simulation or measurement) is counted on Tx% index only. The error is 
defined by a relative error as 

error{yuy2) = maxi ! ,T   ,   , _,   ,       xl00%l 

for two different cases yt and y2. 

2.4. Comparison between FEM and ADI 
Although FEM and ADI are dealing with the same diffusion equation, they use different theoretical methods to interpret the 
system, which makes the solutions different. However, the outputs should be close to each other. It is also a way to verify 
the validity of the implementations. Under several different grid sizes the simulation results are compared between the two 
algorithms. For the life-size phantom with the grid sizes of 4 mm, 2 mm and 1 mm, the relative errors are always less than 
0.05% for Tx% indices and 0.91% for curve comparisons in any randomly chosen grid. This also shows the validity of the 
implementation of both the algorithms. 

2.5. Convergence on spatial grid size 

When the grid size h changes, the simulation result will be different. To model the physical process correctly, a small h is 
required to describe the variation smoothly. From the view point of computation amount, a smaller h means more grids 
involved in computation, which makes the simulation resource (both time and memory) more critical for user.   Several 
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Simulation experiments are executed to test what is the proper grid size for an acceptable numerical precision. The relative 
errors for different grid sizes show the convergence of simulation on grid size. 

Table 2. Convergence of API and FEM (Tx% error) 
Grid size h 2 mm vs. 1 mm 1 mm vs. 0.5 mm 2 mm vs. 0.5 mm 

ADI 0.90% 0.53% 1.39% 

FEM 0.92% 0.32% 1.23% 

It shows that both ADI and FEM reaches good convergence when grid size h = 0.5 mm. 

2.6. Convergence on time step (for ADI only) 
ADI algorithm also reaches convergence for time step k. As an example, when h=l mm, the simulation outputs for different 
k are as in Figure 2. The relative errors show that when k gets smaller, the difference between two curves is smaller too. It is 
easy to be divergent when k increases. When h=l mm, the solution becomes divergent when k=3.5 ps. 

Table 3-a: Convergence for time steps (curve peak error) 

Figure 2. Convergence of time step (ADI) 

K=0.5 K=1.0 K=1.5 K=2.0 K=3.0 
K=0.5 - 1.48% 2.76% 3.87% 5.73% 
K=1.0 - 1.26% 2.36% 4.18% 
K=1.5 - 1.09% 2.89% 
K=2.0 - 1.77% 
K=3.0 - 

Table 3-b: Convergence for time steps (Tx% error) 
K=0.5 K=1.0 K=1.5 K=2.0 K=3.0 

K=0.5 - 0.11% 0.20% 0.28% 0.40% 
K=1.0 - 0.09% 0.17% 0.30% 
K=1.5 - 0.08% 0.20% 
K=2.0 - 0.12% 
K=3.0 - 

FEM does not discretize on time domain. 

3. Refinement of the algorithms 

For the life-size phantom, ADI and FEM can not reach a very high resolution because of the huge computational amount 
when the grid size h becomes small. When h is cut to half, the required memory size will be increasing by 8 times in 3-D. 
The total computational amount will increase more because time step k should also be chosen to be a smaller value with 
respect to h. Usually, the computation amount increases by 16 times. To detect tumor tissue with size less than 1 mm, 
simulation has to run under 0.5 mm at least. As shown in Table 1, for h=\ mm grid size, ADI needs 44 hours while FEM 
requires 29 Mb memory. When h= 0.25 mm, ADI would have use more than 2 months for one computation, while FEM 
would request 1.9G bytes memory, which are not acceptable for most computing request. Efforts are made on both 
decreasing the computational amount and having the code parallelized on the way to a high resolution. 

3.1. Multigrid algorithms 
To save the time cost and the memory cost in the algorithms. A multigrid method is proposed for the rectangular phantom in 
simulation. It focuses on the center part of the phantom to reach a high resolution as required. For the rest part, a coarse grid 
is applied. This method is combined with ADI algorithm and FEM algorithm, thus generalized to new algorithms-MADI 
and MFEM. The multigrid algorithms can reach the approximate precision of fine grid size in the region of interest (Figure 
3). The coarse grid region provides approximate boundary information for the fine grid area so that the result in fine grid 
area can reach a very high precision v\ In this method, important factors including sources, detectors and absorbers are all 
covered in the fine grid slab. 

Multiple layers are used in multigrid algorithms so that there are transition grid sizes between the finest one and the coarsest 
one. 2-layer setting represents there are only fine grid size (h) and coarse grid size (2h), while 3-layer setting means there is 
an extra transition grid size (2h) between the fine grid size (h) and coarse one (4h). 
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Fine grid region Coarse grid regions 

Figure 3. Multigrid method on rectangular phantom 

The benefit of multigrid algorithm is significant. For example, to reach the same resolution of grid size, MADI has savings 
(both space and time) up to 80% for 2-level MADI, up to 95% for 3-level MADI. MADI is able to be generalized to higher 
number of levels so long as the relative conditions (block and boundary widths) remain true. At the same time, comparing 
the simulation output of MADI to that of ADI algorithm with uniform grid size, the Tx% error is as low as less than 0.61% 
for 2-block multigrid settings and less than 1.02% for 3-block multigrid settings. 

The precision of multigrid algorithms is dominated by the thickness of the boundary grids and the width of center slab. The 
wider the fine-grid slab is, the thicker the affiliated boundary for fine grid block is, the more accuracy we can reach to the 
solution under the uniform fine-grid. This is proved both in theoretical method and simulation experiments. 

The precision of ADI and MADI is also reached in realistic life-size phantoms. Figure 4 shows the curve comparison among 
MADI and ADI simulation results for resolution h=0.5 mm. The Tx% relative errors are shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Tx% relative error for ADI and MADI 

Uniform 2-layer Thin 3- 
layer 

Thick 3- 
layer 

Uniform - 0.61% 1.63% 1.02% 

2 layers - 1.00% 0.41% 

Thin 3- 
layers 

- 0.60% 

Thick 3- 
layers 

- 

Figure 4.  Convergence of MADI algorith 
on a small size phantom 

Here, "Thin 3-layer" MADI uses 3 layers where the layer for fine grid is 12 mm width. "Thick 3-layer" uses a 20 mm width 
fine grid layer instead for the region of interest (the center slab). The "thick 3-layer" result has a much higher precision than 
"thin 3-layer" comparing to result of uniform grid ADI. 

In multigrid FEM algorithm, basis functions should be re-scheduled with respect to the specific multigrid layers. MFEM 
requires a wider fine grid slab (up to 40 mm) to guarantee the numerical precision comparing to FEM results. An comparison 
error of 0.41% is reached for MFEM. 

3.2. Parallelization of algorithms 
The other approach to speed up the simulation is to use parallel computing technique. Two common parallelization versions 
of simulator are implemented. One is Share Memory method (SMP), where multiple processors work on a same memory 
block simultaneously. The other is Message Passing Interface (MPI) method, where each processor has its own memory 
block and data are exchanged through messages among processors. Both the two methods are implemented and tested. For 
the algorithms discussed in this paper, SMP method is much better than MPI method because data in computation are 
strongly correlated, which means there are lots of communication in each step. Therefore, too much communication cost in 
MPI method makes the implementation unreasonable. 
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SMP parallel computing results are compared with the sequential version. The results show that both FEM and ADI 
simulator have good scalability for number of processors. Figure 5 and Table 5 show the parallel efficiency reaches 90.6% 
for MADI, 98.8% for FEM in 4-processor machine. 

Figure 5: The speedup curve versus the processor number for FEM 

Table 5-a: Parallelization-efficiency of parallelized MADI 
SMP Efficiency 1 processor 2 processors 3 processors 4 processors 

Standard execution time (s) 1281.399 640.699 427.133 320.350 
Real execution time (s) 1281.399 646.241 452.726 353.440 

Efficiency 100% 99.1% 94.3% 90.6% 

Table 5-b: Parallelization-efficiency of parallelized FEM 
SMP Efficiency 1 processor 2 processors 3 processors 4 processors 

Standard execution time (hrs) 2:19:37 1:09:49 46:32 34:55 
Real execution time (hrs) 2:19:37 1:09:66 46:56.86 35:21.00 

Efficiency 100% 99.5% 99.0% 98.8% 

3.3. Experimental validation 
Simulation results are compared with experimental measurements. For 1 mm grid size simulation results, the Tx% error 
reaches as low as 1.27% for ADI algorithm and 1.58% for FEM algorithm. Considering the experimental error, it shows both 
the simulators reach a good approximation of the real system. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Although ADI and FEM algorithms are different ways for solving the PDE problem, the comparison of simulation results 
gives only small errors, which show the reliability and validity of both algorithms. The convergence on grid size is reached 
when the grid size comes down to 1 mm. Simulators are compared to each other and a very low comparison error (0.05% for 
Tx%, 0.91% for curve) is reached. Multigrid method is applied in both algorithms, which results a resource saving on 
computational time and memory up to 95%. Parallelization of the algorithms reach a scalability efficiency of 90.6% in Share 
Memory machines. When comparing with measurement data, the Tx% errors are as low as 1.27% (ADI) and 1.58% (FEM). 
This shows that both simulators can provide sufficiently good approximations to the experimental output of the photon 
propagation process. Consequently, the simulators can be used for advanced research in the form of "computed 
experiments", replacing real measurements wherever appropriate, and saving equipment cost and experimental time. 
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ABSTRACT 

A novel approach to the quantitative image reconstruction in diffuse optical tomography is proposed. The special structure of 
the transport equation is used to formulate the iterative image reconstruction algorithm as a process updating the estimates of 
the optical properties from the solution of an intermediate tomographic problem. The ability of the technique to reconstruct 
simultaneously maps of both absorption and reduced scattering coefficients in 2D geometry is demonstrated using simulated 
frequency-domain data. The potential advantages of the new approach include its ability to fully retain the non-linear 
character of the inverse problem while at the same time avoiding either gradient or Jacobian calculations and eliminating the 
need in an additional regularization mechanism. 

Keywords: Tissue imaging, inverse technique, regularization 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

The practical utility of diffuse optical tomography rests with the ability of the technique to produce quantitative spatial 
images of the optical properties, such as absorption and (reduced) scattering coefficients. To date, several approaches to the 
reconstruction problem have been explored (See Ref.l and literature cited therein). The most promising of them are centered 
on either linearized perturbation techniques68'2 or gradient-based non-linear optimization schemes'8'3. Significant progress 
has been achieved with both. However, the two approaches have a number of limitations. Specifically, as has been shown 
recently4, linearized algorithms are fundamentally limited in their ability to correctly describe the higher moments of the 
intensity, which makes a quantitative image reconstruction problematic. The gradient-based optimization methods, on the 
other hand, call for an update of either gradient or Jacobi matrix on each iteration, which may place a prohibitively high 
demand on computational resources, especially for 3D geometry. In addition, choice of a regularization technique best suited 
for the underlying physical model in the context of such a method still remains a challenging task. 

In this paper, we propose a different approach to the image reconstruction problem. The technique makes use of the specific 
structure of the transport equation, which governs light propagation in a strongly scattering medium, and exploits this 
structure to formulate an iterative process of updating the estimates of the optical properties from the solution of an 
intermediate linear problem. At the same time, the non-linear nature of the initial inverse problem is fully preserved, and no 
linearizing assumptions are used. 

2.   DISTRIBUTED-SOURCE APPROACH AND INVERSE ALGORITHM 

We start with the scalar transport equation. Without loss of generality, the problem is treated in the frequency domain. Let 
light transport occur in a convex domain G limited by boundary dG. Assuming instantaneous single scattering events and the 
absence of internal sources, the frequency-domain transport equation is (Ref.5) 
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s-V/(r,s,fi>) = -(^,(r) + »'— )I(r,s,ß>) + ^^- \l(r,s',co)p(r,s,s')dQ.', (1) 
r O.TT     •> An   . 4x 

where I(r,s,co) is the frequency component of the specific intensity at position r, direction s, and angular frequency w; //, and 
H, are the scattering and total attenuation coefficients, respectively; p(r,s,s') is the scattering phase function; and c is the 
speed of light in the medium. Eq.(l) is supplied with the usual boundary conditions at dG. 

For arbitrary point rG e dG and direction s, Eq.(l) can be transformed to integral form as 

u 

J(rG + ws, s, co) = I(rG, s, co) exp(- J77, (rG + u' s)du') 

°        ' (2) 

+— \Ms(
rG +w's)[ \I(rG +ws,s',fi/)/?(rG +ws,s,s')JQ,]exp(- f7,(rG +u"s)du")du\ 

A7t r r J 
0 Hit 

where 77, = JU,+ i 0)/c and u is the distance counted from point rG in direction s. 

The complex signal JD(a>) collected by a detector D with small area ASD located at rn e (G+dG) is determined by 

JD {co) = ASD    J/(rD, s, co)(nD • s)hD (s, co)dQ., (3) 
(ncs)>0 

where nß is the detector's internal normal and hD(s,co) is the detector's sensitivity function, which also accounts for signal 
losses at the detector-medium interface. 

Substituting Eq.(2) into Eq.(3) and replacing the integration over the solid angle with integration over (G+dG), one obtains 

JD(.a>)= \j(r,sD,a)cxp(-(TD(r))HD(r,ci>)MlD(nG -sD)dS 
BG 

+ \2£±[ \l(r,s\co)p(r,$,S')dQ]exp(-aD(r))HD(r,o))AQDdV, 
(4) 

r    4^       . G 4JT 

where 

sD=sD(r) = (rD-r)/|rD-r|, 

AQD = AQD(r) = ASD(sD -nD)/|r0 -r|
2, 

o"B(
r)=   \TlM + usD)du, 

0 

H (r co) = lhD(ßD,0)^ (s°'nD)>0 

[        0, otherwise 

nG(r) is the internal normal to dG at point r. The signal at an extended detector with area SD can be calculated by 
straightforward integration of Eq.(4) over SD. 
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Thus, all detector readings can be calculated from the known distribution of the specific intensity with Eq.(4). We refer to 
this approach as "distributed-source approach". The validity of the concept has been previously verified in the framework of 
Monte Carlo simulations by comparing results with traditional Monte Carlo simulations6. 

Simplifications of Eq.(4) are achieved by invoking two assumptions: 1) the direct contribution to the detected signal from the 
sources and boundaries (first term in RHS of Eq.4) is small and may be neglected; and 2) the diffusion approximation is 
valid. Then the similarity relations can be used and Eq.(4) is simplified to 

JD(a>)= \KD(r,a>)ZD{r)dV, (5) 
G 

where 
AQn 

KD(r,a>) = julr(r)U(r,ü))exp(-iü)tD)HD(r,ü))—-^, 

Z0(r) = A(r)exp(-r'D(r)), (6) 

X(r) = "s^ y    . .   is the reduced albedo; /itr is the transport coefficient; //'.,. is the reduced scattering coefficient; 

U(r,a) is the total intensity in the frequency domain determined by the diffusion equation; T'D{T) and tD(r) are the reduced 
optical distance and time-of-flight from point r to the detector D, respectively. 

Under above stated assumptions, the inverse problem of diffuse optical tomography is formulated as follows: given set of 
measurements f„n (index n=l..N enumerates sources, index i=l..I enumerates detectors, index 1=1..L corresponds to 
frequency m>), estimate the spatial distributions of the absorption coefficient /^(r) and the reduced scattering coefficient 
fi'^r). The refractive index is assumed known and uniform within the medium. 

We approximate the spatially varying functions /^(r) and //'.v(r) by dividing the volume of the medium into M voxels with 
constant optical properties. Eq.(5) can then be approximated as 

M 

J«=YAK«)m
V*Z» (7) 

where <•>„ stands for averaging over the volume of the voxel m; Vm is the volume of the voxel m; Zim is an approximation of 
Zm(r), defined as 

M 

\nZim = 111Xm - Y^nnMr), > <8> 
«H 

where Wimq is the contribution of the voxel q to geometrical path from voxel m to detector /' (measured in units of length). If 
quantities <Kriii>m are known, Eqs.(7),(8) represent a linear tomographic problem that can be solved using an algebraic 
reconstruction technique. In order for Eqs.(7),(8) to have a unique solution, the following conditions should be met: 1) 2NL > 
M (when both modulation and phase data are used), and 2)I>2. 

The iterative reconstruction algorithm based on the distributed-source approach consists of the following steps: 

1) Set iteration counter k=0, obtain an initial guess of the optical properties and calculate initial Z°/m using Eq.(6); 
2) Increase iteration counter ANfc+1, solve the forward model (diffusion equation in the frequency domain) for the 

distribution of the total intensity lf„t for all n,l; 
3) Calculate <K„u>k

m for all n,i,l,m; 
4) Solve Eq.(7) for running estimates of 2*im; 
5) Solve Eq.(8) for update of the optical properties; 
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6) Calculate running estimates of ./„,, using Eq.(7); 
7) If measured and calculated signals are sufficiently close, exit; otherwise, go to step 2. 

Eqs.(7),(8) still represent an ill-posed problem due to the fact that their respective matrices are typically poorly conditioned. 
Fortunately, no complete inversion of these matrices on each iteration is required. Rather, gradual rotation of these constantly 
changing matrices can be combined with the iteration process itself. There is a class of linear solvers, which are well suited 
for this task. We used Oschepkov-Dubovik scheme7. Numerical tests have shown that best convergence is achieved when just 
a single step of Oschepkov-Dubovik scheme is performed on each iteration. In order to balance contributions from different 
sources in Eq.(7) and from different areas in Eq.(8), the former was multiplied by ln(Mod(/ni,)), and the latter by Zlm. This 
led to the following explicit formulas used in Steps 4 and 5 of the algorithm: 

rk-\    /=1JI=1 

XlRe(^)Re((/:„/7>l) + Im(j;,)Im((/:,„/)*)](ln(Mod(j;,./)))2] 
Jim      L,N 

Z 
/=1JI=1 

El^^,)^(^)l) + I^^1)M^>l)]kMod(^)))2]' 
IM 

YKW„ 
VA*/r/;„       yrtr/m      IM 

YDkW. 
i=l,g=l 

imq 

K = {z${-\nZ*q\ 

5X 
ln(^) = ln(^-1)^ 

Dk = 

YD" / i     mi 
;=1 

9=1 

(9) 

Absorption coefficient, Vmm 

0.015- 

0,013- 

0.011- 

0.003J 

0.007- 

0.0354 

This technique realizes the idea of the "latent" matrix 
inversion, and, therefore, provides a built-in regularization 
mechanism. 

3.   NUMERICAL TESTS 

We have implemented the algorithm for 2D geometry. The 
MUDPACK package8 was used to solve the frequency-domain 
diffusion equation. A series of numerical tests on simulated 
data have been conducted. One particular case is exemplified 
by Figs. 1-3. The medium in this test represented a square area 
100x100 mm, with 11x11 square voxels. The following 
background optical properties were used: absorption 
coefficient of 0.01 mm" and the reduced scattering coefficient 
of 1.0 mm"1. Two pyramid-shaped inhomogeneities (See 
Fig.l) have been introduced. Matched boundary conditions 
were assumed. 20 sources and 16 detectors have been evenly 
distributed along the perimeter of the area. The detected 
signals at 20 frequencies ranging from DC to 950 MHz (at 50 
MHz intervals) have been simulated using the forward solver 
and Eq.(7). A 2% noise has been added to the computed data 
to simulate experimental errors. Both "measured" intensities 
f„u and calculated intensities J„,, have been normalized on 

their maximal absolute value independently for each source n. Thus, only relative data have been used for reconstruction. The 
quality of the absorption coefficient reconstruction was characterized by the average absorption error sa defined as 

X, mm Y, mm 

Fig.1. "True" spatial map of absorption coefficient for test 
medium used in numerical tests. Distribution of reduced 
scattering coefficient identical, with background value of 1.0 
/mm, maximum of 1.5 /mm, and minimum of 0.5 /mm. 
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Average scattering error es was defined analogously, with replacement f±, by //',. in Eq.(10). Results of the reconstruction are 
shown in Figs.2,3. In both cases, the algorithm started with uniform distribution of the optical properties. Fig.2 demonstrates 
the case when the optical properties of the background are known and used as an initial approximation. Reconstructions in 
Fig.3 have been obtained using a poor initial approximation, imitating the situation when information on the background 
optical properties is unavailable. In both cases, positions and qualitative shapes of the inhomogeneities have been satisfactory 
reproduced. Quantitative assessment of the reconstruction errors is summarized in captions to Figs.2,3. 

Absospfen coefficient 1/tran 
fieducect scsttere coefficient 1 hum 

0.017- 

0,014- 

0.011 

0,008- 

ac»s- 

X.BW» Y,m» 

Fig.2. Reconstruction results when background optical properties were used for initial approximation. Initial £a=£s=0.0123. Final $,-0.0072, 

£,=0.0049 (after 157 iterations). 

AbsorpSbn coefficient 1/ras 

0.018- 

0.015- 

0.01 

0.S83- 

Ö.Q» 

Reduce«! scs8e«s coefficient V«m 

t.3S< 

X, asm Y, ttsn 

Fig.3. Reconstruction results when poor initial approximation was used (/#=0.007 /mm, /4=0.8 /mm). Initial $,=0.027, ss-0.0198. Final 

£a=0.0096, £i=0.0066 (after 100 iterations). 
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4.   DISCUSSION 

The results of the numerical tests demonstrate the ability of the algorithm to reconstruct the spatial distribution of the optical 
properties for the range of parameters similar to those found in a typical experiment with a phantom of biological tissue. It 
should be noted that although the diffusion equation was used as a forward model in the present work, the distributed-source 
approach can also be applied in combination with a more accurate model of light transport, such as e.g. third-order 
approximation to the transfer equation 9. A distinctive feature of the new approach is elimination of the necessity to estimate 
either gradient or Jacobi matrix of the system on each step of the iterative process. This factor may be especially important 
for full 3D reconstruction. At the same time, the non-linear character of the problem is completely retained. In addition, no 
external regularization parameters are required. Thus, reconstruction is achieved in a "natural" way. 
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In Vivo Sized-Fiber Spectroscopy 

T. P. Moffitt and S. A. Prahl 

Oregon Medical Laser Center, 9205 SW Barnes Rd, Portland, OR 97225 

ABSTRACT 

Sized-fiber array spectroscopy describes a device for measuring the absorption and reduced scattering properties of 
tissue. The device consists of two fibers with different diameters that measure the amount of light back-scattered 
into each fiber. Only one fiber emits and collects light at a time. Recent innovations allow for spatially limited 
measurement diffuse reflectance over a wavelength range of 500-800 nm. Reflection spectra of in vitro and in vivo 
porcine tissue are presented for a device with 200 and 600/xm fibers to demonstrate its performance. 

Keywords: Reflectance, Optical Biopsy 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In many fields of medicine, the knowledge of the optical properties of a tissue is important. The minimally invasive 
sized-fiber device described in this paper allows a simple and rapid means to determine optical properties. The 
device makes use of the fact that the amount of light backscattered into an optical fiber is affected by absorption and 
scattering properties of the tissue. In general, tissues with different scattering and absorption properties will scatter 
different numbers of photons back into the originating fiber. If only a single fiber is used, two samples with very 
different optical properties can backscatter the same number of photons. To distinguish between samples, a second 
measurement must be made using a different size fiber. Each size fiber has a different spatial resolution provided 
that the fibers are comparable to the optical path length in the tissue. 

This paper begins with a description of the sized-fiber device and construction of the device. Next, in vitro porcine 
kidney reflection spectra are presented to show the measurement to measurement variation of repeated experiments. 
Finally, typical reflection spectra of several in vivo porcine tissues are presented. 

The sized-fiber device was adapted to use white light measurements instead of a limited wavelength source from 
a laser,1 literally giving the user a spectrum of information. This was made possible by a special bifurcated fiber,2"4 

which I shall refer to as a Y-fiber. A Y-fiber consists of a two smaller fibers coupled to a single larger fiber making a 
"Y" shaped junction with the three fibers as shown in figure 1. Each of the smaller fibers has a specific purpose: the 
function of one fiber is designated for fight input from a lamp, the other fiber guides the output signal (backscattered 
photons) coming back from the large fiber to a spectrometer. This has the benefit of reducing background noise by 
separating the lamp light from the back-scattered light from the tissue. The sized-fiber device uses two Y-fibers with 
different core diameters, thus the descriptive name, sized-fiber spectroscopy. The two Y-fibers are joined together 
and inserted through a needle to measure a spatially limited diffuse reflection of tissue. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The construction of a single Y-fiber begins with the preparation of the three fibers; two fibers, having a core diameter 
about half the diameter of the larger fiber core, and cut to 2 m in length. For these experiments, 100 /mi and 200 /mi 
fibers compose one Y-fiber, and the other Y-fiber by 300 /urn and 600 /mi fibers. The fibers are polished and 1 cm of 
the fiber jacket is removed. The use of glass-glass (core-cladding) fibers ensures that the cladding remains intact to 
the end of all fibers. The two smaller fibers are mounted side by side in an SMA connector. The large fiber is also 
mounted in an SMA connector. An SMA coupler connects the fibers together without the use of index matching oil 
or gel. 

Direct correspondence to S.A.P, prahl@ece.ogi.edu; (503) 216-2197; http://omlc.ogi.edu/ 
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fiber cores with cladding 

Fiber to tissue 
Fiber from lamp 

Fiber to detector 

Figure 1. Three fibers are coupled together to form a Y-shaped junction. Light is guided from the lamp to the 
tissue; diffusely relected light from the tissue is guided back to the detecor, minimizing noise. The arrows indicate 
the direction of light travel which affect the measurements. With the noise minimized, very small refiecances (~0.1%) 
are detectable. 

600 jim Fiber 

Mode mixing r""g 

;s300 pm Fiber 
Lamp 

Lamp 
Single-Channel 
Spectrometer 

100 pm Fiber 

tissue 

Figure 2. This is a schematic diagram for the sized-fiber measurements. Only a single spectrometer was available; 
the two Y-fibers share a single spectrometer. SMA fiber mounts are used to ease the switching of the fibers between 
measurements. 

Figure 3.   The far left picture shows the proximate location of the fiber faces fixed in epoxy which are inserted 
through a needle. The next two figures show how each fiber measures tissue independently. 
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Figure 4. This is a picture of the needle probe with the fibers outlined for clarity. The fibers are fixed together in 
epoxy (also outlined)so that the faces are in the same plane. Tubing fixed to the fibers prevent the fibers from going 
any farther into the needle than shown. This gives consistent placement of the fibers in relation to the needle. 

Before the sensing end of the Y-fibers are joined with a UV cured epoxy(191-M, Dymax corp, Torrington, CT), 
a series of procedures are taken to optimize the durability of ther fibers. First, the two sensing fibers are threaded 
through a piece of tubing which extends 1.5 m in length. The purpose of the tubing is two-fold, to act as a depth 
stop for the fibers within the needle and to reduce any stresses on the fibers. The fibers are purposely epoxied to this 
tubing in the process of binding the fibers together. Next, an epoxy mold is made from two pieces of of teflon tubing 
of differing diameters such that one tube just fits inside the other. The smaller diameter (<800 fim inner diameter) 
piece of tubing, 4 cm in length is sliced lengthwise on one side of the tube and fit over the sensing fibers. The tubing 
should come in contact with the 1.5 m tubing so that epoxy will bind it to the fibers. Care is taken to align the 
fiber faces such that they lie in the same plane, before the other piece of tubing, 5 cm in length, is sleaved over the 
sliced tubing, completing the epoxy mold. The epoxy is inserted with a needle into the open end of the molding. 
The epoxy should overfill the 5 cm tube, run through the 4 cm tube and into the 1.5 m tubing which is positioned 
3.2 cm from the end of the fibers. The 3.2 cm distance was chosen as the appropriate depth stop distance for a 1 inch 
16 gauge needle (figure 4). The epoxy is then cured and the outer tubing is removed from the smaller tubing. The 
slicing of the inner tube greatly reduces the risk of breaking a fiber, saving much aggravation. Once the inner tube 
is peeled away any excess epoxy can be cut away from the face of the fiber faces. If necessary, the fibers can then be 
polished together in the epoxy. 

Finally, the two fiber bundles of 300 and 100 fim fibers are threaded through 1.5 m of teflon tubing for reinforcement 
and SMA connectors are fixed to the four loose fiber ends. The 300 fim fiber bundle is coupled to the 600 fim fiber 
and likewise the 100/xm fibers to the 200/an fiber. Mode mixing loops are put into the 200 and 600/im fibers with 
the 1/2 m of exposed fiber between the reinforcement tubing and the SMA connectors. Mode mixing produces an 
exit half-angle of 16.7° in air for both the 200 fim and 600/xm fibers. 

The experimental set up uses two tungsten-halogen lamps (LS-1, Ocean Optics, Inc.) to illuminate the sample 
and a spectrometer (S2000, Ocean Optics, Inc.) to measure the light backscattered into the fiber. The experimental 
apparatus is shown in figure 2. A 100 and 300/im fiber are each connected to a lamp. The remaining 100 and 300/im 
fiber connect to the spectrometer, one at a time, depending on which size fiber is making a measurement. A 100/im 
fiber connected to the spectrometer corresponds to a 200 fim fiber reflectance; and so, only the lamp with the 100 fim. 
fiber is on. Likewise, a 300 /xm fiber connected to the spectrometer corresponds to the 600 fim fiber reflectance in 
which case, the lamp with the 300 fim fiber is used. A linch 16 gauge needle is filled with distilled water, and then 
the epoxied fibers are inserted into the needle as far as allowed by the tubing depth stop. The needle and fibers are 
inserted into the tissue to be be measured. The water aids the coupling of light between the tissue and the fiber. 
Measurements are recorded for both fiber sizes in air and water inside of a black box for subsequent normalization 
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of further measurements in terms of percent reflectance.  The Fresnel reflectance for the glass/air and glass/water 
interfaces gives 

i?air =  fnair~nfiberC°reV = 3.5% 
V^-air   \   T^fiber core / 

and 

ßwater =  f"™*"       "fiber core V = Q 22% 

V ^water   i   T^fiber core / 

respectively. The data is normalized using the 0.22% Fresnel reflectance signal in water, 
/ g. 

jRtissue — 0.22% 

of tissue ar 
if ^water is replaced by Sair and 0.22% by 3.5% so that 

^ '-'water t 

where Stissue and Swater are the raw signals of tissue and water respectively. The normalized reflectance is the same 

D _ Q zW I  ^tissue 
^tissue — o.O/o 

■-■aii 

The Fresnel reflection for the fibers in tissue is not subtracted away. Initially a Fresnel reflection of 0.22% for water 
was expected, since water is used to couple light from the fiber into the tissue. However, the raw signals for in vivo 
tissue are smaller than from water thus a negative reflectance would result if a 0.22% is subtracted from tissue to 
account for Fresnel reflections. The Fresnel reflection from tissue is less than that of water since the index of refraction 
is smaller for water than tissue (ntissue is in the range of 1.37-1.452). Data is recorded in 0.75nm increments over 
the range of 400-1000 nm. Note, data is presented over the range of 500-800 nm since the noise dominates outside 
this range. 

3. RESULTS 
The sized-fiber device has been used to measure porcine tissues in vitro and in vivo. The device gives consistent 
measurements of tissues for both size of fibers. Figure 5 shows the typical variation for in vitro reflectance spectra 
for kidney. The signals from the two locations are expected to be different, since the kidney is not homogeneous. 
In figure 6, the reflectance from the 600 ^m Y-fiber is plotted against the reflectance of the 200/im Y-fiber for the 
5 measurements in each location at a wavelength of 500 nm. Also, in vivo reflectances of the kidney are included 
on figure 6 which are notably smaller than the in vitro kidney. This was to be expected since more blood is present 
in live tissue. Moreover, the in vitro kidney was removed nearly a week prior to the time of measurement and may 
have dehydrated changing the index of refraction for the tissue. However, the sized-fiber technique demonstrates a 
high degree of sensitivity in measuring the small reflectance signals in in vivo tissue. 

Furthermore, the sensitivity of the device during in vivo measurements demonstrate that the spectra noticibly 
changes as the needle and fibers pass from one tissue to the next. Figure 7 shows typical spectra of different tissues 
with both fiber sizes. The signal in real time remains quite constant, then will quickly change as the device passes 
from one tissue to the next. This indicates the the device returns information about the tissue that is immediately 
at the probe face, though the effect has not been fully quantified. 

4. DISCUSSION 
Although the spectra of tissue are fascinating, the sized-fiber method still lacks a simple algorithm to convert 
the reflectance measurements reported here into more useful information of the absorption and reduced scattering 
properties of the tissue. 

Previous methods of sized-fiber spectroscopy did not achieve the high degree of sensitivity shown here.1 Using 
Y-fibers has eliminated problems associated with optical alignment and have enhanced the ruggedness of the device. 
Requiring only a couple white light lamps, some optical fibers bundled together, and a detector or two, means the 
device is quite compact. The Y-fiber greatly reduces the cost of this technology by eliminating the need for many 
pricey optical components and equipment such as lasers, beam splitters, polarizers, optical choppers, and lock-in 
amplifiers used in previous methods of sized-fiber spectroscopy. Yet, replacing all the aforementioned equipment 
with a couple Y-fibers, greatly improves the signal to noise ratio making the in vivo measurements possible. The 
Y-fiber device is simple, rugged, compact, relatively inexpensive, and sensitive. 
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Figure 5. These typical in vitro spectra of kidney using a 200 ^m and 600/xm fiber in a porcine kidney at two 
locations. Repeated experiments at each location show the measurement to measurement variation of signal. Since 
the kidney is not a homogeneous organ, it is not expected that the spectra be the same throughout the organ, and 
significant differences in reflectance were measured at the different locations. 
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Figure 6. The measured reflectance of a 600/im fiber versus a 200/um fiber for in vitro measurements in two 
locations as well as for in vivo measurements of kidney. Expectedly, the in vivo reflectance is much smaller due to 
the presence of blood and other possible factors such as hydration levels. 
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Figure 7. These axe typical in vivo spectra using 200 and 600 /mi fibers in several porcine tissues; kidney, liver, 
spleen, and muscle. The signals are stable while the fibers in the needle are held in a particular site. Additionally, the 
signal changes abruptly when the needle passes from one tissue to another. The lines represent a smoothed average 
of the spectra. 
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ABSTRACT 

The validity of self-reported skin color was assessed by comparing the responses of a skin color survey with the external 
measure of diffuse reflectance spectrophotometery. Reflectance spectra of 108 subjects were measured at sites on the arm 
normally exposed to sunlight and sites normally unexposed to sunlight. The reflectance spectra were analyzed with a variety 
of discriminating algorithms, such as principal component analysis (PCA), and competitive neural networks. For subjects 
with light and dark skin, there was good correspondence between the survey results and groupings derived by the neural 
network analysis. For those people reporting medium skin color, the correspondence with the neural network groupings was 
poor. It was unclear if this was due to poor self-reporting or deficiencies in the spectral analysis. 

Keywords: Reflectance Spectroscopy, Principal Component Analysis, Neural Networks 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

Constitutive skin colour is an important predictor of skin cancer risk. Furthermore, self-perceived skin colour can be easily 
ascertained as part of a survey through use of one simple question (such as "What is the colour of your untanned skin (on the 
inner upper arm)?") with responses such as "light", "medium" and "dark". In the recently completed Canadian "National 
Survey of Sun Exposure and Protective Behaviour" 43% of adult (aged 15 and over) Ontarions reported that they had "light" 
skin; 47% reported "medium" skin colour; and 10% reported that they had "dark" skin1. 

However, the validity of self-reported skin colour is not known. Many skin cancer investigators have actually used either 
reflectance measures, comparison with colour samples or interviewer assessment of skin colour, rather than self-report. But 
this is not possible in surveys to monitor population health and behaviour, for which data generally have to be collected by 
telephone or self-administered questionnaire (because of large sample size and substantial geographic dispersion). 

The theory behind using reflectance to assess skin colour is that the lighter the skin the greater the amount of light will be 
reflected. The color of the skin is determined by 3 absorbers, hemoglobin, carotene and melanin, plus its scattering 
properties. In the context of skin cancer, it is believed that the amount of melanin in the epidermis is related to skin cancer 
risk. Therefore, we would like to measure reflectance as a function of wavelengths where this is the predominant quality of 
skin being assessed. Most investigators have used wavelengths in the vicinity of 650-680 nm, because there is little 
absorption by hemoglobin or carotene at this end of the spectrum, while there is still a small amount of absorption by 
melanin . 

Recently, however, investigators in Tasmania have reported finding that the strongest correlation between melanin density 
(measured in skin biopsies) and reflectance was when reflectance was assessed as the difference in reflectances at 420 nm 
and 400 nm . The investigators argue that this is reasonable because melanin absorbs more light at these wavelengths, 
carotene makes only a very small contribution at these wavelengths, and absorption by hemoglobin is comparable at the two 
wavelengths. Thus, perhaps the hemoglobin effects are cancelled out leaving a better estimate of the contribution of melanin. 
This work has not been replicated and additionally, all subjects in this study were Caucasian. 

The objective of this study was to assess the validity of self-reported "natural" skin color through comparison of responses to 
the skin color question used in the Canadian "National Survey of Sun Exposure and Protective Behaviours" with an objective 
measure obtained through diffuse reflectance spectrophotometry. Simple diffuse reflectance measurements made at several 
locations on the subjects' arms were analyzed with a variety of discriminating algorithms, such as principal component 
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analysis (PCA)4, and competitive neural networks5. The self-groupings obtained using these algorithms were then compared 
to the self-reported colors. 

2.   EXPERIMENT 

One hundred and eight subjects were recruited for this study. Subjects completed a questionnaire requesting skin color, age, 
sex, and ethnic background. For comparison with other surveys, and to assess the relationship between reflectance and other 
important phenotypic characteristics, the subjects were also asked about ability to tan, tendency to burn and natural hair 
color. 

2.1. Instrumentation 

A schematic of the instrumentation is shown in Figure 1. Reflectance is measured by use of an integrating sphere probe, 
encased in a 2" cube of diffusing plastic. One face, which has a V4" porthole, is placed on the skin. When placed directly on 
the skin, the probe excluded all extraneous light except that originating from the light source. The probe was applied only 
with enough pressure to ensure that the port on the face of the probe is fully covered by the skin. White light from the QTH 
light source (Ocean Optics LS-1 Tungsten Halogen Light Source) is delivered to the top face of the probe via a 600 /im 
optical fiber. At the probe, the light is collimated with a lens and directed to the skin surface filling the porthole on the 
bottom of the probe. A second optical fiber (400 /m diameter) is connected to the integrating sphere perpendicular to the 
measurement face. This fiber collects the diffusely reflected light and directs it to a laptop controlled spectrophotometer 
(Ocean Optics S2000). The reflectance was measured from 400-1000 urn. A 99% reflectance standard (Lab Sphere) was used 
for the reference spectrum, while a dark spectrum was collected by placing the probe in a darkened environment such that no 
surface came in contact with the portal face. 

Fibre Optic 

Integrating 
Sphere Probe 

Figure 1: Schematic of reflectance measurement instrumentation. 

2.2. Measurements 

Reflectance spectra were measured at five locations on the subject's arm. Two locations were sun exposed sites (the top of 
the hand and the top of the forearm), and the other three locations were unexposed sites (on the inside of the arm between the 
elbow joint and the middle of the bicep muscle). Three spectra were collected at each location to ensure proper measurements 
were made. If all measured spectra were identical (R2 > 0.99 between spectra) then the spectra were averaged together. 
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Measurements were conducted at 10 sessions over a period of 5 weeks. Two individuals were measured at each session to 
monitor systematic measurement changes from session to session and to monitor measurement noise. 

2.3. Spectral Analysis 

The spectra were analyzed for clustering by two methods, principal component analysis (PCA) and self-organizing 
competitive neural networks. Analysis was performed with MATLAB version 5 using the MATLAB PLS and neural network 
toolboxes. PCA was performed on the data as measured, or preprocessed by mean centering or autoscaling to unit standard 
deviation across the spectrum. Little change was observed in the results regardless of the data preprocessing techniques. 
Neural network analysis was performed directly on the reflectance data. The competitive neural network works by computing 
the distance between an input vector (or spectrum) and the weighting vectors for each group. The weighting vector can be 
understood to be a representative spectrum of the group. The weight vector closest to the input vector is adjusted so that it is 
closer to the input vector. The process is repeated across the set of input vectors and repeated until the weights of the 
grouping vectors don't change. At this point, the input spectra are classified by measuring the distance between the input 
vector and the group vectors, with the input vector categorized by being placed in the closest group. The number of groups is 
an input parameter to the neural network. For this analysis, 3 groups were used to correspond to the number of groups used in 
the self-analysis survey. 

3.   RESULTS 
The reflectance spectra of all 108 subjects at one 
of the unexposed sites is shown in Figure 2. 
Typical absorption bands are present in these 
spectra; hemoglobin peaks at 545 and 570 nm, 
and the water peak at 960 nm. Because of the 
small size of the collection port, the collected 
reflectance is only about half of the total diffuse 
reflectance. At longer wavelengths, the 
measured reflectance actually decreases, even 
though tissue absorption decreases and hence 
total diffuse reflectance should increase. This 
effect is due to the decreasing tissue scattering at 
longer wavelengths, and hence, longer 
wavelength light is more diffuse and escapes 
from the surface at larger distances from the 
point of entry. The port on the bottom of the 
probe is therefore collecting a smaller amount of 
the diffusely reflected light returning to the 
surface at longer wavelengths. 

500 900 600 700 800 
Wavelength (nm) 

Figure 2: Reflectance spectra collected at one of the unexposed 
measurement sites. 

As described above, two individuals were 
measured at each of the 10 measurement 
sessions. For the 10 spectra collected at each 
measurement site per individual, there was a standard 
deviation of about 1% across the entire spectrum. 
The exception to this was in the region of the hemoglobin peaks, where there was higher variation between measurement 
sessions. By comparing measurements made at different sites and at different sessions, it was concluded that the error 
between sessions was not due to any systematic differences in acquiring the data from one session to the next. Instead, the 
measured standard deviation represents the actual measurement error. 

1000 
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3.1. PCA Analysis 

The first four components of the principal 
component analysis explained 99% of the 
variation in the measured reflectance 
spectra, with over 80% of the variation 
covered in the first component alone. The 
first 3 principal components are shown in 
Figure 3. In typical clustering analysis 
using PCA, one plots the scores of the 
various components against each other. 
Such plots usually reveal some 
categorization of the data. For the spectra 
collected, such plots didn't categorize the 
data. Histograms of the scores of the first 
component indicated some grouping of the 
skin types. Therefore the score of the first 
component was compared to the self- 
reported skin color. Figure 4 shows the 
normalized scores of component 1 versus 
self-assessed skin color for measurements 
on an exposed and unexposed site. 
Normalized scores greater than 0.6 
correspond well with self-assessments of 
dark skin. Separation between those 
reporting medium and light colored skin is 
more ambiguous. 
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Figure 3: First three principal components as derived from PCA analysis 
of data in Figure 2. 
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3.2. Neural Network Analysis 
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Figure 5 shows the reflectance spectra 
collected at one of the unexposed sites and 
the representative group spectra as 
determined by the neural network analysis. 
Three groups were used in the analysis to 
correspond to the number of groups used in 
the self-assessment question. 

Figure 6 compares the neural net groupings 
for exposed and unexposed measurement 
sites with the self-assessments. Almost all of 
those assessing their skin color as dark are 
also grouped as having dark skin by the 
neural network. Likewise, the majority of 
those assessing themselves as having light 
colored skin are also assessed as having light 
colored skin by the neural network. However, 
there is little correspondence between those 
assessing themselves as medium skinned and 
the neural network grouping of medium 
skinned. For the unexposed site, only half of 
those reporting medium skin color are 
grouped in the medium skin color group by the 
neural network. The other half are evenly divided 
between light and dark groupings. 

500 600 700 800 
Wavelength (nm) 

900 1000 

Figure 5: Reflectance spectra from Figure 2 and representative 
spectra of 3 groups as determined by neural network analysis. 
Representative spectra are thick black lines. 

It does appear that most people are able to distinguish between actual skin color and color due to exposure to sunlight. The 
neural network groupings of skin color, when measured on the sun-exposed site, tend to group people as having darker skin 
than the subjects' own assessment of their skin color. Neural network groupings of the reflectance spectra measured on the 
unexposed site have a better correspondence to the self-assessed skin colors. The neural net groupings are also more evenly 
balanced around the line of perfect correspondence between the neural net groupings and the self-assessed skin color. 
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Figure 6: Neural network groupings versus self reported skin color for a) a site exposed to sunlight and b) a site not 
exposed to sunlight. 
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4.   DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 

The objective of the study was to assess the validity of self-reported skin color by comparing responses of a self-assessment 
of skin color with an external objective measure. In this case, the external objective measure was diffuse reflectance 
spectrophotometry. The measured spectra were analyzed for groupings into light, medium and dark skin by Principal 
Component Analysis and a competitive neural network algorithm. 

It was found that PC A analysis of the reflectance data did not correspond well with the self-assessed skin colors, except for 
those reporting dark skin. The neural network analysis provided better correspondence with the self-assessed skin colors. 
However, it could not distinguish between medium skin color and either light or dark skin. It is unclear if this poor 
correspondence is due to poor reporting of skin color or inconclusive spectroscopic measurements and analysis. It may be 
more appropriate to use more than 3 groups in the neural network analysis to distinguish between those with very light skin, 
such as Northern Europeans, from those with moderately light skin, i.e. people with an ethnic origin from the middle of 
Europe. Also, the analysis may be somewhat biased by the large number of subjects who are by their own assessment light 
skinned. The population sampled corresponded well with the ethnic makeup of the local population, but the lack of dark 
skinned people may have placed a bias in the groupings by the neural network. 

Future work in this study will include comparing the results of this study with previous studies. These studies generally 
examined reflectance at only one or two wavelengths. Also, we are examining ways of determining the melanin concentration 
directly from the reflectance spectra by fitting the main skin components to the spectra. 
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ABSTRACT 

Fluorescence properties of flavins in normal, benign and malignant human breast tissues have been investigated 
between 500-700 nm using 488 nm excitation of an Ar-ion laser. The combination of fluorescence anisotropy and spectral 
profiles can distinguish normal, benign and malignant from one another. The fluorescence spectra may be characterized by 
two major bands with the width of the band at 580nm being the distinguishing parameter. The polarization study of human 
breast tissues shows higher amsotropy for the tumor tissues compared to their normal counterparts. The effects of multiple 
scattering on depolarization of fluorescence is confirmed by polarization measurements on thin tissue sections which show 
higher anisotropy values compared to the thick samples. An important observation is the increase in the difference of 
amsotropy values between some of the normal and malignant tumor samples while going from thick to thin tissues. 

Keywords: Fluorescence, Depolarization, Amsotropy, Multiple Scattering, Malignant. 

INTRODUCTION 

The use of optical spectroscopy for non-invasive probing of human tissue environment' is now an important area of 
research Since the emission process contains a wealth of information that is related to fluorophores and its surroundings, 
fluorescence is unique among spectroscopic techniques2. Several groups have been investigating the use of fluorescence 
spectroscopy for possible cancer diagnosis and promising results have been achieved 3_6. Fluorescence spectroscopic studies 
in human tissues may provide informations on progress of disease at the molecular level. Earlier work with excitation in the 
visible range however has not been quite rewarding''. The aim of this work is to use fluorescence depolarization to probe in 
more details in visible region, for any distinguishing features and more information on the environment of flavins, the major 
fluorophore in that region. These are coenzymes that play a role in oxidation-reduction processes of the tissues. Hence, they 
may play a major role in triggering tumor growth11. The size, shape or segmental flexibility of the fluorophores can also be 
probed by fluorescence depolarization measurements. In this paper we report diagnostic possibilities of flavoproteins using 
steady state fluorescence depolarization techniques and shape profile in the visible region for breast cancer. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Pathologically characterized thick (~4mm) tissues samples were obtained immediately after surgery. The 
experiments were done on the same day of operation, without any chemical treatment. Most of the tumor tissues studied were 
ductal carcinomas. The normal tissues were from the surrounding areas of the resected cancerous tissues. 

The samples were excited with linearly polarized laser light of wavelength 488nm of an Ar-ion laser with a power of 
2mw at the sample site. The light was focused on to a spot size of nearly 10um on the front surface of the tissue. 
Luminescence from the front surface of the tissue was passed through an analyzer whose optical axis was set parallel or 
perpendicular to the optical axis of the polarizer. A depolarizer was placed before the spectrometer to ensure that the 
detection system does not give preference to any one of the selected direction of polarized luminescence. The fluorescence 
spectra were scanned using an SPEX-1877E triplemate blazed at 500nm and detected using a cooled SI photomultiplier tube. 
Fluorescence anisotropy was estimated using the relation r (X)= (In -1±) / (I^2l±). For measurements samples were placed in 
optical cuvettes of lx 1x5cm3. Samples were in the form of thick and thin slices of thickness 4mm to 0.5mm respectively. 
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Fig. 1 Fitted fluorescence spectral profiles lor (a) Normal, (b)Benign, (c)Malignant I luman Breast tissue. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Fig. 1 shows the fitted fluorescence spectral profiles for normal, benign and malignant human breast tissues excited 
at 488nm. The emission spectra were characterized in general by a major wavelength band centered around 530nm. The 
fluorophores responsible for this band is believed to be mainly from flavins, eg: - FAD, FMN, and free riboflavins. This was 
supported by the emission spectra of the corresponding fluorophores in aqueous solution (10~5M) peaked at 530nm7. In 
benign tumors the wavelength band at 580nm was remarkably prominent and the fluorescence profiles appeared to be 
broadened. To extract more information in this regard, the profiles were fitted to two voigl functions, one at 530nm and the 
other at 580nm. Assuming the 530 band to be from flavins, the peak position and FWHM of this band was fixed as according 
to the spectral profiles of aqueous solution of FAD measured by us. 

Quantitatively, from the theoretical fits, a distinct difference was observed in the normal, benign and malignant 
tumors. The bandwidth of benign tumors was seen to be always less than 7()nni. In comparison the same band is greater than 
85nm in malignant tumors and normal tissue has a bandwidth of ~33nm. Based on the second band width a clear cut-off can 
be obtained for the three types of tissues. Fig.2 shows scatter plot of 20 samples analysed These broader profiles indicate 
cither presence of another fluorophore or different kinds of flavins8 in tissue material and their possible interactions with 
various chemical species present in human breast tissues. Of particular interest is the distinguishing spectral feature of benign 
tumor, which is pathologically important. The spectral profiles of benign tumors also show an abrupt drop at around 
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59()nm.This could be due to self-absorption effects. The spatial variation of fluorescence intensities have been studied to 
confirm whether the abrupt decrease is due to self absorption effects, or is an intrinsic property of tissue. The value of 
absorption coefficient at 590nm is seen to be higher in benign tumors. Hence, this shape may be due to self absorption 
effects12. 

Three Raman peaks were observed at 1148.9, 1520.4,and 2891.8 cm"1 in almost all normal cases, at different 
positions as reported13. The normal tissues were mostly yellow and fatty. 

On the basis of polarized fluorescence spectra from normal, malignant and benign tissues, anisotropy was 
calculated Experiments were done by varying thickness from 4mm to 0.5mm. Lower anisotropy values of the normal human 
breast tissues compared to benign or malignant tumor counter parts have been observed. Such kind of observations have been 
reported for skin tissues9 Fluorescence depolarization can occur due to Brownian rotational motion of the excited 
fluorophores in low and moderate viscosities7. Depolarization of any propagating light can also occur due to multiple 
scattering. Experiments were performed with thin tissue sections (0.5mm) to minimize multiple scattering effects. A larger 
increase in the anisotropy was observed in malignant tumors as compared to their normal counter parts in going from thick to 
thin, but in benign cases they were of the same order as normal. This is consistent with the fact that multiple scattering effects 
on excitation light and fluorescence is more in malignant tissues as compared to normal10. The above results also suggest that 
benign tumor, on the contrary, arc not as affected by multiple scattering as malignant tumors. These results suggest that 
depolarization due to multiple scattering plays a dominant role in thick tissues and that it is higher in malignant tissues 
because of its higher cell density. This result is also consistent with higher values of reduced scattering coefficient of benign 
tumors, obtained from fluorescence light propagation model. The lower anisotropy in normal tissues compared to malignant 
tumors even in thin tissues where effect of multiple scattering has been reduced, suggest that other causes of fluorescence 
depolarization (eg: rotational motion of fluorophores or average size of rotationally mobile species) may be more dominant. 
Experiments with tissues of thickness in the single scattering region will be performed to confirm this. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

To conclude, our in-vitro studies on human breast tissues show that characteristic information from shape of the fluorescence 
spectra and depolarization effects can provide a very good discrimination between cancerous, normal and benign breast 
tissues in the visible region The results therefore suggest that a straightforward fluorescence spectral profile can itself 
provide excellent discrimination between malignant and benign, which is of pathological importance. The fluorescence 
depolarization results also throw light into effects of multiple scattering in the three different tissue types. 
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Stoke's and anti - Stoke's characteristics of anaerobic and aerobic 

bacterias at excitation of fluorescence by low-intensive red light. 

Part I. Research of anaerobic bacterias 
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ABSTRACT 

Biopsy or photodynamic therapy of tumors are usually investigated by fluorescent diagnostics methods. 
Information on modified method of fluorescence diagnostics of inflammatory diseases is represented in this research 
(optical PNC-method). Anaerobic microorganisms (bacterias) are an often cause of these pathological processes. These 
microorganisms also accompany disbiotic processes in intestines. 

Conducted reserches on studying the possibility of registration of monoculture of anaerobic microorganisms and their 
mixtures by the method of laser PNC-diagnostics. Stoke's and anti-Stoke's characteristics of 7 anaerobic and aerobic 
microorganisms (bacterias) types were researched. 

A choice of the listed bacterias as objects of study connected with that these species of microorganisms, presenting a normal 
microbiocenosis and being obligatory anaerobes are the most often cause of purulent-inflamatory diseases of different 
localizations. 

Moreover, at present very few facts are known about fluorescence of these bacterias under excitement by red light. 

Keywords: in vivo autofluorescence, laser, spectroscopy, anaerobic and aerobic bacterias, PNC-diagnostics 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Human organism consists big quantity of bacterias. Bacterial flora usually forms complicated and rather stable ecological 
system, which depends on peculiar features of human organism and can characterize ecosystem in norm and pathology. 
Thus continuous search for relatively prime, inexpensive and informative methods allowing to estimate microecological 

shift of organism is well-taken and rather important. Such a method could be optical PNC-method[l-3]. The distinctive 

feature of the optical PNC-method in aspect of indication of informational signals, characterizing biotissue in normal and 

pathologi are application in analyzing of Stoke's and anty-Stoke's fluorescent radiation components, probing, reflected and 

backscattering radiation and other secondary optical radiations. 

In elementary case at least three components of optical radiation are used - probing, backscattering and fluorescence 

radiation, which are detected simultaneously and analyzed by special algorithm. 

In the first part of this article main attention is paid to research of anaerobic bacterias spectral characteristics. In the second 

part of the article the results of aerobic bacterias research will be published. 

'Correspondence: E-mail: VMasychev@rosslynmedical.com, Telephone: 7 095 258 2330; Fax: 7 095 258 2438 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The scheme of the experimental devise is shown on fig. 1 The experimental device includes treatment-diagnostic "Oliver- 

101" system (produced by ROSSLYN MEDICAL, UK) intended for registration and studying of biological object 

spectrums (biotissues, microorganisms, physiological liquids etc.), and a tube (vial), having a volume about 10 cm3 and held 

in special holder. The "Oliver-101" system has a fiber-optic device for delivery of probing radiation to an object of 

studying. The fiber-optic device simultaneously provides registration of backrefiected, backscattering and fluorescent 

radiation from a bioobject. Optical signals from an investigated bioobject are guided to the entrance of the "Oliver-101" 

system and directed to the entrance of spectrum registering device. Monochromator with a dispergating element (linear 

dispersion 10nm/mm ) enables to detect exciting radiation and fluorescence spectrums in the spectral region 520 - 850 nm. 

As photo receivers photodiode straightedge with a hmiting sensitivity up to 10 photon/element on bacterial wavelength of 

633 nm are used. Electrical signals from the photoreceiver are registered, displayed and processed by PC-computer. The 

distinguish feature of the current research is that anty - Stake's components of optical PNC-signals of biological objects are 

being registering for the first time. 

Developed software enables the "Oliver-101" system to operate in two diagnostic modes: a spectrum registering mode and 

a spectrum processing mode. 

In a spectrum registering mode optical spectrums of bacterias was recorded in absolute values as dependencies of 

backscattering weakened signal intensity on a fixed wavelength of exciting radiation and of autofluorescence from 

wavelength (PNC-spectrums) [1]. In the spectrum processing mode the spectrums having been received during the 

registration are studied in details. In particular the processing mode enables to perform on spectrums some standard 

mathematical operations, to normalize spectrums and to compare them Besides that, special programs allow on certain 

algorithms to select consider separate spectral ranges, to measure fluorescence power, to measure wavelength absolute value 

at maximums of spectral curves and to get numerical parameters, characterizing relative contribution of back scattering and 

fluorescent signals into radiation spectrums. In this work four types of microorganism's (bacterias) spectrums were 

researched: 

1. Bacteroides fragilis N 323 

2. Clostridium perfringens tA N E5 

3. Fusobacterium necroforum N22 

4. Campilobacter jejuni N 170 

The choice of the listed bacterias was based on the fact that these species of microorganisms, presenting a normal 

microbiocenosis, in most cases are conditionally-pathogenic microbes (the exception is Campylobacter jejuni - 

causative agent in acute enteritis), cause purulent-inflammatory diseases of different localization and caries. Moreover 

at present very few farts about the bacterial fluorescent by red light excitement are known. Usually bacterias were kept 

in sealed tubes, opened just before each experiment. 
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3. STRATAGY OF THE STUDY UNDERTAKING 

As far as fluorescent methods of analysis depend on many external factors, changing fluorescence of investigated 

substances, then in this research greater attention was paid to a fluorescence spectrum registration beginning with choosing 

of tube materials, solvent, conditions of undertaking the experiment and ending with factors, which prevent 

photodestruction (photobleaching) of investigated microorganisms in relation to laser probing radiation. 

In particular, the applied tube was made of special optical glass, not having any observable fluorescence, what was 

confirmed by additionally conducted experiments. As solvent in experiments distill water was used, which also showed no 

fluorescence in absence of analysing substance. To ensure impossibility of contamination by fluorescent, scattering and 

absorbing admixtures right in time of analysis other arrangements were made. It is particularly important when 

concentration of analyzing substance is close to the limits of sensitivity of given analytical method of fluorescence analysis. 

As far as fluorescence for many substances can extremely depend on temperatures, special measures on stabilization of 

temperatures indoors were taken. All measurements described below were performed at room temperature of 20 +_1 °C 

under normal atmospheric pressure. Besides, in experiments described below, pH parameter was constant and equal 7. 

As it was noted above, many fluorescent substances, being intensively irradiated by natural or coherent light, absorb its and 

herewith decay. As a result of the instability intensity of fluorescence decreases right in time of measurements. It is obvious 

that destruction of microorganisms (bacterias) can bring about serious systematic mistakes. Because of it all analyzed 

bacterias every time were studied on photoresistance under one or another parameter of probing radiation. A degree of 

analyzed bacteria photodestruction depended on energy dose used. So while analyzing such unstable bacterias, energy 

doses, which do not bring about inconvertible bacteria photodestruction were used. 

It is also necessary to emphasize that intensive probing light, focused in some point inside a tube, also can cause 

considerable local photodestruction. If the fluorescence emitted by this damaged solution area is measured, that under 

investigated spectrums can vary depending on optical focus position. They can be lowered under focused beam, and only 

after that, as in the tube diffusion occurs and in the point, where the light was focused initial conditions recovered, spectrum 

will go back to the initial values. So in this research optical systems of probing radiation delivery were used, which don't 

focus light inside the tube. 

Studies were held at the following scheme. 

On the first stage spectrums of each four bacterial types were researched. Each spectrum was registered in conditions of 

contact distal end of fiber with a surface of bacterial mixture in distilled water, placed in the tube (monosolutions). The 

power of probing laser radiation did not exceed 3 mW, time of spectrum registration varied within 0.02 and 5 sec. Herewith 

as it was mentioned above, laser energy radiation (not exceeding 0.015 J) did not bring about inconvertible photodynamic 

damaging of bacterias and their observable photobleaching. 
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On the second stage spectrums of bacterial mixtures (polysolutions) were studied. Their particularities and possibility of 

usage for each bacteria in under investigated mixtures were researched. In this case registered spectrums were shown by 

superposition of fluorescence of several bacterial species, located in solution in one common tube. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1. Monobacterial mixtures 

Dependences of absolute intensity of fluorescence on a wavelength at excitement of fluorescent by probing radiation of the 

He-Ne laser (1=632.8 nm) for four bacterias types are shown on Fig. 2-5. As it is seen from the figures bacterial mixtures in 

distill water, which was used as a dissolvent, show intensive fluorescence. Stoke's fluorescence can be located in red and 

nearest infrared spectral range (635-850 nm). Applying spectral registering device enables also to detect anty-Stoke's of 

fluorescence, i.e. light with less wavelength (more energy) than exciting light. 

Emission in spectral region 590-630 nm is character for anty-Stoke's radiation. 

Spectrums of fluorescence of all studied bacterias are characterized by one vastly denominated maximum in range 650 nm 

and by monotonous fading in the nearest infrared range. Different types of microorganisms in the experimental conditions 

are different in intensities of a fluorescent maximum and in integrated power of fluorescence. These factors can vary in 3-4 

times for different types of bacterias. However, the differences are insufficient for reliable bacterial type identification with 

only these information factors. More specific and informative are amplitudes of backscattering probing radiation ( X=632.8 

nm). In combination with fluorescence, forming spectrums, their informational factors allow to characterize types of studied 

bacterias more uniquely, i.e. these factors might be used for indication and separation of observed monobacterias, since they 

in significant measure reflect specifics of the researched bioobjects. 

Normalization of fluorescence spectrums allow to compare intensities and powers of under investigated bacterias 

fluorescence in particular when using the standards of comparison (fig. 6). The standard of comparison serves also as a 

factor of reproducibility of detected spectrums. 

Reproducibility of researched spectrums were proved by detection of 15-30 spectrums, recording sequentially with time 

interval 5 sec. (fig. 7, 8). As it follows from the figures, measurement inaccuracy did not exceed + 2% (fig. 7), inaccuracy in 

reproducibility of wavelength value in spectrum maximum did not exceed + 0.5 nm (fig. 8), and inaccuracy in integrated 

power reproducibility - 1.5%. Fig. 7 illustrates data on reproducibility of optical spectrums. It is shown, that under long 

irradiation with chosen parameters effect of photodestruction did not revel itself at all. 

The "Oliver - 101" system has a mode, providing countering and variation of excited light dose, in order to irradiate an 

object of studying only in a short period of measurement. At bacteria investigation it was shown that for quick spectral 

analysis it is preferable to use high - speed registration systems. The sensitivity of a system is better to raise by means of 

receiver sensitivity rather than increasing the intensity of exiting radiation. When studying unstable objects and having to 
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use very weak light sources, necessary sensitivity is completely defined by sensitivity of a receiver. At the analysis of such 

unstable substances as bacterias, it is recommended to use the beam of smaller intensity for excitement. 

4.2. Poh bacterial mixtures 

On the second stage spectrums of bacterial mixtures dissolved in distilled water were researched Their peculiarities, 

possibility of identification of each bacteria from the mixture upon their distinctive spectrums and information features were 

studied. In this case detected spectrums were superposition of several bacteria's fluorescent spectrums located in one tube. 

Fig. 10-12 show dependence of normalized signal intensity on wavelength while excitement of fluorescence by probing 

radiation 632.8 nm for three different bacterial mixtures. These mixtures are dissolved in distill water. Basic spectral 

characteristics proper to the investigated bacterias are the same for spectrums of their mixtures. Withal we should note a 

number of differences in the spectrums, distinctive for polybacterial mixtures. Intensity of fluorescence of mixtures is higher 

than intensity of fluorescence of each component. It is not observed stechiomentrical relations between integral 

concentration of bacterias and integral power of fluorescence at study of spectrums of bacterial mixtures. Unlike 

monosolutions, spectral maximum of fluorescence for bacterial mixtures shifts to a long wave range. The shift depends on a 

quantity of bacterias under investigation, their spices, concentrations and a number of other parameters. The biggest shift of 

the fluorescence maximum in the described above experiments was near 30 nm. This data shows integration between under 

investigated bacterias when they are in mixtures. A mechanism of such action is differ from straight proportional increasing 

of fluorescence power and depends on bacterial species and bacterial concentration. There is not heavy but observable 

competition between bacterias and products of their vital activity in mixtures, what is reflected on fluorescence spectrums. 

Under that, as it can be seen from spectral analysis (fig. 10-12), the most frequency shift in mixtures is specific for the 

mixtures containing bacteria No. 3 (Fuse-bacterium necroforum). Withal an accompaniment of bacterias No.l, No.2 and 

No.4 in the mixtures brings around not sufficient, but measured shifts of maximum fluorescence wavelength. However the 

most important experimental fact of the spectrum analysis is that the studied bacterial types did not actively participate in 

fluorescence quenching. We can regard this as an confirmation of light energy migration under the described interaction. 

Revealed phenomena of potentiation fluorescent power and shift of fluorescent maximum, which are determined by each 

part of mixture and type of bacteria is of crucial importance for clinical usage, first of all in aspect of detection and 

evaluation the stage of pathological processes in which the studied microorganisms participate. Weak mutual influence and 

an absence of observable quenching of fluorescence allow to regard the integral factors of fluorescence power as an 

objective quantity and quality indicator of a pathologic hearth microbiocenosis. It allows to integrally evaluate presence and 

activity of microbes in under investigated biological object. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

1. The research of four bacterial types and their mixtures was performed by method of optical PNC-diagnostics while 

fluorescence excitation by red light. Main attention was paid to the research of fluorescence component of optical PNC- 

signals. 

2. For the first time anty-Stoke's fluorescence of anaerobic bacterias was registered. 
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3. It is revealed that the characteristic wavelength of peak of fluorescence maximum for different investigated bacterias at 

probing radiation X= 632.8 nm does not depend on type of the object. It is a constant value 650 + 0.5 nm. 

4. Different species of microorganism in conditions of experiments vary on intensities in the fluorescence maximum and 

on integral power of fluorescence. 

5. It is revealed that fluorescence spectrums of under investigated microorganisms differ both in each fixed point of a 

spectral fluorescence curve and in fluorescence power in any spectral interval of fluorescence. 

6. A relative input of each indicated parameter can vary, but the dominant parameters are the wavelength of fluorescence 

intensity peak and its integral power. Spectral changes of fluorescent as information parameters reflect specifics of 

under investigation objects (bacterias) incredibly weaker. 

7. At bacterial mixture study it is revealed a phenomena of fluorescent power potentiation, which determined by the 

power of each component of the mixture. Herewith integral effect in not a linear superposition of each component of 

the mixture. 

8. It is revealed that while studying fluorescence of bacterial mixtures it can be observed a shift of fluorescent peak in a 

long wave range up to 30 + 1 nm. The shift depends on set of under investigation bacterias, their types and 

concentrations and obtains in the described above cases 30 +lmn. 

9. On the basics of the achieved results we can suppose that the most informative factors from the standpoint of clinical 

applications in detection and evaluation pathological processes, based on quality and quantity changes in 

microbiocenosis with participation of the specified bacterias are: a position of peak of fluorescence maximum, intensity 

in maximum integral power and shift of fluorescence wavelength under of pathological processes. 

10. Thereby, observed in clinical practice shift of maximum of fluorescent wavelength when recovery process in patients 

with inflammatory diseases can reflect quality and quantity changes in microflora and probably is not determined by 

changes in it's Ph environment as it was supposed earlier. 

11. Left shift of maximum of fluorescent integral factor characterises changes of quantity and quality microflora 

component of pathological hearth. 

12. On the basics of the conducted researches we suppose that integral factors of fluorescent power are not specific, but 

objective factors of quantity and quality components of pathologic hearth microflora, allowing to evaluate integrally 

presence and activity of microbes in under investigation biological object (skin, disbacterios, purulent inflammatory 

wounds etc.) 
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Fig. 1.    Scheme of the experimental device: 1- the "Oliver -101" system; 2- fiber-optic device; 3-tube(vial); 4-holder 
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Fig. 2.    Spectrum of monobacterial solution (suspension) Bacteroides fragilis in distill water 
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Fig. 3.    Spectrum of monobacterial solution (suspension) Clostridium perfringens in distill water 
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Fig. 4.    Spectrum of monobacterial solution (suspension) Fusobacterium nercoforum in distill water 
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Fig. 5.    Spectrum of monobacterial solution (suspension) Campilobacter jejuni in distill water 
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Fig. 6.    Normalized spectrums of monosolutions (suspension) of 1-Bacteroides fragilis; 2-Clostridium perfringens; 3- 

Fusobacterium necroforum; 4-Campilobacter jejuni 
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Fig. 7.    Spectrums of monobacterial solution Bacteroides fragilis in distill water, recorded sequentially with 

time interval 5 sec 
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Fig. 8.    Reproducibility of maximal amplitudes of fluorescence spectrums (Xmax=650 nm) 
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Fig. 9.    Dependence of integral power of fluorescence (coefficient Q ) on number of tests 
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Fig, 10.   Normalized spectrum of bacterial mixture (Bacteroides fragilis (No. 1) and Clostridium perfringens (No. 2)) in 

distill water 
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Fig, 11.   Normalized spectrum of bacterial mixture (Bacteroides fragilis (No.l); Clostridium perfringens (No. 2) and 

Fusobacterium necroforum (No. 3)) in distill water 
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Fig. 12.   Normalized spectrum of bacterial mixture (Bacteroides fragilis (No.l); Clostridium perfringens (No. 2); 

Fusobacterium necroforum (No. 3) and Campilobacter jejuni (No.4)) in distill water 
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Effects of scattering particles concentration on light propagation through 
turbid media 

Alexey N. Bashkatov, Elina A. Genina, Vyacheslav I. Kochubey, Valery V. Tuchin 

Saratov State University, Astrakhanskaya 83, Saratov 410026, Russia 

ABSTRACT 

Experimental study and computer simulation of light propagation in turbid media with different concentration of scattering 
particles are described. Gel phantoms with adding of Intralipid-20% as a model of living tissue have been investigated. 
Experimental results have shown existing of transmittance and reflectance saturation in dependence on volume fraction of 
the scatterers. The inverse adding-doubling method and Reyleigh-Gans approximation of the Mie theory were applied to 
describe the light propagation. The explanation of the experimental results is presented. 

Keywords: phantoms, turbid media, scattering spectroscopy, inverse adding-doubling method, concentration effects 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the problem in clinical laser therapy is the prediction of light distribution in tissue. Wavelength range from 400 to 
700 nm has a special significance because of its therapeutic applications. However, light propagation in tissue is 
complicated by the inhomogeneous and variable character of tissue. In addition, in vitro samples are expected to have 
different optical properties from in vivo samples. Nowadays, phantoms are widely used for study of light propagation in 
tissues.1"12 Real tissues are usually densely packed systems of scatterers, therefore concentration effects should be accounted 
for 3,13-22 In this paper we present tne resujts of experimental study and computer simulation of effects of scattering particles 
concentration on light propagation through turbid media. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In this study we used a commercially available computer-driven CARY-2415 spectrophotometer with integrating sphere to 
make total transmittance, and diffuse reflectance measurements in the 400-700 nm wavelength range for various turbid 
media (phantoms) which model living tissues. For each phantom diffuse reflectance Rd and total transmittance Td were 
measured. The diffuse reflectance were calibrated on the basis of reflectance from standard reflectance plate (BaF2). 

We used transparent gel, prepared from 10% aqueous solution of food gelatin, as a ground of the phantoms. Structure of 
gelatin gel was described in Ref. 23 and presented in Fig. 1. Gel was made turbid by adding of various quantity of 
Intralipid-20% suspension.1"3'6'8'9'12 Concentrations of Intralipid-20% within samples were 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, and 
40% (vol/vol). The samples were prepared as tablets with diameter 25 mm and height 4 mm. The samples were placed on 
thin glass plates with thickness of 0.17 mm. 

Since we used the food gelatin, which has its own strong absorption band in visible spectral range, we measured absorption 
coefficient of gelatin gel. The spectrum of measured absorption coefficient is presented in Fig. 2. Mie theory provides an 
exact computation of the scattering coefficient and the anisotropy factor of perfect spheres of arbitrary size.24,25 To use Mie 
theory we considered the gelatin particles as spherical particles of the same volume. Scattering coefficient and anisotropy 
factor of the gelatin were calculated using Mie theory algorithm,24 as a result there was shown that the scattering of gelatin 
can be neglected, so, only absorption of gelatin should be accounted for. 

Optical properties of the Intralipid suspension can be found is Refs. 9, 12, the anisotropy factor is described by the formula. 
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g = l.l-5.8-l(r*-A|W| (1) 

Refractive indices of the samples were estimated using the law of Gladstone and Dale 

n = ngr\g+nsr]s (2) 

where ng, ns, and f]s, T]s are the refractive indices and volume fractions of the ground substance (gelatin matrix and water) 
and substance which was used as a scatterers (Intralipid-20%), respectively. Refractive indices of the gelatin matrix and 
Intralipid-20% were found experimentally using Abbe refractometer as n= 1.3525 and 1.335, respectively. 

The refractive indices for various wavelengths of water were calculated using dispersion formula from Ref. 26: 

"-=U1848+IP^5 (3) 

It is well known that the scatterers of Intralipid suspension are soybean oil particles, which wavelength dependent refractive 
index can be calculated using 12 

1.154-104    1.132-109 

nsoybean =1-451+ ; _     .,,- ; ,     „A (4) 

The refractive index of the gelatin particles was determined in Ref. 27 as n^ = 1.533 . 

We used the inverse adding-doubling method that was developed by Prahl et a/.28 to calculate the absorption and scattering 
coefficients of turbid media (phantoms) from measured values of total transmittance and diffuse reflectance. To obtain 
optical properties of the investigated phantoms we used a computer program of S.A. Prahl (Oregon Medical Laser Center, 
USA; www.omlc.ogi.edu'). 

To compare optical properties calculated using inverse adding-doubling method and Reyleigh-Gans approximation of the 
Mie theory, we determined the reduced scattering coefficient using the formula taken from Ref. 3. 

256-7T   m2+2 

X t  *f/ ■ ^ (l + cos20)sin0(l-cos0) ,. 

»«    J ,in6m 

9     (m2-lt f A t   f/ 2(l + cos20)sin0(l-cos0) 
0 I .._..! (5) 

'         /,       N          ^2nanr   .  (6^\ .    , . . .    , -a. 
where Gs = <7S (1 — g) , u = 2 — Sin  — I, Gs  is the scattering cross section, g is the average cosine of the 

X         [2) 

scattering angle, a is the radius of the scattering particle, X is wavelength of the scattered light in vacuum, m =  is the 
"ex 

refractive index of the scatterers relative to the surrounding medium, and nin and nex are refractive indices of the scattered 
particle and surrounding medium, respectively. Anisotropy factor g we calculated using Eq. 1. 

In a multiple-scattering medium, the reduced scattering coefficient, fls , is related to <TS  by14,15,20,22 

'   (I-»?)4 

(1 + 2-7?) 
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where <JS is given by Eq.5,N is the total number of scattering particles per unit volume, i.e., the number density. N can be 

given as r\jvpar , where T] is the volume fraction of the particles relative to the total volume, and v  , is (4/3)na3. To 

account for the packing factor (Eq. 6) we should evaluate the volume fraction of the scatterers (soybean oil particles). For 
that the volume fraction of Intralipid (which was added to gelatin gel) was multiplied by 0.239. This coefficient accounts for 
real concentration of oil particles in Intralipid solution.12 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figures 3-6 show the experimental results of optical properties of the investigated samples (phantoms) with various 
concentrations of the scatterers. Figure 3 presents the diffuse reflectance spectra of the gelatin phantoms with adding of 
various volume fractions of Intralipid-20% suspension. Figure 4 presents the total transmittance spectra of the gelatin 
phantoms with adding of various volume fractions of Intralipid-20% suspension. Figure 5 presents the Intralipid 
concentration dependence on the diffuse reflectance at three wavelengths. In this figure we see that diffuse reflectance has a 
slight saturation which depends on concentration (expressed in volume fraction) of the Intralipid suspension. Figure 6 shows 
concentration dependence of the optical density of the gelatin phantoms with adding of various volume fractions of 

Intralipid suspension. We define the optical density as D = -\og(Td). We see that the optical density saturates as 

concentration of Intralipid goes up. As was shown above the absorption properties of phantoms are defined by gelatin gel 
and scattering properties by Intralipid suspension. We assume that saturation of optical density and diffuse reflectance are 
connected with changes of scattering properties of phantoms. Using inverse adding-doubling method the scattering 
coefficients of phantoms were obtain. Anisotropy factor of the scatterers was calculated using Eq. 1. To obtain refractive 
indices of phantoms Eqs. 2-4 and data taken from Ref. 27 were used. Results of our calculations are presented in Figs. 7 and 
8. Figure 7 shows that the scattering coefficients of the phantoms decrease with increasing of the wavelength. With 
increasing of Intralipid concentration the increasing of the scattering coefficients is observed. Figure 8 shows that 
determined scattering coefficient dependencies on concentration are saturated at high concentrations, which well correlate 
with saturation of measured optical density and diffuse reflectance which. 

To compare data obtained using inverse adding-doubling method and Reyleigh-Gans approximation of the Mie theory, we 
used Eqs. 5, 6. Refractive index of the scatterers was calculated using Eq. 4. Refractive index of surrounding medium was 
estimated using Eqs. 2, 3 and data from Ref. 27. Anisotropy factor was calculated using Eq. 1. Different references present 
different values of scatterers radius of Intralipid suspension. For example, in Ref. 3 scatterers radius is about 250 nm, in 
Refs. 2, 12 it is 46.5 nm. Due to well fit to our experimental data we use value of scatterers radius equal to 34 nm. 

The final result of our calculations is presented in Fig. 8. In general, a good fit of data obtained using inverse adding- 
doubling method and Reyleigh-Gans approximation (scatterers radius 34 nm) is received. 

4. CONCLUSION 

This paper discusses some aspects of tissue-like phantoms optical properties, especially phantoms with a high concentration 
of scatterers which corresponds to real tissues. Experimental study and computer simulation of light propagation in gelatin 
gel phantoms with adding of Intralipid-20% at high concentrations up to 40 % have been investigated. The saturation of 
transmittance and reflectance of phantoms in dependence on volume fraction of the scatterers was revealed. The inverse 
adding-doubling method and Reyleigh-Gans approximation of the Mie theory were applied to describe the light 
propagation. 

It should be noted that transmission and reflectance spectra of the studied phantoms with a high concentration of scatterers 
are well correlate with corresponding spectra of real tissues, like the human eye sclera.26 
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Figure 1. Structure of the gelatin particles 
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Figure 2. Absorption coefficient of the food gelatin gel. 
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Figure 3. Diffuse reflectance spectra of the gelatin phantoms with adding of various volume fractions of 20%-Intralipid. 
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Figure 4. Total transmittance spectra of the gelatin phantoms with adding of various volume fractions of 20%-Intralipid. 
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Figure 5. The diffuse reflectance of the gelatin phantoms with adding of various volume fractions of 20%-Intralipid. 
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